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ABSTRACT

Dialect emergence or new-dialect formation in intensive contact situations has

been the subject of research for decades. Approaches to dialect emergence

have led to a more solid understanding of the origins of specific phonological

features. This line of research often approaches issues of new-dialect formation

and phonological feature development within the confines of one linguistic

subfield. However, new-dialect formation is a multifaceted phenomenon which

results from a combination of dialectological, phonological and historical

linguistic factors. The current thesis presents a comprehensive account of

phonological feature development in new-dialect formation from a combined

theoretical perspective by exploring historical and contemporary processes

in the emergence of phonologically-conditioned variation in the price and

mouth lexical sets in Liverpool English.

This feature has been widely researched in other varieties of English and

has previously been attributed to new-dialect formation. However, little is

known about the patterns of price and mouth in Liverpool English. The

current thesis relies on multiple methods of data collection (e.g. a combination

of fieldwork and corpus data), various quantitative methods, and detailed

acoustic analyses (e.g. formants and Euclidean distance in a two-dimensional

formant space) to investigate the precise details and the processes involved in

the emergence and development of price and mouth patterns in Liverpool

English.

Liverpool English is thought to have emerged during the 19th century as

a result of extensive and prolonged immigration from the surrounding areas

of Lancashire and Cheshire, and from Ireland, Wales, and Scotland. However,

the specific timing, extent of immigration, and proportion of immigrant

populations have not been investigated in detail. The current thesis provides
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viii Abstract

the first in-depth analysis of historical census records in order to extend our

knowledge of the populations in Liverpool at the time of new-dialect formation.

The insights obtained from this analysis provide a more nuanced picture of

the development of Liverpool English. They are essential for determining

what dialects potentially contributed to dialect formation and the repertoire

of price and mouth variants present at the time that these processes were

developing. The analysis of historical census records is further augmented

by using a combination of quantitative methods and historical corpora in

order to gain a fuller understanding of the processes involved in the formation

of these dialect features.

The contemporary investigation of price and mouth in Liverpool English

shows that these patterns are separate, but related, and that their phonological

conditioning environments resemble those reported for cases of price and

mouth variation in other varieties of English. I present a detailed overview

of the phonetics and phonology of price and mouth variation in Liverpool

English, looking at a wide range of conditioning environments. This inves-

tigation also reviews a range of di↵erent quantitative measurements useful

for research on variation involving diphthongs.

The origins of price and mouth phonological patterns in Liverpool En-

glish indicate that an approach combining di↵erent theoretical perspectives is

required to adequately explain the development of these patterns. The current

thesis suggests that price and mouth phonologically conditioned variation

in Liverpool English initially resulted from variants of di↵erent dialects within

the dialect contact situation. However, some features of the contemporary

patterns developed following new-dialect formation as a by-product of pho-

netic and phonological properties of diphthong production in certain following

environments. By approaching the development of these phonological fea-

tures in Liverpool English from a combination of theoretical perspectives, the

current thesis expands our understanding of emergent phonological features

in new-dialect formation.



LAY SUMMARY

Massive immigration into an area may result in a situation commonly referred

to as new-dialect formation: a new dialect emerges as a result of intensive

contact among several di↵erent source dialects. The emergence of this new

dialect is the result of small adjustments in individuals’ speech, which take

place over several generations. Approaches to new-dialect formation have

led to a more solid understanding of the origins of specific dialect features.

This line of research often approaches issues of new-dialect formation within

the confines of one linguistic subfield. However, new-dialect formation is

a multifaceted phenomenon, which results from a combination of di↵erent

factors. The current thesis presents a comprehensive account for a dialect

feature in Liverpool English (‘Scouse’) that has been widely reported in other

situations of new-dialect formation: variation in the pronunciation of the

vowels in the words price and mouth.

In Liverpool English and many other dialects, the pronunciation of price

and mouth changes as a function of the following consonant. For example,

the vowels in tight and tide in Liverpool English often sound quite di↵erent

from each other. Interestingly, these sounds are still perceived as the same

vowel by speakers of the dialect. This feature has been widely researched in

other English dialects (such as Canadian English) and has previously been

attributed to new-dialect formation. However, little is known about this

feature in Liverpool English.

Liverpool English is thought to have emerged during the 19th century as

a result of extensive and prolonged immigration from the surrounding areas

of Lancashire and Cheshire, and from Ireland, Wales, and Scotland. However,

the specific timing, extent of immigration, and proportion of immigrant

populations have not been investigated in detail, or at least not in the context
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x Lay summary

of dialect features. The current thesis provides an in-depth analysis of historical

census records in order to extend our knowledge of the populations in Liverpool

in the 19th century. The insights obtained from this analysis provide a more

nuanced picture of the development of Liverpool English and are essential for

determining what dialects potentially contributed to new-dialect formation.

The current investigation finds that the variation in the pronunciation of

price and mouth in present-day Liverpool English resembles the patterns

that are reported in other English dialects. I present a detailed overview of the

phonetics and phonology of price and mouth in Liverpool English, looking at

a wide range of following consonants. Furthermore, I argue that an approach

combining di↵erent theoretical perspectives is required to adequately explain

the origins of these pronunciations in Liverpool English. The current thesis

also expands our understanding of emergent dialect features in new-dialect

formation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis investigates the development of phonological features in dialect

emergence. I further consider the interaction between features that are the

result of new-dialect formation and those that are endogenous developments.

Understanding what mechanisms underlie the formation of a new dialect has

been approached from numerous theoretical perspectives and is the subject of

lively debate within the linguistic community. In nearly every case of new-

dialect formation in varieties of English, phonologically-conditioned variation

of the price and mouth vowels – these lexical sets (Wells 1982) are discussed

below – has developed (Trudgill 1986), and is, therefore, the main focus

of this thesis. price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation are

defined as patterns of variation of the price and mouth vowels that are

conditioned by the following phonological environment. As a result of these

patterns frequently emerging in new-dialect formation situations, some of these

patterns have been extensively studied, such as Canadian Raising (Joos 1942,

Gregg 1973, Chambers 1973, Picard 1977). Within the research on price

and mouth patterns is a focus on the origins of these patterns in varieties

of English. However, it is di�cult to determine the processes involved in the

formation of these patterns, as many of them emerged prior to systematically

recorded materials. The di�culty in obtaining evidence for the processes that

are responsible for price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation has

resulted in various approaches to the formation of price and mouth patterns.

In order to obtain the necessary evidence to evaluate previous approaches, the

current thesis discusses a relatively recent case of new-dialect formation in

Liverpool (Knowles 1973, Honeybone 2007, Watson and Clark forthcoming).

A variety of historical events in the nineteenth century resulted in massive

1



2 Introduction

immigration in Liverpool leading to dialect mixture and subsequently new-

dialect formation. Previous work on Liverpool English (LE) suggests that

price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation emerged following

dialect formation (Knowles 1973). While some phonological features that

resulted from the formation of LE have been investigated (Honeybone 2007,

Watson and Clark forthcoming), price and mouth variation in LE has

received little attention. Therefore, the current thesis provides a detailed

investigation of the price and mouth vowels in current LE to examine the

specific characteristics of these patterns. The results of this investigation

are used to evaluate the approaches to the origins of price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation. Each of the previous approaches explains

some aspects of the resultant patterns in LE, but, as it turns out, none of

them can account for price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation

in LE on their own. The current thesis augments the previous approaches to

origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in varieties

of English by proposing a combined approach to the origins of price and

mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE.

Liverpool is situated in the northwest of England on the coast of the River

Mersey at the division between Lancashire and Cheshire, as shown in Figure

1.1. Liverpool had humble beginnings as a small fishing village. However, its

establishment as an important port in Britain, its proximity to Ireland and

historical events, such as the Great Irish Famine, led to massive immigration

into Liverpool. This immigration came from the surrounding areas, as well

as other parts of England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales.

The population of Liverpool before these waves of immigration would

likely have spoken a variety of English along the Lancashire-Cheshire dialect

continuum. However, a new dialect began to form as the original native

population mixed with the immigrant populations. The current thesis evaluates

this traditional account of the emergence of LE by presenting a detailed

analysis of historical census records in the nineteenth and early twentieth

century. This analysis provides a clearer picture of the timeline of events

that led to dialect formation and the populations that likely contributed to

the original dialect mixture.

Wells’ (1982) lexical sets are used in the current thesis, as they describe
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(a) Location of Liverpool (red dot) within the
United Kingdom produced in UK Statistics
Authority (2014)

Lancashire

Cheshire

(b) Map of Liverpool and the Merseyside pro-
duced in UK Statistics Authority (2014)

Figure 1.1: Liverpool and the Merseyside within the United Kingdom

the set of lexical items where the target vowels occur in reference varieties.

For the purposes of this thesis, price represents the set of words that are

produced with the diphthong /aI/ in Received Pronunciation (RP) and General

American English (Wells 1982), such as site, side, and sign. This diphthong is

mostly derived from Middle English /i:/ as a result of the Great Vowel Shift

and subsequent changes. mouth refers to the set of words that are produced

with the diphthong /aU/ in RP and General American (Wells 1982), such

as lout, loud, and clown. It is derived mostly from Middle English /u:/ as a

result of the Great Vowel Shift and subsequent developments.

In order to discuss the processes that a↵ect the production of the price

and mouth vowels, it is necessary to distinguish between the di↵erent parts of

a diphthong. While there are a number of terms used to describe the parts of

a diphthong, the current thesis uses ‘nucleus’ and ‘o↵glide’. The nucleus refers

to the diphthong’s initial position or the onset, which is generally stressed
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and has a stable state. The o↵glide refers to the diphthong’s final position or

the o↵set, which is generally unstressed and may not have a stable state.

The main set of processes that a↵ect the realisations of price and mouth

are termed phonologically-conditioned variation in the current thesis, which

refers to a pattern whereby the target vowels are realised di↵erently depending

on the following context. These patterns may involve di↵erent processes, such

as nucleus centralisation found in Canadian Raising (Joos 1942) and monoph-

thongisation found in some Southern American Englishes (Thomas 2001).

price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation has been reported

in almost all cases of new-dialect formation that have been investigated,

including LE.

Knowles’ (1973) results suggest that there is phonologically-conditioned

variation in price and mouth in LE. However, little is known about the

details of these patterns in Liverpool. In order to understand the origins

and development of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation

in LE, the current thesis provides a detailed investigation of contemporary

and historical datasets. The main investigation is a detailed acoustic and

quantitative analysis of newly collected data. The acoustic analysis uses

multiple measurement types, such as formant measurement and amount of

diphthongisation (operationalised as Euclidean distance between the nucleus

and o↵glide), as well as statistical analysis using mixed e↵ects models. This

multi-pronged approach to the realisations of the target vowels provides

empirical evidence for the processes that occur in the contemporary price

and mouth vowels in LE. The investigation of the historical dataset is in

part a detailed analysis of the Survey of English Dialects (Orton and Dieth

1962–1971) in the localities in southwest Lancashire and north Cheshire for

price and mouth lexical items. This data represents a time period around

the time of dialect formation and provides some insights into the realisations

and processes that occurred in the areas surrounding Liverpool at this time.

The second part of the investigation is a detailed acoustic and quantitative

analysis of the price vowel in the earliest recordings at the time of writing

in the Origins of Liverpool English corpus (Watson and Clark forthcoming).

This second corpus represents speakers born at a time period shortly following

the formation of LE and is the oldest audio materials of LE. A comparison of
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the results of the investigation of the main and historical datasets provides

evidence for the processes that occurred as a result of dialect formation

and those that are later developments. It is important to understand this

distinction in order to evaluate the approaches to the origins of price and

mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in varieties of English.

There are four main approaches to the origins of price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation discussed in the current thesis: ‘failure-

to-lower’ (Gregg 1973), ‘asymmetric assimilation’ (Moreton and Thomas 2007),

‘enhancement of pre-fortis clipping’ (Bermúdez-Otero 2014c), and ‘new-dialect

formation’ (Trudgill 1986). The ‘failure-to-lower’ approach suggests that price

and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation is the result of historical

reflexes of the target vowels. Gregg (1973) suggests that Canadian Raising,

where a process of nucleus centralisation occurs, resulted from the following

voiceless obstruents inhibiting price and mouth nuclei from lowering. In

other words, price and mouth before voiceless obstruents are stuck in a

previous historical reflex of the target vowels, while price and mouth in

other contexts continue to later stages of the target vowels.

The second approach, ‘asymmetric assimilation’ (Moreton and Thomas

2007), proposes that di↵erent processes that occur in price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation result from a di↵erence in vowel trajec-

tories based on the phonetic e↵ects of the following environment. Before

voiceless obstruents the nucleus has a shorter duration than in other environ-

ments as a result of phonetic coarticulatory e↵ects. This shorter nucleus is

misperceived and subsequently reanalysed by speakers as raising, which results

in subsequent generations of speakers producing raised nucleus realisations

of price and mouth before voiceless obstruents. On the other hand, some

environments promote longer duration nuclei. The long nucleus in those envi-

ronments may also be misperceived as o↵glide weakening and subsequently

reanalysed as a monophthong, which results in later generations of speakers

having monophthongal realisations in these contexts.

Another approach, which expands on the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ ap-

proach and uses phonetic and phonological e↵ects as an explanation for price

and mouth patterns is ‘enhancement of pre-fortis clipping’ (Bermúdez-Otero

2014c). This account suggests that environments with short durations (pre-
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fortis clipping) often overlap with the environments where there is a shorter

nucleus (‘asymmetric assimilation’), i.e. before voiceless obstruents. Speakers

begin to reanalyse the short nucleus as an enhancement of pre-fortis clipping.

As a result, the short nucleus diphthongs are re-associated to clipping envi-

ronments. The short nucleus is misperceived as a centralised nucleus and

produced as centralised in subsequent generation.

Finally, new-dialect formation (Trudgill 1986) proposes that price and

mouth patterns are the result of the retention of di↵erent variants from the

original dialect mixture situation. In the dialect formation, there are numerous

price and mouth variants. When there are no clearly dominant variants in

the original dialect mixture more than one is retained, and so a price and/or

mouth pattern occurs. The variants that are retained are then reallocated

to specific environments that are phonetically plausible for those variants. In

other words, centralised nucleus variant may be reallocated to before voiceless

obstruents as the duration of the vowel is shorter and the movement from

nucleus to o↵glide is shorter in a centralised nucleus variant.

The current thesis finds that a combined approach to the origins of price

and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE is necessary to account

for the results obtained from the current investigation. While some features of

these patterns appear to be the result of new-dialect formation, there are other

features that develop afterwards and are not found in the historical datasets.

These subsequent developments appear to be the result of phonetic e↵ects

on the production of the target vowels. Specifically, the results suggest that

for the price and mouth vowels monophthongisation before nasals and /l/

emerged from dialect formation and may be explained with reference to the

new-dialect formation approach. There is evidence of this pattern occurring

throughout the main and historical datasets. On the other hand, price

nucleus raising and fronting before voiceless obstruents does not occur in the

Origins of Liverpool English corpus, suggesting that this process is a later

development. However, prior to the occurrence of nucleus raising and fronting,

nucleus shortening does occur. Therefore, it appears that price nucleus

raising and fronting is the result of ‘asymmetric assimilation’. Therefore, an

approach that combines aspects of the approaches to the origins of price

and mouth patterns of variation are necessary to explain the result of the
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current investigation.

Chapter 2 establishes the historical context of dialect emergence in Liv-

erpool. The chapter presents support for the formation of a new dialect in

Liverpool as a result of massive immigration. It is important to establish

that new-dialect formation was a possibility in Liverpool, so the first section

describes the historical events that led to mass immigration into Liverpool and

consequently new-dialect formation. A detailed analysis of historical census

data provides evidence for large immigration into Liverpool. This analysis is

essential for evaluating the two hypotheses regarding when LE was formed.

Crowley (2012) proposes that LE developed prior to the nineteenth century,

whereas Knowles (1973) among others propose that LE developed in the mid-

nineteenth century. The timeline of new-dialect formation in Liverpool greatly

a↵ects which immigrant populations were influential in the development of

the dialect and the materials that can be used as evidence for the emergence

of dialect features in LE. While the historical census data demonstrates that

large immigration from di↵erent populations did occur in Liverpool, it is not

necessarily the case that this immigration would lead to new-dialect formation.

Therefore, the second section of this chapter looks at phonological features

in LE that provide evidence for new-dialect formation. If other features in

LE provide evidence for new-dialect formation, it is reasonable to examine

price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE as another

case of these vowel patterns occurring as a result of dialect emergence. The

final section discusses the areas of Liverpool, which are discussed in relation

to the main dataset.

Chapter 3 discusses the variation in price and mouth vowels in varieties

of English. Two types of variation are discussed in this chapter: uncondi-

tioned variation and phonologically-conditioned variation. The section on

unconditioned variation of price and mouth presents the various realisa-

tions of price and mouth in the varieties of English that likely contributed

to the dialect mixture in Liverpool. The varieties of English used in the

section are those that belong to large immigrant population in Liverpool at

the time of dialect formation, both of which are established in the previous

chapter. It is important to establish the variants that were likely in the initial

dialect mixture in order to understand the origins of di↵erent realisations
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of the target vowels in the resultant patterns and evaluate the new-dialect

formation approach. The second section discusses the second type of varia-

tion, phonologically-conditioned variation, and demonstrates the prevalence

of price and mouth patterns in varieties of English, particularly in dialect

emergence situations. Included in this discussion is previous work on price

and mouth patterns in LE. There are two main types of price and/or mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation that are found in varieties of English:

voice-driven type patterns and Scottish Vowel Length Rule type patterns.

These patterns provide evidence for conditioning environments that are likely

to a↵ect the productions of price and mouth. This evidence is used to

motivate the design of the main data collection. As a result of this discussion

four hypotheses are proposed to be tested in the main investigation. These

are: price and mouth in LE are phonologically conditioned by the following

environment; price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE

are separate, but related, patterns; price and mouth monosyllabic and di-

syllabic lexical items in LE have di↵erent phonologically-conditioned patterns;

word list speech has di↵erent phonological conditioning of price and mouth

compared to casual speech in LE.

Chapter 4 describes the historical development of price and mouth

from Middle English and the approaches to the origins of price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation in varieties of English. The development

of price and mouth as a result of the Great Vowel Shift and subsequent

changes is an important aspect of one of the approaches to the origins of

price and mouth patterns. Furthermore, previous work on the Survey

of English Dialects and the current analysis provides evidence for di↵erent

realisations of the target vowels based on di↵erences in the development of

certain Middle English vowel subclasses and lexical items that become present-

day English price and mouth in most varieties of English. These subclasses

are described in Chapter 4 in order to expedite the discussion of the results of

the investigation of the historical datasets. The second section outlines the

fundamental assumptions of the approaches to the emergence of price and

mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in varieties of English discussed

in this thesis. These fundamental assumptions are evaluated in relation to

the results of the investigation of the main and historical datasets.
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Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 provide details of the investigation of

the main dataset with specific reference to the main motivations for collecting

new data, methodological decisions and results. The main approaches inves-

tigated based on previous description of price and mouth patterns in LE

and other varieties of English, as discussed in Chapter 3, are tested in these

chapters. These approaches are used to determine the main characteristics

of the patterns in LE and how it relates to previously attested patterns in

varieties of English.

The specific layout of the investigation of the main dataset is divided

in the following way: Chapter 5 is an introduction to the investigation,

a discussion of the main motivation for collecting a new data set and a

description of the methodological decisions and environments included in the

investigation. In order to motivate methodological decisions and provide a

principled exclusion of certain following environments, a small pilot study

was conducted. The results of this pilot investigation and the implications

of these results for the data collection of the main dataset are described in

Chapter 5. As a result of the pilot study, methodological changes were made

to the main data collection. Chapter 6 presents the revised methodology, a

description of the data analysis and the graphical representations used to

illustrate the results of this investigation. Chapter 7 presents the results of

the investigation of price and mouth in LE in the newly collected dataset.

The results pertaining to each of the hypotheses are discussed in turn, as well

as, any inter-speaker variation that is found. The results of this investigation

suggest that price and mouth are phonologically conditioned by the following

environment. There are two main processes that occur: nucleus raising and

fronting, and monophthongisation. While the same processes are found to

occur for the target vowels, the environments where these processes occur

di↵er slightly between price and mouth. Therefore, the results support

the second hypothesis as price and mouth patterns are likely separate, but

related. Finally, price realisations are not found to be a↵ected by speech style,

but mouth realisations are. As a result, the third hypothesis is supported

by the results for mouth, but not for price.

Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 discuss the investigation of the historical dataset.

In the previous chapters, the main investigation provides insights into the
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present-day patterns found in LE. However, in order to evaluate the approaches

to the origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation, data

closer to the time of dialect formation is necessary. Therefore, the investigation

of the historical datasets provide insights into the original characteristics of

the price and mouth patterns in LE. Chapter 8 outlines the methodology of

the second investigation, which consists of two datasets: the Survey of English

Dialects (Orton and Dieth 1962–1971) and the Origins of Liverpool English

corpus (Watson and Clark forthcoming). The Survey of English Dialects

records archaic price and mouth variants in southwest Lancashire and north

Cheshire, which are likely to be much closer to the variants found in the speech

community more generally at the time of new-dialect formation. The analysis

of the Origins of Liverpool English data demonstrates features of price

phonologically-conditioned variation in LE for speakers born shortly following

new-dialect formation. The results of this second investigation are provided in

Chapter 9. These results in conjunction with the main investigation provide

a clearer picture of the emergence and development of price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation in LE.

Chapter 10 compares the results of the investigations of the main and

historical datasets to determine the processes that are likely a result of new-

dialect formation and those that are later developments. These results lead to

the necessity for a combined approach to the formation of the current patterns

found in LE. An evaluation of the approaches to the origins of price and

mouth phonologically-conditioned variation is discussed in relation to the

findings of the current investigations. Finally, I propose an explanation for

the emergence of these features in LE using a combined approach.

Chapter 11 provides a conclusion of the findings of the thesis.



CHAPTER 2

LIVERPOOL, MERSEYSIDE AND
‘SCOUSE’

The development of Liverpool English (LE) is intertwined with the historical

development of Liverpool. In order to better understand the development of

price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE, it is important

to establish the historical context that led to the formation of LE. This chapter

traces the historical development of Liverpool with particular focus on the

populations that have given the city its character and ultimately its variety,

‘Scouse’, the areas of the city, and the linguistic characteristics that provide

evidence of dialect formation resulting from dialect mixture.

I begin with a discussion of the history and growth of Liverpool concen-

trating on the time periods hypothesised for dialect formation of LE. This

section includes the first detailed account of the populations immigrating to

Liverpool around this time through the use of historical census records (see

§2.1). In §2.1.1, the competing hypotheses regarding the actual timeline for

the formation of LE are evaluated using evidence from the investigation of

the historical census records and from previous work. Section 2.2 summarises

linguistic characteristics of LE which provide evidence for new-dialect for-

mation and dialect mixture and discusses some of the previous work on LE.

This thesis investigates the hypothesis that LE is a product of the dialect

mixture that resulted from mass immigration in the eighteenth century. While

§2.1 establishes that mass immigration and dialect mixture occurred, §2.2
provides evidence that new-dialect formation occurred as a result of this.

The chapter concludes with information about the wards in Liverpool with

a map for reference (§2.3). In order to categorise the speakers’ location in

11
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the current study, broad reference terms are used, such as north and south

(see Chapter 6). An explanation of how these categories are determined is

discussed in this section.

The new-dialect formation approach is discussed in relation to the formation

of LE throughout the current thesis. While there is an in-depth discussion of

the main principles of new-dialect formation in §4.2.4, it is referred to prior

to §4.2.4. Therefore, in the interest of clarity for the following chapters, a

brief description of the theoretical underpinnings is presented here. The new-

dialect formation approach discussed in the current thesis was conceptualised

by Trudgill (1985, 2004) to explain the development of colonial varieties of

English and used by Honeybone (2007) and Watson and Clark (forthcoming)

in investigations of the development of features of LE. A similar description of

the formation of LE is given by Knowles (1973), who contributes the emergence

of LE to the dialect mixture situation. Trudgill (1986, 2004) suggests that

rapid urbanisation can lead to new-dialect formation from dialect mixture.

He further proposes that if the proportion of populations is known then it is

possible to predict the linguistic outcomes in a dialect mixture situation.

The fundamental assumptions of new-dialect formation suggest that there

are three stages that correspond to subsequent generations, so that the first

stage occurs with the ‘rapid urbanisation’, the second stage is the first genera-

tion of children born in the area and the third stage is the second generation of

children born in the area. In the first stage, adults faced with a dialect mixture

situation accommodate to each other and traditional dialect characteristics

are lost. These features are generally ones that are in the minority, marked

linguistically, stigmatised or hinder mutual intelligibility. First generation

speakers in stage two are faced with extreme variation, due to variability both

in the parent and peer groups. This results in idiolects, original combina-

tions of features and inter-speaker variability. However, this system is more

consistent than that of the first stage. Trudgill (2004) posits that features

which are underrepresented will also be lost at the second stage. Finally,

in stage three there is a stable uniform dialect in the second generation of

speakers. The intricate details of the new-dialect formation approach are

presented in §4.2.4. However, the general principles presented here provide

an overview of the assumptions of new-dialect formation, which is su�cient
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for the following discussions.

2.1 THE HISTORICAL AND DIALECTAL DEVELOPMENT

OF LIVERPOOL

It is di�cult to picture present-day Liverpool as the small fishing village and

later the small port city that it was for centuries. There are a number of

historical events which contributed to the expansion of the small village and

the development of the variety. As a result of these events the Liverpudlian

or ‘Scouser’ has developed a strong sense of identity connected in part to

the variety spoken in Liverpool. In order to understand the development of

Liverpool and LE and population changes that occurred at the time of dialect

formation, this section traces the milestones that led to the development of

Liverpool. I describe the development of Liverpool starting from its creation as

a borough and continuing to the mass immigration and commercial expansion

of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries into the beginning of the twentieth

century.

Liverpool o�cially became a borough in 1207 by royal decree and was

used as a port for the Irish campaign by King John to retain control over

Ireland (Farrer and Brownbill 1911: 2). Before this time, there was a small

population which lived away from the flooded area near the coast. A large

portion of this population was transplanted from the hundred1 of West Derby.

Figure 2.1 shows historical maps of the boundaries of West Derby from Farrer

and Brownbill (1907: 1, 3).2

In 1295 representatives from Liverpool attended parliaments, attesting

further to the beginning of its importance in Britain (Farrer and Brownbill

1911: 5). The small port city continued to show growth in its population, and

economic and political standing until the fifteenth century when a violent feud

between the main ruling families and the coming of the plague left the city

1The term hundred refers to an ancient division of English counties that dates back
to the Domesday Book. Hundreds were a well-recognised type of division at the time of
the initial censuses and, consequently, were used in the historical censuses (Great Britain
Historical GIS Project 2004).

2West Derby was a historical division in Lancashire in the initial census materials. In
contemporary terms it would encompass the Merseyside, Wigan, Warrington, Halton and
parts of west Lancashire.
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Figure 2.1: Historical county of Lancashire with reference to the Hundred of
West Derby (Farrer and Brownbill 1907: 1, 3). The present-day boundary of
Liverpool is overlaid on the Hundred of West Derby.
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a ‘decayed town’ until the seventeenth century (Farrer and Brownbill 1911).

There were 196 households and a population of approximately 1000 in 1346,

but as a result of the troubles that Liverpool faced in the following centuries,

such as the feud and plague, there were only 138 households in 1534 with

a population of approximately 700 - 800 (Farrer and Brownbill 1911: 8). It

was not until the end of the sixteenth century that Liverpool recovered its

former population. This revival was due in part to the renewed use of the

port for transport to Ireland. For much of the previous period Chester and

Liverpool ports were on equal footing. However, Liverpool’s almost exclusive

transportation of troops in the late 1500s established Liverpool over Chester

as the most important port in the northwest (Farrer and Brownbill 1911).

During much of the seventeenth century the port was used for transport

to Ireland, but there are also records of trade with America at this time. The

eighteenth century saw the creation of new streets for the first time since

the fourteenth century and the building of the first dock in 1715 (Farrer and

Brownbill 1911: 1). It is throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

that waves of immigration increased Liverpool’s population significantly, cre-

ating a situation of dialect mixture which eventually resulted in the formation

of a new dialect.

In the eighteenth century, Liverpool’s population increased from 7000

inhabitants in 1708 to 34,000 in 1773 (Power 1992: 22). Belchem (2000a:

37) suggests that the first indications of Liverpool’s population boom can

be seen in the Moss Guide 1796: “the first town in the kingdom in point

of size and importance, the metropolis excepted.” This quotation compares

Liverpool to London, ‘the metropolis’, and alludes to the rapid population

growth in Liverpool (see Figure 2.2) and importance as a trade, transport,

and military port.

In the thirty-five year period between 1673 and 1708 the population grew

by more than fourfold. It should be noted that the accuracy of early population

estimates cannot be verified through census or other materials. These estimates

are taken from previous works on the development of Liverpool, such as Farrer

and Brownbill (1907), and are generally based on contemporary descriptions,

parish records or government records, such as tax information. Nonetheless, at

no other point in Liverpool’s history did it experience a comparable fourfold
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increase in population. Furthermore, in the period between 1708 and 1773

the rate of natural increase was approximately -1% (Census of Great Britain

1801a: 149). The rate of natural increase is described in detail below. It

accounts for population increases based solely on births and death of the

current population. Therefore, the population growth during this period was

likely due to immigration (Figure 2.3).

While there was no other period in the history of Liverpool that experienced

the fourfold increase of the seventeenth century, there were other periods

throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries which also had rapid

population growth. Given the vast di↵erence between the size of the population

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the later growth is much more

striking and likely more relevant to growth of Liverpool into a large commercial

centre (see Table 2.1 for details of the population counts and Figure 2.2 for the

absolute population increase and proportional population increase). In other

words, a population growth from 1000 to 3000 is less related to the massive

expansion of Liverpool than from 100,000 to 200,000 over the same length

of time. In order to capture these di↵erent types of population increase, two

measures of population increase are discussed: absolute population increase

and proportional population increase. Proportional population increase is

calculated from the di↵erence in population size at two consecutive time points

divided by the population of the later time point. This ratio is multiplied by

100 to yield a percentage increase in population. On the other hand, absolute

population increase is calculated from the di↵erence in population size at

two consecutive time points.

Figure 2.2 shows the proportional population growth (grey line) and

absolute population growth (black line) in Liverpool from mid 1500 to 1931.

In Liverpool, the period with the largest proportional population increase

was between 1673 and 1708. Therefore, by the Moss Guide in 1796 Liverpool

had already gone through its most rapid period of proportional population

growth. However, the largest absolute population increase was between 1831

and 1841. For the purposes of the current thesis, the absolute population

increases explains the population increase in Liverpool to a large centre more

so than proportional population increases. Absolute population increase

demonstrates the periods with the largest number of immigrating populations,
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of absolute population growth (black line) and pro-
portional population growth (grey line) in Liverpool

which is confirmed by comparing the rate of natural growth with the absolute

population increase as described below (see Figure 2.3). In other words, the

13,500 immigrants between 1708 and 1751 likely did not have as much of an

e↵ect on the Liverpool population as the 89,500 immigrants between 1831

and 1841. Therefore, as discussed in §2.1.1, it is likely that the origins of LE

coincided with the largest absolute population increases.

The expansion of the seaport, increased trade and development of the

commercial centre precipitated the population growth in the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries and in 1880 Liverpool received the o�cial title of ‘city’

(Farrer and Brownbill 1911: 41), despite it already being a large urban

centre well before this date. These economic advancements in trade and

commerce provided employment opportunities which could not be covered

by the population of Liverpool at the time. In a large part the population

growth resulted from immigration of workers seeking employment from the

new and expanding commercial enterprises, such as the slave trade and trade

with America, which had doubled by the 1850s (Honeybone 2007). In fact,

immigration accounted for approximately 80% of the population growth from

1773 to 1801 (Power 1992: 22).
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of absolute population growth (black line) and rate
of natural increase (grey line) from 1673 to 1931

Figure 2.3 confirms that much of the population growth during the eigh-

teenth and nineteenth centuries resulted from immigration by comparing the

absolute population increase with the rate of natural increase. The rate of nat-

ural increase calculates the population growth based on the birth rate minus

the death rate and is commonly used to estimate population growth (Shryock

et al. 1980). Population increases that are above the rate of natural growth

are necessarily the result of immigration. It was not possible to calculate the

rate of natural increase for the population of Liverpool prior to the eighteenth

century, as information regarding the number of births and deaths in Liverpool

is not available prior to 1708. The rate of natural increase shown in Figure

2.3 is based on estimates from the historical census data (Her Majesty’s Home

State Department 2007). From 1708 to 1841 birth rates are calculated from

the number of baptisms and death rates are calculated from the number of

burials. After 1841 the census records birth rates and death rates, so the rate

of natural increase from 1841 to 1931 is calculated from those estimates with

the exception of 1851. There are no records of either births, baptisms, death

or burials in 1851, so the rate of natural increase could not be calculated.
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Figure 2.4: Liverpool population counts from 1346 to 1931 with influential
events listed and border alteration in historical censuses listed

The rate of natural increase (grey line in Figure 2.3) in comparison to the

absolute population increase (black line in Figure 2.3) demonstrates that much

of the population increase in Liverpool in the late eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries was the result of immigration. In the mid-nineteenth century there

was a large immigration, which can also be seen in the population counts.

Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4 are derived from a combination of works – Farrer and

Brownbill (1911), Power (1992), Honeybone (2007) – and census data from

1801 to 1931 (Her Majesty’s Home State Department 2007). The population

counts demonstrate the exponential population growth from the fourteenth

century until the 1860s, after which time population growth was linear and

accounted for by the rate of natural increase. In fact, the census records in

1851 report Liverpool as the city or borough with the highest population, well

above the population of the city of London at this time.3 The 1851 census

states: “Liverpool continues to be the largest and most populous area [...]

ranking after London and Birmingham, third [...] largest in the country”

3The city of London does not refer to the entire metropolis, but rather, the historical
roman city of London, a county within Greater London.
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(Census of Great Britain 1851: lxviii).

Figure 2.4 maps historical events that were influential with regards to

population increases in Liverpool onto the population counts from 1346 to

1931. As described above, the opening of the first dock in 1715 shaped the

development of Liverpool by allowing increased use as a port and requiring

more workers. Furthermore, Figure 2.4 shows when the historical census

borders were altered and increased the area of land that was calculated in

the population counts of Liverpool. These border alterations may have had a

small e↵ect on the population counts for Liverpool.

In the time period between 1801 to 1931 population counts come from

historical census data and are, therefore, more reliable than the earlier popu-

lation estimates. Prior to 1801, population records were periodically taken in

Great Britain for taxing and religious purposes, although some form of census

is reported as early as the seventh century in Scotland (O�ce for National

Statistics 2001). However, regulated census began in March 1801 (O�ce for

National Statistics 2001: 1) after King George III and parliament passed the

Population Act of 41st Geo III (Census of Great Britain 1801b), which stated

that it was “[a]n Act for taking an Account of the Population” (Census of

Great Britain 1801b: B). This act stipulated that the census would occur

every ten years, which has happened with the exception of 1941 because of

World War II. Censuses from 1801 to 1831 were taken by the parish leaders

and ‘overseers of the poor’, but from 1841 onwards censuses have been using

self-completion forms collected by fieldwork enumerators (O�ce for National

Statistics 2001). As stated by the O�ce for National Statistics (2001), “[i]t is

a testament to the organisation of the early censuses that the most significant

changes in census taking in Britain since 1841 have occurred in the processing

of the information and the addition of new questions.”

The investigation of the historical population of Liverpool ends at 1931

for a number of reasons. The historical census records after this period

were di�cult to obtain until the more recent censuses, as they have not

been digitised. Detailed records of the birthplaces of the population are

not recorded after 1911. However, from the records that were available the

population at this point was mostly from Lancashire and likely from Liverpool

(Figure 2.6). The birthplace records and the data in Figure 2.3 demonstrate
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Year Population

Absolute
Population

Increase from
Previous Date

Proportional
Population

Increase from
Previous Date

Rate of
Natural

Increase from
Previous Date

1346 c. 1,000 unknown unknown unknown
mid 1500 c. 800 c. -200 c. -20% unknown
late 1500 c. 1,200 c. 400 c. 50% unknown
1673 c. 1,500 c. 300 25% unknown
1708 6,435 4,935 329% unknown
1751 20,000 13,565 211% -1%
1773 34,407 14,407 72% -1%
1790 53,853 19,446 57% 9%
1801 77,653 23,800 44% 7%
1811 94,376 16,723 22% 11%
1821 118,972 24,596 26% 13%
1831 165,175 46,203 39% 19%
1841 286,487 121,312 73% 19%
1851 375,955 89,468 31% unknown
1861 443,874 67,919 18% 7%
1871 493,405 49,531 11% 8%
1881 552,508 59,103 12% 13%
1891 629,548 77,040 14% 14%
1901 684,947 55,399 9% 12%
1911 734,764 49,817 7% 6%
1921 802,940 68,176 9% 10%
1931 855,688 52,748 7% 10%

Table 2.1: Liverpool Population Growth from 1346 to 1931
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that immigration had substantially decreased and was not responsible for

most of the population growth at this time. Finally, 1931 is already well

past the point where LE is thought to have emerged (discussed in §2.1.1).
Therefore, it is unlikely that the population information after 1931 would be

useful in determining the development of Liverpool or the populations which

contributed to the formation of LE.

The present investigation uses historical census data taken from the Online

Historical Population Reports (Her Majesty’s Home State Department 2007)

created by the University of Essex, which provides scanned copies of historical

censuses. My account is the first detailed account of the population of

Liverpool using historical census data. In order to establish that a dialect

mixture situation occurred in Liverpool resulting in new-dialect formation of

LE, it is important to understand the make-up of the population. Historical

census data provides information about the population counts, birth-places

of the population, and birth and death rates, all of which demonstrate the

composition of the population of Liverpool.

Population counts were taken from each census using the counts that

corresponded to the borough of Liverpool and not just the town of Liverpool

(except for 1801). In later years, there are considerable di↵erences in the

populations of the borough and the town. I have chosen to use population

values corresponding to the borough of Liverpool rather than the town for a

number of reasons. Firstly, the population counts for the borough of Liverpool

are always available, while other area divisions are not. This is possibly the

reason that using the borough of Liverpool is the received method in a number

of previous works (Knowles 1973, Neal 1988, Honeybone 2007). Secondly, the

present thesis deals with the way in which Liverpool developed and how that

a↵ected the dialect spoken in the area. The town of Liverpool would roughly

correspond to the present-day city centre, which is a very small portion of

the area where LE is spoken and what would be considered contemporary

Liverpool. Therefore, constraining the population counts to the town of

Liverpool misrepresents the population that I am interested in. Finally, the

birthplace records from the historical census data (discussed below) are based

on the population of the borough of Liverpool. It would not be feasible to

determine the birthplaces of the Liverpool population within the original town
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Figure 2.5: Liverpool area in acres from 1831 to 1931 from historical censuses

boundaries. Aside from this, the use of the Liverpool borough to determine

the birthplaces of Liverpool’s residents suggests that the borough was thought

of as the ‘real’ Liverpool, not just the city centre.

While the population counts presented here provide insights into the growth

of the population in Liverpool during this time, caution must be exercised

when discussing these results. The fact that Liverpool had been developing

at an exponential rate during this time is partially due to the geographic

expansion of the city, i.e. the area of the borough changes. More specifically,

earlier census data does not present the population counts for the same area as

the later census data (see Figure 2.5). In 1801 Liverpool was listed as a town

and did not include any of the surrounding areas, but by 1811 it is a borough

and by 1841 it includes at least Toxteth Park and Everton.4 During this period,

Liverpool went through a number of minor and extensive border alterations,

which is mentioned in the 1841, 1901, 1921 and 1931 censuses (Her Majesty’s

Home State Department 2007). As a result of this, Liverpool’s border had

been substantially enlarged by 1931. Figure 2.5 shows Liverpool’s area in

acres from 1831 onwards. Historical censuses use of di↵erent parliamentary,

area and district divisions to report population counts for Liverpool has led

to misrepresentations of the Liverpool population counts in previous work.

Knowles (1973: 17) suggests that the population was 269,742 in 1861,

4There were small populations in, at least, some of the areas later included in the
borough of Liverpool even before they are subsumed under the Liverpool borough. In 1801
Toxteth Park and Everton had populations of 2069 and 499 respectively.
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which is the population of the town of Liverpool in 1861, while the census

reports a population count of 443,874 for the Liverpool borough. Many of

the other population counts described by Knowles (1973) correspond to the

population counts for the Liverpool borough. Likewise, Neal (1988: 2) reports

that the population was 517,980 in 1891, which is a decrease from the previous

census in 1881 (552,508). While 517,980 was reported in 1891 (as is 584,489),

this is not consistent with other population statistics reported by Neal (1988)

as it represents the Urban Sanitary District. Neal (1988) also generally reports

the population counts for the Liverpool borough. However, the Liverpool

borough population was recorded as being 629,548 in 1891 (Census of England

and Wales 1901: 29).

A further issue that involves the census data is that the population that

were dependant on Liverpool and its services far surpassed the population

numbers recorded in the o�cial census (Farrer and Brownbill 1911). Farrer

and Brownbill (1911) suggest that by the mid 1800s the population dependant

on Liverpool would have exceeded one million. The 1891 census reports that

the diocese of Liverpool has a population of 1,207,557 (Census of England

and Wales 1891: 188).

In the interest of transparency I have included these caveats with regards

to the census data. However, it is reasonable to assume that the relatively

minor changes in population data would not result in a complete overhaul

of the general results obtained from the investigation of the historical census

data presented here. The purpose of the census information presented here

is to illustrate the population growth of Liverpool and the birthplaces of

the population contributing to the dialect mixture in a fuller way than has

been previously provided. As previously mentioned, the procedures of census

collection in the UK have been largely unchanged since 1841 (O�ce for

National Statistics 2001) suggesting that these earlier methods are generally

reliable for the collection of population statistics.

Liverpool was not the only urban centre with a growing population and

prosperity in the area. Population growth in other urban centres occurred

at this time as well, with much of the immigration resulting from people

moving into the city from the surrounding areas (Belchem 2000a). Liverpool

was di↵erent in this respect, according to previous literature (see Knowles
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1973, Belchem 2000a and Honeybone 2007). It is generally suggested that

considerable immigration from Ireland, Wales, and Scotland rather than the

surrounding areas provided much of the immigrant workforce, unlike places

like Manchester where the immigration was generally from surrounding areas.

According to the census data from 1841 to 1911, Manchester’s population

also had immigration from Ireland (highest was 12.5% in 1841), but did

not experience the same influx of immigrants from Wales (around 1%) or

Scotland (less than 2%) (Her Majesty’s Home State Department 2007). This

suggests that the situation in Liverpool was somewhat di↵erent, which might

partially explain di↵erences in dialect development between Liverpool and

Manchester. In fact, Belchem (2000b) discusses the ‘crowding-out’ e↵ect

that occurred from the influx of other immigrants from Ireland, Wales and

Scotland in particular. While much of the previous literature has focused on

the immigrant populations from outside the surrounding areas, there is little

mention of how much of the population came from within the area. Honeybone

(2007) proposes that to gain a complete picture of the Liverpool population,

immigration from the surrounding areas must also be considered.

In order to understand the varieties of the immigrant populations that

contributed to the development of LE, I have analysed the census records

from 1801 to 1931 to determine what the birthplaces of the population living

in Liverpool during this time were. The results of this analysis are presented

in Table 2.2 and Figure 2.6. In the initial censuses, respondents were not

asked to provide their birthplaces and, therefore, only data from 1841 onwards

exists for birthplace of respondent. For the most part, censuses recorded

the same types of data. However, note the following di↵erences in the data

collected for respondents’ birthplace:

• In 1841, 1921 and 1931 county of origin is not recorded except for home

county, in this case Lancashire (includes Liverpool).

• In 1841, England and Wales are grouped together under one count.

• From 1851 onwards birthplace is recorded on a region and county basis

in England and Wales.

• Counties are not specified for residents born in Ireland and Scotland in

any of the censuses.
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Year Birthplace

Liverpool Lancashire Cheshire England Ireland Wales Scotland Misc

1841 n/a 55.06% n/a 22.41% 17.33% n/a 3.87% 1.33%
1851 42.42% 7.89% 3.41% 12.38% 22.29% 5.40% 3.74% 2.47%
1861 n/a 55.64% 3.02% 11.46% 18.91% 4.76% 4.03% 2.19%
1871 n/a 58.71% 3.01% 11.48% 15.56% 4.33% 4.13% 2.77%
1881 n/a 62.62% 2.94% 10.86% 12.85% 3.90% 3.70% 3.13%
1891 n/a 68.85% 2.77% 9.99% 9.12% 3.37% 2.95% 2.95%
1901 n/a 72.27% 2.90% 9.53% 6.67% 3.02% 2.48% 3.12%
1911 71.06% 4.32% 3.33% 8.62% 4.61% 2.57% 1.90% 3.65%
1921 n/a 89.45% n/a 3.90% 2.36% 1.53% 2.76%
1931 n/a 82.30% n/a 9.64% 3.14% 1.86% 1.21% 1.90%

Table 2.2: Liverpool population birthplaces from 1841 to 1931

The current analysis records birthplace of respondents based on regions

and does not record counties separately. Note that the region divisions used in

the historical censuses do not map directly onto the contemporary regions of

England (UK Statistics Authority 2014). For example, the contemporary South

West region corresponds to the historic South West region with the addition of

Gloucestershire. Nonetheless, I have opted to use the contemporary regions in

England in Figure 2.6b. The contemporary regions as present in Figure 2.6b

are: North East, North West,5 Yorkshire and the Humber, East Midlands,

West Midlands, East of England, London, South East and South West.

Table 2.2 demonstrates that the population mainly came from Lancashire,

Cheshire, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. For most years, it appears that the

majority of the population came from Lancashire, which may be a deceptive

result given that Liverpool is included in the county. Lancashire for the

purpose of this thesis is defined as the historic county of Lancashire, as seen

in Figure 2.7.

Liverpool is counted separately from Lancashire for two years, which shows

that in 1851 42% and 1911 71% of the population was born in Liverpool itself.

In other words, the large population recorded as being born in Lancashire

is likely reflecting a large percentage of the population being Liverpool-born.

Furthermore, the Liverpool-born population counts from 1851 and 1911 demon-

strate that immigration from other parts of Lancashire was much smaller than

5Results for Lancashire and Cheshire are not included in this and are presented separately.
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Figure 2.7: Historic county of Lancashire (Census of Great Britain 1851)

immigration from Ireland. Ireland was the second most reported birthplace

behind Lancashire. Aside from Lancashire and Cheshire, very little of the

population came exclusively from any one of the other regions or counties in

England with none of the other regions or counties reaching above 3% of the

population at any one time, as shown in Figure 2.6b.

The data in Figure 2.6a shows that immigration from Ireland, Wales, and

Scotland occurred to a large extent, but there was also a sizeable portion of

the population born in Lancashire and Cheshire. While none of the other

regions of England contributed a great deal to the population of Liverpool

(Figure 2.6b), there is still immigration from other parts of England overall.

‘Misc’ is a category that includes those that were foreign born and born at sea,

which does not contribute as much to the population of Liverpool (Table 2.2).

In order to show the composition of the Liverpool population by birthplace
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in a more manageable way, Figure 2.6 provides the same data as Table 2.2

in percentages and removes the ‘Misc’ category.

As mentioned above, there were two years where Liverpool was recorded

separately from Lancashire, which is included in 2.6a and demonstrates that

a large portion of the population in Liverpool recorded for Lancashire was

born in Liverpool. In Figure 2.6b the population of Liverpool that was born

in England is separated into contemporary regions of England, in order to

demonstrate that no one region contributed very much by itself. Lancashire

is not included in this figure because it would be too di�cult to see the other

divisions in England, but Cheshire is. Figure 2.6b has also been colour-coded

in a way that represents larger regions of England: North (green), Midlands

(orange), East (red), South (blue) and London (yellow). Furthermore, Figure

2.6b demonstrates that Liverpool did not have a large North-born population,

with the exception of those born within Lancashire and Cheshire. Overall,

these population counts demonstrate that the main influences were from

Lancashire, Ireland, Wales and some influence from Scotland and Cheshire.

This is reflected in some of the census notes, such as in the 1911 census “[t]he

towns on the rivers Tyne and Mersey appear to o↵er considerable attraction to

Scotsmen, but they are not remarkably numerous in the inland manufacturing

towns.” and “a large proportion of the natives of Ireland in this country were

enumerated in Lancashire and Cheshire” (Census of England and Wales 1911:

xiii). Therefore, in the following sections when discussing price and mouth,

particular reference is made to those features from Lancashire, Cheshire,

Ireland, Scotland and Wales (see §3).
Having firmly established the main patterns of population growth and

birthplaces of immigrant populations in Liverpool, I now provide a more

in-depth discussion of these immigrant populations and how they were likely

to have a↵ected the development of LE. Trudgill (2004) discusses the ‘founder

e↵ect’, which refers to the idea that linguistic features that belong to a founder

or original population may have an advantage over competing linguistic

features from later immigrants (Mufwene 1996). The example of English being

spoken in the US, as opposed to German, is used to exemplify the concept

of the ‘founder e↵ect’ (Trudgill 2004). According to Trudgill (2004), there

are more people descended from native German speakers than from native
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English speakers. However, the English speaking population arrived first and

the arrival of German speaking immigrants were not numerous enough to

replace English at any one time.

The ‘founder e↵ect’ may be relevant to some of the linguistic features of LE

and was linked to the Lancashire immigrants and original Liverpool population.

Figure 2.6a demonstrates that a relatively large portion of the population

during this time period was born in Lancashire, which suggests that other

immigrant populations would not have supplanted the Lancashire population

and dialect completely. Much of the population listed under Lancashire is

likely to have been born within Liverpool itself, as was seen in 1851 and 1911.

Nonetheless, there was still substantial immigration from Lancashire with 8%

of the population in 1851 born in Lancashire. This is second only to Ireland

in the portion of immigrant-born populations in Liverpool. Furthermore, it

is thought that the dialect in Liverpool prior to the large immigration in

the nineteenth century would have been a variety of southern Lancashire,

as discussed in §2.1.1.
While Honeybone (2007) suggests that the Lancashire dialect would not

have had prestige over the other varieties in the Liverpool dialect mixture,

the Lancashire dialect was also involved in the dialect mixture situation in

Liverpool at the time of dialect formation. Furthermore, it is not necessarily the

case that prestige of linguistic features equates to an advantage over competing

forms (Trudgill 1986). Some of the Lancashire linguistic features may have

had an advantage over competing variants, due to the large population which

spoke the variety and the ‘founder e↵ect’.

Despite the importance of understanding the original population in Liv-

erpool and the Lancashire immigrant population, there is little information

available specifically about the Lancashire immigrants and the Liverpool-born

population during this time period. Many of the previous accounts of the

development of Liverpool and LE focus mostly on the other immigrant pop-

ulations. Within this research, many of the other immigrant groups have

been specifically linked to particular classes, occupations, and geographic

locations within Liverpool. The lack of evidence that Lancashire immigrants

were linked to specific demographics might suggest that they were linked to

all sections of the society, more so than other immigrant classes. Alternatively,
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it could indicate previous works’ focus on the other immigrant populations

and that there is just too little information available. Nonetheless, linguistic

investigations on features of LE demonstrate the influence that the Lancashire

dialect had on LE. The characteristics of LE that have likely been influenced

by the Lancashire dialect are discussed later in this chapter in §2.2.
In 1798 the Irish Rebellion against the British rule of Ireland brought the

first large waves of Irish immigrants into Liverpool (Farrer and Brownbill 1911:

33). This substantial immigration and subsequent waves of immigration can

be seen in the 1841 population counts where 17% of the Liverpool population

were born in Ireland. The Irish immigrants in Liverpool accounted for 12%

of all immigrants from Ireland in England at this time (Census of Great

Britain 1841). The source of the second major immigration from Ireland to

Liverpool is the Great Irish Famine in 1845–50 (MacRaild 1999). Failing crops

and industrialisation prior to the Great Famine contributed to waves of Irish

immigration before 1845 (MacRaild 1999). This may suggest that some of the

immigration from Ireland captured in the 1841 population counts is related

to the events leading up to the Great Irish Famine. However, this number

would likely not have included the most substantial immigration that resulted

from the Great Famine, which would have occurred in the early years of this

historical crisis. Approximately 90,000 Irish came through Liverpool in the

first three months of 1846 and around 300,000 in the twelve months following

July 1847, most of whom emigrated to America (Farrer and Brownbill 1911:

38). By the next census, in 1851, Liverpool housed 16% of all immigrants

from Ireland in England (Census of Great Britain 1851).

Liverpool was the main port in Britain from Dublin and the casual labour

market attracted many of the impoverished Irish (Belchem 2000b). Irish

workers were willing to do many of the jobs that native workers did not want

and would do it for cheaper, so that the labour prices could be lowered, making

it di�cult for the existing labourers to keep up with lowering prices (Belchem

2000b). As a result the working-class Liverpool-Irish lived in the slums near

the docks (Power 1992) or in the northern suburbs, which were relatively

deprived and poor areas in the north of Liverpool (Belchem 2000b).

The Liverpool-Irish would have come from various parts of Ireland. This

is in part due to the waves of immigration throughout the eighteenth and
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nineteenth centuries and the Great famine hitting the entirety of Ireland.

Belchem (2000a) mentions literary evidence that the original immigrants

from Ireland were distinct groups. While the census data provides some

information about where the Irish immigrants had come from in Ireland,

there is some debate over whether the Irish immigrants recorded the port

they left from in Ireland or their current location rather than the county

that they originated from (see Beal and Corrigan 2009). According to the

census in 1911, immigrants from Ireland came from all four provinces of

Leinster, Munster, Ulster, and Connaught in di↵erent proportions (Census

of England and Wales 1911). It suggests that the Irish immigrants mainly

came from the counties of Dublin, Kildare, Louth, Wexford, Cork, Waterford,

and Mayo, which aside from county Mayo are all located on or near the east

coast of Ireland (Census of England and Wales 1911). MacRaild (1999) also

suggests that Irish immigrants into Britain mostly came from the southeast

and eastern counties in Ireland. The census records the smallest number of

immigrants from Clare, Kerry, Antrim, Donegal, Londonderry, and Leitrim

(Census of England and Wales 1911). However, Kennedy and Clarkson (1999)

and Fotheringham et al. (2013) discuss the population movements around

the time of the famine, which demonstrates that much of the population

in interior counties moved to the port cities. Similarly, Beal and Corrigan

(2009) suggest that immigrants came from the western areas and not the

southeastern and eastern areas recorded in the census. MacRaild (1999) finds

that in the 1851 census in Ireland, emigration rates were high in all regions of

Ireland, with the smallest loss of population in the region of Ulster and Dublin

county. Therefore, some of the immigrants from Ireland may have recorded

the location they moved to prior to immigration to England or the port they

left from. These observations suggest that the Irish immigrant population

would likely have come from all parts of Ireland.

If the Irish immigrant population came from di↵erent regions in Ireland, it

is likely that they would have spoken di↵erent varieties of Irish English and

Irish Gaelic. According to Honeybone (2007), Irish immigrants would have

spoken Irish English dialects and Irish Gaelic, but Belchem (2000a) suggests

that little Irish Gaelic was spoken in Liverpool. The waves of immigration

over decades as well as, di↵erences in place of origin, language and dialect
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may have led to the Irish community not being a cohesive one, as suggested

by Belchem (2000a). Furthermore, due to forced immigration as a result of

the Great Famine, poverty and lowering of workplace wages, the Liverpool-

Irish su↵ered from prejudice and a negative reputation (Belchem 2000a) and

were not able to integrate into the other populations of Liverpool at this

time (Belchem 2000b). Not all immigrant populations experienced the same

prejudice or community diversity.

The Liverpool-Welsh had a strong community with Welsh churches and

traditional crafts and trades, but were much more dispersed throughout

Liverpool than the Irish immigrants (Belchem 2000b). Welsh immigration

mainly came from the historic counties of Wales in the north: Anglesey,

Flintshire, Denbighshire and Carnarvonshire (Her Majesty’s Home State

Department 2007). Given that these counties are all those closest to Liverpool

and would likely have been where immigrants travelled from, this could reflect

that the Welsh immigrants simply recorded the port or area that they travelled

from and not where they were born, similar to what may have happened

with the Irish immigrants. However, this has not be previously suggested

for the Welsh immigrants and there is little evidence to support this idea.

Alternatively, large immigration of Welsh from the northern Welsh counties to

Liverpool may also reflect the close proximity of these counties to Liverpool

and Welsh emigrating from southern areas may have moved into other English

cities.

The Liverpool-Welsh community had chapels and newspapers of their own

where the Welsh language was used. Welsh services in church were reported as

far back as 1793 (Farrer and Brownbill 1911: 48). In Liverpool today Welsh

is still spoken in some of the Welsh chapels (Honeybone 2007). While the

Liverpool-Welsh were generally dispersed, the areas where there were higher

concentration of Welsh were not as ghettoised as the Irish enclaves. Welsh

immigrants were less impoverished than the Irish, seeking employment as

artisans and tradesman rather than casual labourers (Belchem 2000b). Their

success in the new market even threatened some of the resident artisans and

tradesmen. Welsh immigrants likely spoke both English and Welsh, similar

to the Irish speaking both English and Irish (Honeybone 2007). Given the

principles of new-dialect formation, it is unlikely that either Gaelic or Welsh
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would have contributed to the dialect mixture in Liverpool because Gaelic and

Welsh would not have been mutually intelligible to the majority of the Liverpool

population. Note that previous research has shown that the emergence of

a dialect may be influenced by varieties that are not mutually intelligible

in new-dialect formation situations. Knooihuizen (2009) hypothesises that

Norn and Scots influenced the development of Shetland Scots. At the time

of the Scots immigration into the Shetlands, there was no variety that was

mutually intelligible between the original and immigrant populations: the

original population spoke Norn and the immigrants spoke Scots. Therefore, the

Norn population learned Scots and this L2 Scots variety contained some Norn

features. Knooihuizen (2009) argues that the origins of consonant features in

Shetland Scots is better explained with the inclusion of an L2 variety of Scots

spoken by the Norn original population and the Scots spoken by the immigrant

Scots populations. This suggests that it may be possible for dialect mixtures to

include features of non-mutually intelligible varieties. However, the situation in

the Shetlands is di↵erent from the situation in Liverpool. All of the immigrant

populations in Liverpool already had a variety of English readily available

to them. There is no reason why the immigrant populations would not have

spoken with the original Liverpool population using these English varieties.

Therefore, it is unlikely that Welsh or Gaelic were included in the dialect

mixture, but Welsh English and Irish English likely would have been.

The immigrants from Scotland again had a di↵erent situation from the

Liverpool-Irish and Liverpool-Welsh. Liverpool had the second largest immi-

grant population from Scotland in England, just behind Newcastle (Honeybone

2007, Sim 2011). Unlike the Irish and the Welsh, they were not straightfor-

wardly distinguished by religion and integrated well into the Liverpool popula-

tion (Munro and Sim 2001, Honeybone 2007, Sim 2011). The Liverpool-Scots

were also not as ghettoised as the Irish and did not su↵er the same prejudices

(Munro and Sim 2001, Honeybone 2007).

The following summary on the Liverpool-Scots is based on Sim (2011).

There were large concentrations of the Liverpool-Scots in the northern area of

Kirkdale, which ranged from poor quality houses to average quality housing.

However, a separate group of higher-class Scots lived in the Mount Pleasant

and Princes Park areas of the city centre. Some of the immigrants from
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Scotland may have spoken Scottish Gaelic, but not much was spoken in

Liverpool and the Liverpool-Scots opted for the use of English. In terms

of industry and work, using English would have been advantageous for the

Scots as it would have been the common language. Similar to Welsh and

Irish Gaelic, it is unlikely that Scottish Gaelic was a significant feature of

the varieties spoken during dialect formation of LE, while Scots varieties of

English might have been a contributing factor.

The analysis of the historical census data provides evidence that the main

varieties that were likely to have had an e↵ect on the formation of LE were

Lancashire English, Cheshire English, Irish English, Welsh English, Scots

English. The new-dialect formation approach discusses the proportion of

certain linguistic features and, therefore, dialects that may have contributed to

the retention of certain dialect features (see §4.2 for a detailed description).

2.1.1 Formation of the Liverpool dialect and identity

The current section discusses the formation of the Liverpool dialect and

identity, which are shown to be intertwined. I describe the status of di↵erent

populations in Liverpool and their relationship to the formation of a Liverpool

identity. Given the contemporary evidence that ‘Scouse’ or LE and Liverpool

identity are strongly connected, the following section provides a historical

context for development of the dialect and identity.

The status of the immigrant populations and the commercial development

of Liverpool had an impact on the social structure of Liverpool. In the

1800s the middle-class and working-class split, which would already have

been present, became more noticeable (Power 1992). With a growing poor

working-class in the slums and northern suburbs and a somewhat more wealthy

population in other areas of the city, the social divide between the wealthy

and poor became wider, which can be seen to some extent in the prejudice

against the Liverpool-Irish, the slums by the docks and the deprived northern

areas (Belchem 2000a). However, it was precisely this situation which may

have been the catalyst for the formation of LE and changed the character

of Liverpool and the Merseyside.

Liverpool identity is a strong feature of contemporary Liverpool, which
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stems from the historical development of the city and is entrenched in the

belief that Liverpool is not like its neighbours. This belief can be seen in

descriptions of Liverpool identity, such as the ‘wacker’:

“[w]ackers are the inhabitants of the city of Liverpool famed for

their humour, football, dockers, and judies. Wackers eat Scouse

and wet nellies. Wackers and Woollybacks6 are tough yet warm

breeds. Although both are Northerners, they are di↵erent in

many ways; culture and tradition and even language divides them”

(Belchem 2000a: 47).

Liverpool identity and the di↵erent manifestation of it are discussed in more

detail in §2.1.1.1.
Historical descriptions of Liverpool culture indicated that the strong Liv-

erpool identity stems from the historical development of Liverpool and the

mixture of the aforementioned populations. Belchem (2006: 387-8) suggests

that “ ‘Scouse culture’ or ‘Liverpool stew’ has been described as a cosmopoli-

tan blend of ‘Lancashire amiability, Irish blarney, Welsh acerbity, as well

as bits of Chinese, German, Scandinavian, to name only the obvious ones’ .”

Liverpool built its identity from commercial success rather than an industrial

one (Belchem 2000a), with the creation of the docks and the population’s

reliance on the commercial enterprises resulting from it.

The accent also became a badge to demonstrate Liverpool’s apartness from

other northerners and other English. It represented the city’s cosmopolitan

roots and multicultural background. “Networks of economic and social life,

even the formulation of the city’s distinctive accent, were subtly shaped by a

rolling continuity of transients, sojourners, and settlers” (Belchem 2006: 387).

McNeill (2009) surveyed 402 further education students from six establishments

in Merseyside and found that 64% believed that accents give a sense of

belonging, while 76% of those surveyed believed Liverpudlians are proud of

the Liverpool dialect even outside of Liverpool. In this way, Liverpool identity,

culture and dialect developed alongside each other. As previously mentioned,

the formation of the dialect is linked with the historical development of

Liverpool to a large extent.

6Woollybacks are historically the dock workers in Liverpool, but the contemporary use
is someone from the surrounding area of Liverpool, such as St. Helens
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Previous work suggests that before the eighteenth century the dialect

spoken in the area would have been on the Lancashire-Cheshire dialect con-

tinuum (Knowles 1973, Honeybone 2004). The dialect was most likely similar

to other south Lancashire dialects. Knowles (1973) suggests that ‘serious

phonetic studies’ before 1880s made no distinction between Liverpool and the

surrounding countryside. Aside from the fact that no serious phonetic study

occurred prior to the late 1880s,7 this quotation also alludes to the lack of

information about the Liverpool dialect prior to this period. As discussed in

detail below, there are competing hypotheses about the development of LE.

One is that LE developed around the early to mid-nineteenth century. Prior

to this, the linguistic features would have been similar to northwestern English

varieties, some of which are maintained in LE today (see §2.2). The second is

that the Liverpool dialect developed prior to the nineteenth century.

The development of the Liverpool dialect was heavily influenced by the

development of the city itself. However, there are two substantial periods of

population increase for Liverpool, one corresponding to the largest proportional

population increase and another to the absolute population increase (see §2.1).
This has resulted in disagreements as to the exact timescale of when the

Liverpool dialect was formed. Knowles (1973) suggests that LE formed

between 1830 and 1889. He uses negative evidence from the historical account

of the History of Everton (Syers 1830), which does not describe the speech

in Liverpool as di↵erent from Lancashire despite highlighting many other

di↵erences. The upper limit is taken from On Early English Pronunciation

(Ellis 1889). Ellis (1889) indicates the spread of LE to the Wirral in northern

Cheshire, which Knowles (1973) takes as evidence that by 1889 LE has

emerged and is distinct from the neighbouring varieties. Wells (1982: 371)

is more vague, suggesting that its development occurred in the nineteenth

century. Honeybone (2004, 2007) presents a detailed account of LE based

on the dates suggested by Knowles (1973) and suggests that the dialect was

formed roughly between the mid-nineteenth century and the early twentieth

century, using the new-dialect formation approach (Trudgill 1986). While

slight di↵erences between the di↵erent timelines occur, there is agreement that

7The phonetic study that is being referred to is On Early English Pronunciation by Ellis
(1889).
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the Irish, Welsh, and Scottish immigrants mixing with the resident population

is a key component of the dialect’s development.

Looking back at the birthplace of the population around this time, Figure

2.6 shows that the population in 1841 was mainly made up of people from

Lancashire (55%), other parts of England and Wales8 (23%), Ireland (17%),

and Scotland (4%). By this time, the first large wave of Irish immigrants, as

well as other immigrant populations would have already arrived in Liverpool

and commercial enterprise was booming. Furthermore, evidence from investi-

gations on linguistic features of LE supports the hypothesis that new-dialect

formation occurred in Liverpool and that more than just the Lancashire dialect

is required to account for these linguistic features. Therefore, previous work on

LE supports the hypothesis that dialect formation occurred as a result of the

dialect mixture caused by mass immigration into Liverpool. The results of the

historical census data suggests that new-dialect formation most likely occurred

in the mid-nineteenth century. The current detailed analysis of the population

of Liverpool using census data is crucial evidence for this hypothesis.

Crowley (2012) suggests an alternative view of the development of LE.

Specifically, he suggests that there was a Liverpool dialect prior to the nine-

teenth century and that there is literary evidence to suggest this. The first

piece of evidence presented to support Crowley’s (2012) hypothesis is Boulton’s

(1768) comedic play set in Liverpool with characters that represented people

from a variety of di↵erent social classes. I read through the entire play in order

to be able to understand the context that surrounds the evidence suggested by

Crowley (2012). There are two plots in the play: one about enlisting sailors

on treacherous voyages and another about a daughter (Kitty) betrothed to a

country gentleman (Squire Catesby), but who is in love with a ship doctor

(Dr. Free). In order to prevent her marriage to Squire Catesby, Kitty sends a

message to Dr. Free telling him to impersonate the Squire’s cousin and “[m]ind

and forget not the Lancashire dialect” (Boulton 1768: 24). Crowley (2012)

proposes that Kitty is asking Dr. Free not to speak in a Liverpool dialect.

However, there are a number of issues with this claim.

Firstly, the only characters who are explicitly presented as citizens of

8The census does not provide separate counts for England and Wales in 1841, as described
above.
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Liverpool are Kitty and her father. In other words, Dr. Free may be from

somewhere else. This is not an unlikely possibility given that he is a ship doctor

and many of the ships’ crews came from outside of Liverpool. Enfield (1773:

26) suggests that “seamen from other places are often employed in Leverpool

ships” and he estimates that there are 6000 Liverpool seamen and 4000 foreign

seamen. Therefore, it is possible that she was ensuring that he did not speak

in his accent, whatever that may be. Furthermore, it is mentioned that he

was an educated man and as there were no higher education institutions at

the time in Liverpool, he would have had to, at least, be educated outside

Liverpool if not in another area entirely, assuming that he is from Liverpool.

The family name Free in the 1881 census records is predominantly found in

the south and east areas of England (Longley et al. 2014) and, therefore,

may suggest the doctor to be from another origin than Liverpool, but a more

in-depth analysis would be required to confirm this possibility.

Secondly, the only characters which are written in dialect are the Irish

doctor, the clown (Bob Blu↵), and Squire Catesby. I focus on the speech

characteristics of Bob Blu↵ and Squire Catesby who are both from Lancashire,

but are of di↵erent social classes. Similar features are used to represent the

Lancashire dialect regardless of social class. For example, the use of th’, blud,

freeten for the, blood, frighten. As this is a comedy, these features may be

used for comic e↵ect and are similar to those used in Tim Bobbin’s Lancashire

dialect literature (Collier 1748).9 None of the other characters seem to have

defining linguistic characteristics, even though there are sailors, servants, a

carpenter, a squire, and captains. This suggests that, while Kitty does not have

the comedic Lancashire dialect, there is no evidence of what dialect she does

have. In other words, it is possible that there was some concept of a Liverpool

dialect at this time, but this play does not give conclusive evidence.

The second piece of evidence that Crowley (2012) presents is a debate over

whether Prime Minister Gladstone had a ‘provincial’ accent. In a response to

the suggestion that Gladstone had a Lancashire accent, Picton (1888: 210)

9Collier (1748) wrote literature in the Lancashire dialect similar to the works of Robert
Burns in Scotland. However, the crucial di↵erence between him and Robert Burns is that
Tim Bobbin’s work was comedic satires. In fact, there were some contemporaries that
criticised Collier (1748) for his representation of the Lancashire people. Brierley (1881)
suggests that Tim Bobbin is the reason why other parts of England think of Lancashire as
‘coarse, ill-bred’ men.
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suggests that Gladstone’s “tones and mode of utterance are of decidedly a

Liverpool origin.” It is debatable whether this claim is valid, given that both

Gladstone’s parents were Scottish, he was educated from the age of 12 in

Eton and then Oxford, and spent a large portion of his life in London in the

parliament (Magnus 1960). Gladstone was born in 1809 and first elected to

parliament in 1832, which meant that in 1888 he had spent more than 50 years

in parliament. Gladstone recorded a message for Edison on a phonograph in

1888 (Gladstone 1888), which gives further evidence that Gladstone did not

consistently exhibit Liverpool dialect features. I do not present an in-depth

analysis of this recording as the quality is so poor, but mention some of the

features that Gladstone seemed to have. Gladstone’s dialect seems to be a

mixture of northern and southern features. In this recording, he is variably

rhotic, has the foot/strut split and does not have the bath/trap split.

Despite the fact that it is unlikely that Gladstone had a Liverpool dialect

due to having spent little time in Liverpool over his lifetime, Picton’s (1888)

claim suggests that there was a concept of the Liverpool dialect by 1888 and

Picton (1888) believed the dialect may have been formed when Gladstone

was young and living in Liverpool in the early nineteenth century. Picton

(1888) further suggests that the Liverpool dialect was not like Cockney or

like Tim Bobbin’s Lancashire. As previously mentioned, Tim Bobbin’s type

dialect literature was comedic and may have been an extreme representation

of the Lancashire speech of the time, especially in comparison to middle-

class speakers, which Gladstone would have been. Other than these vague

suggestions, there is no substantial evidence of what the Liverpool dialect at

this time might have been linguistically speaking.

Finally, even if there was a Liverpool dialect prior to the mid-nineteenth

century, that does not mean that new-dialect formation did not occur in the

time period that is set out by many previous accounts. Recent research by

Watson and Clark (forthcoming) supports the hypothesis that LE is the result

of new-dialect formation as suggested by Knowles (1973), Wells (1982) and

Honeybone (2007). Watson and Clark (forthcoming) discuss the presence of

four features of LE in the Origins of Liverpool English (OLIVE) Corpus, which

contains speakers born from 1890–1994 (see Chapter 8.2 for a more detailed

discussion of this corpus). The findings suggest that some of the features
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of LE have changed in line with the prediction of the new-dialect formation

approach. Some of the specific results of this study are discussed in §2.2.
Given the arguments against Crowley’s (2012) hypothesis and the lack of

evidence of linguistic characteristics of a Liverpool dialect prior to the late

nineteenth century, the present thesis operates under the hypothesis that

emergence of the Liverpool dialect related to the contemporary LE occurred

in the mid-nineteenth century. Assuming this is the case, the historical census

data regarding population and immigration from the nineteenth and twentieth

century provides a fairly reliable picture of Liverpool’s demographics around

the time of dialect formation.

The following discussion examines the development of LE within the context

of the contributing populations. Belchem (2000a: 41) suggests that “when

Liverpool eventually acquired its own voice - [... it was] ‘a mixture of Welsh,

Irish, and catarrh’ (Kerrigan 1996: 2).” In a similar vein, Knowles (1973)

describes the Liverpool dialect as being Lancashire with Irish characteristics.

These anecdotal descriptions reflect the role that di↵erent groups in Liverpool

played in the formation of LE. Despite the apparent di↵erences between the

immigrant populations in Liverpool at the time of dialect formation, such

as community ties and religion, there are many ways in which these groups

would have had contact with each other and as intermingling occurred so

did the development of the dialect.

The resident population prior to dialect formation would likely have been

speaking the south Lancashire dialect, similar to the surrounding areas. There-

fore, it is inevitable that this dialect would have been part of the dialect

mixture in Liverpool at the time of dialect formation. The influence of the

Lancashire dialect on LE can be seen in some of the linguistic features present

in the present-day LE. Liverpool English shares many of the traditional char-

acteristics of northern Englishes, such as the lack of a foot/strut split (see

§2.2). However, LE is also linguistically di↵erent from other northern vari-

eties, which may demonstrate influences from the varieties of other immigrant

populations.

In the earlier periods of immigration from Ireland, the Liverpool-Irish were

mostly separated from other Liverpool residents and lived tightly together with

other poor in the slum areas. As mentioned above, the Irish immigrants were
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not from just one area of Ireland, but from a number of di↵erent counties, which

resulted in dialect mixture within the Irish community itself. There is some

evidence that demonstrates that the dialect in the slum areas was developing its

own character, likely as a result of dialect mixture within these tightly packed

areas (Belchem 2000a). A contemporary source comments on the dialect of

the slums: “they speak a bastard brogue: a shambling, degenerate speech

of slipshod vowels and muddied consonants” (Scott 1907: 144). However,

as the city developed, more social intermingling occurred. Specifically the

Liverpool-Irish were often involved in the management of public houses, as

well as providing entertainment, such as blackface minstrelsy (Belchem 2007).

These activities allowed the Irish to climb the social ladder and remove some of

the prejudice they had endured. Blackface minstrelsy allowed the Irish to exert

superiority over the black population and “enabled the Irish to confirm their

whiteness while at the same time asserting their ‘ethnic’ di↵erence” (Belchem

2007: 18). This eventual integration into Liverpool society meant that LE is

likely also influenced by the Irish immigrant population (see §2.2).
Some previous work suggests that the Liverpool-Welsh may not have had

as much of an influence on LE as other immigrant populations (Knowles 1973,

Belchem 2000a). As mentioned above, the Welsh community was rather self-

contained with Welsh-speaking churches and a close-knit community. Belchem

(2007) suggests that the Welsh community would work in Liverpool for the

summer months gaining income for their families and then return to their

homes in the winter. The fact that the Welsh made up a much smaller portion

of the population than the population born in Lancashire and Ireland would

also have likely a↵ected the extent to which the Liverpool-Welsh played a part

in the development of the dialect. On the other hand, the Liverpool-Welsh did

not experience the same prejudice that the Irish did, were not primarily in the

working-class and did not live in uni-cultural pockets around the city. This

suggests that the resident population would likely have had day-to-day contact

with the Liverpool-Welsh. Therefore, it is likely that the Welsh immigrants

would have had some e↵ect on the development of LE. Features which may

demonstrate the influence that Welsh English had on LE is described in 2.2.
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2.1.1.1 Scouse identity

The current section discusses Liverpool identity and how this has a↵ected

language change in LE. Importantly, this shows that LE can still be thought

of in terms of the dialect mixture presented above. There have been linguistic

changes in LE, but there is also some resistance to dialect levelling.

Belchem (2000a: 32) discusses “the unmistakeable accent upon which the

various cultural representations of the ‘Scouser’ have been constructed”, which

suggests that along with the Liverpool identity came the idea of the ‘Scouser’

and of their dialect ‘Scouse’. However, prior to the ‘Scouser’, there were other

identity constructions in Liverpool, such as ‘Dicky Sam’ and ‘wacker’.10

Crowley (2012) finds evidence from a newspaper of ‘Dicky Sam’ being

used to refer to ‘the Liverpool man’ in the 1820s. It is not clear what the

‘Liverpool man’ would have been referring to at this time, but given that

this was before the largest periods of immigration it likely did not include

most of the immigrant populations that contributed to the development of

Liverpool. The origins of ‘Dicky Sam’ are disputed, with descriptions ranging

from it having links to America (Belchem 2007) to derived from Celts words

for ‘ditch’ or ‘pit’ (dig) and ‘people’ (samhadh) (Boult 1871) to a Lancashire

historic patronym of ‘Dick O’Sam’s’ or son of Sam (Oxford English Dictionary

2008). See Crowley (2012) for a detailed account of the di↵erent proposed

origins of ‘Dicky Sam’.

The term ‘wacker’ also emerged in the late eighteenth century, but was

likely brought into common usage after ‘Dicky Sam’ (Crowley 2012). There

are a number of di↵erent proposed origins of ‘wacker’ from a Lancashire dialect

word ‘wack’ denoting ‘to share’ to the Anglo-Irish word ‘whack’ meaning ‘food

sustenance’ to a shortening of the derogatory word ‘paddywack’ for a ‘strong

Irishman’ (Crowley 2012).

The first documented use of ‘Scouse’ to describe LE was in 1945, according

to the Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford English Dictionary 2008). The term

‘Scouse’ is derived from a soup called ‘lobscouse’, which was a popular dish in

the poorer northern end of the city where many Liverpool-Irish lived (Belchem

2007). As a result of this, ‘Scouse’ is mostly agreed to have Irish a�liations

10Note that ‘wacker’, ‘whacker’ and ‘wack’ are all used.
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and shows the Liverpudlian connection to working-class culture. Belchem

(2007: 322) proposes that ‘Scouse’ developed from a dish to an identity label

and finally into a label for a dialect: “Scouse gave voice to twentieth-century

Liverpool, previously subsumed within standard south Lancashire speech.” It

became the predominate symbol of the Liverpudlian.

The earlier term of ‘Dicky Sam’ began to be used for those born only in

the original area of Liverpool parish, ‘wacker’ began to be thought of as a

greeting between Liverpudlians and ‘Scouser’ referred to Liverpool seamen

(Crowley 2012). Picton (1875: 1) suggests that ‘Dicky Sam’ was “the local

appellation for one born within the sound of the parish bells.” The parish bells

refer to the church of Our Lady and St. Nicholas (Crowley 2012). However,

“the designation ‘Scouser’, as the Daily Post explained [...] during the city’s

750th anniversary celebrations in 1947, ‘crept into general use in the Scotland

Road area of Liverpool after the First World War’ ” (Belchem 2007: 322).

The initial division of the identity labels to refer to di↵erent portions of

the population alludes to the divisions among the population in the nineteenth

century. However, the supplanting of ‘Dicky Sam’ and ‘wacker’ by ‘Scouser’

may suggest that the Liverpool population was creating a united identity

under one label and that this label was focused on the working-class.

Crowley (2012) discusses the way in which Liverpool identity, its language

and ‘Scouse’ became so ‘firmly associated’ with one another. He suggests that

it was in part due to the e↵orts of Frank Shaw in the 1950s through a series of

talks, editorials, and dialect literature (Crowley 2012). Shaw was concerned

that there were fewer and fewer ‘true Scousers’ in Liverpool, and used language

as the medium to preserve this identity. He created dialect literature for the

Liverpool dialect, such as You Know Me Aunty Nelly? Liverpool Children’s

Rhymes and The Scab: a one act play set in Liverpool during the General

Strike, 1926 and a Liverpool slang dictionary (Crowley 2012). Fritz Speigl

and John Farrell are also credited in helping to promote ‘Scouse’. However,

Crowley (2012) says that the concept of the ‘Scouser’ was further popularised

by the rise of certain musicians and TV shows featuring ‘Scousers’, such as

the Beatles and Liver Birds.

One result of the media exposure of the British population to ‘Scouse’ and

‘Scousers’ is that it is a well-recognised dialect among British speakers (Giles
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1970, Coupland and Bishop 2007, Montgomery 2007). However, it is also

highly stigmatised, much like some of the other northern and urban varieties

(Hamer 2007). A number of studies have shown that LE is easily recognised,

but also has a low perceived aesthetic value (Giles 1970, Honeybone 2007,

Coupland and Bishop 2007, Montgomery 2007). The negative reputation of

LE may be a reflection of the perceptions of Liverpool itself. Belchem (2007)

discusses the provisions that were made in the mid-nineteenth century for

people travelling through the Liverpool docks because of the reputation of the

area. Specifically, the Liverpool-Irish were thought to be dishonest, cunning,

and often involved in thievery (Belchem 2007). The connection between the

Liverpool-Irish and Liverpool working-class and then Liverpool identity meant

that this negative perception was extended to Liverpudlians in general. In the

twentieth century this prejudice was further spurred on by 1980s TV shows

like Bread and The Boys from the Black Stu↵ which depicted ‘Scousers’ as

unemployed killers and thieves (BBC 2014). However, more recent research

indicates that the attitude to ‘Scouse’ may be changing, as Watson and Clark

(2011) find that ‘Scouse’ is thought of as friendly and welcoming. The fact

that LE is so well-recognised and that it is such a huge part of the deep-seated

Liverpool identity may also be a↵ecting the way in which LE is changing.

LE does not appear to be experiencing dialect levelling to the same extent

as some of the other British English varieties. Dialect levelling is reported to

be influencing many British English varieties, see Trudgill (1983), Williams

and Kerswill (1999), Watt and Milroy (1999), Britain (2002), Kerswill (2003).

Briefly, this phenomenon occurs when stigmatised or local linguistic features

are replaced by more wide spread linguistic features, resulting in less local

regional variants. More specifically, the traditional local dialects are adopting

non-local features from larger urban centres nearby.11 This can result in supra-

local dialect areas, which replace the traditional regional dialect areas. For

example, Britain (2010) provides the example of the Newcastle non-standard

realisation of /t/ as a glottal stop ([P]) taking over the regional variants, such

as the glottal reinforced variant ([Pt]), and the ‘default’ variant ([t]). Previous

work shows that dialect levelling is occurring in Newcastle (Watt and Milroy

11Geographic di↵usion is also associated with dialect levelling, whereby linguistic features
are spread from a “populous and economically and culturally dominant centre”, with near-by
towns and cities adopting the features before rural areas (Kerswill 2003: 1).
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1999, Watt 2002), Middlesborough (Llamas 2000), Northamptonshire (Dyer

2002), and Norwich (Trudgill 1999) among other British cities. On the other

hand, Watson (2006b, 2007a) suggests that LE is not levelling to the same

extent as some other varieties and in some cases it may even be diverging

further from the phonological norms.

Watson (2006b) looks at t-glottaling whereby /t/ is realised as a glottal

stop, the same as the Newcastle process mentioned above. He suggests that

“[t]he presence of the glottal stop as a realisation of /t/ is arguably one of

the most common phonological process in that it occurs in many varieties

of British English” (Watson 2006b: 56). Watson (2006b, 2007a) finds that

t-glottaling is being resisted in LE in some environments which overlap with

a feature that is distinctly Liverpudlian and which appears to be spreading

within the lexicon. This feature is referred to as ‘t ! h’ by Watson (2006b).

The /t/ is realised without an oral gesture, but with some audible release

of breath. Knowles (1973) presents evidence that this process is found in

monosyllabic tokens ending in /t/ like got and not. T-glottaling competes

with t ! h in LE as they occur in some of the same environments. If dialect

levelling was taking place in Liverpool as with many other northern varieties,

you may expect to see more t-glottaling and less t ! h occurring. However,

Watson (2006b) finds that there is still little t-glottaling and the environments

for t ! h are growing. Furthermore, in Watson (2007a), five stereotypical

Liverpool features are surveyed and only one shows substantial evidence of

potential dialect levelling.

The five features discussed by Watson (2007a) to examine the e↵ects of

dialect levelling in LE are: TH-stopping, start fronting, /u:/ in book type

words, /r/ tapping, and lenition. Of the five features he finds that TH-stopping

and lenition may be resisting dialect levelling, start fronting and /r/ tapping

have inconclusive results, and the /u:/ production in book appears to be

levelling towards the /U/ production found in most other southern English

varieties. That being said, in a later paper, Watson and Clark (forthcoming)

present evidence that TH-fronting is occurring to some extent in LE. This

may suggest that dialect levelling is occurring to some extent in TH words.

Alternatively, it may be the case that retention of the internal variant (TH-

stopping) and the levelled variant (TH-fronting) are being used in LE, as
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these variants do not completely overlap in environments.

Both dialect levelling and the ‘Scouse’ identity are relevant to the current

research as they relate to two main points. The first is that the Liverpool

identity is strong and rooted in the dialect. Therefore, speakers may produce

more non-standard linguistic characteristics even in formal tasks rather than

more standardised features, which is essential to the current work.12 The

second concerns the origins of the price and mouth patterns in LE, as

well as other linguistic characteristics common to LE. The current research

uses historical population records as a guide for the linguistic features that

contributed to the Liverpool dialect. However, if dialect levelling were found

to be occurring for many features in LE, then it would be di�cult to see the

e↵ects of the historical immigrant populations on the development of linguistic

features in LE. On the other hand, since LE is not experiencing extensive

dialect levelling, linguistic features may show the e↵ects of the original dialect

mixture, keeping in mind that dialects are constantly changing, and it should

assumed that the present-day features may not be the same as those resulting

from new-dialect formation. Furthermore, the proposed origins of Liverpool

price and mouth patterns suggest that Lancashire, Cheshire, Irish, Scottish,

and Welsh productions of the target vowels are likely contributors to the

original phonological patterns (see Chapter 10).

The current investigation has examined the dominant immigrant popu-

lations in Liverpool around the time of new-dialect formation. My findings

suggest that Lancashire, Cheshire, Irish, Welsh, and Scottish Englishes are the

most likely varieties to have contributed to the development of LE. Therefore,

these varieties are considered in relation to the emergence and development of

price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation (see §3.2). Further-
more, this section established that the historical development of Liverpool

led to a strong Liverpudlian identity which has close ties to the Liverpool

dialect. This identity may have helped LE to resist some of the e↵ects of

dialect levelling, which is occurring in a number of other areas of Britain.

12Previous work using ethnographic studies have suggested an interaction between identity
and linguistic productions, for example Bucholtz (1999), Eckert (2000), Kallmeyer and
Keim (2003).
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2.2 THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LIVERPOOL

ENGLISH AND PREVIOUS WORKS

The previous section demonstrated that there were various dialects being

spoken in Liverpool around the time of dialect formation. However, having

di↵erent dialects spoken in Liverpool does not invariably mean that a new

dialect will be formed. While the historical evidence suggests that the for-

mation of a new dialect in Liverpool would be a likely outcome, providing

examples of features which are likely to have developed as a result of dialect

mixture presents an even stronger case. Therefore, the current section focuses

on linguistic characteristics of LE which provide further evidence of dialect

contact and mixture in Liverpool. It is essential to establish which varieties

have likely had an influence on the linguistic characteristics of LE, so that

the discussion of the origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in Chapter 10 focusses on relevant varieties.

The list of features provided in this section is not an exhaustive list of

LE linguistic characteristics. It focuses on phonological characteristics, as

Liverpool di↵ers from other British varieties mostly in its phonology. Belchem

(2000a: 32) suggests: “the peculiarities of ‘Scouse’ are almost entirely phono-

logical.”13 Five phonological features of LE which indicate the influence of

dialect mixture in the formation of LE are described in this section: TH

stopping, lenition, non-rhoticity, the nurse/square merger, and lack of the

foot/strut split. These features are chosen as they are well-recognised

features of LE, have been studied previously, and discussed in relation to

new-dialect formation and the origins of LE.

TH-stopping occurs when dental fricatives are produced as dental or

alveolar stops, which occurs in many English varieties (Hickey 2008). In US

varieties, TH-stopping is linked to working-class and immigrant populations

(for example, Labov 1966, Wolfram 1969 and Mendoza-Denton 2008). Hickey

(2008) reports that the change from dental fricatives to dental stops is a

supra-regional feature of southern Irish English, but the use of alveolar stops

is a stigmatised feature.

13For a description of LE characteristics beyond the ones presented here, see Knowles
(1973), which is the most comprehensive work on LE to date.
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In LE, /T/ can be realised as a dental or, less frequently, an alveolar stop,

so that the articulatory contrast between thin and tin can be neutralised

(Honeybone 2007). TH-stopping has been shown to be a robust and common

feature of LE and occurs even in low-frequency words (Honeybone and Watson

2004), although it has also been shown to be lexically conditioned (Honeybone

2004). Furthermore, recent research suggests that TH-stopping may be in

decline and TH-fronting is becoming more frequent (Watson and Clark forth-

coming). Watson and Clark (forthcoming) also indicate that TH-stopping was

never very frequent even in the speakers born in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. However, it does still occur in younger Liverpudlians’

speech (Watson and Clark forthcoming).

As mentioned above, present day southern Irish English varieties exhibit

TH-stopping (Wells 1982, Hickey 1999b, 2004b). Specifically, the use of

alveolar stops is found in eastern Irish English varieties (Hickey 2004b), but it

is a stigmatised feature (Hickey 2008). In the west, Irish Englishes tended to

have dental stops as the realisation of dental fricatives (Hickey 2004b). As

the dental stop production was not as stigmatised, it has become the general

realisation in Irish Englishes (Hickey 2008). It is also an important feature

that distinguished the northern and southern varieties of Irish English (Hickey

2004b). Some historical evidence suggests that TH-stopping was a feature

of Irish English in the early twentieth century. Joyce and Dolan (1910: 3)

discusses the realisation of TH in Irish Englishes: “it may be said that the

general run of the Irish people never sound it at all [...] excepting a small

proportion of those born and reared on the east coast of Ireland.” He further

describes the production of TH as the ‘Irish t and d’. Honeybone (2004)

suggests that the presence of TH-stopping in LE may be due to influence from

Irish immigrants. Given the influence of Liverpool-Irish on the development

of LE and the Irish immigration from di↵erent areas in Ireland, it is not

surprising that both alveolar and dental articulations may be found in LE.

The second feature I discuss and perhaps one of the most recognisable

features of the Liverpool dialect is lenition: “[o]ne of the clearest phonological

characteristics of Modern LE is the way in which underlying plosives are

realised” (Honeybone 2007: 18). Watson (2007b) defines lenition as “a set

of phonological processes which, amongst other things, turn plosives into
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a↵ricates and fricatives.” Lenition processes are reported in many languages,

including other varieties of English (Watson 2006a, 2007b). The precise details

of lenition in LE have been discussed in great detail (for example Knowles

1973, Sangster 2001, Honeybone 2001, Watson 2006a, Honeybone 2007 and

Cardoso and Honeybone in preparation). However, a summary of this pattern

is that stops are lenited to fricatives or a↵ricates with the same place of

articulation as the original stop (Knowles 1973, Wells 1982) in word-final and

foot-medial position (Honeybone 2001). In LE, lenition can occur with stops

at all places of articulation – bilabial, alveolar, and velar – and with both

voiced and voiceless stops (Honeybone 2001, Watson 2007b), although the

extent to which lenition occurs depends greatly on the place of articulation

and voicing of the stop consonant.

Lenition may have originated from two sources in the dialect formation

mixture: immigrants from Ireland, and possibly Wales. Lenition of voiceless

alveolar stops is attested in many of the southern Irish varieties (Hickey

1996). However, other stops are generally not lenited in Irish varieties. Recent

research on contemporary Welsh English suggests that lenition of the voiceless

stops /p, t, k/ occurs in Welsh English (Paton 2013).

The third feature, non-rhoticity, is interesting in that it is an unlikely

feature to be in LE given the input varieties. Most of the population of

Liverpool would have been rhotic at the time of dialect formation: the English

varieties in south Lancashire, Ireland and Scotland would have been mostly

rhotic. However, current descriptions suggest that rhoticity was not a common

feature of LE (Honeybone 2007). Watson and Clark (forthcoming) find that

one of the oldest male speakers is variably rhotic, suggesting that LE may

have been variably rhotic for a period of time.

Potentially, non-rhoticity came in through the immigrants from Wales,

Dublin, Cheshire and other areas of England. Darlington (1887: 19) suggests

that Cheshire is verging on non-rhotic in the nineteenth century: “after a vowel,

provided that no other vowel immediately follows, it is very indistinct, and

approaches the London quality of r, though it does not quite disappear.” He

further suggests that /r/ is deleted when it is before s and z and gives further

lexical examples, such as rhubarb [r’oob’ub]. Ellis (1889: 293) mentions that

the /r/ in Cheshire “when not before a vowel, had very little power, and was
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more felt by speaker than listener” and “is hardly perceptibly consonantal.”

However, Ellis (1889) also mentions that there is a report of /r/ being produced

as the ‘standard r ’ in Cheshire in all environments, but explains that he

disagrees with this account. These descriptions provide evidence that Cheshire

was not fully rhotic in the late nineteenth century. Furthermore, Hickey

(2004b) suggests that earlier forms of Dublin English were non-rhotic. Finally,

other varieties of English may have contributed to non-rhoticity in LE. Non-

rhoticity in Southern British English seems to have arisen some time in the late

seventeenth century to mid-eighteenth century, although there is some debate

over the exact date (Wells 1982, McMahon 2000, Lass 2000). It is possible

that non-rhoticity in LE is related to prestige of Southern British English.

Trudgill (2004) does not go into great detail about how prestige a↵ects

new-dialect formation, but suggests that prestige is only influential in the

first stages of dialect formation. He examines some cases where prestige has

been suggested to influence features in new-dialect formation. For example,

Trudgill (2004) proposes that non-rhoticity in New Zealand English cannot be

a case of prestige a↵ecting linguistic features in new-dialect formation. He

explains that during the development of New Zealand English it was away

from the influence of British English and the perception of social prestige

in Britain. This is not the same situation as LE, where it would have been

influenced by prestige in Britain. Therefore, non-rhoticity in LE may be a

case where prestige influences the retention of linguistic features. The spread

of non-rhoticity has occurred in most of the varieties in the United Kingdom,

but non-rhoticity was initially a feature of upper-class varieties of English,

such as RP. It is possible that non-rhoticity would have been brought into

LE by immigrants from Wales, Cheshire and southern parts of England, but

that it progressively won out over rhoticity because of its social status or

because is was generally spreading throughout British varieties. This seems

possible given the evidence of variable rhoticity in the late nineteenth century

(Watson and Clark forthcoming).

Other linguistic features provide evidence that LE remains similar to other

northern variety and shares features with the ancestral south Lancashire

dialect of the area. One of the characteristics that is likely to have been

influenced by the south Lancashire dialect and Irish English varieties is the
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nurse/square merger. In a similar way to Liverpool lenition, this is a salient

feature of the dialect and is fairly well-researched. Knowles (1973), Wells

(1982), Honeybone (2004), Watson (2006b, 2007a) and Honeybone (2007)

have all discussed the nurse/square merger. In most varieties of English,

the vowel in the nurse lexical set contrasts with the vowel in the square

lexical set, but this is not the case for LE. While the precise realisation of

this vowel is under some debate, this feature is prevalent in LE. Watson and

Clark (forthcoming) find that there is a great deal of variation in the phonetic

quality of the nurse/square vowels in early LE.

The nurse/square merger is common in the northwest of England and

has been attested in many of the varieties which were linked historically to

the south Lancashire dialect, including Liverpool, Bolton, St. Helens and

Wigan (Owen and Watson 2009). It is also reported in contemporary urban

Dublin and some Ulster Englishes (Wells 1982, Hickey 2004a).14 Watson

and Clark (forthcoming) suggest that the nurse/square merger may be

explained by new-dialect formation. In the initial dialect mixture there are

numerous variants of nurse/square, some of which are merger for certain

speakers. These variants create extreme variability in the early stages of

the formation of LE, which eventually levels in the younger speakers to one

variant. Alternatively, the consolidation to one variant for the nurse/square

mergers may be a change that occurred following LE formation (Honeybone

2007, Watson and Clark forthcoming).

The final characteristic presented in this section is the foot/strut non-

distinction. The strut vowel is highly sociolinguistically salient according to

Wales (2006) and Foulkes and Docherty (2007). One of the most well-known

features of the linguistic divide between northern and southern English dialects

is the realisation of the strut vowel. Liverpool patterns with the northern

English varieties and some Irish English varieties in this respect and has

no distinction between the foot and strut vowels (Knowles 1973), unlike

the distinction that is found in southern British Englishes. Hickey (2004b)

mentions that Dublin English similarly has no foot/strut split.15 Therefore,

14Some rural varieties of Irish English have mergers between subsets of the words included
in the nurse/square lexical sets (see for example Lass 1990 and Hickey 2004c).

15For a more detailed account of the foot/strut lexical sets in Irish Englishes (see
Kallen 2013).
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this feature may have come in from the south Lancashire traditional dialect

and some of the immigrants from Ireland and northern parts of England.

The current section provided evidence of linguistic features in LE that

were influenced by the di↵erent populations in Liverpool at the time of dialect

formation. Importantly, the discussed established that new-dialect formation

occurred and that the varieties of the immigrant and resident populations

in Liverpool influenced the development of some of the linguistic features

of LE. Therefore, these varieties may also have contributed to development

of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE that forms

the main focus of this thesis.

2.3 THE AREAS OF LIVERPOOL

The final section introduces the areas of Liverpool referred to throughout the

investigation of price and mouth in LE. Specifically, wards and the division

between the north and south of Liverpool are discussed. I have used electoral

wards when discussing the di↵erent areas of Liverpool. As discussed in §6.1,
speakers were asked to include what part of Liverpool they were from and

where they had lived. Therefore, this section provides a geographic reference

for any wards mentioned later in this thesis.

The O�ce for National Statistics has a number of ways of dividing up Liv-

erpool. Wards give an advantage over some of the other divisions in that they

are used for electoral purposes, in government public reports and anecdotally

by the general population. Furthermore, the most recent censuses continue to

make use of wards, as does Liverpool City Council. On a report discussing

the city profile in 2012 (O�ce of the Chief Executive 2012) and the Liverpool

Economic Briefing in 2013 (Liverpool City Council 2013), the Liverpool City

Council used wards instead of Lower layer Super Output Areas (LSOAs).16

Finally, most of the participants in my study recorded their current location

and previous locations in Liverpool under the ward name, with only a few

participants choosing other categorisations. Therefore, reference to Liverpool

wards is made in following chapters. Figure 2.8 shows the location of Liverpool

16I do not refer to the LSOAs for the remainder of the thesis, for a detailed description and
indication of the LSOAs in Liverpool and Britain refer to the ONS website (UK Statistics
Authority 2014).
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wards, which are: Allerton, Anfield, Belle Vale, Childwall, Church, Central,

Clubmoor, County, Cressignton, Croxteth, Everton, Fazakerley, Garston,

Greenbank, Hunts Cross, Kensington and Fairfield, Kirkdale, Knotty Ash,

Liverpool Airport, Mossely Hill, Netherley, Norris Green, Old Swan, Picton,

Princes Park, Riverside, Speke, St. Michael’s, Tuebrook and Stoneycroft,

Warbeck, Wavertree, West Derby, Woolton, and Yew Tree.

While speakers in my study were asked to indicate what area of Liverpool

they were from, the final analysis divides speakers into the broader categories

of Knowsley, Wirral, North Liverpool and South Liverpool. Liverpool was

divided into north and south for a number of reasons based on historical

divisions, anecdotal evidence, and o�cial divisions. As mentioned in §2.1, the
northern suburbs of Liverpool were historically inhabited by working-class

and poorer populations. In discussions of the Liverpool dialect, many people,

including some speakers in my own study, mention the divide between the

north and south. Furthermore, amenities for Liverpool are often divided on

the basis of a north-south division. For example, estate agents provide guides

to north and south Liverpool, the Citizens Advice Bureau is divided on the

same basis, as is the food bank (according to their websites).

The dividing line between the north and south of Liverpool may di↵er for

individuals and agencies, so it is important to provide a principled division. I

have chosen to use the o�cial division used by the police force in Liverpool

to determine the boundaries between the north and south of Liverpool. It

should be noted that this north-south division is the same for estate agents and

Liverpool Scouts, but many other organisations do not specify what is meant by

‘north Liverpool’. According to the Merseyside police, north Liverpool consists

of the following wards: Anfield, city centre, Clubmoor, County, Croxteth,

Everton, Fazakerley, Kensington and Fairfield, Kirkdale, Knotty Ash, Norris

Green, Old Swan, Tuebrook and Stoneycroft, Warbeck, West Derby, and

Yew Tree. Therefore, south Liverpool includes the following wards: Allerton,

Belle Vale, Childwall, Church, Cressignton, Garston, Greenbank, Hunts Cross,

Liverpool Airport, Mossely Hill, Netherley, Picton, Princes Park, Riverside,

Speke, St. Michael’s, Wavertree, and Woolton. This division is marked on

Figure 2.8 and when north or south Liverpool is mentioned elsewhere in the

text it should be taken as the definition provided here.
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Figure 2.8: Liverpool wards (Liverpool City Council 2014) and north-south
division (black line) of Liverpool

The Merseyside police boundary coincides with a number of north-south

divisions in census data. In order to motivate the use of this boundary, I

plotted the north-south division in Liverpool based on five di↵erent cate-

gories: employment, education, health, deprivation and religion (Figure 2.9).

Employment is further divided into ‘unemployed’ vs ‘employed’ and type of

employment. The two lowest socio-economic groups, according to O�ce for

National Statistics (2014), ‘elementary occupations’ and ‘plant operatives’,

have been included in Figure 2.9. Similarly, the highest socio-economic group,

‘professionals’, has been included. Unemployment, ‘elementary occupations’

and ‘plant operatives’ have higher percentages in the north than the south,
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whereas ‘professionals’ has higher percentages in the south than the north.

The line that is marked for education demonstrates the di↵erence between

the population that has ‘no qualification’ and those that have some type of

qualification. ‘No qualification’ is defined as someone aged 16 or older who

has no academic or professional qualifications (O�ce for National Statistics

2011a). For example, someone who does not have O-levels, A-levels, GCSEs,

Vocational training, or apprenticeships (O�ce for National Statistics 2011a).

There is a higher percentage of population with ‘no qualifications’ in the north,

but note that this is not very common regardless. The line for health is a divi-

sion of the population based on those who have ‘very good health’, according

to O�ce for National Statistics (2011b). The south has higher percentages of

‘very good health’ than the north. Levels of deprivation are calculated by the

census and take into account many di↵erent variables, see McLennan et al.

(2011) for a detailed description of how deprivation is calculated. Religion

is based on the division of ‘no religion’ versus some form of religion. The

north shows lower percentages of the population with ‘no religion’ than the

south. Many of the lines that correspond to social categories line up with the

Merseyside police north-south division, with the exception of ‘Central’ (city

centre) ward. None of the participants in the current investigations were from

the ‘Central’ ward, so it should not be an issue in the current investigation.

Therefore, the boundary shown in Figure 2.8 demonstrates the north-south

division in Liverpool used in the current thesis.

This chapter has established the historical context of Liverpool in relation

to the development of LE. Historical census data and population statistics

provide evidence that LE developed in the mid-nineteenth century when there

was a large influx of immigrants from Lancashire, Ireland, Cheshire, Wales, and

Scotland. The analysis of historical census data also established that a large

portion of the population at the time of dialect formation would have come

from Liverpool itself, who likely spoke a variety of southern Lancashire English.

Furthermore, the chapter provides evidence from five linguistic features that

the varieties of the resident and immigrant populations contributed to the

formation of LE. These features have been used in previous investigations to

demonstrate the influence of di↵erent varieties on the formation of LE. It is

important for the discussion in Chapter 10 of the origins of price and mouth
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Figure 2.9: North-south divided based on results from the 2011 census (O�ce
for National Statistics 2011b) for employment, education, health, deprivation
and religion
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phonologically-conditioned variation in LE to determine those varieties which

have had a significant impact on the development of LE.

The chapter also provides a geographic orientation of Liverpool wards and

a description of the divisions used to categorise speakers in the data collection

of contemporary LE that forms a large part of this thesis (Chapter 6 and

Chapter 7). As described in Chapter 6, speakers are divided based on the ward

that they have lived the most time in and into the larger divisions: Knowsley,

Wirral, north Liverpool, and south Liverpool. Section 2.3 provides principled

reasons for the placement of the division between north and south Liverpool,

which uses a number of recent census measures to indicate this division.



CHAPTER 3

VARIATION IN PRICE AND MOUTH

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an in-depth description of price and mouth variation

in varieties of English. As mentioned in the introduction (Chapter 1), Wells’

(1982) lexical sets are used throughout this thesis as opposed to an abstract

underlying representation. In other words, price represents the set of words

produced with /aI/ in Received Pronunciation (RP) and General American

English that originated mostly from Middle-English (ME) /i:/ through the

Great Vowel Shift (GVS) and subsequent changes (see §4.1.1 for a discussion

of the historical development of price). Likewise, mouth represents the set

of words produced with /aU/ in RP and General American (Wells 1982) that

originated mostly from ME /u:/ through the GVS and subsequent changes

(see §4.1.2 for a discussion of the historical development of mouth).

There are two main types of variation discussed in this section: uncon-

ditioned variation and phonologically-conditioned variation. Unconditioned

variation refers to phonetic realisations of price and mouth in varieties of

English without phonological conditioning. For example, price is generally

realised as [aI] in RP, but as [oI] in NewZealand English.1 Section 3.2 focuses

on the variants of price and mouth in varieties of English that were likely

part of the original dialect mixture in Liverpool, as described in §2.1, in
order to better understand the emergence and development of these patterns

in LE, which is discussed in Chapter 10. The Survey of English Dialects

1The phonetic realisations of price as [aI] in RP and [oI] in NewZealand English are
generalisations. There may be minor variation in price realisations in these varieties, but
that variation is not phonologically conditioned.

59
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(SED) (Orton and Dieth 1962–1971) is used to determine variants in south

Lancashire and north Cheshire and dialect descriptions are used to provide

variants of price and mouth for each of the varieties in the original dialect

mixture. Investigating historical data alongside dialect descriptions provides

insights into the possible input variants in Liverpool at the time of dialect

formation and contributes to our understanding of the way in which price

and mouth phonological patterns may have emerged and developed in LE

as described in Chapter 10.

Phonologically-conditioned variation refers to situations where di↵erent

realisations of the target vowels are allophonic and have di↵erent distri-

butions or conditioning environments. In other words, these realisations

are phonologically-conditioned variants. A relatively common example of

phonologically-conditioned variation of price and/or mouth is where a

raised nucleus diphthong occurs before voiceless consonants and a non-raised

nucleus diphthong occurs elsewhere, which is widely reported in Canadian En-

glish and other varieties of English in North America. Section 3.3 summarises

ways in which price and mouth are phonologically conditioned in di↵erent

varieties of English with reference to the two relevant types of phonologically-

conditioned variation: voice-driven (VD) type patterns and Scottish Vowel

Length Rule (SVLR) type patterns. Voice-driven phonologically-conditioned

variation encompass those patterns where the main conditioning environ-

ments are before voiceless consonants and elsewhere and there is a qualitative

di↵erence in either the nucleus or o↵glide of the target vowels.

Voice-driven type patterns tend to be fairly homogenous in the realisations

of price and mouth and conditioning environments, despite many of the

patterns developing independently from each other. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 in §3.3
demonstrate the geographical locations of VD and SVLR type patterns that

have been reported in previous literature. While many of the varieties with VD

type patterns presented in §3.3.1 are not directly related to the development

of LE, the price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE

resembles VD type patterns more so than SVLR type patterns (Cardoso 2011b,

2015). Therefore, in order to design appropriate data collection materials

and hypotheses for the acoustic analysis that incorporate commonly found

characteristics of VD patterns (see Chapters 5 and 6 for descriptions of
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the methodology), a rigorous examination of the features and conditioning

environments that have been described for other VD type patterns is presented

in §3.3.1. Furthermore, a survey of the recurrent realisations of price and

mouth found in VD type patterns in English provides a basis for comparison

of the results of the acoustic analysis of price and mouth in LE.

While phonologically-conditioned variation of price and mouth occurs

extensively in varieties of English, it is by no means a universal process.

However, one potentially universal pattern that is related to VD type variation

is the voicing e↵ect, as described by House and Fairbanks (1953), Chen (1970)

and Hillenbrand et al. (1984). The voicing e↵ect is generally described as

a process whereby vowels are longer before voiced consonants and shorter

before voiceless ones. This process in terms of quantitative di↵erences based

on the voicing of the following consonant is thought to be universal and occur

cross-linguistically (see Chen 1970, Hussein 1994 and Sóskuthy 2013). More

recent work on the voicing e↵ect suggests that in all varieties of English a

small qualitative di↵erence occurs as a result of the voicing e↵ect (Moreton

and Thomas 2007, Gussenhoven 2007, Bermúdez-Otero 2014a,c). However,

this small co-articulatory di↵erence does not necessarily equate to VD patterns

found in some varieties of English. In a recent study of the realisations of

price in the SED, Maguire et al. (in preparation) finds numerous examples

of qualitative di↵erences based on voicing of the following environment in

British English varieties. It is, therefore, clear that the voicing e↵ect and

phonologically-conditioned variation are related. However, in the current

thesis phonologically-conditioned variation of price and mouth must involve

a robust qualitative di↵erence not just the universal quantitative voicing

e↵ect and be described in terms of an allophonic relationship with di↵erent

conditioning environments. The approaches to the origins of price and

mouth phonologically-conditioned variation debate whether these patterns

are the result of processes like the voicing e↵ect which occurs universally as

a result of universal phonetic pressures (Sóskuthy 2013) or dialect mixture

situations (Trudgill 1986), similar to what occurred in Liverpool.

Scottish Vowel Length Rule type patterns involve a set of vowels that

are long in some contexts and short in others, with quality and quantity

di↵erences for price, as described in detail in §3.3.2. While price has
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been shown to participate in SVLR patterns, there is some disagreement

as to whether mouth also participates in these patterns. Many aspects of

SVLR type patterns resemble VD type patterns, but there are some major

di↵erences. The vowels that participate in SVLR type variation and VD type

variation di↵er and SVLR patterns have both phonological and morphological

conditioning. In SVLR type patterns raised realisations of price occur before

some voiced consonants, unlike VD type patterns. Furthermore, as shown

in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 and discussed in §3.3.2, the geographic distribution of

SVLR type patterns is much more constrained than VD type patterns. In

general it appears that all SVLR patterns are related to one another, while

many VD patterns developed independently of each other. This begs the

question “why discuss SVLR type patterns with regards to LE?”. Given that

SVLR patterns seem to be related, that Scots and Scottish English contain

SVLR type variation, and that Liverpool-Scots made up one of the major

immigrant groups in Liverpool (§2.1), it is possible that SVLR influenced the

development of phonologically-conditioned variation of price and mouth in

LE. By considering conditioning environments that di↵er between SVLR type

patterns and VD type patterns (Chapters 5 and 6), the current investigation

can determine, to some extent, if SVLR influenced the development of price

and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE.

Aside from phonological and morphological conditioning, there are some

reports of sociolinguistic conditioning on VD and SVLR type patterns in

varieties of English (see Labov 1972b, Roberts 2007 and West 2009 for soci-

olinguistic conditioning in VD type variation and Watt and Ingham 2000 and

Scobbie et al. 2006 for sociolinguistic conditioning in SVLR type variation).

The current investigation of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE does not find sociolinguistic e↵ects in the main dataset (see

Chapter 7) despite Knowles (1973) hinting at potential sociolinguistic con-

ditioning in these vowels in LE. There are some gender correlations in the

results of the historical dataset (see Chapter 9), but as this is not reflected

in the contemporary pattern I will not discuss the potential explanations for

gender di↵erences. Therefore, previous literature on social factors that a↵ect

VD and SVLR type patterns are not discussed in the present thesis.

The final section (§3.3.3) summarises previous literature on price and
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mouth in LE. While there is little information on these vowels in LE, previous

and current research suggests that price and mouth variation in LE is phono-

logically conditioned (Knowles 1973, Berry 2009, Cardoso 2011b, 2015).

3.2 UNCONDITIONED VARIATION

This thesis often presents price and mouth separately despite them being

discussed in conjunction in some past literature. price unconditioned variation

is discussed in §3.2.1 and mouth unconditioned variation is discussed in §3.2.2.
My decision to consider price and mouth separately stems from historical

descriptions of the vowels, typological evidence and analytical procedures that

demonstrate substantial di↵erences between the price and mouth vowels.

The historical development of price and mouth is demonstrably independent

for some varieties of English, as mentioned in §4.1. Furthermore, the current

chapter discusses di↵erences in phonologically-conditioned variation of price

and mouth. In some varieties with phonologically-conditioned variation of

the target vowels, only one of the vowels participates in the pattern, as shown

in §3.3.1.2. Additionally, providing an analysis which does not assume that

the vowels are intrinsically connected helps to ensure that di↵erences between

the target vowels are not inadvertently concealed. Finally, the results of

the current investigation (see Chapter 7) and Cardoso (2015) suggest that

price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE are separate,

but related, patterns.

While unconditioned variation of price and mouth occurs in many

varieties of English, I focus on those varieties that may have contributed to

the formation of LE. Therefore, variants of price and mouth in English

varieties spoken in south Lancashire, Cheshire, Wales, Ireland, and Scotland

are discussed.

It is di�cult or impossible to acquire information about many of the

varieties at the time of LE dialect formation, as a result contemporary accounts

of these varieties may be used. However, note that there are issues with

looking at contemporary variants for the origins of a phonological pattern

that was formed prior to the twentieth century (see §2.1.1 for a discussion of

the timeframe of LE development). In Honeybone’s (2007) discussion on the
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origins of four features of LE, he mentions that projecting contemporary dialect

variants on historical dialects is undesirable, but may be a necessity in certain

cases. Unfortunately, there is no explicit information about historical price

and mouth variants in the varieties involved in the original dialect mixture of

LE, so the contemporary dialect variants act as a proxy. For example, the SED

provides some insights into the historical variants of southwest Lancashire

and north Cheshire, which are in close proximity to Liverpool.

Liverpool was not surveyed in the SED, as it is an urban variety and the

SED was interested in recording traditional dialects. However, there are some

areas in southwest Lancashire and north Cheshire that are near to or currently

part of Liverpool which were surveyed as part of the project. The current

discussion summarises dialectal variants from five southwest Lancashire areas

and three north Cheshire areas in the SED (Orton and Dieth 1962–1971) to

determine the most common dialectal variants in historical traditional dialects.

For an in-depth discussion of the methodology and realisations of price and

mouth in the five southwest Lancashire localities and three north Cheshire

localities see Chapters 8 and 9.

3.2.1 Unconditioned variation in the PRICE vowel

The realisation of price in reference varieties is a diphthong that is generally

described as a central low vowel nucleus [a] followed by a high front lax

vowel o↵glide [I] within a single syllable (Roca and Johnson 1999). Thomas

(2001) suggests that price is one of the most researched vowels because

much of its variation is stereotyped, such as Canadian Raising in Canadian

English and monophthongisation in the southern United States. As it is so

well-documented there is a plethora of contemporary information regarding

the realisations of price in dialects of English, including those varieties that

likely contributed to the formation of LE.

While the reference realisation of price ([aI]) is attested in some of the

varieties of English that were likely part of the original dialect mixture in

Liverpool, other variants are also reported. Di↵erences in both the nucleus

and o↵glide occur in these varieties, such as a backed nucleus realisation ([AI])

reported in northern varieties of English. Van der Gaaf (1917) suggests that
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SED
Untitled layer

Ch.1 - Kingsley

Ch. 3 - Swettenham

Ch.4 - Farndon

La. 10 - Marshside

La. 11 - Eccleston

La. 12 - Harwood

La. 13 - Bickerstaffe

La. 14 - Halewood

La. 10 Marshside
La. 11 Eccleston

La. 12 Harwood

La. 13 Bickerstaffe

La. 14 Halewood

Ch. 1 Kingsley

Ch. 3 Swettenham

Ch. 4 Farndon

Liverpool

Figure 3.1: SED localities in southwest Lancashire (purple dots) and north
Cheshire (blue dots) closest to Liverpool (red dot) (Orton and Dieth 1962–
1971), which are analysed in the current investigation

price has been pronounced as [aI] or [AI] for a hundred years and that this

realisation survives in the north of England. This is corroborated by the

SED data, as six of the eight localities investigated have [AI] as the most

common variant recorded (La10, La13, La14, Ch1, Ch3, Ch4) and La11 has it

as the second most common variant. Furthermore, Ch1 has [aI] as the second

most common variant. Only one locality, La12, does not have either [AI] or

[aI] recorded as a common realisation. Figure 3.1 shows the locations of the

SED localities discussed in the current sections, but see Chapter 8 for further

details about the analysis of the SED dataset. Shorrocks (1998) finds the [aI]

realisation in a study of the dialect of Bolton in south Lancashire using data

from the 1970s and there are reports of the [aI] variant in Stockport (Lodge

1966), which is historically part of both Lancashire and Cheshire.

In contemporary descriptions of northern varieties of Welsh English, the [aI]

realisation is found (Penhallurick 2004). This variant is also described for the

west Wirral (Newbrook 1999), which is an area where LE is either spoken or
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has heavily influenced the dialect in the area. Wells (1982) suggests that price

in LE is generally produced as [aI] similar to other northern English varieties.

Finally, both [aI] and [AI] occur in Ireland. The rural traditional varieties

of the southwest and west of Ireland produced price as [aI] (Hickey 2004c).

The backed nucleus realisation ([AI]) occurs as a supra-regional southern Irish

English and Dublin variant (Wells 1982, Hickey 2004c). Therefore, given that

[aI] and [AI] are found as historical and present-day variants in southwest

Lancashire, northern Cheshire, Wales and parts of Ireland, it is likely that these

realisations were input variants in the initial dialect mixture in Liverpool.

Backed and rounded nucleus realisations ([ÖI]) are attested in southern

and eastern Irish Englishes (Wells 1982). This variant is also discussed in a

historical description of Irish English in Tipperary in southern Ireland (Joyce

and Dolan 1910: 102): “[i]n Tipperary the vowel i is generally sounded oi .”

Joyce and Dolan (1910: 102) uses the example of one boy making fun of

another from Tipperary by saying ‘foine day’ as evidence of this production.

This variant may have been present in the original dialect mixture, as a result

of the large Irish population in Liverpool at the time of dialect formation.

Raised and/or fronted or centralised nucleus diphthongs are also reported

in the varieties in the original dialect mixture. The dialect variant [EI] occurs

frequently in La12, Ch1 and Ch3 in the SED data (Orton and Halliday 1962,

Orton and Barry 1969), in Bolton (Shorrocks 1998), and in rural western

Ireland (Wells 1982). Fronted nucleus realisations ([æI]) are attested in the

rural southwest and west of Ireland (Hickey 2004c) and Hickey (1999a) suggests

that a centralised nucleus diphthong also occurs in the ‘lower classes’ of urban

speech in Dublin.2 The rural mid and western areas of Ireland have a number

of price variants with a raised, fronted or centralised nucleus, including [EI],

[@I], [2I] and [eI] (Wells 1982). Therefore, it is likely that variants with a

raised, fronted or centralised nucleus were present in Liverpool at the time

of dialect formation.

Variation in the o↵glide is another possible di↵erence in the realisation of

the price vowel. Some of the south Lancashire varieties produce the price

vowel with a centralised o↵glide, such as [a@] (Van der Gaaf 1917). Similarly,

2Dublin English has a phonologically conditioned pattern otherwise as described in
§3.3.2.
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Shorrocks’ (1998) description of the Bolton dialect finds that [A;@] occurs

generally and [a;@] occurs before /l/. None of the localities in the SED data

report frequent use of a variant with a centralised o↵glide. However, it is

possible that the small number of informants used in the SED do not have

the centralised o↵glide diphthong, but that other south Lancashire speakers

may have. Van der Gaaf (1917) suggests that this variant may lead to o↵glide

assimilation to the nucleus resulting in monophthongal realisations of the price

vowel. Monophthongal realisations of price are found in central and southern

Lancashire, as well as other areas of the midland and north. Furthermore,

a recent study of the vowels in Lancashire finds both monophthongal and

diphthongal productions of price (Ferragne and Pellegrino 2010).

Monophthongal variants are the most common realisations of price in two

of the localities in the SED (La11 and La12). While [A:] is the most common

realisation of price in La11, [a:] is found to be the most common realisation in

La12. Furthermore, [A:] and [a:] are attested in Bolton (Shorrocks 1998) and

Stockport (Lodge 1966). This evidence suggests that one of the possible input

variants in Liverpool at the time of dialect formation was a monophthongal

variant.

A summary of the potential realisations of the price vowel that were

likely part of the original dialect mixture in Liverpool and the source(s) of the

variants is given in Table 3.1. Note that varieties which have phonologically-

conditioned variation of price, such as Scottish English, have not been

included in this section, but are dealt with in §3.3.2.

3.2.2 Unconditioned variation in the MOUTH vowel

The realisation of mouth in reference varieties is generally described as [aU]

with a central low vowel nucleus [a] followed by a high back rounded lax

vowel o↵glide [U] within a single syllable (Wells 1982, Roca and Johnson

1999). However, Thomas (2001) suggests that mouth has a ‘bewildering’

number of realisations across dialects and that the o↵glide rarely reaches the

high back position given in the reference variant. Furthermore, he suggests

that few dialects have the reference or ‘common’ realisation as their typical

pronunciation. These observations appear to be reflected in the realisations
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price Variant Origins

reference diphthong [aI] Bolton, Stockport, north Wales,
Cheshire, north England, & south-
west & west Ireland

backed nucleus diphthong [AI] southwest Lancashire (SED), north
Cheshire (SED), south Ireland &
Dublin

fronted nucleus diphthong [æI] rural southwest & west Ireland
raised & fronted nucleus diphthong,
e.g. [EI] or [eI]

Bolton, southwest Lancashire (SED),
northern Cheshire (SED), west Ire-
land

centralised nucleus diphthong, e.g.
[@I] or [2I]

south and east Ireland

raised, backed & rounded nucleus
diphthong [ÖI]

southern Ireland

centralised o↵glide diphthong, e.g.
[a@]

Bolton, south Lancashire

monophthongal realisations, e.g. [a:]
or [A:]

Bolton, Stockport, southwest Lan-
cashire (SED) & south Lancashire

Table 3.1: Possible input variants of price in the original dialect mixture in
Liverpool

of mouth in the varieties of English that contributed to the dialect mixture

in Liverpool.

The reference realisation ([aU]) is attested in varieties in the west Wirral

(Newbrook 1999), north Wales (Penhallurick 2004), south and west Ireland

and Dublin (Hickey 2004c), and high status Scotland (Wells 1982). Liverpool

itself is reported to have the [aU] realisation (Wells 1982). However, Knowles

(1973) finds a number of di↵erent realisations of mouth in LE, with [aU]

merely being one of them. In the localities analysed in the SED dataset only

Ch4 has [aU] recorded as the most common realisation of mouth and four

of the eight localities (La10, La14, Ch1 and Ch3) have it as the second most

common realisation. However, there were likely other variants of mouth in

the dialect mixture in Liverpool.

Raised and/or fronted nucleus variants are attested in south Lancashire,

Ireland and Scotland. The second most common realisation of mouth in
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La13, in the SED, is [EU]. Likewise, [EU] and [æU] variants of mouth are

reported in Stockport (Lodge 1966). Traditional varieties spoken in east

Ireland and Dublin have a fronted nucleus realisation ([æU]) or raised and

fronted nucleus realisation ([EU]) (Wells 1982, Hickey 1999b). However, Wells

(1982) suggests that mouth is generally produced as [2U] in Irish Englishes.

While the price vowel clearly participates in the SVLR pattern in Scots and

Scottish English, there is some debate whether mouth is also included in

this pattern. The realisation of mouth in varieties of English in Scotland is

generally described as a raised nucleus variant ([2U]) (Wells 1982) or a raised

nucleus variant with a centralised o↵glide ([20]) (McMahon 1991, Scobbie et al.

1999b). However, in some varieties of Scots and Scottish English and northern

Englishes, ME /u:/ did not diphthongise in the Great Vowel Shift (§4.1.2)
and the historical production [0] (Macaulay and Trevelyan 1973) remained,

which is still found in some varieties (McMahon 1991). This vowel realisation

did not become part of the mouth lexical set in these varieties and, therefore,

it is not a variant of mouth. On the other hand, the raised and/or fronted

nucleus variants would likely have been input variants in the formation of

the mouth pattern in LE.

Di↵erences in the realisation of the o↵glide of mouth are also reported

in some of these varieties. Wells (1982) mentions that the o↵glide of mouth

is fronted ([aY]) in some parts of south Lancashire and Greater Manchester.

Similar realisations with raised and/or fronted nucleus and centralised o↵glides

([E:@], [E;@] or [æ;@]) are reported in Bolton (Shorrocks 1998). However, the

five localities is southwest Lancashire analysed from the SED all have a

monophthongal variant as the most common realisation; either [a:] (La10,

La11, La13, La14) or [E:] in La12. A fieldworker for the SED noted that

speakers would produce the more RP-like [aU] in formal elicitation, but a

monophthongal variant otherwise. The “[aU] form was used when words such as

round were elicited as citation forms in response to the questionnaire, but the

normal conversation form was [a:]” (Stoddart et al. 1999: 77). Furthermore,

monophthongal productions of mouth that are either raised ([æ:] or [æ̈:]) or

raised and fronted [E:] occur in all environments in Bolton (Shorrocks 1998).

The final variant discussed in the current section is the most common

realisation of mouth in the SED localities Ch1 and Ch3, which is [aI]. It
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mouth Variant Origins

reference realisation [aU] north Wales, Cheshire, south and
west Ireland, Dublin, high sta-
tus Scotland, southwest Lancashire
(SED) & north Cheshire (SED)

fronted nucleus diphthong, e.g. [æU] Stockport, traditional east Ireland &
Dublin

raised & fronted nucleus diphthong,
e.g. [EU]

Stockport, south Lancashire,(SED),
east Ireland & Dublin

centralised nucleus diphthong [2U] Ireland & Scotland
centralised o↵glide diphthong, e.g.
[aY]

south Lancashire

raised &/or fronted nucleus cen-
tralised diphthong, e.g. [E;@]

Bolton

monophthongal realisation [a:] southwest Lancashire (SED)
raised &/or fronted monophthongal
realisation, e.g. [E:] or [æ:]

Bolton & southwest Lancashire
(SED)

Table 3.2: Possible input variants of mouth in the original dialect mixture in
Liverpool

is possible that neutralisation of price and mouth could occur in these

areas. However, the most common realisation of price in these localities

is [AI]. Therefore, in most cases price and mouth are distinguished on the

basis of the backness of the nucleus in these two localities, rather than the

position of the o↵glide. Many of the other contributing varieties would have

had overlap between this mouth realisation and their price realisation,

which may have caused neutralisation between the two vowels or extreme

confusability. Furthermore, this variant has not been attested in any of the

other varieties, so it is a minority feature. Therefore, it is unlikely that the [aI]

variant of mouth would have survived into the resultant Liverpool dialect.

Table 3.2 summarises the variants of mouth and their source(s) likely

present in the original dialect mixture for LE. While mouth variants for

varieties of English in Scotland are mentioned, a discussion of the status of

mouth in SVLR patterns is provided in §3.3.2.
Establishing input variants of price and mouth that were likely present

in dialects at the time of dialect formation of LE helps us to understand
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the potential origins and development of variants found in the present-day

price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE. Furthermore, a

comparison of these variants to the results of the current investigation of main

and historical datasets, help to determine whether the origins of price and

mouth phonologically-conditioned variation occurs as a result of new-dialect

formation, phonetic processes, or a combination of factors (see Chapter 10).

3.3 PHONOLOGICALLY-CONDITIONED VARIATION

The current section discusses price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation, which has been found in many English varieties spoken around the

world. These patterns have been reported in Canada, various parts of the

US, the Falkland Islands, St. Helena, Tristan du Cuhna, various parts of

Ireland, various parts of England, and Scotland. As previously mentioned,

phonologically-conditioned variation falls into two broad categories: VD type

variation and SVLR type variation. Voice-driven type patterns are described

as those that have qualitative di↵erences in the nucleus or o↵glide of price and

mouth realisations before voiceless consonants compared to other following

environments (see §3.3.1). While the conditioning environments and vowel

realisations for SVLR type variation largely overlap with the general pattern

for VD type variation, one of the main di↵erences is that SVLR patterns

involve both phonological and morphological contexts (see §3.3.2).
The locations of reported VD (blue markers) and SVLR (green markers)

type phonologically-conditioned variation in the world and, specifically, in

the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland are shown in Figures 3.2 and

3.3, respectively. One of the most well-known instances of VD phonologically-

conditioned variation is Canadian Raising (Joos 1942). This phonological

process can a↵ect both price and mouth or just price and is characterised

by a raised nucleus diphthong in pre-voiceless environments and a non-raised

nucleus diphthong elsewhere, as discussed in §3.3.1.1 and §3.3.1.2. The

blue markers for Canadian Raising in Canada (Figure 3.2) indicate specific

locations of previous studies on these patterns, which are discussed below.

However, previous work suggests that Canadian Raising occurs in all varieties

of Canadian English with the exception of varieties in Quebec and some
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Figure 3.2: Locations of investigations of VD (blue) and SVLR (green)
phonologically-condition variation discussed in this chapter. Liverpool is
indicated in red

maritime provinces (see Chambers 1973).

The green markers for SVLR type patterns in Scotland (Figure 3.3) indicate

locations where SVLR type variation has been investigated and are included

in the discussion below. However, all of lowland Scotland is reported to have

SVLR type patterns (see Mather and Speitel 1977). Similarly, the green

marker in Northern Ireland (Figure 3.3) represents much of Northern Ireland,

where SVLR type patterns have been reported, such as in varieties of Ulster

Scots and Mid-Ulster English (see Harris 1985).

As illustrated in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, VD phonologically-conditioned vari-

ation in varieties of English generally emerges independently from other

varieties and often in instances of dialect formation resulting from a dialect

mixture situation, whereas instances of SVLR phonologically-conditioned

variation is generally related. Therefore, a discussion of the origins and

development of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in
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Figure 3.3: Locations of investigations of VD (blue) and SVLR (green)
phonologically-conditioned variation in the United Kingdom and the Republic
of Ireland discussed in this chapter. Liverpool is indicated in red
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LE is greatly informed by a thorough understanding of VD type variation

that has occurred in other varieties of English and SVLR type variation that

may have come into LE through the Liverpool-Scots. Investigating instances

of phonologically-conditioned variation in other varieties of English greatly

influences our understanding of the pertinent environments for these patterns

and, consequently, the environments to include in data collection materials

for the investigation of the price and mouth patterns in LE (Chapters 5

and 6). In essence, an understanding of the previously attested conditioning

environments provides a basis of potential conditioning factors to investigate

in LE price and mouth and may also contribute to understanding the

development of these patterns.

3.3.1 Voice-driven phonologically-conditioned variation

In the following sections, VD type phonologically-conditioned variation is

divided into patterns that a↵ect both price and mouth (§3.3.1.1) and patterns

which a↵ect only the price vowel (§3.3.1.2). I have not included a section on

VD type variation that a↵ects only mouth because to my knowledge there

is no such pattern. Upon close inspection of VD type patterns of variation,

it is found that either both vowels participate in these patterns or price

alone is a↵ected.

3.3.1.1 Voice-driven patterns in PRICE and MOUTH

Voice-Driven type patterns of both price and mouth have been extensively

studied. In particular, Canadian Raising found in Canadian English has been

the focus of much research in this area. In fact, discussions of patterns in

other varieties of English tend to centre around the degree to which they are

similar/di↵erent to Canadian Raising. While price and mouth are reported

to participate in these patterns, investigations tend to focus on price, which

is reflected in the examples used to illustrate the general characteristics of

these types of patterns. The majority of examples provided in the following

section are taken from the authors who conducted the studies under discussion.

As a result, it becomes apparent that authors discussing price and mouth
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VD type patterns overwhelmingly use price lexical items to exemplify the

features of the patterns rather than mouth lexical items.

Joos (1942) provides the first linguistic account of phonological condition-

ing of price and mouth in Canadian English, although it was mentioned in

Ahrend (1934). The description proposed by Joos (1942) is that price and

mouth have fronted and raised nuclei when followed by voiceless consonants

and backed lowered nuclei elsewhere.3 Further to this, there are two dialect

groups based on the pronunciation of words like typewriter and writer. Cana-

dian Raising interacts with the flapping process in North American varieties,

which exhibits a well-known case of phonological opacity. In North American

English varieties, a /t/ in intervocalic position may be produced as a flap ([R]).

When this occurs price is followed by a phonetically voiced consonant and

should, therefore, not be realised with the raised nucleus variant. However,

in many patterns described under the label of Canadian Raising, the target

vowel realisation corresponds to the underlying voicing of the intervocalic

segment not the surface phonetic variant of the consonant.4 According to Joos

(1942), dialect group A would produce [t@Ipô@IR@ô] with a raised nucleus variant

preceding both [p] and [R]. This dialect group shows the opaque form, as the

raised nucleus variant is followed by a voiced consonant. On the other hand,

dialect group B would only have a raised nucleus variant before [p], resulting

in a realisation like [t@IpôaIR@ô]. Note that none of the studies following Joos

(1942) have found evidence to support the existence of speakers in dialect

group B, likely suggesting that dialect group B never existed (see Kaye 1990,

3For an account of possible neighbourhood e↵ects from the preceding consonants rather
than following ones, see Hall (2005). Given that the purpose of this section is to under-
stand the conditioning environments that are commonly reported for VD phonologically-
conditioned variation and the overwhelming evidence that Canadian Raising and other VD
type patterns are conditioned by following environments, limited neighbourhood e↵ects
from preceding consonants are not discussed.

4According to (Kiparsky 1973: 79) opacity is defined as follows: A phonological rule P
of the form A ! B / C D is opaque if there are surface structures with either of the
following characteristics:

a instances of A in the environment C D.

b instances of B derived by P that occur in environments other than C D.

In other words, opacity refers to a process where there is a mismatch between the derived
phonetic realisation and the conditioning environment for that process, which results in a
non-surface true alternation.
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which gives arguments for dialect B never existing).

A further conditioning environment that has been reported for Canadian

Raising in Canadian English is before nasal-obstruent consonant clusters.

Gregg (1957) finds that some speakers produce raised nucleus variants when

followed by [nt] consonant clusters. At first glance, this appears to complicate

the phonological conditioning of Canadian Raising. However, nasal-voiceless

obstruent clusters have been show to pattern with voiceless environments

rather than voiced ones, mainly in North American English varieties, but also,

in Northern Irish, Holy Island and LE (Malecot 1960, Selkirk 1972, Gregg

1973, Zue and Laferriere 1979, Kahn 1976, Maguire 2013, Cardoso 2015). In

some of the varieties where this occurs, the [nt] cluster may be realised as a

nasalised vowel with deletion of the nasal segment, resulting in, for example,

[pãIt] for pint. In Canadian Raising, it may be the case that the speakers who

produce raised nucleus variants before [nt] clusters are the same speakers who

realise [nt] clusters as a nasalised vowel + stop. Therefore, in some cases, an

explanation for the raised realisation occurring before [nt] consonant clusters,

is that the [nt] clusters pattern with voiceless stops because of the deletion

of the nasal. While there are currently no studies that demonstrate that the

raised realisations of price and mouth before [nt] consonant clusters is due

to nasal deletion in Canadian Raising, there is empirical evidence that this is

what occurs in LE (see Cardoso 2015 and §A.3). However, this may not be an

explanation for all varieties where the voiceless obstruents and nasal-voiceless

obstruent clusters environments pattern together, as some of these varieties do

not have reported nasal deletion in nasal-obstruent clusters, such as Northern

Irish and Holy Island English.

Chambers (1973) proposes that Canadian Raising in Canadian English is

a within word process and, therefore, the following voiceless consonant must

be within the same word as the target vowel in order for raising to occur and

raising is blocked across word boundaries. There are a few compound word

exceptions, where nucleus raising can occur across word boundaries, as in

high school (Chambers 1973). However, Idsardi (2006) controversially claims

that Canadian Raising in Canadian English generally occurs across word

boundaries. Idsardi’s (2006) argument is based on intuitions of his own speech

for the productions of the following sentences: He lied to me ([aI]), Don’t lie
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to me ([2I]) and Don’t lie about me ([aI]). Most previous studies on Canadian

Raising explicitly argue that raising does not occur across word boundaries

(Chambers 1973, 1989, Bermúdez-Otero 2004). However, if Idsardi’s (2006)

intuitions are correct, encliticisation patterns of to and for may explain the

distribution of raised and non-raised variants in the examples he provides,

without proposing that Canadian Raising occurs across word boundaries.

There is evidence that Idsardi’s (2006) observations could be due to the

encliticisation of the function word to, but not for. Selkirk (1995, 1996),

Lahiri and Plank (2010) discuss to being encliticised in English. Selkirk (1995)

suggests that encliticisation of to may be blocked if there are phonological

constraints that are violated by the encliticisation, as with the example

She can go to Toronto tomorrow. In this example if to were to encliticise5

to Toronto then either *tho Toronto or *tho Thoronto would occur, neither

of which is phonologically licensed for aspiration. Therefore, Lahiri and

Plank (2010) propose that to is encliticised on go, which does not violate any

phonological principles. This particular phenomenon may be what has occurred

for Idsardi (2006), whereby the to in Don’t lie to me has been encliticised

onto the preceding lie creating the appropriate environment for Canadian

Raising, while maintaining the largely undisputed hypothesis that Canadian

Raising does not occur across word boundaries. However, encliticisation

does not occur in He lied to me as the preceding voiced stop in lied would

block encliticisation. Bermúdez-Otero (2007) shows possible support for the

encliticisation hypothesis, as he finds that lie for me ([aI]) does not have

a raised variant. If raising occurred regularly across word boundaries, it

is expected that lie for me and lie to me would both have raised variants.

However, the fact that Idsardi (2006) reports a raised realisation in lie to me

and Bermúdez-Otero (2007) finds a non-raised realisation in lie for me, suggests

that Canadian Raising does not regularly occur across word boundaries.

Furthermore, Selkirk (1972) and Selkirk (1995) proposes that in lie for me

the for is more likely to not encliticise or encliticise to me than it is to lie.

Selkirk (1995) suggests that stress patterns in the production of a preposition

+ personal pronoun block enclicitisation on the element that is before the

5This may also be referred to as proclisis as the main stress is on the following word
and not the preceding word.
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preposition. Therefore, lie for me retains a word boundary between lie and

for, having blocked encliticisation, while lie to me goes through encliticisation

creating the phonological conditioning necessary for raising to occur. While

this discussion may seem orthogonal to the current study, it is important to

establish whether VD type variation is a within word or across word process,

to ensure the materials for data collection and data analysis are chosen on

a principled basis.

Discussions of Canadian Raising in varieties of English have mainly focussed

on monosyllabic tokens. However, as a results of the extensive body of work

on Canadian Raising in Canadian English, there is some information about

the conditioning of Canadian Raising in polysyllabic tokens. Both stress and

foot structure have been used to explain the raising e↵ect found in disyllabic

tokens in Canadian English (see Chambers 1973, 1989 and Bermúdez-Otero

2003). However, the basic pattern that is found is that raised realisations

occur in words like titan and microscopic, but not in titanic or microscope.

The generalisations reported for polysyllabic tokens in Canadian English is

shown in the following examples:

Realisation Stress Account (Chambers 1989)
raised nucleus tautosyllabic voiceless consonant

"ti.tan ambisyllabic /t/ (titan)
"i.con

ambisyllabic /k/ (icon,
iconography, microscopic)

�i.co"no.gra.phy
�mi.cro"sco.pic

non-raised nucleus non-tautosyllabic voiceless consonant
�ci."ta.tion

not ambisyllabic /t/
�ti."ta.nic
�i.�co.no."cla.stic not ambisyllabic /k/

Realisation Foot account (Bermúdez-Otero 2003)
raised nucleus the following voiceless consonant is in a weaker foot

than the diphthong
nitrate [s("n@I)w(treIt)]
microscopic [s(�m@I.kroU)w("skA.pIk)]

non-raised nucleus the following voiceless consonant is in a stronger
foot than the diphthong
syphonic [w(�saI)s("fA:.nIk)]

As shown above, Chambers (1989) relies on the assumption that some
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of the following voiceless consonants are ambisyllabic, which is problematic.

The idea of ambisyllabic consonants has come under intense criticism; see

Trammell (1993), Jensen (2000), Harris (2012). It is one of the issues that

influenced Bermúdez-Otero (2003) analysis of both stress and foot structure in

order to explain the polysyllabic words conditioning of Canadian Raising.

Bermúdez-Otero (2003) finds that word-level su�xes also block raising,

as seen in eyeful ([aI]) compared to Ei↵el ([2I]). He claims that Canadian

Raising occurs in the same environments that are shown for pre-fortis clipping

(Wells 1990)6 in words such as lawful.

The conditioning environments reported for Canadian Raising in Canadian

English are:

1. In monosyllabic words:

(a) raised nucleus variants of price and mouth occur preceding voice-

less consonants, and non-raised nucleus variants occur elsewhere

2. In polysyllabic words:

(a) nucleus raising may occur if the following voiceless consonant is in

a weaker foot than the foot of the diphthong

(b) nucleus raising is blocked if the following voiceless consonant is in

a stronger foot than the foot of the diphthong

(c) nucleus raising is blocked if followed by a word level su�x

Similar phonological conditioning and vowel realisations to those described

for Canadian Raising in Canadian English are reported for VD phonologically-

conditioned variation of price and mouth in other varieties of English. The

pattern of variation found in monosyllabic tokens in Canadian Raising, is

also found in the Midwestern and Western US, Virginia, New Hampshire and

Massachusetts. Therefore, there is a raised nucleus variant before voiceless

consonants and non-raised nucleus variant elsewhere in these varieties. Gordon

(2004) describes this pattern occurring for both price and mouth in the

6Pre-fortis clipping and the voicing e↵ect are generally described as the same phenomenon
(Wells 1990, Fletcher 2006). However, Bermúdez-Otero (2014a) suggests that pre-fortis
clipping is more phonologised than the voicing e↵ect.
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Midwestern and Western US and Thomas (1961) describes a similar pattern

in New Hampshire and Massachusetts.7

Primer (1890) makes specific reference to a “peculiar” pronunciation of

mouth in the word out in Fredricksberg, Virginia: “[t]here is an a↵ected

pronunciation of the diphthong ou sometimes heard which sounds something

like (oo@) or (oo@)” (Primer 1890: 198). However, he also makes the observation

that within the “cultured” and/or “more intelligent” speakers words such as

house, doubt, and bout are pronounced with a shorter nucleus and a longer

o↵glide than sound and round. Further studies suggest that both price and

mouth participate in a VD type pattern with a raised nucleus diphthong

before voiceless consonants and non-raised diphthong elsewhere in eastern

Virginia (Shewmake 1925).

A number of other VD phonologically conditioned patterns resemble Cana-

dian Raising, but have some further conditioning environments. These patterns

are found in the US in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and Martha’s Vineyard and

in South Africa in Cape Flats.

Dailey-O’Cain (1997) provides a detailed phonetic analysis of the VD

pattern in the municipality of Ann Arbor, Michigan. Through the use of

spectral measurements and auditory judgments, Dailey-O’Cain (1997) finds

that there are three price vowel variants, and four mouth vowel variants

in the following environments:

1. price

(a) [2I] (raised nucleus) occurs before voiceless consonants in unstressed

syllables, before underlying /t/ when flapped, and variably preced-

ing [nt] and [r].

(b) [aI] (non-raised nucleus) occurs before voiced consonants, morpheme

boundaries, voiceless consonants in a stressed syllable, and variably

preceding [nt] and [r].

(c) [a] (monophthong) minimally occurs before nasals (6.4%) and [l]

(9.2%).

7Thomas (1961) includes Vermont as well. However, further investigations mentioned in
the present section suggest that the Vermont pattern di↵ers from the pattern reported for
New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
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2. mouth

(a) [2U] (raised nucleus) occurs minimally before voiceless consonants

(9.5%), and underlying /t/ when flapped (6.8%).

(b) [aU] (non-raised nucleus) occurs before voiceless and voiced con-

sonants, vowels, and morpheme boundaries, but variably before

[r].

(c) [æU] (tense non-raised nucleus) occurs minimally variably before

vowels (12.5%).

(d) [a] (monophthong) occurs variably before [r].

Interestingly, Dailey-O’Cain (1997) finds that price is produced as a

monophthong preceding nasals 6.4 % of the time and before /l/ 9.2% of the

time. Monophthongal productions in these two environments are also reported

in LE (Knowles 1973, Berry 2009, Cardoso 2011b, 2015) (see §3.3.3).
Labov (1972b) describes a semi-phonologically conditioned pattern for the

price and mouth vowels in Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts. He suggests

that there is a hierarchy of following consonants that are most likely to a↵ect

the realisation of price and mouth. The diphthongs are most likely to raise

to [5I]/[5U] or [@I]/[@U] before: [t],[s] > [p], [f] > [d], [v], [z] > [k], [T], [D] >

word boundary > [l], [r], [n], [m]. Labov (1972b) finds that certain segments

preceding the diphthong seem to occur more with a raised nucleus variant.

These are: [h], [l], [w], [r], and [n]. Finally he found that stress can promote

centralisation, but is not necessarily a strict conditioning environment.

Blake and Josey (2003) returned to Martha’s Vineyard to determine

whether changes to the price and mouth phonological pattern had occurred

in the time between Labov’s (1972b) investigation and 2003. The findings

suggest that the pattern had become more in line with other VD type patterns

than it was in the 1970s. Blake and Josey (2003) report that the nucleus of

price and mouth raise most often before voiceless consonants, but raising

can occur in any environment.

The VD phonologically-conditioned variation in Cape Flats English in

South Africa is described as a process whereby the price vowel variants

[Ei], [@i] and [æi] are produced in pre-voiceless environments and non-raised

nucleus diphthongs and monophthongal variants ([ai] and [a:]) are produced
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elsewhere (Finn 2004). Finn (2004) provides the examples bite [b5it], bide

[baid] and buy [bai] to demonstrate this pattern. He also finds that some

informants realise the price vowel with a raised o↵glide before [l], such as

[a@] or rarely [a;u]. In this same variety, mouth is produced as [Eu], [@u] and

[æu] before voiceless consonants and [au] elsewhere, such as bout [b5ut] or

[bæut], bowed [baud] and bow [bau]. Some speakers also realise the mouth

vowel as [a@] or [auw] before [l]. Therefore, for some speakers, the distinction

between price and mouth may be neutralised before /l/. If a speaker uses

[a@] for both price and mouth before [l] then the words file and foul would

both be realised as [fa@l].

Finn (2004), influenced by the analysis of a similar process described for

the Fenlands in England (Britain 1997) discussed in §3.3.1.2, suggests that the
price and mouth pattern found in Cape Flat English emerged as a result

of dialect mixture and inter-language processes. He proposes that during

dialect formation speakers were faced with di↵erent variants from Afrikaans

and English. As the dialect developed, the di↵erent phonetic realisations were

allocated to phonologically plausible environments. Similar explanations of this

sort are used for other varieties with VD phonologically-conditioned variation

as support for the new-dialect formation approach (Trudgill 1985) (see §4.2.4
for a detailed description of new-dialect formation and its relationship to the

emergence of phonologically-conditioned variation of price and mouth).

The final set of patterns demonstrate price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation, whereby the variation of price and mouth seem to be

related, but have di↵erences in their conditioning environments and realisa-

tions. These patterns are reported in the US in Vermont and Smith Island,

Maryland and the Falkland Islands o↵ the coast of Argentina. Phonologically-

conditioned variation of price and mouth where di↵erences between the

patterns of variation of the target vowels occur are relevant to the current

study, as LE likely exhibits separate, but related, price and mouth patterns

(Chapter 7).

As previously mentioned, Thomas (2001) finds that the price and mouth

pattern in the traditional Vermont dialect is the same as the general Canadian

Raising pattern. He further reports that price is diphthongal before voiceless

consonants and monophthongal elsewhere, and the nucleus of mouth is raised
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before voiceless consonants and non-raised elsewhere in eastern Vermont.

However, a subsequent study on Vermont English provides evidence that

price and mouth are behaving independently of each other (Roberts 2007)

and suggests that mouth may not be phonologically conditioned. According

to Roberts (2007), the nucleus of mouth is raised and sometimes fronted in

all environments, whereas the nucleus of price is raised only before voiceless

consonants. Furthermore, he finds a subset of informants that raise the nucleus

of both mouth and price in every environment. Without further study in

Vermont it is di�cult to determine what overall pattern or patterns occur in

this dialect. However, much of the evidence does suggest that price, at least,

is phonologically conditioned for many speakers of Vermont English.

In Smith Island, Maryland price has a raised nucleus before voiceless

consonants and non-raised nucleus elsewhere (Schilling-Estes and Wolfram

1997). On the other hand, mouth is produced as [aø] before obstruents

and monophthongal word finally. Therefore, price exhibits a pattern like

Canadian Raising, whereas mouth demonstrates a pattern that is unlike

other patterns in varieties of English that have been found for mouth.

Initial research on price and mouth in the Falkland Islands o↵ the coast

of Argentina suggests that both vowels are phonologically-conditioned similar

to Canadian Raising (Sudbury 2001). The price vowel is commonly realised

as [@I] before voiceless consonants. In the non-raised environment, price is

often realised as [5I], but may also be realised as [aI] and [AI], and rarely as

a monophthong ([a:] or [A:]). Similarly, mouth is most often realised as a

raised variant ([EU]) before voiceless consonants, and non-raised variant ([5U]

and [a:] or less commonly [aU]) in other environments. However, a subsequent

investigation indicates that price and mouth behave di↵erently from each

other and that mouth may not be phonologically conditioned.

Britain and Sudbury (2008) provide a further investigation into the patterns

in Falkland Island English and find that price is raised before a voiceless

consonant ([@I] or [@:I])8 and as [5I] or [5:I] when followed by a voiced consonant

or boundary. This is similar to the pattern found by Sudbury (2001). However,

Britain and Sudbury (2008) find that mouth is produced predominantly as

8It is unusual for the nucleus of a raised variant to be lengthened as it is generally
assumed that a raised variant occurs in the voiceless environment, at least, partially as a
result of the voicing e↵ect and o↵glide peripheralisation (Moreton 2004).
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[EU], [E:U], and [E:] in all environments with a few other infrequent variants that

occur before voiced consonants and boundaries. Therefore, price continues

to show phonologically-conditioned variation, but the second investigation

finds that mouth does not show phonological conditioning.

The VD type phonologically-conditioned variation a↵ecting both price and

mouth described in this section can be grouped into three main categories:

1. Raised nucleus variant before voiceless consonants and non-raised nucleus

variant elsewhere. In some of these varieties raising may be blocked in

polysyllabic words as a result of the following voiceless consonant being

part of a su�x or if it is in a stronger foot than the diphthong

– found in Canada and parts of the US

2. General pattern is the same as the first group, but with further condi-

tioning environments, such as monophthongisation before nasals

– found in parts of the US and South Africa

3. price and mouth behave di↵erently from each other

– found in parts of the US and Falkland Islands

3.3.1.2 Voice-driven patterns in the PRICE vowel

price has dominated much of the literature on dialects in the United

States in the past, in part as a result of numerous price phonologically-

conditioned patterns of variation, which occur independently of mouth. There

are two main types of price only VD phonologically-conditioned variation.

The first type is where a raised nucleus variant occurs in the pre-voiceless

environment and a non-raised nucleus variant occurs elsewhere (§3.3.1.2),
similar to Canadian Raising. This type of pattern in the current thesis is

termed a ‘Raising Pattern’. The second type is where a diphthongal realisation

occurs in the pre-voiceless environment and a weakened o↵glide diphthongal

or monophthongal realisation occurs elsewhere (§3.3.1.2), which is termed an

‘O↵glide Weakening or Monophthongisation Pattern’.

Raising of PRICE price raising patterns are found in the US in Penn-

sylvania, New York and the northern states, and in England in Longtown,
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Cumbria and the central Fenlands. The patterns in the varieties in some

parts of England and Pennsylvania are fairly straightforward and are the same

as the general characteristics described for this type of pattern. However,

other varieties resemble the general characteristics of raising patterns with

additional features.

An investigation of SVLR in Northumberland, Cumberland, and Durham

finds evidence of a raising pattern in Longtown, Cumbria (Glauser 1988).9

Glauser (1988) examines the claim from the Atlas of English Sounds (Kolb

et al. 1979) that two price vowel realisations are found in Northumberland,

north Cumberland, and north Durham. Based on a subset of SED data,

Kolb et al. (1979) suggests that [aI] occurs in open syllables and raised or

centralised nucleus variants ([EI], [ËI], [ËfiI] and [EflI]) occur elsewhere. However,

the results of the Atlas of English Sounds indicate that in more south areas of

Northumberland, north Cumberland, and north Durham the [aI] realisation

occurs more at the expense of the centralised ones. In other words, VD type

patterns are developing in southern areas.

Glauser (1988) uses a more detailed analysis of SED data and draws his

findings from all nine Northumberland localities, two localities in Cumberland

and three in Durham. His findings suggest that the [aI] variant in southern

areas has expanded from SVLR contexts only to all voiced consonants. This is

observed in Tyneside, Longtown and Durham. However, the only locality that

demonstrates a consistent VD phonologically conditioned pattern of variation

is Longtown, Cumbria. Glauser (1988) finds that in Longtown [aI] occurs

preceding voiced segments and a raised nucleus variant ([eI]) occurs before

voiceless ones almost categorically. Farther south in England, a similar pattern

is found in the central Fenland dialect

The central Fenlands dialect in eastern England has been reported to

have a price raising pattern (Britain 1997). Britain (1997) investigates the

central Fenlands in the SED and finds that price is realised with a raised

nucleus before voiceless consonants and non-raised nucleus before voiced

consonants, morpheme boundaries and [@]. He does not find a similar pattern

for mouth, which is monophthongal ([E:]) in the central and western Fenlands

and diphthongal ([EU]) in the eastern Fenlands in all environments. In a

9Glauser’s (1988) results pertaining to SVLR are discussed in §3.3.2
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subsequent investigation, Britain and Trudgill (2005) use auditory judgments

with a six variant scale to analyse the pattern in the central Fenlands. The

scale is as follows: 5 [Ui], 4 [7i], 3 [@i], 2 [2i], 1 [ai] – [Ai], 0 [a:] – [A:]. This

study confirms that [@I] occurs before voiceless consonants, while [ai] and

[a:] occur elsewhere with no specific conditioning of the monophthongal or

diphthongal realisations in the elsewhere environment.10

Britain (1997) also examines the possible origins of the price pattern in

the central Fenlands and suggests that it likely emerged as a result of massive

immigration from the surrounding areas causing new-dialect formation. While

the situation in the central Fenlands is similar to what occurred in Liverpool,

there are di↵erences in terms of population size, who the immigrant populations

were and that the central Fenlands were empty prior to immigration from the

surrounding areas. Britain (1997: 15) describes the Fenland region as being

“noted in the dialectological literature as the site of a number of important

phonological transitions, which separate northern and southern varieties of

British English”. Liverpool is on a similar border between Lancashire and

Cheshire dialects. Given that the central Fenlands demonstrates price VD

phonologically-conditioned variation in England that likely resulted from new-

dialect formation, this pattern is particularly relevant to the current study

and, specifically, to the exploration of the relationship between the emergence

of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE and the

new-dialect formation approach to origins of these types of patterns.

price raising patterns are also reported outside of England, in parts of the

US. Fruehwald (2008) uses the Philadelphia Neighbourhood Corpus (Labov

and Rosenfelder 2011) to investigate a price raising pattern that occurs in

the Pennsylvania dialect. He finds that the nucleus of price is raised before

voiceless consonants and not raised elsewhere. The study further suggests that,

in the Pennsylvania dialect, the lexical items spider, cider, cyber, and snyder

may exhibit lexical e↵ects, as all of these lexical items had raised variants

instead of the expected non-raised variant. A subsequent in-depth investigation

of the Philadelphia Neighbourhood Corpus examines the interaction of flapping

of /t/ and /d/ and the price vowel pattern to better understand the opaque

10While it is not specifically mentioned in the article that the monophthongal or diphthon-
gal realisations were not otherwise conditioned, this was confirmed through conversation
with Dr. David Britain.
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relationship between these two process across an extended period of time

(Fruehwald 2013). See §3.3.1.1 for a detailed discussion of opacity in relation

to Canadian Raising and flapping in Canadian English.

Fruehwald (2013) finds that price nucleus raising before voiceless con-

sonants is not present at the beginning of the corpus in the late nineteenth

century. It develops as a gradient process throughout the twentieth century,

so that there is a large di↵erence in the nucleus f1 measurements of price

before voiceless consonants compared to elsewhere in the most recent speakers’

data in the early twenty-first century, but no di↵erence for the oldest speakers’

data (Fruehwald 2013). On the other hand, flapping of /t/ and /d/ is found

to occur in the late nineteenth century in Philadelphia. These findings add

a further complication to the issue of opacity in Philadelphia English. The

alveolar stops are neutralised intervocalically before there is a di↵erence in the

nucleus of price based on voicing. However, when the price nucleus begins

to raise before voiceless stops, it also raises in the flapped /t/ instance but not

flapped /d/ despite this contrast already being neutralised (Fruehwald 2013).

Therefore, Fruehwald (2013) suggests that prior to the nucleus raising of price

there are two allophones, one before voiceless stops and one elsewhere. Finally,

Fruehwald (2013) reports that the price vowel pattern is an endogenous

change and not brought into the Philadelphia dialect from other price vowel

patterns found in parts of the northern US.

Vance (1987) finds a price raising pattern in the northern US and New

York, whereby price is realised as a raised nucleus variant before voiceless

consonants and /r/, unless there is a morpheme boundary. He uses the

following examples to demonstrate this: fire, tire and pirate [2I] versus flier

and higher [aI]. However, there are some lexical exceptions to this: diary and

gyrate [aI] (Vance 1987). As previously mentioned, morphological conditioning

is also a feature of SVLR, which is discussed in §3.3.2. He further discovers

that the pattern in the northern US exhibits phonological opacity, as price

nucleus raising interacts with flapping in the same way as in Canadian English

(see §3.3.1.1). Therefore, writer is realised with a raised nucleus variant ([2I])

and rider with a non-raised nucleus variant ([aI]). Furthermore, Vance (1987)

reports that this VD type pattern is a within word process, in order to account

for the observation that raising is generally blocked across compounds (dry
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clean and eye piece [aI]), albeit with some exceptions (high school and high

chair [2I] versus high tops and high point [aI]). Finally, stress a↵ects the

realisation of price in the pattern in the northern US varieties (Vance 1987).

Vance (1987) proposes that there are three types of prefixes: stress-neutral,

loose stress-determining, and tight stress-determining. The stress-neutral

prefix (bicuspid [aI]) and loose stress-determining prefix (bifocals [aI]) block

raising, while the tight stress-determining prefix (bicycle [2I]) does not. This

seems to follow the same stress/foot conditioning as proposed for Canadian

Raising in Canadian English in §3.3.1.1.

1. bicuspid [(�baI)("k2.spId)]

2. bicycle [("b2I)(�sI.k@l)]

A further instance of a price raising pattern is found in New York (Lass

1981). Similar to the other patterns discussed in the current section, price

has a raised nucleus variant when followed by a voiceless consonant and a more

open, longer nucleus when followed by a voiced consonant or in an open syllable.

Phonological opacity is also reported to occur in New York, as the raising

pattern interacts with flapping. However, the conditioning environments and

phonetic realisations of price vary more in this pattern than reported for

other price phonologically-conditioned variation described in this section.

Lass (1981) illustrates this with numerous lexical exceptions to the general

pattern which have unexpected price realisations, such as the following:

1. Open Syllable: I, by, Thai [2I] vs. eye, buy, tie [aI]

2. Before [r]: tyre, Irish [2I] vs. tire, Ireland [aI]

3. Before nasals: (your) Highness, Hyman, dinosaur [2I] vs. highness,

diamond, rhinitis [aI]

4. Before [l]: pilot [2I] vs. pile, pylon [aI]

5. Before obstruents: isinglass, Hayden, eider [2I]

6. Across word boundaries: high school [2I] vs. high jump [aI]

As a result of all the exceptional price vowel productions, Lass (1981)

suggests that the pattern observed in New York English is partially lexically

specified. If indeed this pattern has been phonemicised, then it likely does not

exhibit a case of phonological opacity. While there is little, if any, evidence of

the other VD type patterns being phonemicised, it is entirely possible that
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the New York pattern has been. If this is the case, this pattern demonstrates

a possible instance of VD type phonologically-conditioned variation that has

been phonemicised as evidenced by numerous lexical exception. Therefore, the

current data analysis takes into account the possibility that phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE could have been phonemicised, as evidenced by

lexical exceptions. Chapter 7 demonstrates evidence the price and mouth

patterns in LE are phonologically conditioned and not phonemicised.

O↵glide Weakening or Monophthongisation of PRICE price o↵glide

weakening or monophthongisation patterns are those that have a diphthong

before voiceless consonants and a weakened o↵glide diphthong or monophthong

elsewhere. This type of pattern is reported in the US in Texas, Louisiana,

Gulf Plain & Piedmont and Tuscaloosa in Alabama. It is also found in the

United Kingdom in Durham; Middlesborough and Teesside; and Hackness

and Hull, Yorkshire. Finally, it occurs in Tristan du Cunha in the Southern

Hemisphere.

Thomas (2001) provides an acoustic analysis of vowel systems in ‘new

world Englishes’, which focusses mainly on varieties in the US and vari-

eties which are based on ethnicity rather than geographical location. The

investigation includes results for price and mouth in pre-voiceless and pre-

voiced contexts. Thomas’ (2001) findings suggest that price is realised as

a non-raised diphthong in the pre-voiceless environment and monophthong

in the pre-voiced environment in old fashioned southern American English

in Texas and Louisiana. He further reports that the varieties of English in

Gulf Plain and Piedmont produce price as non-raised diphthongs in the

pre-voiceless environment and weakened o↵glide diphthongs or monophthong

in the pre-voiced environment (Thomas 2001).11

A similar price monophthongisation pattern is found in south Durham in

the United Kingdom by West (2009). In an earlier study on Byers Green in

south Durham, Orton (1933) reports a price VD phonologically-conditioned

variation unlike the raising patterns discussed in §3.3.1.2 or the o↵glide

weakening and monophthongisation patterns discussed in the current section.

11Formant plots are used in Thomas (2001) to demonstrate di↵erences in vowel realisations.
Therefore, I have not supplied phonetic transcription for these varieties, but rather I use
the descriptions that Thomas (2001) provides.
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Orton (1933) finds that price was realised as [ai] before voiceless consonants

and [Ai] before voiced consonants and word finally. The [ai] realisation also

occurs before orthographic r, such as iron [ai@r@n], fire [fai@] and umpire

[Umpai@]. However, West (2009) suggests that the conditioning environments

in the south Durham pattern have remained the same in the contemporary

pattern, but the phonetic correlates have changed. West (2009) observes that

the [aI] variant generally occurs before voiceless consonants and [a:I], [a:I] or [a:]

occur before voiced consonants and word finally. She further reports that [a:I]

and [a:] variants occur most often when followed by voiced plosives and nasals.

The pattern in south Durham is interesting as the contemporary pattern shows

similarities with the phonologically-conditioned variation in price that has

been reported in previous research on the LE (Cardoso 2011b) (see §3.3.3).
Furthermore, it demonstrates a price VD type pattern that has changed in

a relatively short period of time, which is relevant to the discussion of the

origins and development of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE (see Chapter 10).

Beal et al. (2012) discuss the price realisations in Middlesborough and

Teesside. Their findings suggest that price is generally realised as [ai]

or [a:i] (Beal et al. 2012: 34). However, there were instances of an open

monophthong variant ([a:]) also reported. These monophthongal variants

were found “particularly before nasals” (Beal et al. 2012: 35). It is not clear

whether the price realisations in these varieties have phonologised into price

phonologically-conditioned variation, but it is possible. However, further

research is required to explore this possibility.

In Yorkshire, Williams and Kerswill (1999) describe a price monoph-

thongisation pattern in the Hull dialect and the areas surrounding Holderness.

A similar pattern is found in the Hackness dialect, further to the north, where

[Ei] is produced in pre-voiceless environment and [Ã] in the pre-voiced envi-

ronment (Cowling 1915, Orton 1933). According to Trudgill (1990b: 69),

the traditional dialect of the area has a distribution of [aifl] before voiceless

consonants and [a:] before voiced consonants. Evidence of this pattern is

clearly demonstrated in the SED (Maguire et al. in preparation) and in a

publication from the English Dialect Society (Ross et al. 1877: 9), where they

suggest that before voiced consonants “[aa. . . y]” or “[aa. . . ]” is produced and
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“[ey]” is used before voiceless consonants. This report suggests that in the north

and west of England there is a tendency to produce the monophthongal variant

“[aa. . . ]” in voiced contexts. In Hull, Williams and Kerswill (1999) observe

that the monophthongal variant has become almost categorically realised in

the voiced environment and the raised nucleus variant has been lowered to [aifl]

in the voiceless environment. Much like the pattern found in south Durham,

this pattern demonstrates to some extent regularisation of price phonological

variation and changes which have occurred over a relatively short period of

time, such as the lowering of the price nucleus before voiceless consonants.

Turning to varieties of English in the southern hemisphere, Schreier and

Trudgill (2006) find evidence of a price o↵glide weakening pattern in Tristan

Du Cunha. The variant [5I] occurs before voiceless consonants, while the

weakened o↵glide variant ([6;E]) occurs elsewhere.

The final price phonologically-conditioned variation discussed in the

current section, does not fit with either the raising patterns or the o↵glide

weakening and monophthongisation patterns. In the ‘fashionable’ dialect in

Dublin, Ireland, Hickey (1998, 1999a) reports that the nucleus of price is

fronted ([aI]) when followed by voiceless consonants in stressed syllables, and

backed ([AI]) before voiced consonants and in open syllables. This is the same

as the pattern found in the earlier study of Byers Green (Orton 1933), but not

the further investigation in south Durham (West 2009). For the pattern in

Dublin, Hickey (1998, 1999a) further suggests that there may be some lexical

exceptions: crisis [krAIsIs] and nice [nAIs].

price VD phonologically-conditioned variation can be summarised as

follows (also see Table 3.5 for a summary of all VD type patterns with

price).
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1. Raising Pattern:

(a) raised nucleus diphthong before voiceless consonants

(b) non-raised nucleus diphthong elsewhere

2. O↵glide weakening or Monophthongisation Pattern

(a) non-raised nucleus diphthong before voiceless consonants

(b) weakened o↵glide diphthong or monophthong before voiced conso-

nants and word finally

3. Other Characteristics of price patterns:

(a) nucleus fronting before voiceless consonants

(b) nucleus raising before /r/

(c) nucleus backing word finally

(d) monophthongisation before voiced stops and nasals

The tables on the following pages provide a summary of the VD phonologically-

conditioned variation discussed in the current section. The first table (Table

3.3) provides an overview of price and mouth VD type patterns, Table 3.4

provides an overview of the VD type patterns where price and mouth have

separate, but related, patterns, and the final table (Table 3.5) provides an

overview of price only VD phonologically-conditioned variation.

3.3.2 Scottish Vowel Length Rule-type phonologically-conditioned

variation

Scottish English and some varieties in Northern Ireland, northeast England and

north Cumberland have been shown to exhibit SVLR type patterns, whereby

a subset of vowels are long before voiced fricatives, /r/, and morpheme

boundaries and short elsewhere. The general characteristics of SVLR type

patterns are described in §3.3.2.1. However, the patterns in northern English

varieties are often di↵erent from this general description, as they tend to only

a↵ect the price vowel (§3.3.2.2). In SVLR type patterns, price is di↵erent
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Variety vl C elsewhere Further Envir. Notes

Canadian English raised non-raised opacity interacts with
stress/foot
structure

Midwest/West US,
Virginia, New
Hampshire,
Massachusetts

raised non-raised - -

Ann Arbor raised non-raised some monoph-
thongs before
nasals, [l]

interacts with
stress

Martha’s Vineyard
(Labov 1972b)

raised non-raised - hierarchy for
the following
segment

Martha’s Vineyard
(Blake and Josey
2003)

raised non-raised - can have raising
in all environ-
ments

Cape Flats raised non-raised &
monophthong

can be neutral-
isation before
[l]

-

Table 3.3: Summary of price and mouth VD type phonologically-conditioned
variation
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Variety Vowel vl C elsewhere Notes

Vermont (Thomas
1961, 2001)

price non-raised monophthong -
mouth raised non-raised

Vermont
(Roberts 2007)

price raised non-raised -
mouth - - raised in all environ-

ments

Falkland Island
(Sudbury 2001)

price raised non-raised/
monophthong

-

mouth raised non-raised/
monophthong

Falkland Island
(Britain and
Sudbury 2008)

price raised non-raised -
mouth - - same in all environ-

ments

Smith Island
price raised non-raised -
mouth - - centralised o↵glide

before obstruents,
monophthong word
finally

Table 3.4: Summary of price and mouth VD type phonologically-conditioned
variation, where the target vowels behave di↵erently
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Variety(s) vl C elsewhere Further En-
vir.

Notes

Pennsylvania,
Cumbria -
Longtown

raised non-raised - -

Central Fenland raised non-raised/
monophthong

- -

Northern US raised non-raised raising before
/r/, opacity

interacts
with stress

New York raised non-raised - possibly
phonemi-
cised

Durham -
Hackness
(Cowling 1915)

raised monophthong - -

Durham - Byers
Green (Orton
1933)

non-raised backed variable be-
fore/r/

-

Dublin non-raised backed - -

Tristan du
Cuhna

non-raised weakened o↵glide - -

Gulf Plains,
Piedmont

non-raised weakened o↵glide/
monophthong

- -

south Durham
(West 2009)

non-raised weakened o↵glide/
monophthong

monophthongs
before voiced
stops and
nasals

-

Middlesborough
& Teesside

non-raised monophthong monophthong
before nasals

-

Texas,
Louisiana,
Yorkshire - Hull

non-raised monophthong - -

Table 3.5: Summary of price VD type phonologically-conditioned variation
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from the other vowels a↵ected as it has a quality and quantity di↵erence,

so that a raised nucleus realisation occurs in short environments and a non-

raised nucleus realisation (possibly with a weakened o↵glide) occurs in long

environments.

McMahon (1991) suggests that the SVLR pattern developed in the late

sixteenth century, but was initially reported in descriptions of Scottish En-

glish in the mid-nineteenth century. As described in §2.1, immigrants from

Scotland likely contributed to the dialect mixture that formed LE. Therefore,

a thorough understanding of the features of SVLR patterns and the inclusion

of conditioning environments that di↵erentiate VD type patterns from SVLR

type patterns in the data collection materials contributes to understanding the

origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE and

the extent of the influence that SVLR had on the resultant LE patterns.

3.3.2.1 General pattern

The first descriptions of SVLR discuss the sub-phonemic length di↵erences

of the vowels /i, e, E, u, o, O, aI, aU, OI, IU/ when followed by a voiced fricative,

/r/, morpheme boundary or in an open stressed syllable12 in Scots and Scottish

English (Aitken 1962, 1981, McClure 1977). Specifically, vowels are long in the

contexts described above and short elsewhere. Note that the vowels /I/ and

/2/ are always short and do not participate in SVLR patterns. Initial accounts

of SVLR in Scots and Scottish English suggest that diphthongal mouth13 may

be included in this pattern (Aitken 1962, 1981, McClure 1977), but further

research provides evidence that this is not the case (McMahon 1991, Scobbie

and Stuart-Smith 2008). Therefore, mouth is not discussed in relation to

SVLR. While the preliminary accounts include many of the vowels in Scots

and Scottish English as part of the overall pattern, Scobbie and Stuart-Smith

(2008) find strong evidence that SVLR only a↵ects /i, 0, aI/. price behaves

di↵erently from the other vowels associated with SVLR, as it is “the only

12Aitken (1981) suggests that in some Scottish dialects long vowels are also produced
before [g] and [Ã].

13In some varieties in northern England and Scotland, ME /u:/ did not diphthongise
as a result of the Great Vowel Shift (§4.1.2), so that lexical items generally ascribed to
mouth are realised as a monophthong (/u/). Aitken (1962, 1981) suggests that both the
ME monophthong and diphthongal productions of mouth participate in SVLR.
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vowel to be e↵ected both qualitatively and quantitatively” (McMahon 1991:

33) and may, therefore, be treated separately from the other vowels. It is for

this reason and in the interest of a focused discussion on the vowels relevant

to the current study that the remaining discussion pertains directly to results

found for the price vowel and not other vowels participating in SVLR.

McClure (1977) finds that [ae] occurs in long contexts and [2I] occurs in

short contexts in Scots and Scottish English. However, he also suggests that

there is at least one minimal pair (file [f2Il] and phial [fael]),14 as well as a

number of lexical exceptions: knives [2I] and Forsyth, Kilsyth [ae].15 Aitken

(1981) finds a number of other lexical exceptions with an optional long or

short price vowel in the following: oblige, tithe, lithe, precise and concise.

Previous work often focusses on the quality di↵erence in the price vowel in

SVLR, but McClure (1977) reports on both the qualitative and quantitative

di↵erences of price productions in the conditioning environments. In word

list utterances, [ae] has a duration of 400 - 445 ms, while [2I] has a duration

of 230 - 320 ms. Sentence token samples indicate durations of 320 - 400 ms

for [ae] and 190 - 260 ms for [2I] (McClure 1977: 13). These results suggest a

clear di↵erence in the duration of price in long and short contexts in addition

to the quality di↵erence.

There is some evidence of di↵erences between monosyllabic, disyllabic,

and bimorphemic tokens in SVLR type patterns, similar to the findings for

some VD type patterns. Aitken (1981) investigates Abercrombie’s (1979)

claim that disyllabic words have a ‘short’ first syllable and a ‘long’ second

syllable. He finds that this pattern only occurs when the first syllable contains

a SVLR short context. However, when there is a long context in the first

syllable then disyllabic productions of price are more variable. In disyllabic

bimorphemic words with stressed penultimate syllables the general SVLR

conditioning is the same, so mighty has [@i] like might and diving has [a;e] like

dive. On the other hand, disyllabic monomorphemic words have much more

14Note that phial is potentially disyllabic for some speakers.
15Forsyth and Kilsyth are dubious exceptions as they are both names: one is a Scottish

clan name and the other a place name in Scotland. Proper nouns and place names have
been shown to have di↵erent phonotactics and phonological processes than other lexical
items (Skandera and Burleigh 2005, Ivanovic 2009, Goldsmith et al. 2011). In other words,
these particular exceptions may be a result of di↵erences in phonological processes involving
names and not lexical exception to the process involved in SVLR.
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variation. Aitken (1981) suggests that some lexical items with long contexts

in the first syllable are produced with partial shortening, in words like idea,

but other lexical items behave like monosyllabic words, such as rival and

vizor. Furthermore, some lexical items with long contexts in the first syllable

optionally produce both long and short realisations, such as tiger. Many

disyllabic monomorphemic words with a short context in the first syllable

produce the short realisations, such as sidle and viper. However, some lexical

items produce the long realisation ([a;e]) invariably or optionally, as in fibre,

lido, pilot and pylon. Aitken (1981) explains that he cannot provide a “clear

picture of principles of selection ‘longs’ or ‘shorts’ ” (Aitken 1981: 148) in

words with stressed antepenultimate syllables. The discussion of SVLR in

disyllabic words is further pursued by Carr (1992) and Anderson (1993).

Anderson (1993) seeks to resolve the disyllabic lexical exceptions spider,

pylon, and bias found by Carr (1992), proposing that [a:I] occurs not on mor-

pheme boundaries but syllable finally. While this does explain these particular

exceptions, it also produces a major issue with well-attested examples like

tide [2I] and tied [a:I], where morpheme boundaries are undeniably the condi-

tioning environment. As a result of morpheme boundaries being well-attested

as a conditioning environment, Scobbie et al. (1999a) return to looking at

morpheme boundaries and propose that SVLR demonstrates a quasi-phonemic

contrast. In other words, there is more than just phonological conditioning

that influences vowel duration (and quality for price), but also morpheme

boundaries which may produce apparent minimal pairs, such as brood and

brewed. However, the impressionistic results for the disyllabic monomorphemic

tokens of price in this study, ‘tentatively support’ Aitken’s (1981) suggestion

that there is a phonemic split of price in disyllabic monomorphemic tokens

(Scobbie et al. 1999b).

Scobbie et al. (1999b) provide evidence that the apparent quality di↵erence

of the long and short price variants mostly result from timings of the trajectory

and not the phonetic start and end points of the vowel. The di↵erence in

the production of price in the long versus short contexts relies on where the

stable state of the diphthong occurs. In other words, in the short contexts

there is almost no stable state in the nucleus of the diphthong, but there

is a short stable state in the o↵glide, whereas the opposite occurs for the
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long contexts. The nucleus has a longer stable state and the o↵glide has less

of a stable state in long contexts. Scobbie et al. (1999a) suggest that this

mismatch of stable states produces the perception of a substantial qualitative

di↵erence between the long and short contexts, even though this di↵erence is

not as prevalent in the acoustic analysis. As discussed in §4.2, this type of

account relates to the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ and ‘enhancement of pre-fortis

clipping’ approaches to the origin and development of price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation in varieties of English.

3.3.2.2 SVLR in England and Northern Ireland

The varieties in England that show SVLR type patterns are in the far north

of England, which may be on a dialect continuum with Scottish dialects (see

Llamas et al. 2009, Watt et al. 2010 and Maguire forthcoming for descriptions

of border e↵ects in this area and Milroy 1996 and Maguire forthcoming for

discussions of the origins of lowland Scots and Northeast Englishes). In

Northern Ireland, Ulster Scots and Mid-Ulster English dialects exhibit SVLR

type variation.

As mentioned in §3.3.1.2, Glauser (1988) investigates the price vowel in

the SED for localities in Northumberland, Cumberland and Durham. While

he observes some areas with VD type patterns, the majority of the locations

exhibit patterns that are more similar to SVLR. Specifically, processes that

resemble SVLR are found in one of the localities in Cumberland and all of

Northumberland and northern Durham localities. Furthermore, when Glauser

(1988) combines the results for all of the localities it appears that these areas

have SVLR type patterns, whereby a non-raised nucleus variant occurs before

voiced fricatives, /r/, and in word final position and a centralised nucleus

variant occurs elsewhere. However, upon closer inspection, Glauser (1988)

reports that only Thropton and Allendale in Northumberland categorically

produce SVLR type variation and the other areas have varying degrees of

the pattern. As a result, he suggests that SVLR type patterns extends as

far as Tyneside and north Durham, but are not found further south. This is

partially confirmed by Milroy (1996) who finds that price is participating

in SVLR in Tyneside.
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Watt and Ingham (2000) investigate nine vowels for the dialect in Berwick

upon Tweed and suggest that [i, u] and [ai] are more prone to SVLR. In order

to di↵erentiate between the voicing e↵ect (§3.1) and SVLR in Berwick upon

Tweed, a comparison of the duration of voiced to voiceless stops (voicing

e↵ect) and voiced to voiceless fricatives (SVLR) was used. If the voiced

to voiceless stop duration ratio is longer than the voicing e↵ect is present,

but if the voiced to voiceless fricative duration ratio is longer then SVLR is

likely more prevalent in the speakers surveyed. Watt and Ingham (2000) find

that SVLR type variation is more prevalent in older speakers and younger

males and that younger female speakers show a greater e↵ect of the voicing

e↵ect than SVLR.

Harris (1985) finds that SVLR only a↵ects the vowels /i, 0, aI/ in mid-

Ulster English and Ulster Scots, similar to the findings of Scobbie et al. (1999a).

Furthermore, he suggests that the price vowel is lexically determined and,

therefore, there are two separate phonemes (short phoneme: /@̆i/ and long

phoneme: /aĕ/). The distribution of these phonemes generally coincide with

SVLR contexts. However, he also finds that the short and long phonemes

of price occur word finally in di↵erent lexical items, such as I vs. eye, and

that there are some lexical exceptions whereby both long and short variants

of price are optionally used, such as hive, lives and rise (Harris 1985).

One of the main di↵erences between VD and SVLR type variation is the

e↵ect of morpheme boundaries on the phonologically-conditioned variation.

VD type patterns do not have morpheme boundaries as a conditioning envi-

ronment, whereas SVLR type patterns do. Therefore, in Scots and Scottish

English tide is pronounced with the short raised nucleus variant of price

and tied is pronounced with the long non-raised nucleus variant, whereas in

VD type patterns these are pronounced with the same variant. As a result, I

have included morpheme boundaries and non-morpheme boundary minimal

pairs, like tide and tied in the data collection materials for the investigation

of the contemporary pattern (see Chapter 6).

3.3.3 Preliminary studies of Liverpool PRICE and MOUTH

Knowles (1973) is the first source to mention that price and mouth in
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LE may have phonologically-conditioned variation. His study includes 100

participants from the areas of Vauxhall and Aigburth in Liverpool.16 These

areas of Liverpool were chosen specifically because Vauxhall had the lowest

percentage of “professional and managerial residents”, while Aigburth had

the highest percentage (Knowles 1973: 2). This suggests that Vauxhall is

more of a working-class neighbourhood and Aigburth, according to Knowles

(1973), is a middle-class suburb. The purpose of Knowles’ (1973) study was

to “give a general description of English as it is spoken in Liverpool, to relate

Liverpool speech [...] to other varieties of contemporary English, and to

discuss variation in the dialect” (Knowles 1973: 1). As a result, Knowles

(1973) surveys a vast number of features of LE in the study and, consequently,

he presents a small section on the realisations of price and mouth in LE

using impressionistic judgements.

Firstly, note that Knowles (1973) generally did not use an established

system of phonetic description in his discussion on the patterns found for

price and mouth, instead using a system of ‘focus’. In this system, the

diphthongs were either described as having end or initial ‘focus’. If a diphthong

was end-focused, it suggests that the o↵glide is protected from weakening,

but the nucleus may be centralised or raised. On the other hand, an initial-

focused diphthong protects the nucleus, so that raising or centralisation

of the nucleus does not occur, but weakening or deletion of the o↵glide is

possible. For example, an end-focused diphthong could represent anything

from a raised/fronted nucleus diphthong to a centralised nucleus diphthong

to a non-raised nucleus diphthong ([aI], [aU]).17 Likewise, initial-focus could

indicate a lengthened nucleus diphthong or a monophthong. It is, therefore,

di�cult to interpret with certainty what the realisations of the target vowels

in LE were, aside from before a voiceless stop and etymological r where he

provided more detailed phonetic descriptions. Knowles (1973: 311) asserts

that the “discussion on focus must remain inconclusive” and “a lot more

work needs to be done to clarify the notion of focus” in relation to this work.

However, some general trends can be gleaned from the descriptions provided by

16See Figure 5.1 for the location of these participants in Liverpool.
17The phonetic representations presented here approximate the descriptions laid out by

Knowles (1973), but are not judgments on the precise phonetic nature of the nucleus or
o↵glide.
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Knowles (1973). It is likely that price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE in Knowles’ (1973) investigation resembles something like

the following:

1. before voiceless consonants: centralised nucleus diphthong ([@I], [@U])18

or non-centralised nucleus diphthong ([aI], [AU])

2. in open syllables: non-centralised nucleus diphthong ([aI], [AU])

3. before voiced obstruents and nasals: non-centralised nucleus diphthong

([aI], [AU]), lengthened nucleus diphthong ([a;I], [A;U]) or lengthened

monophthong ([a:], [A:])

4. before an etymological r,19 as in fire, flower :

(a) commonly [aj@], [Aw@], where the o↵glide is simply a transition

between the first and third elements of the diphthong

(b) less commonly non-centralised diphthong ([aI@], [AU@])

(c) rarely monophthong ([a@], [A@]) or centralised nucleus ([@j@], [@w@])

Following this study, Berry (2009) investigates price and mouth real-

isations in seven participants from the area of Halewood (see Figure 5.1 in

Chapter 5 for the specific location of Halewood). She classifies the diphthongs

based on auditory judgments for the amount of diphthongisation only and

not the quality of the nucleus. As a result, she categorises price realisations

as either [aI] or [a:], and mouth realisations as either [aU], [a@] or [a:]. The

results of her study suggest that price and mouth are realised as [aI] and [aU]

in pre-voiceless environments. In open syllables and before voiced consonants,

excluding /l/, price is realised as a lengthened monophthong ([a:]) and as

a diphthong ([aI]) before [l]. The results for mouth, on the other hand, are

more complicated. In open syllables, [aU] is produced 100% of the time and

before /l/ the lengthened monophthong is produced 100% of the time. With

18Knowles (1973) specifically mentions that white and mouth have centralised nucleus
diphthongs.

19Due to the fact that LE is a non-rhotic variety (Honeybone 2004), it is unclear without
further study whether it is the etymological r which is the conditioning environment or it
is merely before schwa.
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regards to the results for mouth before fricatives, [aU] is realised the majority

of the time when followed by dental fricatives, while [a@] is used the majority

of the time before alveolar fricatives. The variants [a@] and [a:] were both

used frequently before nasals and voiced alveolar stops.

Cardoso (2011b) provides an analysis of the realisations of price in

LE, analysing corpus samples both auditorily and acoustically. The study

was limited to price followed by voiceless consonants, voiced obstruents and

nasals, as those environments were the only ones with enough tokens to provide

reliable results. There is a degree of both intra-speaker and inter-speaker

variation and so the findings presented here represent that majority patterns

found. I suggest that [@I] or [aI] occur before voiceless obstruents, [a;I], [a:]

or rarely [a:I] occur before voiced obstruents, and lengthened monophthongs

([a:]) occur before nasals. Furthermore, speech style is found to a↵ect the

realisations of price, so that monophthongisation occurs less in word list

speech (Cardoso 2011b).

Similar to results presented by Berry (2009), Cardoso (2015) finds that

price and mouth have separate, but potentially related, phonological patterns

(see §A.3). The purpose of my study was to provide evidence that variation

in the realisation of the following environment interacts with the production

of the target vowels. This is demonstrated by examining the variation in the

production of nasal-voiceless obstruent and nasal-voiced obstruent clusters

and price and mouth realisations found in those environments compared to

the target vowel productions found before voiceless stops, voiced stop, and

nasals. The results of that investigation suggest that there are di↵erences

between the characteristics of the price and mouth phonological patterns

in LE. Mainly, the dominant realisation of price before voiceless obstruents

is a raised nucleus diphthong, but the most common realisation of mouth

is a non-raised nucleus diphthong. Otherwise the two patterns are similar

in the pre-voiced and pre-nasal contexts. However, when looking at the

realisations of price and mouth before nasal-obstruent clusters, it is found

that price followed by the nasal-voiceless obstruent cluster ([nt]) is realised

as a raised nucleus diphthong, whereas price is often monophthongal before

the nasal-voiced obstruent cluster ([nd]). I suggest that this is due to a higher

proportion of nasal deletion in nasal-voiceless obstruent clusters in the sample
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under investigation of LE and a higher proportion of obstruent shortening

or nasal lengthening in nasal-voiced obstruent clusters in the sample under

investigation. On the other hand, the results for mouth demonstrate influences

from both the nasal and the obstruent in the nasal-voiceless obstruent cluster,

as the nasal is often not deleted when preceded by mouth. This investigation

demonstrates di↵erences in the realisations and conditioning environments of

price and mouth, thereby suggesting that price and mouth have separate,

but potentially related, phonologically-conditioned variation in LE.

At the current juncture, the pattern in LE seems to be a VD type pattern

rather than SVLR one. Specifically, there are a number of VD type patterns

that have a raised nucleus variant before voiceless consonants, as found by

Knowles (1973), Cardoso (2011b). Furthermore, the patterns described for

LE suggest that monophthongisation may occur before voiced consonants and

before nasals, as was shown in Ann Arbor (Dailey-O’Cain 1997), Falkland

Islands (Sudbury 2001), Cape Flats (Finn 2004), Hackness (Cowling 1915),

South Durham (West 2009), and Hull (Williams and Kerswill 1999).

The current section provided a summary of the research on the price and

mouth vowels in LE and other varieties of English and established potentially

relevant environments which may condition the variation of these vowels.

The limited information on these patterns in LE leads to the necessity for a

systematic acoustic investigation of price and mouth in LE, which includes

both monosyllabic and disyllabic tokens, as well as, morphological boundaries.

In order to provide a clear discussion of the processes that form the price and

mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE, the following hypotheses,

which are informed by the findings discussed in this section, are used to

examine these patterns in the main investigation:

1. price and mouth in LE are phonologically conditioned by the following

environment.

2. price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE are sepa-

rate, but related, patterns.

3. price and mouth monosyllabic and disyllabic items in LE have di↵erent

phonologically-conditioned patterns.

4. Word list speech has di↵erent phonological conditioning of price and

mouth compared to casual speech in LE.



CHAPTER 4

THE HISTORY OF PRICE AND MOUTH

The current chapter provides an overview of the history of the price and

mouth vowels in English (§4.1), and current approaches to the origins of

price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in varieties of English

(§4.2).
The historical development of price and mouth involved the Great Vowel

Shift (GVS), which is an set of interconnected sound changes that mark

the move from Middle English (ME) to Early Modern English (EModE).

All ME long vowels were a↵ected by the GVS, including ME /i:/ and /u:/,

which developed into the Present-Day English (PDE) price and mouth

diphthongs through a multi-stage process. The stages between the ME long

monophthongal vowels and the EModE diphthongs can arguably be seen in

di↵erent realisations of price and mouth that occur in varieties of English. A

keen understanding of the di↵erent realisations of the target vowels throughout

the di↵erent stages of development from ME to EModE provides insights into

the origins of the variants described in §3.2, which are likely the input variants

in the original dialect mixture for LE. Furthermore, the ‘failure-to-lower’

approach (Gregg 1973) to the origins of price and mouth patterns in English

(see §4.2.1) suggests that these patterns arise from the di↵erent stages of

development of the target vowels. Therefore, a discussion of the development of

price and mouth is integral to understanding the fundamental assumptions

of this approach.

The final section describes the fundamental assumptions of the approaches

to the origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation that

are considered in the current thesis (see §4.2). ‘Failure-to-lower’ (Gregg 1973)

is a structural/endogenous historical account, ‘asymmetric assimilation’ (More-
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ton and Thomas 2007) and the ‘enhancement of pre-fortis clipping’ (Bermúdez-

Otero 2014c) are approaches based on phonetic and phonological assumptions,

and new-dialect formation (Trudgill 1986, 2004) is a contact/exogenous his-

torical dialectological approach. These approaches compete to provide an

explanation for the origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in varieties of English. However, as shown in Chapter 10 using an

combined approach to explain the origins and development of price and

mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE provides a fuller under-

standing of the processes involved in the formation of these types of patterns

in varieties of English.

4.1 THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF PRICE AND

MOUTH

The change from ME to EModE is marked by a number of di↵erent processes,

including the GVS in the fifteenth century, which is a chain shift of the ME

long vowels (Lass 1987, Stockwell and Minkova 1988, Baugh and Cable 1993,

Barber 1997, Barber et al. 2009). This is relevant to the current thesis, as

the change from the ME long /i:/ and /u:/ to the PDE price and mouth

vowels was initiated by a process of diphthongisation that occurred as part

of the GVS (MacMahon 1998, Barber 2000).

The series of vowel changes from the ME long vowel system to the EModE

vowel system that are described as the GVS are shown in Figure 4.1, which is

taken from Barber et al. (2009). These changes are described as a chain shift,

which occurs when several sound changes are interconnected and dependent

on each other (Campbell 1998) and there is a causal relationship between

those sound changes (Labov 1994). There are di↵erent types of chain shifts

and, so, there are debates about which type the GVS is categorised as. As

these debates are orthogonal to the current thesis, they are not discussed here,

but see Martinet (1952) for an in-depth discussion of the di↵erent types of

chain shifts and for debates with regards to the di↵erent types of chains shifts

and the GVS see Luick (1896), Jespersen (1909), Carter (1975), Lass (1987),

Stockwell and Minkova (1988), Labov (1994) and Stockwell (2002).

While Figure 4.1 demonstrates the processes that are generally described
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Figure 4.1: The Great Vowel Shift (taken from Barber et al. 2009: 202)

for the GVS, there are geographical di↵erences. The GVS processes that

occurred in the far north of England and Lowland Scotland di↵er from those

that occurred in the rest of England. In the south, the GVS follows the pattern

shown in Figure 4.1. However, the Northern Great Vowel Shift (NGVS) occurs

in the far north of England and lowland Scotland, whereby only the front

vowels and potentially some of the back vowels follow the pattern presented in

Figure 4.1 (Luick 1896, Lass 1976). Given that Liverpool is south of where the

NGVS would have occurred, the specific details of the di↵erences between the

northern and southern developments of the GVS are generally not relevant to

the current thesis. The only di↵erence that is relevant is that ME /u:/ did not

diphthongise in the NGVS (Luick 1896, Lass 1976), and, therefore in these

varieties it did not develop into PDE mouth. However, see Luick (1896),

Jespersen (1909), Dobson (1962), Lass (1976) and Stockwell and Minkova

(1988) for an in-depth discussion of the NGVS and see Smith (2007) for a

discussion of the vowel changes that occurred after the GVS was complete

that resulted in the PDE northern vowel system being similar in many ways

to other varieties of English.

The historical development of price (§4.1.1) and mouth (§4.1.2) are

presented separately in the following sections. This structure allows for an

in-depth discussion of each of the vowels and helps to highlight the di↵erences

in the development of price and mouth in some varieties of English.
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4.1.1 The development of the PRICE vowel

The development of the ME /i:/ and /u:/ has dominated much of the discussion

regarding the GVS. One of the reasons for interest in the development of

ME /i:/ and /u:/ is the presence of many di↵erent realisations in varieties

of English, some of which are thought to represent di↵erent stages of the

progression of diphthongisation. While price largely developed from ME /i:/,

there are two further subclasses in ME that generally result in the PDE price

vowel. These are ME /ix/ and /ei/, which are described in detail below. The

current section focuses on the trajectory from the subclasses of ME /i:/, /ix/

and /ei/ to PDE realisations of price.

There is much debate over how the initial diphthongisation of the ME high

vowels occurred (see Luick 1900, Dobson 1968, Stockwell 1961, Stockwell and

Minkova 1988 and Lass 2000 for competing proposal for the initial stages of

diphthongisation). However, the focus of the current discussion deals with

evidence from varieties of English for di↵erent stages of development of the

price vowel in the form of realisations of PDE price. The reference realisation

of price (/aI/) is a relatively recent development, as there is evidence of

numerous stages or realisations of the price vowel before reaching this variant.

Lass (1992) suggests that ‘Standard English’ did not reach the modern value

/aI/ until the nineteenth century. Given this, it is likely that some of the

varieties in the original dialect mixture would have had price realisations

that had not yet progressed to /aI/. This claim is supported by the diversity

of realisations of the price vowel that are proposed as input variants in §3.2.1.
Likewise, the variety of English spoken in Liverpool at the time of dialect

mixture may not have had an /aI/ realisation.

Ogura et al. (1998) provide a comprehensive account of the di↵erent

reflexes of ME /i:/ in varieties of English. The study examines 311 localities

from the Survey of English Dialects (SED) (Orton and Dieth 1962–1971) and

finds 17 reflexes of ME /i:/ for 39 price lexical items (Ogura et al. 1998:

238–239). As mentioned in §3.2 and described in detail in §8.1, the data from

the SED (Orton and Dieth 1962–1971) represents archaic realisations from

historical traditional dialects. Ogura et al. (1998) use this data to investigate

the reflexes of ME /i:/ in varieties of English in England in order to determine
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Figure 4.2: Reflexes of ME /i:/ in the SED taken from Ogura et al. (1998:
239)

the diachronic development of ME /i:/ (Figure 4.2) and to find support for the

hypothesis that sound change proceeds by lexical di↵usion. In other words,

“the change of ME Ī does not simultaneously occur but gradually extends its

scope across the lexicon” (Ogura 1987: 45). However, see Labov (1994) for

arguments that the results of this investigation do not support the lexical

di↵usion hypothesis for sound change.

Figure 4.2 demonstrates the diachronic development of ME /i:/, according

to the results of the investigation by Ogura et al. (1998). Each of the alphabetic

labels corresponds to attested realisations of ME /i:/ in the SED data and

the arrows demonstrate the diachronic relationship, whereby the arrowhead

points to the later development. For example, reflex b (Ii) developed from

reflex a (ME Ī) and so a evolved before b. Likewise, reflex d (@i) developed

from both reflex b and reflex c (ei). Therefore, b and c evolved earlier than d

and b also evolved before c. As demonstrated by Figure 4.2, the developments

of ME /i:/ are quite complex, and result in various realisations and pathways

of development.

Section 3.2.1 discusses potential input variants in the dialect mixture in

Liverpool using the SED and dialect descriptions of the varieties that likely

contributed to the development of LE. However, examining the di↵erent stages

of development of ME /i:/ and other historical developments also provides

evidence for potential realisations of price in Liverpool at the time of dialect

formation. In particular, some evidence suggests that Liverpool and some of

the surrounding areas had centralised nucleus realisations in the nineteenth
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century. Barber (1997) discusses a potential merger of ME /ui/ and ME /i:/

realisations around the seventeenth century. The independent developments

of ME /ui/ and ME /i:/ resulted in both vowels having a centralised variant

at a similar time. Earlier work, such as Ellis (1874) and Wyld (1936), suggest

that, as a result of this, neutralisation occurred in words such as line and

loin. However, Nunberg (1980) and Labov (1994) demonstrate that it is more

likely that there was never a ‘true merger’ of the realisations. There may have

been a merger in the perception of these two vowels, but not in production

(Nunberg 1980, Labov 1994). Labov (1994: 376) describes that at the time

when the ME /ui/ productions were centralised “they were still distinct in

production from the /ay/ tokens, but so close that they were judged as ‘the

same’ by most observers.” This is relevant to the current investigation as there

is some evidence that in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries

this merger or close approximation between the productions of ME /ui/ and

ME /i:/ occurred in Liverpool and the surrounding areas. Importantly, this

would suggest that a centralised nucleus variant of price was likely present

in the dialect mixture in Liverpool. Figure 4.3 reconstructs the diachronic

development of ME /ui/ and ME /i:/ in the vowel phonetic space and indicates

the near-merger of the centralised realisations of ME /ui/ and ME /i:/, which

is taken from Labov (1994: 376).

Wyld (1936), Wolfe (1972), Barber (1997) and Smith (2007) discuss the

uses of rhyming within historical linguistics, particularly with reference to its

advantages in looking at the mergers of di↵erent vowels. I use this technique

to provide evidence that the ME /ui/ and ME /i:/ supposed merger occurs in

Liverpool and the surrounding dialects around the time of dialect formation.

William Roscoe, a famous poet born in Liverpool, rhymes words that belong

to the ME /ui/ and ME /i:/ vowels in his poetry. In Mount Pleasant, his first

poem written at the age of sixteen (1769), he rhymes supply/joy, deny/enjoy

and toil/pile (Roscoe 1777). He also rhymes supply/die and foil/toil (Roscoe

1777) providing evidence that the ME /ui/ and ME /i:/ supposed merger

occurred at this time in some speakers in Liverpool. Given the results of

Nunberg (1980) and Labov (1994), this realisation was likely a centralised

nucleus diphthong for both vowels. Heywood (1862) also mentions that the

Lancashire and Cheshire dialects pronounced the words dry, groin and lout as
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Figure 4.3: Development of ME /ui/ and ME /i:/, which results in the line/loin
near-merger taken from Labov (1994: 376)

/oi/, which provides evidence for the close approximation of the production of

ME /ui/, ME /i:/ and ME /u:/ in the dialects surrounding Liverpool. Note

that this account suggests that, in the Lancashire and Cheshire varieties,

the nucleus is retracted from a centralised nucleus realisation. However, it

is unlikely to have been retracted to the extent of /oi/ given that similar

realisations are the latest developments for ME /i:/ (Labov 1994, Ogura et al.

1998). Evidence for the ME /ui/ and ME /i:/ supposed merger in nineteenth

century Cheshire can be found in Darlington (1887), who suggests that height,

mice, boil and moisten can all be pronounced with the same vowel.

While the descriptions above seem to indicate instance of mergers between

ME /ui/ and ME /i:/, there is also evidence that supports Nunberg’s (1980)

and Labov’s (1994) proposal that these vowels were not wholly merger, but

that the productions were only in close proximity and for most speakers

they were perceptually merged. Darlington (1887) explicitly mentions that

the vowel sound in coil is often produced with the vowel sound in fine and

vice versa. This observation demonstrates that Darlington (1887) is aware

that these words are not always produced with the same vowel in all cases.
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Furthermore, pointing out that the vowel in coil is produced with the vowel

in fine suggests that Darlington (1887) is aware that coil is of a di↵erent

origin than fine. The awareness of these two things potentially suggests that a

full merger has not occurred. Alternatively, it could indicate that Darlington

(1887) knows that the local dialect with a merger di↵ers from a non-local

one without a merger. Nonetheless, literary evidence suggests that around

the time of dialect mixture in Liverpool, there were likely centralised nucleus

diphthongs that were produced in both ME /ui/ and ME /i:/ words and

perceived as the same production. The ‘failure-to-lower’ approach (§4.2.1)
relies on there being a centralised nucleus variant in Liverpool at the time

of dialect mixture. Therefore, if there were no indications of this type of

realisation in Liverpool, the ‘failure-to-lower’ approach could not explain the

origins of the price pattern in LE.

The following discussion concentrates on the two other subclasses of ME

lexical items that developed into PDE price. The second class consists of ME

/ix/ lexical items, where the short ME /i/ was followed by a voiceless velar

fricative and often /t/. These are lexical items orthographically represented

as -igh or -ight, such as sigh, light and right. The final class of lexical items

that became PDE price are ME /ei/ lexical items, which refers to a set of

words that had Old English /e:/ or /E:/ followed by g, such as lie, fly and

eye. In some dialects of English ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ words do not follow

the same developments as the ME /i:/ words, as discussed below. This is

relevant to the current thesis, as results of the present investigation on the

SED data suggest that ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ words developed di↵erently

from ME /i:/ words in some localities in southwest Lancashire and north

Cheshire (see Chapter 9).

The development of ME /ix/ to the PDE price vowel began with the

voiceless velar fricatives becoming voiceless palatal fricatives and subsequently

deleting, which resulted in the vowel lengthening (Luick et al. 1929 – 1940,

Labov 1994, Lass 1997, Campbell 1998). In the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries both monophthongal /i:/ and diphthongised realisations are attested

in London English (Labov 1994). However, Orton and Dieth (1962–1971) and

Anderson (1987) demonstrates that not all dialects of English went through

diphthongisation and Barber (2000) describes how you can still hear [ni:t]
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night in Northern Englishes today. Presumably the di↵erence between the

development of ME /ix/ in the north and south is the result of di↵erences

in the chronological order: in the south, fricative deletion and lengthening

happened before the GVS, but it occurred after the GVS in the north (Lass

1992). There is evidence from the SED that demonstrates that in some areas of

the north the fricative was not lost and/or the vowel remained a monophthong

(Orton and Dieth 1962–1971, Orton et al. 1978, Anderson 1987). Orton et al.

(1978: Ph.33) mentions a participant in Yorkshire who knew a woman that

produced night as [nIçt]. In the maps for night, light and right from the

SED data, [i:] realisations predominately occur in the north and north-east

of England (Orton et al. 1978: Ph.33–35), but are attested as far south as

the Liverpool area (see §9.1.1). Furthermore, Darlington (1887) suggests that

monophthongal /i:/ type variants occur in south Cheshire in the nineteenth

century. The use of ey ([eI]) or ee ([i:]) is possible for the pronunciation of

the vowels in night, light and right (Darlington 1887: 26). He further suggests

that the [i:] pronunciation in Cheshire is found mainly in more northern

areas: “the further a district is from the Shropshire or Welsh border, the more

prevalent does the [ee] sound become” (Darlington 1887: 26).

ME /ei/ also retains monophthongal productions in the north, as demon-

strated in Orton and Dieth (1962–1971), Orton et al. (1978) and Anderson

(1987). Orton et al. (1978: xviii) discuss the di↵erences in the production of

ME /ei/ words and suggests that the productions of die, eyes, flies and thigh

show “the existence of two di↵erent bases in ME”, one of which is northern

and one that is non-northern (Orton et al. 1978). As demonstrated by the

SED maps for ME /ei/ words in Orton et al. (1978), the northern variant de-

veloped into /i:/ as a result of a merger between ME /ei/ and ME /e:/ vowels

(Labov 1994). This /i:/ realisation is found as far south as the Liverpool area

from some of the ME /ei/ words, such as flies (Orton et al. 1978: Ph.115).

However, other ME /ei/ words demonstrate levelling and are recorded as being

diphthongal in the Liverpool area, such as eye (Orton et al. 1978: Ph.114).

Again there is evidence that some of the localities closest to Liverpool in the

SED have traditional forms which have not been diphthongised (see §9.1.1).
That being said, Roscoe (1777) does not seem to have this feature in his

variety, as he rhymes lies/prize, supply/die, rise/eyes and flies/joys. These
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rhymes would suggest that Roscoe (1777) has merged the ME /i:/ and ME /ei/

words into one vowel realisation. Furthermore, in the present investigation

of the historical datasets (see Chapters 8 and 9), ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ are

analysed separately from the ME /i:/ lexical items to ensure that there is not

a confound in the investigation of the di↵erences of price realisations before

voiceless stops and word-finally in open syllables. It is found that ME /ix/

and ME /ei/ words do not di↵er from the ME /i:/ words in the Origins of

Liverpool English corpus (Watson and Clark forthcoming), suggesting that

monophthongal realisations of ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ have been replaced by

diphthongal ones in LE (see Chapter 9).

The current section demonstrated that the development of ME /i:/, /ix/,

and /ei/ to PDE price is not a straightforward process. Previous work

proposes that the di↵erent stages in the development of the price vowel

are observable in di↵erent dialects. Therefore, understanding these stages

sheds light on the origins of the input variants that likely occurred in the

original dialect mixture in Liverpool. Furthermore, establishing that the

monophthongal realisations of the ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ words in the SED

can occur as far south as Liverpool, demonstrates the necessity to keep these

subclasses separate in the analysis of historical dataset and the need for

both a synchronic and diachronic discussion of the possible origins of price

phonologically-conditioned variation.

4.1.2 The development of the MOUTH vowel

Present-day English mouth developed from ME /u:/ through a series of

stages, which can be observed in the many di↵erent realisation of ME /u:/

in varieties of English. For example, the reference variant (/aU/) illustrates

one of the later stages, as it is thought to have emerged relatively recently,

potentially even as late as the twentieth century (MacMahon 1998). As

mentioned in the previous section, discussions of origins and development of

price and mouth tends to centre on the initial stages of diphthongisation

that occurred as a result of the GVS and subsequent changes. However,

much of this work focusses on the diachronic development of PDE price

from ME /i:/ and assumes that the diachronic development from ME /u:/ to
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PDE mouth mirrors the development of ME /i:/, notable exceptions being

Stockwell and Minkova (1988) and Lass (2000). This general view that ME

/i:/ and ME /u:/ developed along the same trajectories is reflected in the

statement: “often the development of ME ı̄ only will be discussed, but this is

to be taken as reflecting parallel views for ME ū” (Wolfe 1972: 9). However,

the current section demonstrates that treating ME /i:/ and ME /u:/ as parallel

developments does not adequately represent the stages of development for

these vowels. This section summarises research on the di↵erent realisations of

ME /u:/ in varieties of English in order to understand the complex nature

of its development from ME /u:/ to PDE mouth.

Ogura (1987) provides a comprehensive study of the reflexes of ME /u:/ in

30 words over 311 localities in the SED (Labov 1994: 479). The results of this

study are shown in Figure 4.4, which is an adapted representation by Labov

(1994: 479) of Ogura (1987: fig. 3.2). The figure demonstrates the various

di↵erent realisations of ME /u:/ found in dialects of English. Realisations

that are circled are the most frequent stages found in the investigation, which

Ogura (1987) terms ‘main routes’. The numbers represent the successive

stages of advancement of ME /u:/, so that lower numbers are older reflexes

and higher numbers are more recent reflexes, which is similar to the alphabetic

labels in Figure 4.2. The arrows indicate the direction of the development

from one reflex to another, as the arrowhead points to the later development.

For example, 2 (Uu) develops into 3 (@u, ou, o:) and 3 (ou) develops into 4

(Ou). The ‘main routes’ of these realisations are /Uu/, /@u/, /ou/ and /Ou/,

but /o:/ is not a frequent stage.

In order to examine potential mouth vowel realisations in the variety

spoken in Liverpool in the nineteenth century, rhyming in literary works

are investigated. Wolfe (1972) uses rhyming in literary works as evidence

that ME /u:/ lowered first without centralisation, as she found rhymes, such

as avow/flow and town/atone. Similar rhymes can be found in eighteenth

century literary works written by Liverpudlians. Boulton (1768) uses the

rhyme flower/o’er and Roscoe (1777) rhymes bough/blow and brow/woe, which

might suggest that ME /u:/ in Liverpool in the late eighteenth century was

diphthongal with a lowered or centralised nucleus. In southern Lancashire

varieties in the nineteenth century, mouth seems to be a fronted monophthong
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Figure 4.4: Reflexes of ME /u:/ in the SED (Ogura 1987: fig. 3.2 adapted by
Labov 1994: 479)

([E:]) in some positions. Heywood (1862) describes the realisations of cleawd

(cloud) and feawl (fowl) in south Lancashire. This realisation has been retained

in Bolton in the twentieth century (Shorrocks 1998), as mentioned in §3.2.2.
Furthermore, Orton et al. (1978) mention that in the north-west midlands ME

/u:/ is realised as a monophthong, but after first becoming diphthongal.

There is some evidence from the SED analysis that a subset of mouth

lexical items did not diphthongise in some localities in southwest Lancashire

and north Cheshire (see §9.2). However, ME /u:/ in the varieties around

Liverpool would be expected to diphthongise, as these varieties are south of

the Ribble-Humber line (Wakelin 1972). The Ribble-Humber line represents a

bundle of isoglosses for traditional dialects that extend from the Humber River

in the east to the Ribble River in the west. These isoglosses delineate the far

northern and north-eastern varieties from other varieties. Middle English /u:/

categorically did not diphthongise north of the Ribble-Humber line (Luick

1896, Wakelin 1972), which is one of the isoglosses that di↵erentiates the

varieties in the far north and north-east of England (Wakelin 1972). Barber

(2000) suggests that [hu:s] can still be heard in the North and Scotland.

However, /u:/ realisations do not predominately occur in mouth lexical items

in Liverpool, as it is south of the Ribble-Humber line. That being said, some

dialect descriptions in Lancashire and Cheshire suggest that /u:/ realisations
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occurred in a limited set of lexical items. Darlington (1887) lists uw as

the pronunciation of shout and bout in south Cheshire and Heywood (1862)

suggests that dower is produced with /u:/ in south Lancashire. Therefore, it

is likely that the majority of mouth lexical items were realised as diphthongs

or later stage monophthongs, such as [E:], in the variety spoken in Liverpool

at the time of dialect formation. At the same time, a small subset of mouth

words did not diphthongise in the varieties in and around Liverpool.

The current section provided evidence for both monophthongal and diph-

thongal realisation of mouth in varieties in and around Liverpool. Literary

works may suggest that a lowered or centralised nucleus diphthong occurs in

Liverpool in the eighteenth century. However, subsequent dialect descriptions

indication that this realisation was a centralised or fronted monophthong in

the varieties in south Lancashire by the nineteenth century. Furthermore,

dialect descriptions and results from the analysis of the SED data suggest

that a subset of mouth lexical items did not diphthongise in this area and

remained /u:/ type realisations.

While the development from ME /i:/ and /u:/ to the PDE price and

mouth vowels helps us to understand the origins of the di↵erent realisations

of these vowels in the varieties of English that contributed to the dialect

mixture in Liverpool, price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation

cannot be wholly explained through tracking the historical development of

these vowels. In order to account for the fact that some varieties retain more

than one realisation of price and mouth and that these realisations are

phonologically conditioned, there must be other factors in play.

4.2 APPROACHES TO THE ORIGINS OF PRICE AND

MOUTH PHONOLOGICALLY-CONDITIONED

VARIATION

The origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation has been

analysed using di↵erent approaches. These approaches generally focus on the

origins of voice-driven (VD) patterns rather than Scottish Vowel Length Rule

(SVLR) patterns, and more specifically on the origins of Canadian Raising.

There are numerous instances of VD patterns emerging independently in
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varieties of English around the world, which suggests that varieties that

are not related may develop a VD type pattern as a result of other factors.

Researchers strive to uncover the factors that influence the development of

such patterns in order to account for the consistent features that occur across

price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation and understand the

reasons behind the development of such features. The discussions of the origins

of these patterns often focus on Canadian Raising, as it is the most well-known

VD type pattern with a plethora of investigations into the precise details of the

pattern. It is possible to discover more about the ways in which these patterns

emerge and develop with more detailed information on the patterns themselves.

Notwithstanding, some of the approaches presented in this section discuss the

origins of both VD and SVLR phonologically-conditioned variation.

The present thesis focusses on competing approaches which are the most

relevant to the current thesis, have the most clearly defined fundamental

assumptions, and have generally dominated much of the discussion on the

origins of price and mouth patterns. The ‘failure-to-lower’ approach is from

a structural/endogenous historical linguistic perspective (Gregg 1973) (§4.2.1);
Thomas (1991) and Moreton and Thomas (2007) propose the ‘asymmetric

assimilation’ approach centred around phonetics and phonology (§4.2.2); a
similar approach from a more phonological perspective, is ‘enhancement of

pre-fortis clipping’ suggested by Bermúdez-Otero (2014c); and new-dialect

formation is a contact/exogenous historical dialectological approach proposed

by Trudgill (1985) (§4.2.4).
The following discussion of the approaches on origins of price and mouth

patterns presents each of the approaches separately. In each of the sections

the fundamental assumptions of the approach and their relationship to the

possible origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation

in varieties of English are reviewed. Finally, an evaluation of each of the

approaches in light of the current research on these pattern is presented, which

discusses some of the arguments that have previously been put against each of

the approaches. It is important to understand the strengths and weaknesses

of these approaches in order to propose a comprehensive approach that builds

on these existing strengths and limits the potential weaknesses.
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4.2.1 The ‘failure-to-lower’ approach

The ‘failure-to-lower’ approach has been used by King (1972), Gregg (1973)

and Picard (1977) to explain the origins of Canadian Raising in Canadian

English, but has also been discussed in relation to other VD and SVLR type

patterns (Gregg 1973, Moreton and Thomas 2007). This approach suggests

that VD phonologically-conditioned variation is the result of di↵erent reflexes

of ME /i:/ and ME /u:/ that represent stages of the development from the ME

vowels to the PDE vowels. It suggests that Canadian Raising is not a raising

process, whereby the nucleus of the /aI/ pronunciation is raised to something

like [@I] preceding voiceless consonants. Instead, it is a non-lowering process

that results from di↵erent reflexes of the target vowels being inhibited from

lowering in certain following environments. Gregg (1973) criticises phonologists

for not recognising the part that the GVS and subsequent changes may have

played in the origins of Canadian Raising: “[i]t is perhaps not surprising that

many American and other phonologists, encountering the phenomenon of the

general Canadian [...] diphthongal alternants AI and @I [...] wish to explain

@I as an idiosyncratic, regional ‘raising’ of an underlying AI” (Gregg 1973:

137). He suggests that by looking at the features of Anglo-Irish, Scotch-Irish1

and Scottish English there is a much more straightforward explanation for

the development of Canadian Raising.

Firstly, Gregg (1973) discusses the di↵erence between the development

of ME /i:/ and ME /u:/, asserting these phenomena are ‘clearly’ separate

processes, “though parallel and related” (Gregg 1973: 137). As a result of

this, he limits his discussion of the development of Canadian Raising to the

price vowel alone, noting that “[i]t would undoubtedly be best to leave for

another article” a discussion of the origins of the phonologically-conditioned

variation of mouth, among other topics. Therefore, the remaining description

of this approach is focussed on the price vowel alone.

The approach combines the hypothesis that a series of asynchronous sound

changes from ME /i:/ to /aI/ spread throughout phonological environments

with the observation that earlier reflexes of ME /i:/ are observable in some

1This label refers to Scottish influenced speech in Ulster or Ulster Scots and Mid-Ulster
English.
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dialects of English (Gregg 1973), as demonstrated in §4.1.1. Other cases of

sounds changes progressing from one phonological environment to another

are well-attested (Labov 1994, Flemming 2003, Hall-Lew 2011). Ogura (1990)

even proposes that the development from ME /i:/ and /u:/ to PDE price

and mouth progressed by lexical di↵usion (§4.1.1 and §4.1.2). Therefore,

there is support for both of these hypotheses.

Gregg (1973) discusses the phonetic variants that occur in Anglo-Irish,

Scotch-Irish and Scottish Englishes. He suggests that by surveying these

dialects we can see the development of price phonologically-conditioned

variation. According to Gregg (1973), Anglo-Irish produces price as a

centralised nucleus variant ([@I]) in all phonetic contexts, whereas Scotch-

Irish and Scottish English exhibit SVLR (see §3.3.2). The discussion in

§3.2.1 demonstrates that the situation in Irish varieties of English is more

complicated than the one described in this approach. While some varieties

of Irish English in the south, east and west of Ireland have a centralised

nucleus realisation, other varieties in the south and west have lowered nucleus

realisation or backed and rounded nucleus realisation. All of the varieties

except modern Dublin English have unconditioned variation of price, which

supports Gregg’s (1973) suggestion that the same variant occurs in all phonetic

contexts. According to Gregg (1973), the environment where the earlier form

[@I] can occur has been reduced in Scottish varieties and the later reflex [aI]

is produced in some environments. Canadian English further expands the

environments where [aI] can be produced and reduces the environments of

the [@I] realisation. Finally, he suggests that you arrive at dialects like many

in the United States and Britain where [aI] occurs in all environments. This

progression can be seen in Table 4.1.

Gregg (1973) is careful to suggest that Canadian Raising in Canadian

English is a Canadian innovation and is not due solely to immigration from

Scotland and Ireland. However, he proposes that Scottish and northern Irish

immigrants reinforced the Canadian Raising pattern and its preservation,

as they would easily be able to extend SVLR to encompass the further

environments for [aI] in Canadian Raising (Gregg 1973).

Finally, the approach seems to suggest that [@I] is retained in the pre-

voiceless consonant environment because of the shorter duration of the vowel
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Stage Dialect Sound Change Phonological Environment

Stage 1 Anglo-Irish /i:/ ! [@I] in all environments
Stage 2 Scottish English, [@I] ! [aI] before: voiced fricatives,

Scotch-Irish /r/,
morpheme boundaries,
word-final/open syllables

Stage 3 Canadian English [@I] ! [aI] before voiced consonants
Stage 4 Standard Southern

British
[@I] ! [aI] in all environments

Table 4.1: Progression of price phonologically-conditioned variation in di-
alects of English, according to Gregg (1973)

(Moreton 2004). In other words, [@I] has a smaller distance between the nucleus

and o↵glide and is, therefore, more likely to occur in an environment that

has a shorter duration. As a result of the voicing e↵ect (see §3.3), pre-voiced
environments are longer than pre-voiceless ones (Moreton 2004). This is similar

to SVLR, whereby the environments that have a shorter vowel duration have

a centralised nucleus diphthong realisation (see §3.3.2).
Therefore, fundamental assumptions of the ‘failure-to-lower’ approach

are:

1. Centralised nuclei are inhibited from lowering in certain environments.

2. Lowering is inhibited in environments where the vowel productions have

shorter durations.

3. This lowering results in two allophones

4. Diphthong nuclei cannot have already reached a lowered stage in all

environments.

The remainder of this section discusses potential weaknesses of the ‘failure-

to-lower’ approach. It is generally desirable to account for phonologically-

conditioned variation of both price and mouth using the same approach,

as many varieties of English with price phonologically-conditioned variation

also have a similar mouth pattern. However, Gregg (1973) proposes that the

origins of mouth patterns may be di↵erent from price patterns, as price and

mouth patterns are separate, but related, phenomena. The fact that price
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and mouth patterns are likely related suggests that there is some overlap in the

factors that a↵ect the development of these patterns. Therefore, an approach

on the origins of one of the vowels’ patterns should extend to the other. While

Gregg (1973) does not discuss mouth phonologically-conditioned variation, it

is possible to examine whether this approach accounts for mouth patterns.

mouth patterns that resemble stage 1, stage 3 and stage 4 of Gregg’s

(1973) account are attested, but stage 2 patterns are not uncontroversially

reported (see §3.3.2). In the varieties of English where the price vowel

participates in SVLR or stage 2 patterns, the duration of the mouth vowel

follows the voicing e↵ect and not SVLR, so that it is short before voiceless

consonants and long before voiced consonants (Scobbie et al. 1999a). As a

result, mouth phonologically-conditioned variation would be predicted to be

a less gradual process than similar price patterns, as the lowered nucleus

realisation should extends to all voiced consonants after stage 1. As described

in §3.2.1, ME /u:/ is generally realised as [2u] or [20] in all phonetic contexts

in Scottish Standard English and [u:] or [0] in all phonetic contexts in Scots

and Scottish English, which indicates that these varieties are in stage 1 and

pre-stage 1. Theoretically, these observations about mouth realisations in

Scottish varieties of English would not be predicted by the ‘failure-to-lower’

approach. However, there are other factors that a↵ect the development of

ME /u:/ in these varieties (see §4.1.2), so that the diphthongal realisations

in Scottish Standard English are likely not straightforwardly a result of the

GVS and subsequent changes. Consequently, it is di�cult to assess how the

fundamental assumptions relate to these varieties specifically. But at this

juncture, Gregg’s (1973) approach seems to account for, at least, some of the

mouth patterns found in varieties of English.

Gregg (1973) proposes that large amounts of immigration from Scotland

and northern Ireland to Canada would have helped to retain the Canadian

English price pattern. It is possible to evaluate the validity of this proposal

by looking at the timeline for development of Canadian Raising to see if

this proceeds or coincides with immigration from Scotland and northern

Ireland into Canada. Thomas (1991) suggests that Canadian Raising was an

established pattern in Canada by 1880 and did not appear to be a change

in progress. If we take the view that it takes at least three generation for
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phonologically-conditioned variation to be established, as is claimed in new-

dialect formation (see §4.2.4), then Canadian Raising would have been starting

to form in the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century. McInnis (2000) finds

that much of the immigration at this time came from other areas of North

America. Larger amounts of immigration from Britain did occur in the early

to mid-nineteenth century with its peak in the 1830s (McInnis 2000). However,

this immigration would have been from di↵erent parts of the United Kingdom,

not just Scotland and northern Ireland, which implies that there would have

been a large portion of the population who did not have VD or SVLR type

phonologically-conditioned variation. Therefore, it is unlikely that immigrants

from Scotland and northern Ireland helped to retain Canadian Raising.

Finally, as a result of the debate over di↵erent stages of development of

ME /i:/ and how it progressed (§4.1.1), Gregg (1973) suggests that there may

be an issue with his approach. If the first mora of ME /i:/ initially lowered

rather than centralised (for example Lass 2000), it begs the question why are

there no price patterns that involved [EI] and a centralised nucleus diphthong

([@I]) or a lowered nucleus diphthong ([aI]) distributed in di↵erent phonetic

contexts? These reflexes should have spread gradually through phonological

environments, as Gregg (1973) suggests. However, there is no clear reason as

to why centralised nucleus realisations are inhibited by short environments,

while [EI] is not. If the amount of diphthongisation of price realisations is a

factor in determining what realisations are inhibited from lowering in short

environments, then [EI] and [@I] are both much less diphthongal than [aI].

Therefore, [EI] should have been inhibited from lowering in, at least, some

cases of price phonologically-conditioned variation.

The current section summarised the main assumptions of the ‘failure-

to-lower’ approach, which suggests that price phonologically-conditioned

variation is the result reflexes of ME /i:/ being inhibited in certain phonetic

contexts.

4.2.2 The ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach

The ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach to the origins of VD phonologically-

conditioned variation uses experimental methods and acoustic analysis to
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determine di↵erences primarily in price realisations. Thomas (1991), Moreton

(2004) and Moreton and Thomas (2007) discuss the di↵erence in phonetic

realisations of the nucleus and o↵glide of the target diphthongs in voiceless

and voiced environments. They suggest that the first steps towards VD

phonologically-conditioned variation lies in the realisation of the o↵glide

before voiceless consonants, which was borne out of a study by Thomas (1991)

on the origins of Canadian Raising in Ontario.

Thomas (1991) suggests that it would not be possible to acoustically

analyse the initial stages of Canadian Raising in Canadian English, as the

pattern had developed by 1880. Therefore, he proposes that by using speakers

in the United States who are beginning to develop a VD pattern, it is possible

to determine the phonetic correlates that result in VD type patterns. In this

study, price and mouth are analysed in a number of di↵erent environments,

but the final analysis conflates the categories to before voiceless consonants

and before voiced consonants (Thomas 1991).

Previous work on VD phonologically-conditioned variation tends to focus on

the phonetic realisation of the nucleus and not the o↵glide. However, Thomas

(1991) asserts that examining the o↵glide provides a possible explanation for

VD type patterns. He finds that higher and more fronted o↵glides occur before

voiceless consonants more than before voiced consonants. This di↵erence in

the realisation of the o↵glide before voiceless consonants is perceived as a

raised nucleus (Thomas 1991). Once it is perceived as a raised nucleus younger

speakers begin to accommodate and produce raised nucleus diphthongs before

voiceless consonants (Thomas 1991).

Thomas (1991) presents arguments against the ‘failure-to-lower’ approach,

suggesting that the pattern in United States that he investigates could not have

resulted from the di↵erent reflexes of ME /i:/, as raised nucleus realisations

of price and mouth were not previously attested in this dialect. The

general realisations in these dialects prior to the emergence of this pattern

were realisations that represent later stages than the centralised nucleus

realisation. Furthermore, price and mouth are more diphthongal before

voiceless consonants than voiced consonants, as the o↵glide is higher and more

fronted before voiceless consonants. If the nucleus is the same regardless of the

following environment, but the o↵glide extends further away from the nucleus
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before voiceless consonants than before voiced consonants in the initial stages

of the pattern, then the diphthong realisations before voiceless consonants are

more diphthongal than those before voiced consonants. The ‘failure-to-lower’

approach suggests that lowering of the nucleus of the diphthong is inhibited

as a result of the voicing e↵ect. However, if the pre-voiceless variant is more

diphthongal than pre-voiced one, it is unlikely that raising (or lowering) results

from the phonetic pressure of a shorter duration.

Moreton and Thomas (2007) build on Thomas’ (1991) proposal by taking

into account various dialects of English which exhibit VD phonologically-

conditioned variation. That study only considers phonologically-conditioned

variation of price and not mouth. However, Moreton (2004) suggests that

the results may be extended to mouth patterns.

According to Moreton and Thomas (2007), the many di↵erent realisations

of price in dialects of English are the result of ‘conflicting demands on the

tongue body’ in the movement from the nucleus to the o↵glide, which creates an

articulatory strain unlike any other vowel. They suggest that either the nucleus

or o↵glide may be subject to undershoot because of phonetic assimilation (see

Lindblom 1963). There is evidence that o↵glides of diphthongs in English are

more susceptible to undershoot than nuclei (Gottfried et al. 1993). Gottfried

et al. (1993) test the accuracy of American English participants in classifying

diphthongs using di↵erent characteristics of the diphthong. They explore

what the main cues are for identifying diphthongs. The results suggest that

the nucleus is integral to the classification of diphthongs and the addition

of other properties, such as the movement to the o↵glide, only enhances the

classification but is not a necessity. Related to this is that o↵glide undershoot

commonly occurs in faster speech rates (Lehiste and Peterson 1961, Gay

1968). Moreton and Thomas (2007) suggest that these observations are able

to account for the development of o↵glide weakening before voiced consonants,

which occurs in some varieties of English. However, this does not account

for the second process that often a↵ects price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation, which is raising or centralisation of the nucleus before

voiceless consonants.

Based on the findings of Thomas (2000) and Moreton (2004) that pre-

voiceless and pre-voiced environments produce di↵erent coarticulatory pres-
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sures on diphthongs, Moreton and Thomas (2007) propose that pre-voiceless

environments assimilate the nucleus to the o↵glide, while pre-voiced envi-

ronments assimilate the o↵glide to the nucleus. Having surveyed a number

of di↵erent dialects, they find that the pre-voiceless allophones are never

phonetically lower in either the nucleus or o↵glide than pre-voiced allophones

(Moreton and Thomas 2007). The in-depth discussion of price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation in varieties of English presented in §3.3
supports this observation with two possible exceptions. In the northern US,

Vance (1987) reports raised nucleus realisations before /r/ and raised nucleus

realisations before nasal-voiceless obstruent clusters are reported in Canada

(Gregg 1957) and Liverpool (Cardoso 2015). Regardless, the vast major-

ity of evidence from di↵erent price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in varieties of English supports Moreton and Thomas’ (2007) ob-

servations. Given that the o↵glide is higher or peripheralised, Moreton and

Thomas (2007) propose that pre-voiceless environments must assimilate the

nucleus to the o↵glide.

As previously mentioned, o↵glides in English are generally subject to

undershoot, which is directly opposed to the observations above that the

nucleus assimilates to the o↵glide before voiceless consonants. Therefore,

Moreton and Thomas (2007) propose that o↵glides before voiceless consonants

are protected from undershoot as a result of two phonetic processes. The first

claim is that the o↵glide is peripheralised in the pre-voiceless environment

(Moreton and Thomas 2007). For price this occurs as a results of lower

f1 values (raised) and higher f2 values (fronted) at transitions before /t/

compared to before /d/ (Thomas 2000, Moreton 2004). Moreton (2004) also

finds that pre-voiceless environments a↵ect mouth in a similar way with

lower f1 values (raised) and lower f2 values (backed) before /t/ compared

to /d/. This process is said to occur in varieties of English, even those that

do not have phonologically-conditioned variation (Kwong and Stevens 1999,

Thomas 1991, Moreton 2004).

The second process that protects the o↵glide of price involves the voicing

e↵ect. As previously mentioned in §3.3, vowel durations are shorter before

voiceless consonants than before voiced ones. Moreton and Thomas (2007)

propose that this duration di↵erence occurs mainly in the nucleus. In other
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words, the duration of the nucleus before voiceless consonants is shorter than

the duration of the nucleus before voiced consonants. If the duration of

the o↵glide remains relatively constant, then pre-voiceless diphthongs are

composed of a shorter nucleus and longer o↵glide, while pre-voiced diphthongs

are composed of a longer nucleus and a shorter o↵glide (Thomas 2000). As

a result of this phenomenon, pre-voiceless nuclei are more vulnerable to

coarticulatory processes than pre-voiced ones.

Given the above explanation, Moreton and Thomas (2007) suggest that

on average pre-voiceless o↵glides will be slightly higher than pre-voiced ones.

This is essentially the initial stage of VD phonologically-conditioned variation.

After this initial di↵erence, subtle changes in subsequent generations lead to

a misinterpretation of the pre-voiceless and pre-voiced phonetic di↵erences

in the o↵glide as a phonological one (Moreton and Thomas 2007). Moreover,

Thomas (1991) proposes that this raised o↵glide is often perceived as a raised

nucleus, as mentioned above. In other words, the learner reinterprets the

di↵erence in the o↵glides as a nuclear di↵erence. Consequently, with successive

generations the nucleus of price is raised. Moreton and Thomas (2007) test

their approach on a selection of speakers from Ohio who have developed a

VD pattern much later than the one in Canadian English. According to their

results, the approach is borne out by this data. Further support may be found

in a recent study on Philadelphia English (Fruehwald 2013), which finds that

price nucleus raising is a gradient process in the variety that has occurred

over the twentieth century in the Philadelphia Neighbourhood Corpus (Labov

and Rosenfelder 2011), as discussed in §3.3.1.2.
Finally, Peeters and Barry (1989) may provide perceptual evidence that

short nuclei steady-states may be reinterpreted as raised nucleus realisations.

In their study of the production and perception of diphthongs in southern

British English, participants were given paired stimuli of price productions

and of mouth productions that had been manipulated in three possible

ways: the duration of the steady steady of the nucleus, the duration of the

steady state of the o↵glide, or the duration of the transition from nucleus to

o↵glide. It is important to note that the f1 and f2 frequency values at the

onset and o↵glide were never manipulated. The participants were then asked

to choose between the paired stimuli that they heard. Overall, Peeters and
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Barry (1989) found that participants preferred price and mouth stimuli

with a long nucleus steady state and long transition, but a very short or

no o↵glide steady state. This observation supports the first assumption of

‘asymmetric assimilation’ that o↵glides are more susceptible to undershoot.

However, Peeters and Barry (1989: 1056) also find that certain configurations

of the price vowel were perceived as /ei/ by up to 70% of the participants,

despite frequency values remaining constant throughout the stimuli. They

suggest that the perceived /ei/ stimuli were “those stimuli with no, or very

short onset steady-states” (Peeters and Barry 1989: 1056). This observation

may support the second assumption of ‘asymmetric assimilation’, that short

nuclei are misperceived and then reinterpreted as raised nuclei.

While Moreton and Thomas (2007) do not discuss the possible relationship

between SVLR and the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach, Scobbie et al.

(1999a) and Hall (2003) allude to features of SVLR that would be predicted by

this approach. Scobbie et al. (1999a) mention that di↵erences in the realisation

of price in SVLR long and short contexts is reflected in the steady state of

the nucleus. Furthermore, Hall (2003) finds that o↵glide peripheralisation

resulting in nucleus centralisation occurs in all SVLR short environments.

These results suggest that o↵glide peripheralisation for SVLR patterns are

influenced by the duration of the vowel rather than f1/f2 transitions, given

that following voiceless and voiced obstruents both have centralised nucleus

realisations. However, Hall (2003) suggests that ‘asymmetric assimilation’

may play a part in the origins of SVLR patterns.

The fundamental assumptions of the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach

are:

1. O↵glides are more susceptible to undershoot than nuclei, except before

voiceless consonants.

2. O↵glide undershoot results in glide weakening.

3. O↵glide peripheralisation occurs before voiceless consonants as a result

of phonetic e↵ects, which protects o↵glides from undershoot.

4. O↵glide peripheralisation before voiceless consonants results in short

nuclei steady states.
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5. Short nuclei steady states are misperceived as raised, fronted or cen-

tralised nuclei.

6. Subsequent generations then begin to adjust their nuclei productions to

the (mis)perceived raising, fronting or centralisation.

7. These processes result in di↵erent allophones: one in the pre-voiceless

environments and one or more in other environments.

Previous evaluations of the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach have sug-

gested that there are potential weaknesses with the approach. If the processes

that led to o↵glide weakening and nuclei raising are present in all varieties

of English, there should be some consideration as to why the pattern has

not developed in all varieties of English. In other words, why is o↵glide

peripheralisation misinterpreted as a phonological process in some cases and

not in others? Moreton and Thomas (2007) note that this is a potential

issue and that other approaches may have an explanation for this, such as

new-dialect formation (see §4.2.4), as these patterns are generally reported

in areas where dialect mixture has occurred.

price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in varieties of

English tend not to develop beyond a certain point. If these patterns result

from a phonetic misinterpretation, then there is no explanation as to why the

phonetic realisation of the nucleus only raises to a certain extent. Moreton

and Thomas (2007) suggest that the pressure to keep fleece and/or kit and

price as separate phonemes may provide an explanation. However, there is

still a large phonetic distance between the raised or centralised nucleus and

the o↵glide in all of the patterns described in Chapter 3.

Finally, as suggested by Hall (2003) and Bermúdez-Otero (2014c), the

‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach only accounts for some of the properties of

SVLR. The fact that nucleus raising occurs in both pre-voiceless and pre-voiced

environments possess a problem for the argument that /t/ transitions a↵ect

the o↵glide di↵erently from /d/ transitions. However, Hall (2003) suggests

that the di↵erence in the price realisations as part of SVLR patterns may have

started with o↵glide peripheralisation in pre-voiceless contexts only and then

shifted to encompass all price vowels in short duration contexts. Therefore, in

order to account for the price qualitative di↵erence in SVLR some additions
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to the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach are necessary.

The current section provided an overview of the fundamental assumptions

of the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach, which proposes that the misin-

terpretation of o↵glide peripheralisation before voiceless consonants and the

susceptibility of o↵glides to undershoot in other environments accounts for

price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation.

4.2.3 The ‘enhancement of pre-fortis clipping’ approach

The ‘enhancement of pre-fortis clipping’ approach is closely related to the

‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach. While the underpinnings of the ‘en-

hancement of pre-fortis clipping’ approach come from Gussenhoven (2007),

Bermúdez-Otero (2014c,b) provides an in-depth description of its relation-

ship to price phonologically-conditioned variation in varieties of English.

Bermúdez-Otero (2014c,b) suggests that raised nucleus realisations of price

originate as an enhancement of the phonetic cues to pre-fortis clipping (or

the voicing e↵ect).

Bermúdez-Otero (2014c) suggests that aspects of pre-fortis clipping help

to explain the origins of price phonologically-conditioned variation. Previous

research has demonstrated that there is a large di↵erence between the vowel

duration before voiceless consonants and the vowel duration before voiced

consonants (Chen 1970), as described in §3.1. Furthermore, these vowel

duration di↵erences are a robust phonetic cue to the laryngeal specification

of the following consonant (Port and Dalby 1982). In other words, the vowel

duration alone allows English speakers to determine whether the following

consonant is voiceless or voiced.

At the same time, o↵glide peripheralisation before voiceless consonants

occurs as a result of the processes described in the ‘asymmetric assimilation’

approach (§4.2.2), which occurs to some extent in all varieties of English

(Thomas 1991, Kwong and Stevens 1999, Moreton 2004, Bermúdez-Otero

2014c). Learners observe that the nucleus duration is perceived as shorter

where o↵glide peripheralisation has occurred (Bermúdez-Otero 2014c). As

a result, the learners reanalyse o↵glide peripheralisation as a phonetic cue

for what Bermúdez-Otero (2014c) calls ‘clipped’ environments. Clipped
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environments are those environments that induce shorter vowel durations

relative to other environments. Note that in Bermúdez-Otero’s (2014b, 2014c)

definition of clipped environments, some varieties of English may include more

than just following voiceless consonants, as demonstrated in SVLR (§3.3.2).
The association of o↵glide peripheralisation with clipped environments leads to

nucleus raising, as a result of o↵glide peripheralisation, becoming an acoustic

cue to clipped environments (Bermúdez-Otero 2014b,c).

Therefore, clipped environments begin to have raised nucleus diphthongs

initially as an enhancement of the contrast between clipped and unclipped

environments. Bermúdez-Otero (2014b,c) suggests that this approach is able

to account for both VD and SVLR phonologically-conditioned variation, as the

raised nucleus diphthong ‘tracks the status’ of categorical clipped environments

and not gradient duration or voicing of the following consonant.

The fundamental assumptions of the ‘enhancement of pre-fortis clipping’

approach are:

1. O↵glide peripheralisation occurs before voiceless stops.

2. Clipped environments are those that induce shorter vowel durations.

3. Learners perceive o↵glide peripheralisation as a reduced nucleus duration.

4. As a result, o↵glide peripheralisation is reanalysed as a cue for clipped

environments.

5. Nucleus raising occurs as a result of o↵glide peripheralisation.

6. Therefore, nucleus raising become a cue for clipped environments.

7. This enhances the di↵erence between clipped and unclipped environ-

ments.

8. Resulting in two allophones: one with o↵glide peripheralisation/nucleus

raising in clipped environments and one without o↵glide peripheralisa-

tion/nucleus raising in unclipped environments.

Bermúdez-Otero (2014b,c) circumvents one of the arguments against the

‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach. He provides an account of both VD

and SVLR patterns. However, there still remains the problem as to why
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this only occurs in some varieties and why the nucleus of the target vowels

never raise beyond a certain point. Finally, while Bermúdez-Otero (2014b)

suggests that the ‘enhancement of pre-fortis clipping’ approach may account

for patterns with o↵glide weakening, it is not considered in detail. Therefore,

it is not clearly defined why o↵glide weakening would be associated with

unclipped environments.

The current section discussed the main assumptions of the ‘enhancement

of pre-fortis clipping’ approach, which suggests that initial o↵glide peripheral-

isation is reanalysed as a cue for clipped environments.

4.2.4 The new-dialect formation approach

The final approach discussed in this chapter is new-dialect formation in the

form presented by Trudgill (1985, 2004). A brief summary of the main points

of new-dialect formation was provided in §2. However, this section discusses

in detail the processes involved in new-dialect formation. Trudgill (2004)

suggests that dialect mixing can lead to new-dialect formation, but that this

is not a forgone conclusion. Whether a new dialect is formed hinges on a

number of di↵erent factors, such as the relative social status of di↵erent

dialects (Trudgill 1985).

Trudgill (2004) discusses six processes that occur in new-dialect formation,

which are active at three di↵erent stages of the development of a dialect:

mixing, levelling, unmarking, interdialect development, reallocation, and

focussing. These processes are described in more detail here and the three

stages of new-dialect formation are presented following the discussion of the

six processes.

Rapid immigration or urbanisation can result in mixing where face-to-face

interactions with speakers from di↵erent dialects occur. In order for mixing to

take place the dialects involved must be mutually intelligible. In other words,

it is unlikely for mixing to occur with di↵erent languages.

Trudgill (2004: 84) provides an example of two features discussed by Penny

(2000) that show mixing of southern and northern European Spanish in the

formation of South American Spanish. Both the merger of /j/ and /L/, a

southern Spanish characteristic, and a↵rication of /tr/, a northern Spanish
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characteristic, occur in South American Spanish (Penny 2000: 157).

Levelling is a process that results in the reduction of demographically

minority variants from the original dialects (Trudgill 2004: 84). In this process

variants with a large proportion of speakers will be retained and those with a

smaller proportion of speakers are levelled out. It is important to note that

di↵erent dialects might share some of the same features. Therefore, levelling

is not contingent on the proportion of speakers of a particular dialect, but

rather the proportion of speakers who have a particular dialect feature. In

other words, it is not a case of one dialect dominating over another but of

one variant dominating over other variants. Trudgill (2004: 85) mentions

that pronunciations that were lost in Quebec French are those that were

demographically restricted (study done by Juneau 1972).

The third key process is unmarking, which is similar to levelling in that

it reduces the number of variants. Unmarking often occurs when there is no

clearly dominant variant. Trudgill (2004: 85) proposes that variants that are

less linguistically marked or more simplistic may be retained over the most

frequent variant. Linguistic markedness is referring to the ‘naturalness’ of

a variant or how likely a variant is to occur in a wide range of languages

(Roca and Johnson 1999). Variants that occur very frequently in the world’s

languages are said to be less marked than those that occur less frequently.

Furthermore, marked variants are thought to occur in a language only if an

unmarked variant is also present (Roca and Johnson 1999). The development

of Fijian Hindi involved three di↵erent varieties (Moag and Narayan 1977) and

the features that have generally survived the dialect mixture are those with

a two-to-one majority (Trudgill 2004: 86). However, the first person plural

ending had a three-way contrast or three input variants (-ẽ:, -̃I: and -i:) in the

initial dialect mixture (Trudgill 2004: 86). In this case the least marked variant

(-i:) became the first person plural ending in the newly formed Fiji Hindi

variety. Nasalised vowels are more marked than non-nasalised vowels, as most

of the world’s languages do not have nasalised vowels (Maddieson 1984).

Interdialectal development is a process where innovative forms that are

not present in any of the original dialects occur as the result of interactions

between di↵erent dialectal forms (Trudgill 2004: 86). Trudgill (2004: 86–87)

suggests that there are three di↵erent types of interdialectal forms: forms that
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are more regular or simpler than original variants, forms that are phonetically

intermediate between original forms, and forms that are the result of hyper-

adaption. The first two types of interdialectal forms are fairly straightforward,

but hyperadaption requires a more in-depth explanation.

An example of a more regular interdialectal form is the present tense

inflectional endings in Afrikaans (Trudgill 2004: 94). There were twenty-

three di↵erent present tense inflectional systems in the Dutch dialects in

the original dialect mixture (Combrink 1978 cited in Trudgill 2004: 95).

However, the resultant Afrikaans system is regularised and all of the present

tense inflectional endings are the same. For example, first and second person

singular of werk- ‘to work’ is werk in Afrikaans, but werk and werkt in Dutch

(Trudgill 2004: 94).

Interdialectal forms that are phonetically intermediate are demonstrated

in the goat vowel in East Anglia (Trudgill 1986) and in gens ‘people’ in

Quebecois French (Trudgill 2004). The input variant of boat was [bu:t] to

the north of East Anglia, and the input variant was [bæut] to the south of

East Anglia around London (Trudgill 1986). Therefore, the intermediate form

[bout] developed in the intervening area in East Anglia (Trudgill 1986). The

word gens ‘people’ had three input variants in the original dialect mixture for

Quebecois French: Standard French [Zã], Picard French [Zẽ], and Saintongeai

French [hã] (Rivard 1914: 59 cited in Trudgill 2004: 94). An intermediate

form [hẽ] is found in Quebecois French (Trudgill 2004: 94).

Trudgill (2004: 87) suggests that the most well-known example of inter-

dialectal hyperadaption is hypercorrection, where speakers attempting to use

high status forms overgeneralise the forms and extend them into contexts that

are ‘inappropriate’. Trudgill (2004: 87) suggests that Jamaican English shows

examples of hypercorrection which have had a lasting e↵ect on the dialect (see

Cassidy and LePage 1980). An example in Jamaican English is the overexten-

sion of /h/ in initial position, so that /h/ can occur in all words that have an

initial stressed vowel (Cassidy and LePage 1980 cited in Trudgill 2004: 87).

The fifth key process is particularly relevant for the present study, as it has

been used to explain the origins of VD patterns in Canadian English and the

Fenland. Reallocation is a process that occurs after levelling whereby more

than one variant survives the levelling process and the variants are (re)allocated
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to di↵erent conditioning environments. Trudgill (2004: 87–88) suggests that

the remaining variants can be reallocated in di↵erent types of conditioning,

such as phonological context, sociolinguistic class or speech style.

Voice-driven patterns in Canadian English (Trudgill 1986, 2004) and the

central Fenlands are given as examples of reallocation (Britain 1997, 2002,

Britain and Trudgill 2005). In Canadian English, the original dialect mixture

would have been the result of contact between speakers from Scotland, Ireland,

America and England (Trudgill 1986). According to Trudgill (1986: 159), there

would have been two dominant realisations: [aI] from American and southern

English varieties and [@I] from Scottish and some northern English varieties.

Given the dynamics of the population in Canada and the salience of

both variants, Trudgill (1986) suggests that neither of the variants would

have been dominant. As a result, speakers reallocate variants of the price

vowel to phonetically plausible contexts. With regards to Canadian Raising

specifically, Trudgill (2004) suggests that as there is less tongue movement in

the centralised variant, it was (re)allocated to the pre-voiceless context which

has shorter vowel durations. This suggestion occurs in other works as well (for

example Chambers 1973). However, Thomas (1991, 2000), Moreton (2004)

and Moreton and Thomas (2007) demonstrate that pre-voiceless diphthongs

can be more diphthongal than pre-voiced ones, especially in the initial stages

of VD patterns.

A similar account is given for the formation of the VD pattern in the

central Fenland (Britain 1997, 2002, Britain and Trudgill 2005). Immigration

from the surrounding areas in the mid-seventeenth century due to highly fertile

farmland created a dialect contact situation (Britain 1997: 19). Immigrants

that came from east of the Fenland had a centralised diphthong [@I], while ones

from the west had an [aI] variant (Britain 1997: 36), as a result of di↵erences in

the historical development of the ME /i:/. As explained for Canadian Raising

in Canadian English, there was no dominant variant so both were retained

with the centralised variant being allocated to before voiceless consonants.

Trudgill (2004: 89) proposes that the first five processes collectively are

called koinéisation. The combination of koinéisation and focussing, the sixth

process, makes up new-dialect formation (Trudgill 2004: 89). Focussing is the

acquisition of norms and stability in dialects. However, these six processes
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take place over three stages of new-dialect formation which represent three

successive generations.

Stage one occurs with the initial contact between speakers of di↵erent

dialects and the process of mixing takes place. Trudgill (2004: 89) terms

this stage ‘rudimentary levelling’. This would involve face-to-face contact

between adults with di↵erent dialects where only the most local or traditional

features are levelled (Trudgill 2004). Local features would be those that are

the least frequent, very localised or traditional and/or impede intelligibility

(Trudgill 2004). Interdialectal development is also possible in stage one due

to adult accommodation. In this initial stage, salience of particular features

and attitudes towards traditional dialects may have an impact on the retained

variants (Trudgill 2004). Those features that are ‘noticed’ or salient2 are more

likely to be involved in accommodation (Trudgill 2004: 93). Furthermore,

stigmatised variants or ‘negative sentiments’ towards certain varieties may

result in the loss of those features (Trudgill 2004: 93).

Trudgill (2004: 90) suggests that due to the e↵ects of dialect levelling,

stage one may have had more of an impact on the loss of variants historically

than nowadays. In other words, this stage was more pertinent in the past

when dialects were more di↵erent from each other. However, Trudgill (2004:

90) also suggests that dialects that are too di↵erent from each other might

result in bidialectalism rather than new-dialect formation, which occurred in

the Lowland Scotland area according to Trudgill (2004). Bidialectalism is

when speakers retain two di↵erent dialects which they fluently use. Generally,

it is the case that a traditional variety is retained alongside a more stan-

dardised variety. See, for example, Smith and Durham (2012), who discuss

bidialectalism in the Shetland Islands in northern Scotland.

The second stage corresponds to the first generation of speakers born to

the speakers of stage one. Trudgill (2004: 101–112) propose five results of

stage two of new-dialect formation: extreme variability, original combinations,

intra-individual variability, inter-individual variability and apparent levelling.

At stage two, there is still an extreme amount of variability (Trudgill 2004).

Children are exposed to many di↵erent linguistic systems, which results in

extreme variability in the children’s linguistic systems. While it is generally

2See Rácz (2013) for a detailed discussion of salience in linguistic research.
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accepted that children acquire language from a number of sources and that

peers are integral to this process (see Kerswill 1996), Trudgill (2004) proposes

that the instability of the linguistic system at stage one means that adults will

play a larger role in dialect development at stage two. Original combinations

occur when di↵erent features are combined in innovative ways to make various

linguistic systems as a result of the lack of a stable model for the children

to learn from (Trudgill 2004: 103).

The third consequence of an unstable linguistic model is a large amount

of intra-speaker variability or variability within a speaker’s linguistic system.

Trudgill (2004: 106) discusses a New Zealand speaker in stage two that

has a vast amount of variability in his linguistic system. The speaker is

variably rhotic, has variable H-dropping, produces both [E] and [a] for the

trap vowel, and produces [i] and [@i] for the fleece vowel to name a few

(Trudgill 2004: 106).

Related to intra-speaker variability is inter-speaker variability. Inter-

speaker variability refers to the vast number of linguistic forms that would

still be used in the di↵erent linguistic systems or many di↵erent idiolects

being present in stage two (Trudgill 2004: 105). Each individual’s idiolect

agrees to a large extent with the members of the speech community that they

belong to in linguistic systems that are not undergoing new-dialect formation.

However, Trudgill (2004) suggests that the idiolects in stage two would agree

in linguistic forms to a lesser degree than normal with linguistic forms of

other members of the speech community. He gives the example of price and

mouth in Arrowtown, New Zealand (Trudgill 2004: 108) from the Origins

of New Zealand English corpus (Gordon et al. 2007), which has recordings

of the first native generation of English speakers in New Zealand. There

are five price vowel variants ([aI], [AI], [A;I], [A�E] and [A;E]) and six mouth

vowel variants ([30], [E0], [EU], [E;U], [æU] and [æ;@]) taken from nine di↵erent

speakers (Trudgill 2004: 108).

Finally, apparent levelling is where features are not acquired by the new

generation of speakers (Trudgill 2004: 109). It is distinct from the levelling in

stage one, as features are not lost from a speaker’s linguistic system, rather

a feature is never acquired. Trudgill (2004: 110) suggests that there is some

threshold that variants pass in order to be carried into the next generation.
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The final stage occurs when the dialect has been focussed and there is

a stable, generally uniform linguistic system acquired by the second native

generation (and third generation overall). Children of the previous stage

reduce some of the variability and linguistic forms and the resulting systems

are much more homogeneous than before. The completion of stage three

results in new-dialect formation.

The fundamental assumptions of the new-dialect formation approach

are:

1. Dialect formation occurs over three stages

2. The three stages correspond to three consecutive generations

3. At each of these stages di↵erent processes occur

(a) Stage 1: mixing, rudimentary levelling, and unmarking

(b) Stage 2: interdialect development, apparent levelling, and realloca-

tion

(c) Stage 3: focussing

The new-dialect formation approach to the origins of price and mouth

patterns provides the following explanation:

1. More than one variant survives initial levelling

2. There is no clearly dominant variant, so the variants are not subsequently

lost

3. These variants are then reallocated to phonetically plausible environ-

ments

4. This results in phonological-conditioned variation

Moreton and Thomas (2007) suggest that a potential weakness of this

approach is that it does not account for price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation in varieties where dialect formation has not occurred

at the same time as the price and/or mouth pattern emerges. Some of the
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patterns that are presented in Moreton and Thomas (2007) are unlikely the

result of new-dialect formation for this reason.

Furthermore, the dialect mixture situation in Canada would have been

quite complex, similar to Liverpool. This suggests that there would have

been many di↵erent realisations of price and mouth in the dialect mixture

in Canada. More detailed discussions of the variants that would have been

present in the initial dialect mixture in Canada may be necessary to fully

understand the origins of these patterns in Canadian English. In fact, Trudgill

(1986) does suggest that raising patterns, like other sound changes, are complex

and that new-dialect formation may only be a part of the process that is

responsible for forming these types of patterns.

The current discussion of the origins of price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation in varieties of English demonstrates the complexity of

determining the factors that contributed to the origins of these patterns. There-

fore, a combined approach to the origins of price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE provides a fuller understanding of the factors that

potentially contribute to the formation of similar patterns.





CHAPTER 5

PILOT STUDY

The previous chapters provided a discussion of the history, development and

characteristics of Liverpool English (LE) and the price and mouth vowels in

varieties of English. However, there is little information about phonologically-

conditioned variation of price and mouth in LE, as described in §3.3.3.
The present thesis provides a systematic investigation of these vowels in LE

using experimental methods, and quantitative and acoustic analyses. The

current chapter discusses the methodology and analysis of the pilot study,

which influenced the methodology for the main data collection.

The first section discusses limitations of previous work, and reasons for

collecting new data and conducting an investigation of the price and mouth

vowels in LE (§5.1). As there is limited information about price and mouth,

I chose to run a pilot study with a small number of participants. The

methodology, analysis, and results of the pilot study are presented in §5.2.
Following this is a discussion of the implications of the pilot study for the main

investigation (§5.3), as the results of this pilot study were used to determine

what methods would be best suited for the main study.

5.1 JUSTIFICATION

Previous work on the price and mouth vowels in LE indicates that these

vowels show phonologically-conditioned variation. However, much of the

information that is given is in the form of brief comments on the realisations

of the vowels. Furthermore, there are methodological issues with some of the

previous work. This section discusses some of the issues with previous studies

and presents justification for the methodology used in the current study.

141
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Knowles (1973) provides the first indication of phonological patterns in-

volving the price and mouth vowels in LE. He uses an auditory analysis

with impressionistic judgements and encodes these in a system of ‘focus’. As

discussed in §3.3.3, this classification system relies on the relative prominence

of the nucleus and o↵glide. Initial focus was recorded when the nucleus had

prominence and end-focus was recorded when the o↵glide had prominence.

Encoding the results using ‘focus’ rather than IPA symbols or phonetic realisa-

tions leads to some di�culties in interpreting the results. Knowles (1973: 311)

writes “there are phonetically di↵erent things interpreted as ‘focus’ [...], e.g.

end-focus in eye might be recognized by the centralization of /a/ [...] but by

the duration of /U/ in brown.” In other words, the auditory realisation of ‘fo-

cus’ does not map straightforwardly onto phonetic categories. While Knowles’

(1973) investigation provides evidence that there is phonological conditioning

of price and mouth realisations in LE, further research is required in order

to determine the phonetic realisations of the target vowels. The use of formant

plots in the current study helps to visualise the phonetic placement of vowel

realisations in di↵erent environments within each speaker’s vowel space.

Berry (2009) expands on previous work by using discrete phonetic categories

in her auditory analysis. price is categorised into either diphthongal or

monophthongal realisations, while mouth is categorised into three phonetic

variants ([aU], [a@] and [a:]). Berry’s (2009) study provides more detail about

the realisations of price and mouth than previous studies, but is also

somewhat limited in the amount of detail that can be given because of

the use of discrete categories. In the current study, the use of acoustic

measurements and a quantitative analysis provides better evidence for the

phonetic realisations of the target vowels.

Knowles (1973), Berry (2009) and Cardoso (2011b) conflate monosyllabic,

disyllabic and morphologically complex lexical items in their studies. Given

the discussion on voice-driven (VD) type patterns in varieties of English (see

§3.3) and di↵erences in phonetic realisations depending on the stress pattern

and/or the foot structure of disyllabic lexical items, conflating these categories

may mask potential conditioning environments. In order to determine the

e↵ects that number of syllables, morphological structure and stress have on

the phonetic realisation of price and mouth in LE, the pilot study includes
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these variables (see §5.2.3).
Given the limitations of the methodology of previous studies, they present

unequal numbers of price and mouth lexical items, and these lexical items

are not balanced in terms of conditioning environments. These studies have

approximately twice as many price as mouth lexical items and there is

a disproportionate representation of lexical items in certain conditioning

environments. For example, in Knowles (1973) there are two lexical items

of price before voiced stops and in open syllables, but one before voiceless

stops. Likewise, Berry (2009) has eight lexical items of price in the pre-

voiceless stop environment and three lexical items in open syllables. The

current investigation uses a much larger sample, which has an equal number

of lexical items for each vowel, as well as a balanced number of lexical items

per environment.

The use of an acoustic analysis, rather than auditory analysis and impres-

sionistic judgements, is less subjective and provides a more detailed view of

the target vowels (Ladefoged 1996, Johnson 2011, Ladefoged and Johnson

2014). While auditory analysis can be a good starting point for research

looking at finer phonetic details, an acoustic analysis provides a more reliable

method of data analysis in these cases. Cardoso (2011b) uses an acoustic

analysis on corpus data for this reason.

In Cardoso (2011b), I discuss the constraints of using corpus data or

previously collected data from a number of sources, mainly the lack of lexical

items of price in certain environments. The data came from a number of

online sources, such as the British Library Archival Sound Recordings (British

Library 2010) and the data collected for Berry (2009). price and mouth in

monosyllabic words are particularly constrained in the potential consonants

that may following them. Table 5.1 shows the possible following environments

for price and mouth in monosyllabic lexical items. In order to determine the

possible following environments for the target vowels in the current study, the

online MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson 1988) and CELEX (Baayen

et al. 1995) were used to search for monosyllabic lexical items of price and

mouth. Note that in Table 5.1 there is the possible following environment

/r/, which is relevant for those varieties that are rhotic, but generally not for

non-rhotic varieties, which is discussed in more detail below.
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Environment price mouth

voiceless stop p, t, k t
voiceless fricative f, s T, s
voiceless a↵ricate - tS
voiced stop b, d, g d
voiced fricative v, D, z D, z
voiced a↵ricate - dZ
nasal m, n n
/l/ l l
/r/ r r

Table 5.1: Possible codas of price and mouth in monosyllabic lexical items

Table 5.1 demonstrates that the mouth vowel is particularly limited as to

what coda consonants can follow it, as only coronal consonants follow mouth.

This presents di�culties when coming up with lexical items for analysis, as

discussed by Cardoso (2011b). Furthermore, spontaneous speech presents

even more limited opportunities to study the behaviour of mouth in di↵erent

contexts due to the phonotactic constraints on this vowel. This is relevant to

the current thesis, as mouth is not investigated in the historical corpus of

LE, Origins of Liverpool English (Watson and Clark forthcoming), partially

for this reason (see Chapter 9). The methodological issues in previous work,

such as Cardoso (2011b), the phonotactic constraints on price and mouth,

and the lack of tokens in spontaneous speech greatly influenced my decision

to elicit new data for the current investigation. As a result of this decision, I

have greater control over the conditioning environments included in the final

analysis and the number of lexical items per environment and per vowel.

Previous work on price and mouth in LE and other varieties of English

influenced the design and development of my pilot study. The previous research

indicates that the main issues surrounding phonological conditioning of these

vowels are e↵ects from the following environment, di↵erences in monosyllabic

and polysyllabic lexical items, di↵erences depending on morpheme boundaries,

and di↵erences in speech style. The pilot study is used to refine the materials

included in the main investigation and, therefore, must address these main

issues. As a result, the pilot study is used to test the following hypotheses,

which are proposed in §3.3.3:
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1. price and mouth in LE are phonologically conditioned by the following

environment.

2. price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE are sepa-

rate, but related, patterns.

3. price and mouth monosyllabic and disyllabic lexical items in LE have

di↵erent phonologically-conditioned patterns.

4. Word list speech has di↵erent phonological conditioning of price and

mouth compared to casual speech in LE.

A discussion of the pilot investigation, its methodology (§5.2.1), analysis
(§5.2.2) and results (§5.2.3) are presented in the following sections.

5.2 PILOT STUDY

The use of pilot or feasibility studies to evaluate experimental methodology

and determine potentially significant variables is common practice in many

research fields, such as medicine (Lancaster et al. 2004, Thabane et al. 2010),

psychology (Self et al. 1993, Onyut et al. 2005), business and marketing

(Richins 1983, Perrien and Ricard 1995) and sociology (Lang and Lang 1953,

Townsend 1989). Pilot studies have also been used extensively in linguistics

in the past (see, for example, Krashen and Seliger 1976, Bowker 1998 and

Agirre et al. 2012).

A pilot study can be a useful tool for evaluating methodological choices,

and using pilot studies in linguistic research provides a starting point for deter-

mining the potential conditioning environments and the degree of specificity

required in the final analysis (Milroy and Gordon 2003). As there is little

substantive information about the phonetic variants of price and mouth

in LE and the conditioning environments for these variants, the pilot study

serves as an exploratory study to determine appropriate empirical methods

and environments to include in the main study. This pilot study provides

a small quantitative analysis of price and mouth lexical items in a wide

range of conditioning environments in the speech of five speakers from south

Liverpool.
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The structure of pilot studies in other fields, such as medical research, is

widely discussed (see Lackey et al. 1998, van Teijlingen and Hundley 2002,

Lancaster et al. 2004, Hertzog 2008 and Thabane et al. 2010). This has

not traditionally been the case in linguistic pilot studies, even when pilot

studies are discussed as in Milroy and Gordon (2003). As a result, there is

little guidance on the appropriate procedures for pilot studies in linguistics.

Therefore, in the following discussion on pilot study procedures, I occasionally

default to the standards presented for other research fields.

5.2.1 Methodology

5.2.1.1 Participants

Determining an appropriate sample size for pilot studies has been widely

debated, see Hertzog (2008) for a summary. However, it is generally accepted

that pilot studies will have a much smaller sample size than the main study.

The present pilot study has five participants. As the main investigation

contains twenty-seven participants, the pilot sample size falls within the

guideline of 10% of the final study size given by Lackey et al. (1998) for

research in nursing. Furthermore, Milroy and Gordon (2008: 141) suggest

that pilot studies in linguistic research “need not be ambitious in scope”, but

do not provide a guideline for appropriate sample sizes.

These five participants had lived in Liverpool or the Merseyside region

for almost their entire lives and self-identified as Scouse speakers. All of the

participants’ parents and grandparents were also from the Liverpool area, with

the exception of one male participant whose father was from Manchester. There

were three male participants (age: 28, 45, 63) and two female participants

(age: 35, 65). Participants over the age of 40 were classed as older and under

the age of 40 as younger. Table 5.2 provides a summary of the participants.

However, sociolinguistic variables were not considered in the analysis of the

pilot investigation. Participants were recruited through the University of

Liverpool and Edge Hill University, but were not all themselves students or

sta↵ at these universities.

Four of the participants were from south Liverpool and one from the
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Participant ID Gender Age Location Location Category

LE1 female older Allerton South
LE2 male younger Wirral Wirral
LE3 female younger Woolton South
LE4 male older Woolton South
LE5 male older Dingle South

Table 5.2: Participant Metadata for Pilot Study

Name Definition Values

spe speaker ID LE1 – 5

loc location of participant by ward e.g. Allerton

gen gender of participant
m (male)
f (female)

age age of participant
o (older)
y (younger)

fam parents’ and grandparents’ origins
LP (all from Liverpool)
other (not all from LP)

Table 5.3: Variables participants are coded for in the Pilot Study

Proj

Berry (2009)

Knowles (1973)

Pilot

Figure 5.1: Location of pilot study participants and previous work participants
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Wirral. Figure 5.1 shows the location of the pilot study participants, as well

as the location of participants in Knowles’ (1973) and Berry’s (2009) studies.

The pilot study sample includes both older and younger speakers as well as

males and females. This ensures that the results of the pilot study are not

biased to any one age or gender group. However, only southern Liverpool

and Wirral speakers are in the pilot study.

In the data analysis, I coded for the speaker-specific variables shown in

Table 5.3.

5.2.1.2 Materials

The pilot study consisted of a word list and an interview with each speaker

given in three sections, as described in the procedures (§5.2.1.4). Two di↵erent

speech styles were used in order to determine the e↵ect that speech style has

on the realisations of price and mouth in LE. The word list lexical items

are discussed first and then the interview questions.

Word list lexical items are useful as they a↵ord greater control over the

di↵erent conditioning environments included in the investigation. Given

the limitations on price and mouth lexical items in general, it would be

di�cult to elicit all of the possible environments included in the word list in

spontaneous speech, as has been shown in previous work (Cardoso 2011b).

That being said, phonetic realisations of the price vowel in LE have also

been shown to interact with speech style for some speakers (Cardoso 2011b),

as mentioned in §3.3.3. The results suggest that some speakers use less

local realisations of price and/or show less phonetic variation in word list

data compared to reading passage or conversation data. A number of other

studies corroborate these results (Labov 1963, Nakatani et al. 1995, Hume

2001, Schafer et al. 2005, Cole and Hasegawa-Johnson 2012). Llisterri (1992)

suggests that there are two general types of speech style in linguistic studies:

connected or elicited speech, which involves previously prepared materials

that participants read, and spontaneous or casual speech, which does not

involve read/prepared speech.

Phonological processes have been shown to be a↵ected by speech style.

For a summary of some of these findings see Llisterri (1992), Labov (1994)
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and Labov (2001).1 It has been suggested that casual speech produces the

greatest amount of inter-speaker and intra-speaker variability and therefore,

is likely more similar to everyday speech (Cole and Hasegawa-Johnson 2012).

Cole and Hasegawa-Johnson (2012) further suggest that elicited speech can

be ‘hyper-articulated’ and may exhibit di↵erent phonetic qualities to those in

casual speech. Elicited speech has been shown to have a slower speech rate,

which a↵ects the phonological realisation of vowels in a number of di↵erent

languages, such as English (Gay 1968, Pitermann 2000), Dutch (Van Son

and Pols 1992) and Japanese (Hirata 2004). Gay (1968) studied the e↵ects

of speech rate on diphthong formant movement and found that diphthongs

tended to have undershoot of the o↵glide and shorter nucleus steady states

in faster speaking rates. Given the wide body of research on the e↵ects of

speech style on phonetic realisations and the indication that some speakers

produce di↵erent price vowel realisations in LE (Cardoso 2011b), the pilot

study included an interview portion as well as a word list.

In the pilot study word list lexical items consisted of price, mouth

and distractor words with trap and dress (see Table 5.4). As previously

mentioned, there are a number of di↵erent conditioning environments encoded

in the pilot study. These categories range from very detailed, such as following

consonant, to very general, such as monosyllabic. Table 5.4 shows the number

of lexical items in the word list portion of the pilot study cross-classified by

number of syllables and morphological structure. Some of the lexical items

were repeated in the study in order to ensure a similar number of stimuli in each

category, as some of the conditioning environments had fewer available lexical

items than others. For instance, mouth is fairly constrained in some following

environments. There are nine monosyllabic lexical items with mouth before

nasals (brown, clown, crown, down, drown, frown, gown, noun, town), but at

least twenty six monosyllabic lexical items with price before the alveolar nasal

alone according to the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson 1988).

Distractor lexical items are used to prevent the participant from knowing

what the investigation is about. Gries (2013) suggests that there should be

minimally as many distractor lexical items as target lexical items, but two

1While there are other approaches to stylistic variation in linguistics, such as Schilling-
Estes (1998), speech style in the current thesis is used in a way similar to Labov (1972b)
and Llisterri (1992).
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Vowel Syllables Morphology Examples No.

Analysed
price monosyllabic monomorphemic kite, time, buy 112

disyllabic
monomorphemic python, minus 63
polymorphemic diver, mileage 25

200
mouth monosyllabic monomorphemic loud, ounce, cow 112

disyllabic
monomorphemic chowder, thousand 45
polymorphemic mousy, owlish 43

200
Distractors

Trap monosyllabic monomorphemic sack, bag, gal 100

disyllabic
monomorphemic addict, cavern 65
polymorphemic tangy, marriage 23

Dress monosyllabic monomorphemic speck, fen, tell 100

disyllabic
monomorphemic feather, berry 70
polymorphemic leggings, teller 18

376

Table 5.4: Word List Lexical Items

or three times as many distractors is better. The pilot study contains at

least two, or potentially three times as many distractors, if price lexical

items are included as distractors for mouth and vice versa. However, the

trap and dress distractors were not analysed and will not be discussed in

the pilot study results.

Only monosyllabic and disyllabic lexical items were used in the pilot study.

An investigation including tokens of more than two syllables would have been

unmanageable in terms of controlling for di↵erent environments and for the

length of time for each of the participant’s data collection.

Previous studies on price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation

in LE are either limited primarily to monosyllabic words, or polysyllabic words

are not analysed separately from monosyllabic words, as discussed in §3.3.3.
In Cardoso (2011b), I mention that due to the constraints of using a corpus

phonology approach there was a limited number of disyllabic tokens in the

corpus sample, which prevented any substantial analysis of the di↵erence

between realisations of price in monosyllabic and disyllabic tokens. Therefore,
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there is no information on the e↵ect that the number of syllables has on the

realisation of price and mouth in LE. It is possible that disyllabic tokens

behave di↵erently from monosyllabic tokens, as this has been shown to be the

case for other varieties of English with phonologically-conditioned variation

of price and mouth (see §3.3). The current pilot investigation is in part

used to determine whether LE has similar conditioning.

The disyllabic lexical items are controlled in a number of di↵erent ways.

All disyllabic words have the target vowels in the first syllable, which always

has primary stress, and the consonant following the target vowel can always

be syllabified in the onset of the following syllable. Controlling the structure

of the disyllabic lexical items to a large extent ensures that confounding e↵ects

are kept to a minimum.

A consequence of keeping the structure of disyllabic tokens uniform in

this pilot study is that some factors which may influence the production

of price and mouth in LE cannot be discussed. One of these factors is

whether the following consonant is in coda or onset position. For example,

in python, diver, chowder and mousy the following consonant is in the onset

of the second syllable, which is the type of item used in the pilot study.

However, in lightning, nightly, outrage and stoutness the following consonant

is in the coda of the same syllable as price or mouth. Such tokens are not

included in the current investigation. The majority of price and mouth

disyllabic lexical items with the following consonant in the coda of the same

syllable as the target vowel are also polymorphemic. Therefore, even if I had

included such forms, there would still be a confound. It would not be possible

to determine from the results whether di↵erences are due to morphological

complexity or syllable position.

As a result of the decision to have all following consonants in disyllabic

lexical items be part of the onset of the second syllable, all lexical items which

have a coda consonant are necessarily monosyllabic. In other words, it is not

possible to tell whether di↵erences between the monosyllabic and disyllabic

lexical items result from number of syllables or syllabic position. Therefore,

while the pilot study results refer to the number of syllables, it is possible that

syllabic position (coda versus onset) of the following consonant may also be

a↵ecting the realisations of the target vowels. It would be interesting to find
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out if there are di↵erences between the results for number of syllables and

syllabic position separately, but this must be left for future research.

Previous studies, such as Chambers (1989) and Bermúdez-Otero (2004),

debate whether prosodic and/or foot structure is responsible for the di↵erences

found in price and mouth patterns for monosyllabic lexical items compared

to polysyllabic lexical items, as described in §3.3.1.1. I have not included

lexical items of more than two syllables for reasons previously mentioned.

An analysis of the relationship between the realisations of the target vowels

in polysyllabic lexical items and the foot structure of those lexical items

(similar to the analysis provided for Canadian Raising by Bermúdez-Otero

2004) requires lexical items of at least three syllables. As a result, it is not

possible to analyse the influence of foot structure on the conditioning of price

and mouth in disyllabic lexical items in the pilot study. However, given that

the second syllable in disyllabic lexical items either has secondary stress or

is unstressed, it is possible to test if there is a di↵erence in the realisation

of price and mouth depending on whether the following consonant is in a

syllable with secondary stress or an unstressed syllable.

To date few studies on price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation have analysed disyllabic monomorphemic words and disyllabic poly-

morphemic words separately. The present pilot study codes these separately

in order to determine whether morphological complexity contributes to the

variation of price and mouth in LE. In dialects with SVLR, morphological

boundaries are a conditioning environment for monosyllabic lexical items (e.g.

tide versus tied), there is a potential phonemic split in disyllabic monomor-

phemic lexical items of price (e.g. nitro), and disyllabic polymorphemic

lexical items (e.g. mighty) produce the same pattern as the monosyllabic

monomorphemic lexical items (see §3.3.2). Given these observations about

SVLR, it may be possible that disyllabic monomorphemic words and disyllabic

polymorphemic words behave di↵erently in LE. It is important to note that

the consonant following the target vowel is generally not part of the second

morpheme, but the first morpheme in the disyllabic polymorphemic lexical

items in the pilot study. For example, in doubter the /t/ is part of the first

morpheme and not the second. This is di↵erent from the SVLR morpheme

boundary context in that the following consonant is part of the second mor-
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pheme, such as the /d/ in sighed. Therefore, the pilot study can determine

whether there is a di↵erence between the realisations of the target vowels in

disyllabic monomorphemic and disyllabic polymorphemic lexical items as is

found for SVLR, but not the morpheme boundary conditioning environment

generally described for monosyllabic lexical items in SVLR patterns. How-

ever, SVLR type morphological conditioning of monosyllabic lexical items is

included in the main investigation, as discussed in §6.1.
As mentioned previously, the lexical items vary in terms of their segmental

environment. Previous studies on price and mouth in LE suggest that we

should at least distinguish between the following broad conditioning environ-

ments: before voiceless obstruents, before voiced obstruents, before nasals,

and in word-final open syllables, as discussed in §3.3.3. However, there is

little information about other possible following environments. There are

brief mentions that there may be di↵erences in phonetic realisation of the

target vowels before /l/ and /r/ in LE (Knowles 1973, Berry 2009). Similarly,

previous work on other varieties of English shows that /l/ and /r/ can a↵ect

the realisation of price and mouth; see §3.3. Nasal-obstruent clusters have
been shown to induce raising of the target vowels in varieties of English (see

§3.3). Therefore, the pilot investigation includes a wide range of possible

following environments: before voiceless stops, voiceless fricatives, voiced

stops, voiced fricatives, nasals, nasal-voiceless obstruent clusters, nasal-voiced

obstruent clusters, /l/, /r/, [ô], vowels, and in open syllables (see Table 5.5

for examples and labels used in the results). The /r/ and [ô] environments

are di↵erentiated from each other because LE is a non-rhotic variety. The

/r/ environment represents lexical items that have an etymological ‘r’, but

are not produced with a rhotic consonant. On the other hand, [ô] is where

the etymological ‘r’ is produced, such as in pirate and maori. Furthermore,

the environment described as ‘in open syllables’ only includes lexical items

where the price vowel is in an open syllable, i.e. no coda consonant, and

is word final, such as sigh and sow.

One of the obvious di↵erences between some of the lexical items used in

the study is their frequency. For example, there is a clear di↵erence between

the frequency of down versus that of cowrie. It is clear that down is much

more frequent than cowrie. Frequency e↵ects are reported widely within
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Environment Label Examples

Monosyllabic
(mono)

Disyllabic
monomorphemic
(di)

Disyllabic poly-
morphemic
(morph)

voiceless stop vl st kite, scout title, - mighty, outing
voiceless fricative vl fr life, louse bison, cowslip dicey, mousey
voiced stop vd st side, loud tiger,powder tigress, cloudy
voiced fricative vd fr dive, blouse ivy, thousand fiver, lousy
nasal na time, down climax, - timing, downer
/l/ la pile, fowl nylon, cowling mileage, owlet
/r/ ure - tire,power -
open syllable op die, cow - -
[ô] re - tyrant, cowrie -
vowel vo - bias, coward mayan, -

Table 5.5: Pilot Study – Word List Following Environments

linguistic research and can refer to a number of di↵erent types of e↵ects

(for a summary of some frequency e↵ects see Bybee and Hopper 2001, Hay

and Jannedy 2003 and Bybee 2006). Recent work on frequency e↵ects has

shown that word frequency can a↵ect a wide range of di↵erent phonetic and

phonological processes, including, but not limited to, phonological reduction

(Hooper 1976, Pierrehumbert 2001) and sound change (Phillips 1984, Bybee

2002). Furthermore, frequency has been shown to be a factor in price

monophthongisation (Hay et al. 1999) and for the Nurse/Square merger

in Lancashire Englishes (Barras et al. 2007).

Word frequencies used in the pilot study came from the CELEX corpus,

which calculates frequency data from a 17.9 million token written corpus

(Baayen et al. 1995). The frequencies used are those that measure the number

of times each token of a lexical item occurs in a million words. For example,

down has a frequency of 1231 per million, while cowrie has 1 per million.

In order to be able to analyse frequency in linear mixed e↵ects models, log

frequencies were calculated in R (R Core Team 2013). Using log frequencies

helps to mitigate skewed frequency distributions (Sosa 2008, Podesva and

Sharma 2014).

Prior to the study, lexical items were randomised using a python script

(by Márton Sóskuthy), which ensured that no item was presented twice in a
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row. This was the order in which every participant read the word list. All

of the stimuli were presented in a carrier sentence of the form “Say x”. This

method of using a carrier sentence is a common practice in elicited speech

studies using word lists to counteract the e↵ects of list intonation and changes

in stress, which can results from list reading (Agutter 1988, Rutter 2011,

Ball and Muller 2014, Podesva and Sharma 2014). Chelliah and de Reuse

(2010: 252) discuss the issues with word lists read in isolation, suggesting that

“list intonation can obscure natural pronunciation” but that carrier sentences

“circumvent the list intonation e↵ects.”

The interview was intertwined with the word list in three sections, as

described in §5.2.1.4. Each participant was asked ten questions in the three

interview sections and the interviews for each participant ranged in length

from approximately 600 words to 1450 words (overall total is approximately

4550 words). These questions were divided into three types of questions:

questions about the participant and their family, questions about the city

of Liverpool, and questions about Scouse or the Liverpool dialect. See the

appendix (§A.1.1) for a list of the precise questions asked to each participant.

These questions were used to compare word list speech to casual speech, as

previously discussed.

As shown in §5.2.3, the sociolinguistic interviews provided few price and

mouth tokens, which made it di�cult to determine the e↵ects of speech style

and led to changes in the methodology for the main investigation.

5.2.1.3 Ethics

The pilot study and the main investigation received ethics approval from

the department of English Language and Linguistics at the University of

Edinburgh under the online LEL Ethics Submissions programme and were

confirmed to conform to the standards of good practice established by the

British Association for Applied Linguistics (BAAL) (British Association for

Applied Linguistics 2006). According to these standards, the main ethical

concerns for students related to the current investigation are: informed consent,

respecting a decision not to participate, confidentiality and anonymity, and

preventing deception (British Association for Applied Linguistics 2006). For a
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detailed review of ethical issues that relate to linguistics fieldwork see Rice

(2006).

The principle of informed consent is to ensure that participants “volun-

tarily agree to participate in the research” and that they “know what their

participation entails” (Milroy and Gordon 2003: 79). Confidentiality and

anonymity entails ensuring that participants cannot “be identifiable in any

way (confidentiality)” and that participants real name is not used (anonymity)

(British Association for Applied Linguistics 2006: 1) if the participant chooses

to remain anonymous. Finally, preventing deception entails ensuring that

participants know what the study is about. According to British Association

for Applied Linguistics (2006: 2), it is acceptable “to tell them the general

purpose of the research without revealing specific objectives” if a linguist

believes that informants are likely to alter their speech.

Both the pilot study and the main study conform to the standards es-

tablished by BAAL by the following ways: asking the participants to sign a

consent form for their involvement in the project; explicitly stating that the

participants may stop their participation in the study at any time without

consequence; providing an information sheet about the project to participants;

housing the participants’ data in a secure location; and only using the as-

signed ID numbers to refer to the participants. The consent form detailed

the potential uses of participant recordings, including possibly being used in

lectures or conferences as sound files to exemplify linguistic aspects of LE.

The information sheet described the current investigation as a study

of phonological and phonetic properties of LE. It did not include that the

investigation was specifically looking at price and mouth, as this may have

influenced the participants’ productions. The sheet also included information

about the procedures involved in the data collection and explicitly included the

following statement to ensure that participants were aware of their rights:

“You may decide to opt out of the research study at any time

without explanation. You have the right to ask that any data you

have supplied to that point be withdrawn/destroyed. You have

the right to omit or refuse to answer or respond to any question

that is asked of you.”

Therefore, the pilot and main studies have conformed to ethical standards.
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5.2.1.4 Procedure

Experimental conditions were the same for each participant: the data

collection was done in the same location in the same room and with the

same set-up. Participants were asked to sit in front of a laptop and put on

a ShureSM10 head-mounted microphone connected to a Marantz PMD 661

recording device. Instructions were given both orally and presented on the

computer screen at the beginning of the study. The participants were asked

to read aloud a randomised word list + carrier sentence, as described above.

There was a test section with three example lexical items2 in order to allow the

participants to familiarise themselves with the task and to ask any questions

about the data collection procedure.

There were three breaks during the data collection and the entire procedure

took between thirty and forty five minutes (see list 1 for the data collection

procedure). Word list lexical items were divided equally between the three

sections (Section 1: 259 lexical items, Section 2: 259 lexical items, Section

3: 258 lexical items). The researcher remained in the room for the practice

examples, but left the room when it was clear that participants were confident

in the task. The end of each section of the word list was indicated on the

screen.

Participants were presented with a screen containing only one carrier

sentence + item, as in Figure 5.2. At the beginning of the data collection,

they were instructed to read each sentence aloud as it is seen on the computer

screen at a natural pace. The participant then changed to the next screen

using the space key and was again presented with one carrier sentence +

item. They would continue the task until they reached the end of each section,

which was denoted by a coloured screen with “End of Part #”. At the end

of each section participants were told to retrieve the researcher from the hall

and were provided with more water and a break if they wished.

2The example lexical items were not price and mouth words.
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Figure 5.2: Example of the word list screens in the pilot study

The setting of being in a room by oneself at a desk reading sentences o↵

of a screen is an unnatural setting. However, this procedure ensured that

the participants could read the word list in their own time without feeling

uncomfortable as a result of someone they do not know listening to them

in the room. Therefore, I decided that having the researcher in the room

during the word list reading portion of the data collection would make the

participants more nervous than being alone reading the word list.

The data collection had three parts which included one section of the word

list followed by some interview questions, as described in list 1. As previously

mentioned, word list lexical items were divided equally between the word list

sections, in order to maintain a consistent time period for each of the parts.

Furthermore, alternating sections of the word list with interview questions

helped to keep the participant focussed on the task and also prevented the

participant from getting bored reading the word list lexical items.

Part 1: Word List - Section 1
Interview Questions: Participant metadata - 1, 2, 3

Part 2: Word List - Section 2
Interview Questions: Questions about Liverpool - 4, 5

Part 3: Word List - Section 3
Interview Questions: Questions about Scouse - 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

List 1: Data collection procedure

The importance of Scouse identity and its link to the Liverpool dialect

was discussed in §2.1. This is relevant for the present purposes, as some
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of the interview questions directly related to Scouse identity and dialect.

It is possible that these questions would have a↵ected the phonetic and

phonological properties of the speakers depending on whether they orient

towards the Scouse identity or away from it. Furthermore, previous studies

have established that the Liverpool dialect is a well recognised and often-

stigmatised variety (Giles 1970, Trudgill 1990a, Coupland and Bishop 2007,

Honeybone 2007, Montgomery 2007, Watson and Clark 2011), as discussed

in §2.1. Some of the interview questions in the third section of the data

collection asked about language attitude towards Scouse, which may also

have a↵ected the speakers’ productions (see for example Schilling-Estes 1998,

Preston 1999 for a discussion of the e↵ects of language attitudes on perception

and production). I wanted to be able to elicit word list lexical items with

as few confounds as possible. Therefore, the questions which were directly

related to Scouse identity and dialect were asked at the very end of the study

(see List 1) after all sections of the word list have been completed.

After the completion of the data collection, data for each participant was

saved separately as a 48kHz wav file and tokens were coded for the variables

shown in Table 5.6.

The results for the pilot study presented in §5.2.3 often reference the

variables shown in Table 5.6. For example, voiclass refers to the variable that

encodes both voicing and manner of articulation of the following consonant.

In other words, vl st refers to target vowels before voiceless stops and na

refers to target vowels before nasals. Likewise, cat refers to the variable that

encodes the distinction between monosyllabic, disyllabic monomorphemic,

and disyllabic polymorphemic lexical items and mono refers to monosyllabic

lexical items. Therefore, in the results of the pilot study, voiclass and cat are

sometimes used to describe voicing and manner of articulation of the following

consonant, and number of syllables and morphological make-up, respectively,

rather than using the long description related to these labels.
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Name Definition Values

wor lexical item e.g. kite

vow vowel type price, mouth

pre segment preceding the vowel
any consonant,
- (no preceding consonant)

fol segment following the vowel
any consonant,
vo (vowel),
- (open syllable and word final)

voiclass
voicing and manner of articula-
tion of the following consonant

e.g. vl st (voiceless stop),
vd fr (voiced fricative)

stress stress pattern of token
e.g. s-us (primary
stressed-unstressed)

cat
syllable & morphological structure
of token

mono (monosyllabic),
di (disyllabic monomorphemic),
morph (disyllabic polymorphemic)

fre lexical frequency of token a number

con speech style
y (interview data)
n (word list data)

step measurement points number between 1 – 50

Table 5.6: Variables that the tokens are coded for in the pilot study

5.2.2 Data analysis

The sound files were manually segmented in PRAAT (Boersma and Weenink

2013) and fifty equally spaced measurements of f1, f2 and f3,3 and a duration

measurement were taken for each token using a PRAAT script (provided by

Márton Sóskuthy and Dániel Szeredi). The PRAAT settings for the number

of formants to track were manually encoded in each of the tokens. Therefore,

the number of formants tracked in PRAAT ranged between three and six and

varied depending on the speaker and the token.

Past research has often analysed diphthongs using only two or three

measurements – nucleus, midpoint or transition and o↵glide – (Gay 1968,

Wright and Nichols 2009). However, more recently taking measurements at

various points along the trajectory of diphthongs has become more common,

3While f3 measurements were taken, these measurements are not included in the analysis.
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as it can provide a better understanding of the acoustic characteristics of

diphthongs than two/three measurements (Thomas 2010, Haddican et al.

2013). Di Paolo and Yaeger-Dror (2011) discuss di↵erent methods of taking

multiple measurements along a vowel, one of which is the ‘proportional distance

approach’. This approach advocates for taking a number of measurements

at similar distances along their trajectories. Its main advantages are that

it adjusts for duration di↵erences in the vowels, remains consistent on the

location of formant measurements and allows for dynamic vowel features to

be observed and consistently analysed (Di Paolo and Yaeger-Dror 2011: 93).

Di Paolo and Yaeger-Dror (2011) use the example of three measurement points

for this method. However, Thomas (2010) suggests that measuring vowel

trajectories requires measurements at a number of time points, particularly

when measuring diphthongs and triphthongs. According to Thomas (2010),

depending of the purposes of the investigation an indeterminate number

of measurements along the vowel may be taken. There does not seem to

be a standard number of measurement points. For example, Johnson and

Martin (2001) use ten equally spaced measurements, Williams and Escudero

(2014) use thirty equally spaced measurements and Wood (2011) uses sixty

equally spaced measurements. Therefore, in order to provide an in-depth

analysis of the target diphthongs trajectories, I used the proportional distance

approach (Di Paolo and Yaeger-Dror 2011), taking into account Thomas’

(2010) recommendations for measuring vowel trajectories: I took fifty equally

spaced measurements for each token.

Vowels segmentations included the entirety of the vowel, so transitions

are also included in the measurements but not in the analysis. This was

done to ensure that the measurements taken along the vowel trajectory were

all at the same time points within the vowels, i.e. measurement 15 would

always be at 30% of the way through the vowel. Consonant transitions may be

di↵erent lengths depending on the consonant. Therefore, if vowels had been

segmented without the consonant transitions, measurements could potentially

begin at di↵erent time points within the vowel. This would remove some of

the advantages of using the proportional distance approach.

The vowel edges were determined by visual inspection of the spectrogram

and auditory judgment. If the environment at the vowel edge was a voiceless
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(a) Trajectories for lice (b) Trajectories for cloud

Figure 5.3: Example spectrogram pdfs from the PRAAT script: lice, cloud

consonant or a pause, then vowel edges were taken as the onset/ending of

voicing, excluding aspiration. If the environment was a voiced obstruent then

amplitude and periodicity of the waveform and the visible start/end of f1

and f2 were used as cues. Finally, if the environment was a sonorant then

amplitude changes in the waveform and the spectrogram and formant changes

in the spectrogram were used as cues.

As a result of using a script to take formant measurements, it is possible

for measurement error to occur. In order to mitigate this, the PRAAT script

produced a pdf snapshot of each token’s spectrogram (see Figure 5.3 for

examples). These spectrogram pdfs were visually inspected to verify that

there were no major formant measurement errors. Furthermore, f1 and f2 vowel

measurements were visually inspected in R (R Core Team 2013) to verify that

there were no major measurement errors. As there were a negligible number

of measurement errors, all measurements are included in the analysis.

Formant measurements were then analysed using R (R Core Team 2013)

within the R Studio interface (RStudio 2012).The figures presented in §5.2.3
were all created using R (R Core Team 2013) and the ggplot2.R package

(Wickham 2009). In order to ensure that transitions from the preceding

and into the following segments were not included in the formant plots,

measurements between 0 - 19% and 81% - 100% are not included when

reporting on formant measurements.

All formant measurements were normalised using the modified Watt and

Fabricius method (Watt and Fabricius 2002) using the Vowels.R package
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(Kendall and Thomas 2009–2014) in R (R Core Team 2013). Normalisation is

a mathematical technique used to adjust formant measurements in a way that

reduces anatomical di↵erences between speakers but retains the phonological

di↵erences between the vowels. The main purpose of normalising data is

“that through normalized data one can directly and quantitatively compare

speakers’ and speaker groups’ vowel productions with one another” (Di Paolo

and Yaeger-Dror 2011: 111).

As described in Watt and Fabricius (2002), the modified Watt and Fabricius

method uses mean values of f1 and f2 minima and maxima to calculate the

outer limits of the vowel space. The f1 and f2 minima and maxima are

calculated as follows:

1. f1 minimum for a speaker is calculated from the averaged f1 values for

the fleece vowel

2. f1 maximum is calculated from the averaged f1 values for the trap

vowel

3. f2 minimum is the same as the f1 maximum

4. f2 maximum is calculated from the averaged f2 values for the fleece

vowel

These measurements arguably correspond to the limits of the vowel space

in that: f1 minimum and f2 maximum are the highest and frontest part

of the vowel space (fleece), f1 minimum and f2 minimum are the highest

and backest part of the vowel space (goose), and the f1 maximum is the

lowest part of the vowel space (trap). This normalisation technique has been

used to normalised British English speech and been shown to be e↵ective in

eliminating inter-speaker variation based on physiological characteristics while

maintaining vowel contrasts (Fabricius et al. 2009).

The formant plots in the following sections were based on these normalised

measurements. Most of the formant values presented in the plots are averaged

formant measurements across all tokens and all speakers in the specified

environments unless otherwise specified. This method of averaging token

measurements has been used in acoustic analyses of diphthongs (Thomas

2001) and is discussed as an appropriate technique for vowel visualisation

in Thomas (2010). The white squares with black outlines in formant plots

represent the average values of fleece, goose and trap at the midpoint
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measurement in order to orient the trajectories of price and mouth in

phonetic space. Vowel measurements for a small number of fleece, goose

and trap tokens were taken for each speaker from a combination of word

list speech and spontaneous speech.

The amount of diphthongisation is operationalised as the Euclidean dis-

tance (ED) between the formant values for the nucleus and the o↵glide. The

nucleus measurement was taken at 20% and the o↵glide measurement was

taken at 80%. This is a commonly used method for taking nucleus and o↵glide

measurements for diphthongs (Harrington and Cassidy 1994, Tsukada 2008,

Wright and Nichols 2009, Yusuf and Pillai 2013). The Euclidean distance indi-

cates the degree of diphthongisation by determining the di↵erence in phonetic

space between the nucleus and o↵glide. Therefore, if the di↵erence between

the nucleus and o↵glide is very small then that token is more monophthongal

and if it is larger then the token is more diphthongal. This measurement is not

generally used in analyses of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation, but as shown in §7, it is a integral tool in understanding the con-

ditioning environments of these vowels in LE. It is also recommended in

more recent guides on acoustic analysis to investigate di↵erences between the

nucleus and o↵glide in phonetic space (Di Paolo and Yaeger-Dror 2011).

Statistical tests, such as linear mixed e↵ects models, were used on some

of the measurements in order to determine the significant predictors and

therefore the factors that influence the variation found in price and mouth.

Mixed e↵ects models are regression models which contain both fixed e↵ects

and random e↵ects. This method has been demonstrated to provide more

reliable results than traditional fixed e↵ects regression models (Barr et al.

2013). Mixed e↵ect models can either be logistic regression or linear regression

models (Drager and Hay 2010). Given that the dependent variables in the

pilot study, such as normalised f1 measurements, are continuous variables

the pilot study results used linear mixed e↵ects regression models (Drager

and Hay 2010).

Fixed e↵ects are independent variables that are of primary interest and

are repeatable (Baayen 2008, Seltman 2012) and may also be called predictors.

Random e↵ects are independent variables that are randomly sampled from a

larger population and are not repeatable (Baayen 2008). For example, in the
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current pilot investigation fixed e↵ects are variables like the preceding and

following environments, while random e↵ects are speakers and words. If the

study were to be run again, the following environment would be a repeatable

factor: we could investigate the same following environments again. Also, in

the current investigation the following environment is predicted to have an

influence on vowel productions, so it is a predictor of primary importance.

On the other hand, speakers were randomly sampled from the population of

Liverpool and lexical items were chosen from all the possible price and mouth

vowel lexical items. If the study were to be repeated, it is unlikely that the same

subjects and words would be used, but this would not a↵ect the conclusions

of the study. Fixed and random e↵ects have levels, which are the di↵erent

categories within the variable. For example, following environment (voiclass)

has the levels before voiceless stop (vl st), before voiced stop (vd st), before

nasal (na), etc. and word has the levels light, mouth and die, etc.

Fixed e↵ects are variables used to explain some of the variation found

in the dependent variable. For example, the following environment explains

a good portion of the variation in the production of price and mouth.

Random e↵ects are used to explain variation in the data beyond what would

be predicted by the fixed e↵ects. In order to clarify this, take an example

where the dependent variable is Euclidean distance, the fixed e↵ect is following

environment and the random e↵ect is speaker. While the f1 and f2 values to

calculate Euclidean distance would have been normalised there will still be a

small amount of variation in the Euclidean distance values for the di↵erent

speakers. When random e↵ects are used the model calculates the overall e↵ect

that each level in the following environment variable has on the variation

within Euclidean distance and then estimates the amount of variation beyond

that, which is due to individual speakers.

There are di↵erent types of random e↵ects: random intercepts and random

slopes. Random intercepts capture variation across speakers independently

of other predictors: for instance, some speakers may simply have higher

Euclidean distance values than others. The e↵ect of random intercepts is

illustrated in Figure 5.4a. It is also possible to include random slopes for

specific variables. This captures variation in the precise influence of a given

variable across speakers. For instance, it is possible that one speaker will show
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Figure 5.4: Schematised depiction of random intercepts and random slopes
for mixed e↵ects models. Grey lines represent random e↵ects and the black
line represents the fixed e↵ect

higher Euclidean distance values before voiceless stops, while another speaker

will not show the same e↵ect. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4b.

Finally, interactions have also been used in mixed e↵ects models. Interac-

tions are “when the e↵ects of two predictors are not independent” (Baayen

2008: 154). That is to say, when two of the fixed e↵ects are linked together, an

interaction can be used in the model to show this. For example, the following

environment (voiclass) and speech style may interact with each other: it is

possible that di↵erences between voiced and voiceless stops are more marked

in certain speech styles than others.

A practice of using stepwise regression to find the best fit models has

emerged in linguistics (Baayen 2008). A stepwise regression method entails

that all possible predictor variables are initially included in the model and

removed step-by-step in subsequent models if they do not show a significant

e↵ect on the dependent variable. Another potential method is the ‘all-variables

together’ or ‘full’ model approach (Gelman and Hill 2006, Mundry and Nunn

2009), which is often used in ecology and behavioural sciences. In this

approach all possible predictor variables are included in one model and are

not removed at any point (Gelman and Hill 2006). In statistics and other

scientific fields of research there is a lively debate about the use of stepwise

regression (see Hegyi and Garamszegi 2011). While there are issues with both

methods, some authors have recommended that stepwise regression should
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be abandoned completely, as a result of the many issues that surround this

practice (see Whittingham et al. 2006, Richards et al. 2011). For example,

Derksen and Keselman (1992) find that a stepwise method frequently fails

to include all pertinent variables and also frequently includes variables that

do not influence the dependent variable. On the other hand, the use of a

full model method can increase random noise for parameter estimates, which

may result in a weakening or strengthening of e↵ects (Ginzburg and Jensen

2004). For the current thesis, I have chosen to use a full model method in

order to avoid issues relating to the inclusion/exclusion of variables. In other

words, the models described throughout the thesis include both significant

and non-significant e↵ects.

The Lme4.R package (Bates et al. 2012) was used to calculate linear mixed

e↵ects models in R (R Core Team 2013) which does not provide p-values, but

does provide t-values.4 The p-values were subsequently calculated from the

t-values using the formula presented in Baayen (2008: 248), as seen below. In

this formula pt refers to a function that calculates the distribution of t-values,

abs computes the absolute values, mt is the model t-values, no is the number

of observations and fep is the number of fixed e↵ects parameters.

2⇤(1 – pt(abs(mt), No – fep))

I used an alpha level of 0.05, meaning that only results with a p-value

lower than 0.05 were deemed statistically significant. This is standard practice

in linguistic research (Milroy and Gordon 2003).

5.2.3 Pilot study results

The current section discusses the results of the pilot investigation and an

evaluation of the methodology, which resulted in changes to the methodology

for the main investigation (see §5.3). I do not discuss here findings pertaining

to the specific phonetic realisations of price and mouth, but rather the results

that provide evidence for the inclusion and exclusion of certain environments

in the main investigation.

4As a result of p-values not being provided by the package used, p-values are not included
in summary tables.
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Vowel Overall By Cat
Mono Di Morph

price 988 564 305 119
mouth 1000 557 225 218

Table 5.7: Number of tokens in the pilot study by number of syllables and
morphemes within the token

The results for price and mouth are discussed separately, similar to previ-

ous chapters. This is to ensure that di↵erences between the findings for price

and mouth are not masked by analysing them together. Based on the results

of the pilot investigation and previous work, price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE are separate, but related patterns.

Overall there were 2235 tokens of price and mouth collected in the

word list and interview data over the five speakers. See Tables 5.7 and 5.8

for the distribution of tokens by cat and following environment (voiclass).

Of the 2235, 160 tokens of price and half as many (87 tokens) of mouth

occurred in the interview data. As mentioned in Cardoso (2011b), casual

speech produces few instances of price and even fewer instances of mouth.

In that study, there were enough tokens of price in a su�ciently diverse range

of following environments that it was possible to investigate some aspects

of price phonologically-conditioned variation in LE using interview speech.

However, it was not possible to investigate mouth. These results greatly

influenced the decision not to investigate mouth in historical corpus data

(see Chapters 8 and 9).

I only present word list data for the pilot study (1998 tokens), as it is

not possible to generalise results for casual speech based on so few tokens.

The only exception is in the explicit comparison of speech styles where all

of the 2235 tokens are analysed. The limited price and mouth tokens in

casual speech resulted in a revision of the pilot study methodology for the

main study, as discussed further in §5.3.
Furthermore, in Cardoso (2015) I present a detailed analysis of price and

mouth before nasal-obstruent clusters based on the same data set. Therefore,

the results for nasal-obstruent clusters will not be presented in the following

section. A summary of these results is discussed in §3.3.3. However, a brief
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Environment Voiclass Label price mouth

voiceless stop vl st 102 99
voiceless fricative vl fr 100 108
nasal-voiceless obstruent cluster vl nast 40 81
voiced stop vd st 100 100
voiced fricative vd fr 89 98
nasal-voiced obstruent cluster vd nast 81 40
nasal na 121 122
/l/ la 120 119
in an open syllable & word final op 60 55
/r/ ure 61 59
vowel vo 53 60
[ô] re 60 60

Table 5.8: Number of tokens in the pilot study by following environment

description of the findings of this study is that price and mouth have di↵erent

phonological conditioning before obstruent clusters, which interacts with the

phonetic realisation of the nasal-obstruent clusters. For example, price before

nasal-voiceless obstruent clusters has a raised nucleus, which is similar to

the realisations found for price before voiceless stops. In Cardoso (2015), I

suggest that this is the result of frequent nasal deletion in nasal-voiceless stop

clusters, which subsequently conditions price as if it were before a voiceless

stop. As a result of the complex interaction found between the target vowel

realisations and variation in the nasal-obstruent clusters, I decided not to

include consonant clusters in the main study. It is clear from Cardoso (2015)

that consonant clusters must be looked at in great detail in future research.

An investigation on the e↵ects of consonant clusters on the production of

price and mouth in LE should include an analysis of the variation of the

consonant clusters and the target vowels. However, this is outside the scope

of the current thesis.

The following discussion of the results for price and mouth in the pilot

study starts with discussing the findings based on more specific divisions, such

as specific following consonants, and works towards broader divisions, such as

number of syllables in the lexical items. It is done in this way in order to be

able to conflate more specific following environment categories into broader
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ones when no di↵erences are found between the results.

5.2.3.1 Results for PRICE

Previous research on price phonologically-conditioned variation generally

discusses the e↵ect that groups of following consonants have on the vowel

productions, but generally does not consider whether specific following conso-

nants produce di↵erences in the phonetic realisation of price. Labov (1972b)

does discuss the hierarchy of raising depending on the place of articulation of

the following consonant, as well as voiclass (§3.3.1), but few other studies

look at the pattern in as much detail. This is in part due to the inclusion

of alveolar stops only in much of the previous research, so that /t/ is only

used in pre-voiceless lexical items and /d/ in the pre-voiced ones. The current

pilot included consonants at di↵erent places of articulation when possible, for

example, price before nasals includes /m/ (time) and /n/ (dine). While this

has not been discussed in detail in most other studies, in principle it is possible

that the place of articulation of the following consonant also has an e↵ect on

the realisation of price, as found by Labov (1972b). In order to investigate

this possibility and to ensure that no conditioning environments are being

obscured, I ran statistical tests on the normalised f1 and f2 values for the

nucleus (20%) and o↵glide (80%) and the Euclidean distance measurements.

It is important to note that only some of the levels in voiclass had more

than one place of articulation in price, i.e. before voiceless stops, voiceless

fricatives, voiced stops, voiced fricatives and nasals. Therefore, the model only

includes word list data of all speakers for these levels within voiclass.

It was di�cult to determine with any certainty using the formant plots

whether di↵erences existed between the realisations of price based on the

place of articulation of the following consonant, as shown in Figure 5.5.

Therefore, five mixed e↵ects models were used to determine whether place

of articulation is a statistically significant predictor of di↵erences in vowel

realisations. These models correspond to the five dependent variables tested:

normalised f1 (f1.norm) at the nucleus and o↵glide, normalised f2 (f2.norm)

at the nucleus and o↵glide, and Euclidean distance (ED). All of the fixed

and random e↵ects were kept the same for the models, only the dependent
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variable changed.

As a result of the size and number of variables of the mixed e↵ects models,

place of articulation had to be turned into a binary variable, in this case called

‘poa1’ and ‘poa2’. These labels do not necessarily correspond to phonetically

similar categories, but simply serve to group places of articulation into two sets.

Most of the levels in voiclass had two places of articulation except for before

voiceless fricatives and voiced fricatives, which had three. For example, /k/ is

in ‘poa1’ and /t/ is in ‘poa2’ in the pre-voiceless stop level (vl st) of voiclass,

in order to test the di↵erence between the target vowel before these consonants.

In the pre-fricative case, /s/ and /z/ were in ‘poa1’ and /f, v, T/ and /D/ were

all placed into the ‘poa2’ level. Similarly, for the pre-nasal environment /n/ is

in ‘poa1’ and /m/ is placed in ‘poa2’. Note that this arbitrary division in each

case has no wider significance and is only used to expedite the analysis.

The division between the labiodental/(inter)dental fricatives and the alve-

olar fricatives was based on phonetic and phonological characteristics of these

sounds. The sibilant sounds, of which /s/ and /z/ are a part, form a natural

class of sounds and often pattern together as a group and di↵erently from

other sounds (Ladefoged 1996, Hayes 2008). Examples of such patterns are

the English plural su�x, where only final sibilant consonants induce vowel

insertion, and sibilant harmony found in many languages and as a substitution

process by children (Hayes 2008). Sibilants have di↵erent articulatory and

acoustic characteristics from other fricatives, such as the airflow hitting the

teeth to produce a high amplitude noise that results in higher amplitude

aperiodic waves and darker spectral energy than other fricatives (Johnson

2011, Ladefoged and Johnson 2014). On the other hand, labiodental and

(inter)dental fricatives are generally di�cult to distinguish from one another

in acoustic analysis and are produced in similar places in the mouth and with

similar mechanisms (Ladefoged 1996, Johnson 2011).

The main e↵ects included in the models were place of articulation (poa),

following environment (voiclass) and number of syllables + morphological

complexity (cat). Moreover, I added interactions between place of articulation

⇥ voiclass and place of articulation ⇥ cat. It may have been slightly problem-

atic that ‘poa1’ and ‘poa2’ do not correspond to the same place of articulation

in each of the levels of voiclass. More specifically, alveolar consonants are
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Figure 5.5: price vowel trajectories by place of articulation of the following
consonants divided by following environment (voiclass) and monosyllabic
(mono - first column: solid lines), disyllabic monomorphemic (di - second
column: dashed lines) and disyllabic polymorphemic (morph - third column:
dotted lines)
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included in the ‘poa1’ group for fricatives and nasals, but in the ‘poa2’ group

for stops. However, the inclusion of an interaction term between place of

articulation and voiclass mitigates this, as it separates the e↵ects of ‘poa1’

and ‘poa2’ in di↵erent environments. None of the levels in cat by place of

articulation were significant. In all of the models used throughout the main

investigation, speakers and words were used as random e↵ects. The random ef-

fects structure is the same for all models, except where a di↵erence is explicitly

specified. That structure is random slopes for the fixed e↵ects in the model by

speakers and random intercepts included for speakers and words. For example,

in the current models there are random slopes for speakers by voiclass and

place of articulation and random intercepts for speakers and words.

The mixed e↵ects models show that the place of articulation of the following

consonant does not have a significant impact on the realisation of price. The

predictions of the mixed e↵ects models are shown in Figure 5.6 for each of the

dependent variables. These types of figures are essentially visual summaries of

the predictions of the mixed e↵ects models. Using the figures in the place of

summary tables is an e↵ective way to visualise the predictions of the models

and are practically the only e�cient way to interpret interactions within the

mixed e↵ects models. Throughout the remainder of this thesis, this type of

visualisation is used to represent the predictions of the mixed e↵ects models

often rather than summary tables, which are included in appendix (§A.2).
Only the f1 o↵glide measurements showed a significant e↵ect of place of

articulation, and only in voiced fricatives, which is seen in the comparison

between the results of the mixed e↵ects model in Figures 5.6a and 5.6b. The

di↵erences between the normalised f1 nucleus values for ‘poa2’, which includes

dental and labiodental consonants, and ‘poa1’, which includes alveolar conso-

nants, in Figure 5.6a are very small, while Figure 5.6b shows a larger di↵erence

between normalised f1 o↵glide values before voiced fricatives (vd fr).

It is unlikely that this is the result of a false positive due to the number of

di↵erent statistical tests performed, as mixed e↵ects models mitigate against

false positives, to some extent, if random slopes are used in the models

(Barr et al. 2013). An alternative suggestion is that the significant di↵erence

between di↵erent places of articulation of voiced fricatives in the f1 o↵glide

measurements may be the result of a longer transition period for certain voiced
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Figure 5.7: Di↵erences in transitions depending on place of articulation of the
following voiced fricative

fricative consonants, as demonstrated by Figure 5.7. When measurements

less than 75% of the way through the vowel were tested, place of articulation

of the following consonant in vd st was no longer found to be a significant

predictor, suggesting that the transition may be responsible for the supposed

di↵erence.

Due to these results, the remainder of the discussion on the results for

price in the pilot study focuses on voiclass, rather than specific following

consonants. Furthermore, this influenced the decision in the main investigation

to include alveolar consonants only in the lexical items, as discussed in §5.3.
In the preceding discussion, voicing and manner of articulation were

conflated. Despite previous work on VD phonologically-conditioned variation

suggesting that the productions of price are similar before stops and fricatives

of the same voicing, it is possible that the e↵ect on price is not the same for

fricatives and stops. Therefore, it is useful to look at this specific interaction

in more detail. This analysis must necessarily focus on voiceless and voiced

obstruents, as they are the only environments that have the same voicing but

more than one manner of articulation. Figure 5.8 demonstrates the trajectories

of price before voiceless obstruents (black lines) in the first row and voiced

obstruents (grey lines) in the second row. The di↵erent columns represent

the di↵erent levels of cat, so that along the first row the formant plots

demonstrate the price vowel trajectory before voiceless obstruents (vl obs)

in monosyllabic tokens (mono) in the first plot, disyllabic monomorphemic

tokens (di) in the second plot, disyllabic polymorphemic tokens (morph)

in third plot.

Figure 5.8 indicates that there may be a di↵erence between normalised
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f1 measurements of the nucleus before voiceless stops (vl st, solid line) and

voiceless fricatives (vl fr, dashed line) in disyllabic polymorphemic (morph)

tokens, but not in monosyllabic (mono) or disyllabic monomorphemic (di)

tokens. Similarly, there may be a di↵erence in normalised f1 measurements

of the nucleus between price before voiced stops (vd st, solid line) and

voiced fricatives (vd fr, dashed line) in monosyllabic (mono) and disyllabic

monomorphemic (di) tokens, but not disyllabic polymorphemic (morph)

tokens. Finally, there appears to be a large di↵erence in normalised f1 mea-

surements at the o↵glide between price before voiced stops and fricatives

in the disyllabic monomorphemic tokens.

As before, I ran five di↵erent mixed e↵ects models on a subset of the

word list data, including price followed by obstruents only. The dependent

measures were voicing, manner of articulation and cat and the random e↵ects

structure was as described above. There was also a three-way interaction

between the independent variables. The mixed e↵ects models demonstrate
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that there are no significant di↵erences between stops and fricatives of the

same voicing, except in the normalised f1 and f2 o↵glide measurements for

voiced obstruents in disyllabic monomorphemic tokens. Given that in almost

all cases stops and fricatives do not di↵er, only stops are included in the main

investigation as described in §6.1. Furthermore, the remaining discussion of

price looks at only those results pertaining to stops for ease of presentation,

but these results are generalisable for the most part to fricatives as well.

These models also evaluate whether price tokens before voiced and voice-

less obstruents are significantly di↵erent. While there was no di↵erence in

the nucleus measurements, normalised f1 and f2 measurements at the of-

fglide and Euclidean distance were found to be significantly di↵erent between

pre-voiced and voiceless obstruent tokens, (p=0.003, p<0.001, p=0.006 re-

spectively). Therefore, the main investigation includes following voiceless and

voiced obstruents separately.

Previous research indicates that LE speakers are less likely to raise price

in the voiceless obstruent environment in word list speech than casual speech

(Cardoso 2011b). Furthermore, three of the five speakers in the pilot study

were in an older age group. As shown in the results of the main investigation

(§7), some older speakers do not have a di↵erence in the realisation of the

nucleus of price before voiced and voiceless stops. Therefore, the absence

of a statistically significant di↵erence between the nucleus of price before

voiced and voiceless obstruents may result from other aspects of the pilot

data, such as speaker age.

The number of syllables and number of morphemes in tokens (cat) were

also found to have an e↵ect on the price vowel in some environments. The

following environments cannot be included in the discussion of cat: in open

syllables, /r/, [ô], and before vowels. These following environments do not

have some of the levels in the cat variable. For example, the open syllable

environment only occurs in monosyllabic tokens.

Figure 5.9 shows that monosyllabic tokens (mono, solid line) and disyllabic

polymorphemic tokens (morph, dotted line) pattern together before voiceless

stops and /l/ as opposed to disyllabic monomorphemic tokens (di, dashed

line). This is perhaps not surprising given the structure of the disyllabic

polymorphemic lexical items. Often, these lexical items corresponded to the
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Figure 5.9: E↵ect of cat on price vowel trajectories divided by the following
environment

monosyllabic lexical items with the addition of a su�x, for example drive

and driver.

Before voiced obstruents, disyllabic monomorphemic and disyllabic poly-

morphemic tokens behaved similarly and monosyllabic tokens behave di↵er-

ently. This is again not a surprising result, as the disyllabic tokens regardless

of number of morphemes show similar results. The most unexpected result

and the only significant di↵erence found in the mixed e↵ects models is that

the nucleus of price before nasals is di↵erent in the disyllabic polymorphemic

tokens, but similar for monosyllabic and disyllabic monomorphemic tokens.

Monosyllabic and disyllabic monomorphemic forms do not share morphemes

(time vs. climax ) and in one category the following consonant is in coda

position (monosyllabic) and in the other category it is in the onset of the

second syllable.

The mixed e↵ects models included following environment (voiclass) and

cat in an interaction term as the fixed e↵ects and random e↵ects structure was
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the same as previous models on word list data. While Figure 5.9 may suggest

di↵erences based on the number of syllables and morphemes in some of the

following environments, this is generally not borne out by the mixed e↵ects

models. Normalised f1 measurements at the nucleus and o↵glide of price

before nasals is a significant predictor of the model. This suggests that the only

statistically significant di↵erence between the lexical items based on number

of syllables and morphemes occurs in the pre-nasal environment. However, as

only monosyllabic lexical items are included in the main investigation, this

must be left for future research.

The final aspect of the pilot study that is discussed is frequency. Some pre-

vious research looking at frequency e↵ects has used cuto↵s for high frequency

and low frequency lexical items, such as Bybee (2002). Bybee (2002) looks at

the frequency e↵ects of the deletion of /t/ and /d/ with high frequency lexical

items being defined as those lexical items that occur 35 times or more per

million and low frequency lexical items are those that occur 35 times or less

per million. This cuto↵ is used as it is the median frequency value of English

plurals, which is an environment that Bybee (2002) investigates.

The current study does not use cuto↵s, as there was no principled way to

make a division within the current data. Furthermore, there is no straightfor-

ward way to visualise frequency without using a model and, therefore, results

for frequency are only reported in terms of the mixed e↵ects models. A new

set of models needed to be run as a result of non-convergence if frequency

was included in the full model. Fixed e↵ects in the models were following

environment (voiclass) and log frequency and random e↵ects structure was

the same as previous models.

The results suggest that frequency is a significant predictor in these models

for normalised f2 measurements at the o↵glide and Euclidean distance, both

of which indicate that log frequency is a significant predictor of variation

(p<0.001 and p=0.002 respectively). Figure 5.10 shows the predictions of the

models for the 25% quantile and 75% quantile of log frequency for the models

that have a significant e↵ect of frequency.

For the model that had normalised f2 o↵glide measurements as the depen-

dent variable, the interaction of following environment and log frequency is

significant for all levels within the following environment variable (voiclass),
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o↵glide (f2.norm) and Euclidean distance (ed)

except for price before nasals (na) and /r/ (ure) (see Figure 5.10a). On the

other hand, the Euclidean distance model had log frequency as a main e↵ect,

but the interaction between log frequency and before voiced stops (vd st), /l/

(la), and vowels (vo) were the only significant predictors (Figure 5.10b). It is

possible that the frequency e↵ects found relate to o↵glide undershoot and the

observation that high frequency words tend to be shorter in duration (Bybee

2002). However, a more detailed investigation of the e↵ects of frequency is

require in order to determine what the possible reasons for the frequency

e↵ects on normalised f2 o↵glide measurements and Euclidean distance mea-

surements are. As even the basic pattern of price variation in LE has not

been investigated in detail until the current study, a detailed look at frequency

e↵ects is beyond the scope of the current thesis.

Finally, there were no di↵erences between realisations of price based

on the stress patterns, as seen in Figure 5.11. The first syllable always has

primary stress, as this is always the syllable with the target vowel. The

second syllable, which always included the consonant following the target

vowel, either had secondary stress (s-ss, solid line) or was unstressed (s-us,

dashed line). There does not appear to be a di↵erence in the production of

price depending on whether the following consonant is in a secondary stressed

syllable or an unstressed syllable. As previously mentioned, the number of

conditions in the pilot study needed to be constrained in some ways, one of
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Figure 5.11: price vowel trajectories in disyllabic tokens by stress

which is that the target vowel was always in the first syllable and that syllable

always had primary stress. Future research should investigate whether there

is a di↵erence in the realisation of price depending on other stress patterns,

such as price in a secondary stressed or unstressed syllable and the following

consonant in a primary stressed syllable. However, this is outside the scope

of the current investigation.

One of the purposes of the present thesis is to present a detailed analysis of

the price and mouth vowels and their phonological conditioning. Disyllabic

lexical items have been shown to introduce many di↵erent variables into the

analysis, which are di�cult to control for. To provide a principled discussion

of disyllabic lexical items, the following features should be investigated both

on their own and in concert with each other: frequency, number of morphemes,

and all possible combinations of stress patterns. In order to obtain reliable

statistical analyses and a detailed description of the di↵erent e↵ects found

for disyllabic lexical items of price in LE, the number of tokens would have

to be increased substantially. Furthermore, it may be di�cult to find lexical

items for each possible combination of categories and if the lexical items are

too infrequent one may run into other issues, such as word recognition and
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Variable Tested in Pilot
Study

Significant Factor
for price

Included in
Main Study

place of articulation yes no no
manner of articulation
of obstruents

yes no stops only

voicing of obstruents yes yes yes

cat yes yes mono only

frequency in some variables maybe no
speech style in some variables yes yes

coda versus onset no unknown no
morpheme boundaries no unknown yes

Table 5.9: Summary of findings for pilot study variables pertaining to price

non-sense word e↵ects. Therefore, I decided to use only monosyllabic lexical

items in the main investigation. As a result, the following environments must

be excluded from the main data collection as they do not occur in monosyllabic

lexical items of price and mouth: before vowels, /r/, [ô].

A summary of the findings with reference to the variables included in the

pilot study are presented in Table 5.9. This table also specifies (i) whether the

variable is a conditioning environment for price variation and (ii) whether

it was included in the main study.

5.2.3.2 Results for MOUTH

The discussion of the results for mouth follows the same structure as

that presented for price. As previously mentioned, mouth is much more

constrained than price in the consonants that can follow it. As a result,

only voiceless fricatives (vl fr) and voiced fricatives (vd fr) show more than

one place of articulation after mouth. The formant plots did not provide

a clear picture of whether mouth was significantly a↵ected by the place of

articulation of the following consonant. Therefore, mixed e↵ects models were

used again, including only the word list data. The fixed e↵ects were following

environment (voiclass), cat and place of articulation and random e↵ects

structures were the same as described for price in §5.2.3.1. None of the

measurements (normalised f1 and f2 at the nucleus and o↵glide, and Euclidean

distance) show a statistically significant e↵ect of place of articulation, as
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shown in Figure 5.12.

The next feature is whether there is a di↵erence between mouth vowel tra-

jectories before voiced and voiceless obstruents. Figure 5.13 demonstrates that

there is no di↵erence between voiced obstruents across monosyllabic (mono),

disyllabic monomorphemic (di) and disyllabic polymorphemic (morph) to-

kens. However, there may be a di↵erence in mouth realisations before voiceless

obstruents in monosyllabic, disyllabic monomorphemic and disyllabic poly-

morphemic tokens. According to the results of the mixed e↵ects models, the

voicing of the following obstruent is not a significant predictor of mouth

realisations. Given that only monosyllabic lexical items were used in the main

investigation, this issue will be left unresolved for the time being.

Since mouth did not di↵er before fricatives and stops of the same voicing

in monosyllabic tokens, the remainder of the analysis discusses stops only.

This is the same for the pilot study results for price. Furthermore, the main

investigation includes mouth lexical items before stops only to ensure the

same experimental design for price and mouth. This should not a↵ect the

results of the main study, as manner of articulation did not have an e↵ect

on monosyllabic tokens.

The mixed e↵ects models could not be run when an interaction term

between following environment (voiclass) and cat, due to the underrepresen-

tation of certain combinations of levels from these two predictors in the mouth

dataset. Fixed e↵ects of following environment and cat are included and the

random e↵ects structure is the same as in previous models. The predictions

of the models suggest that for the majority of measurements mouth tokens

do not di↵er based on number of syllables and morphological complexity. The

only exception is for the normalised f1 o↵glide measurements. Disyllabic

polymorphemic tokens of mouth were significantly di↵erent (p=0.004) from

monosyllabic and disyllabic monomorphemic tokens for the normalised f1

o↵glide measurements.

Frequency within mouth was di�cult to assess as a result of frequency

strongly correlating with a number of other factors, such as type of speech,

particular following environments and cat. For example, only frequent lexical

items occur in the spontaneous speech and only infrequent mouth lexical

items exist before [r] (maori and cowrie). On the other hand, before voiceless
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Figure 5.13: mouth vowel trajectories before voiceless and voiced obstruents
by cat

stops, nasals and in open syllables mouth lexical items range in frequency.

It would be di�cult, and in some cases not possible, to control for many of

the factors that a↵ect frequency of mouth lexical items and would likely

result in an unmanageable data collection task for participants or a poor

experimental design where there are many confounds. Therefore, frequency

was also excluded from the main investigation.

Stress patterns in disyllabic mouth lexical items was di�cult to analyse,

as the lexical items in the word list data were all a primary stressed syllable

followed by unstressed syllable. This was done to ensure consistency in other

dimensions, as well as a result of the limited lexical items available for mouth.

There were some conversation tokens with other stress patterns, but there

were so few of them that an analysis of them would not be reliable.

Overall, including disyllabic tokens of mouth raises a range of issues,

due to the paucity of lexical items exemplifying the relevant conditioning

environments and the low frequency of many lexical items. As a result of
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Variable Tested in Pilot
Study

Significant Factor
for mouth

Included in
Main Study

place of articulation yes no no
manner of articulation
of obstruents

yes no stops only

voicing of obstruents yes no yes

cat yes yes mono only

speech style no unknown yes

frequency no unknown no
coda versus onset no unknown no
morpheme boundaries no unknown yes

Table 5.10: Summary of findings for pilot study variables pertaining to mouth

these issues and those relating to disyllabic lexical items of price, disyllabic

lexical items were not included in the main investigation.

A summary of the findings of the pilot study for the mouth vowel is

presented in Table 5.10. The variables that were tested in the pilot study

and their e↵ects on realisation of mouth are included. Table 5.10 also shows

whether the variables are included in the main investigation.

5.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MAIN INVESTIGATION

As mentioned in §5.2, the pilot study had three main goals: to refine the

original hypotheses, to evaluate the conditioning environments to include in the

main investigation and to evaluate the methodology and experimental design.

This section discusses each of the objectives of the pilot study in turn, in order

to refine the procedures and methodology for the main data collection.

One of the main advantages of using the pilot study was that it pro-

vided an opportunity to evaluate the relevant factors for price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation. This was useful both in terms of de-

termining which environments might be important to include in the main

investigation and in terms of evaluating the feasibility of including specific

pertinent factors.

Firstly, number of syllables and morphological structure were found to

influence the production of price and mouth in some cases. While it

was found that in some cases disyllabic tokens behaved di↵erently from
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monosyllabic tokens within both price and mouth, it was also clear that

some of these e↵ects resulted from a complex interaction with other variables

or limitations on lexical item availability. Therefore, I decided to include

only monosyllabic lexical items in the main study. The exclusion of disyllabic

lexical items means that stress and coda versus onset cannot be evaluated in

the main investigation. A number of conditioning environments must also be

excluded as a result of this, such as lexical items before vowels, /r/ and [ô].

Further study on the e↵ects of syllable number on the productions of price

and mouth is required, but is left for future research.

There were also some issues with the form of disyllabic polymorphemic

lexical items included in the pilot study, as these lexical items did not accurately

reflect the morpheme boundary conditioning environment for SVLR. However,

the di↵erences in morphological structure of price and mouth disyllabic

lexical items did reflect the same structure as previous research on the e↵ects

of morphological complexity in disyllabic tokens in SVLR patterns. For a

detailed discussion of this previous work see §3.3.2. Morpheme boundaries of

the monosyllabic SVLR conditioning environment type (tide versus tied) were

included in the main study to determine whether morpheme boundaries have

a similar e↵ect on price and mouth in LE as they do in SVLR patterns.

As only monosyllabic lexical items were included, the morpheme boundary

occurred between the target vowel and the following consonant, similar to

the conditioning environment generally described for SVLR type patterns. It

was, therefore, possible to compare lexical items like side, sigh and sighed

in the main investigation.

I also decided to exclude frequency from the main investigation, as a result

of the lack of high-frequency mouth lexical items in certain environments

and some confounds for price lexical items and frequency e↵ects. Mainly,

there are some environments for mouth where no high frequency lexical items

occur. That being said, further research on the interaction between frequency

and price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE is needed,

but is outside the scope of the current study.

Both place of articulation and manner of articulation were tested in the

pilot study in the pertinent following environments (within voiced and voiceless

obstruents). It was found that place of articulation of the following consonant
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within the same voiclass did not produce di↵erences in the production of

the target vowels. As a result, the main investigation includes only alveolar

consonants. This is to ensure that the results are generalisable, while limiting

the number of possible confounds, such as co-articulation e↵ects. Furthermore,

fricatives and stops with the same voice specification did not di↵er. This

resulted in the inclusion of voiced and voiceless stops only in the main study.

In summary, the conditioning environments that are included in the main

investigation are:

1. monosyllabic monomorphemic lexical items of price and mouth before:

(a) vl st (/t/)

(b) vd st (/d/)

(c) na (/n/)

(d) la (/l/)

(e) open

2. monosyllabic with a morpheme boundary - past tense morpheme, e.g.

died and vowed

The pilot study was also used to evaluate the methodology and refine

hypotheses for the main study. One of the hypotheses was that price and

mouth have separate, but related patterns of phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE, as indicated by previous studies (Berry 2009, Cardoso 2011b).

The pilot study corroborated this finding. There were many similarities

between the two target vowels, which demonstrates that these patterns are

likely related. For example, place of articulation does not have a significant

e↵ect on the productions of the target vowels and stops and fricatives of

the same voicing specification do not influence the target vowel productions

di↵erently. However, there were also di↵erences between the results of the pilot

study for price and mouth, which indicates that the patterns are separate.

One example of this is the di↵erence between voiced and voiceless obstruents.

price has a di↵erent production before voiceless obstruents compared to voiced

obstruents, while mouth does not show a di↵erence before voiced and voiceless

obstruents. Similarly, there were di↵erences between price and mouth
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in monosyllabic, disyllabic monomorphemic, and disyllabic polymorphemic

tokens. Finally, productions of price were found to be heavily influenced

by the type of speech, but mouth was not influenced to the same extent.

However, this may have resulted from the small number of tokens in casual

speech, which leads to issues surrounding the experimental design.

The main motivation for including both a word list and a small sociolinguis-

tic interview was to investigate the extent to which speech style a↵ects price

and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE. Using a sociolinguistic

interview did not produce a su�cient number of tokens of the target vowels

in casual speech for a reliable analysis of the e↵ects of speech style. There

were 160 price and 87 mouth tokens in the approximately 4550 words in

the interview data and out of over two thousand tokens in the whole pilot

study dataset. Therefore, the main investigation relies on a more controlled

conversational task, which is explained in detail in §6.1. Furthermore, the

types of tokens that are found in conversation speech for the price vowel

varied across the di↵erent following environments to a much greater extent

than the mouth vowel tokens. This suggests that it may be possible to attain

a su�ciently diverse range of price tokens if an even longer stretch of casual

speech is used. However, this is not the case for the mouth vowel. The tokens

of mouth in the interview data occurred primarily before voiceless obstruents,

nasals, and in open syllables. There were no tokens before /l/ and only one

token before a voiced stop. On the other hand, price tokens in interview data

had at least one token in all of the following environments with the majority

of the tokens occurring before voiceless obstruents, voiced obstruents, nasals,

and in open syllables. As a result of this di↵erence between the distributions

of the two target vowels in casual speech and other constraints on the mouth

vowel, I only investigate price and not mouth in the Origins of Liverpool

English corpus (Watson and Clark forthcoming), which is the historical corpus

data used to look at the price realisations and conditioning environments for

speakers born much earlier than the speakers in the main investigation.

As a result of the exclusion of certain environments and the results of the

pilot study, it was also possible to refine the original hypotheses (see §5.1 for the
original hypotheses). The revised hypotheses for the main investigation are:

1. price and mouth in LE are phonologically conditioned by the following
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environment (voiclass).

2. price and mouth phonologically-conditioned patterns of variation in

LE are separate, but related, patterns.

3. Word list speech has di↵erent phonological conditioning of price and

mouth compared to casual speech in LE.

The pilot study results provide good evidence that place of articulation of

the following consonant does not a↵ect the production of the target vowels, but

voicing + manner of articulation (voiclass) does. There are e↵ects related to

the numbers of syllables and morphemes, but these may be confounded with

other factors in the data and require a future detailed investigation. It was not

possible to pursue this in the main investigation and only monosyllabic lexical

items were collected. Interview style tasks do not provide an adequate number

of mouth tokens to investigate and also only provide a limited number of

price tokens. Therefore, a word list and more controlled casual speech task

are used in the main data collection (see §6.1.2).



CHAPTER 6

MAIN INVESTIGATION:
METHODOLOGY

The current chapter discusses the methodology and data analysis techniques

used for the main investigation. This investigation provides an in-depth

analysis of the contemporary price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE using twenty seven participants from di↵erent areas of Liv-

erpool. Due to the varied and large number of participants, a controlled

yet comprehensive experimental design and a larger number of lexical items,

the results of this investigation provide a fuller view of price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation in LE in monosyllabic words.

Section 6.1 discusses the methods for the data collection, which is followed

by a discussion of the data analysis procedures for the main investigation

in §6.2.

6.1 METHODOLOGY

6.1.1 Participants

Participants self-identified as ‘Scousers’ and had lived in Liverpool for most, if

not all, of their lives. There were originally twenty-eight participants recorded

for the study, but one had to be discarded because they were not suitable

for the current investigation. By the end of the word list task, it became

clear that this participant had great di�cultly reading the word list, with

many errors or omissions. They would often skip words that they could not

read. As a result, it was not possible to analyse enough of the tokens for

191
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Gender Age Location

Younger Older South North Wirral Knowsley
male 10 2 3 8 1 0
female 11 4 3 7 3 2

Table 6.1: Participant metadata for the main investigation

this speaker and so they were removed.

Most of the participants’ parents were from Liverpool, with the exception

of four. Two of these participants had one parent from Liverpool and the

other parent from elsewhere in the United Kingdom and the Republic of

Ireland. The other two participants had both parents from elsewhere in the

United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. There were twelve male and

fifteen female participants, mostly under the age of 30 at the time of recording

(ranging between the ages of 18 – 66). Six of the participants were above the

age of 40, with no participants between the ages of 30 and 40. Therefore, if

participants were under the age of 40 they were classed as younger and 40

or above were classed as older in the analysis.

As mentioned in §2.3 speakers were divided into categories depending

on which ward they indicated they were from. The four categories used

were north, south, Wirral and Knowsley.1 Figure 6.1 shows the ward that

each participant indicated that they were from. The colours indicate the

categorisation of the participants into the four locations based on the divisions

discussed in §2.3 and the size of the dot indicates the number of participants

from that area. In other words, a bigger dot shows that there were more

participants from that ward. West Derby had the most participants from a

single ward, with five participants coming from West Derby.

Table 6.1 provides a summary of the number of participants by gender,

age and location. Participants were found by either a call for participants

at the three universities in Liverpool (Liverpool Hope University, Liverpool

John Moores University and the University of Liverpool) or by approaching

passers-by at the di↵erent universities. The data was collected over one week

in Liverpool travelling between the three universities.

1Note that most participants had lived in a number of di↵erent wards in Liverpool
throughout their lives.
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loc_cat

Knowsley

North

South

Wirral

Figure 6.1: Location of participants in main investigation

Table 6.1 demonstrates that males and females are distributed fairly evenly

across di↵erent locations. However, due to participants coming mostly from

universities the sample is unbalanced for age, with a larger portion of the

participants in the younger category. Aside from age, gender and location,

participants were also coded for a number of other variables, as shown in

Table 6.2. All of the participants were university students or sta↵. While

it is di�cult to determine the socio-economic status of the participants, the

background of some of the participants may suggest that they would be

classified as ‘working-class’, mostly based on parents’ occupation. Parents’

occupations were recorded in order to gain a better understanding of the

background of the participants and their socio-economic status. However,

there were a number of complications in categorising participants into working

or middle class. For example, a number of participants had one parent in a

‘working-class’ occupation and the other in a ‘middle-class’ one. Occupations

were classified loosely based on the system used for national statistics in
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Name Definition Values

spe speaker ID LE1 – 5

loc location of speaker by ward e.g. Allerton

loc cat location of speaker by categories
n (north), s (south)
w (wirral), k (Knowsley)

gen gender of participant
m (male)
f (female)

age age of participant
o (older)
y (younger)

fam where parents are from
e.g. LP (all from Liverpool)
1other (1 parent not from LP)

gen par gender of partner in map task
sam (same gender)
dif (di↵erent gender)

Table 6.2: Variables participants are coded for in the main investigation

the United Kingdom, as described in O�ce for National Statistics (2014).

Furthermore, categorising the participants based solely on a few features may

be problematic and in sociolinguistic research there are a number of di↵erent

schema used to classify speakers in di↵erent socio-economic categories (see

Ash 2002 for a detailed discussion of social class). Given the di�culties with

classification, that much of the information needed to classify the speakers

in a more sophisticated way is not accessible, and that this investigation is

not focussing on sociolinguistic variation, socio-economic status of speakers

is not considered in the current analysis.

Where appropriate, participants’ metadata may be referred to in the results

if a particular individual or set of individuals produce di↵erent results from

the main cohort of participants.

6.1.2 Materials

The main study consisted of a word list and a conversation task in the

form of map tasks. As discussed in §5.3, it was not possible to discuss

the relationship between vowel productions in di↵erent speech styles in the

pilot study because of issues with using a sociolinguistic interview format.
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The current investigation still seeks to verify the hypothesis that there are

di↵erences in the production of the target vowels depending on speech style,

as it has been discussed in previous work on price and mouth realisations

in LE. A word list provides a more formal speech style, while the map tasks

provide a somewhat controlled conversational task, as described below. In

the data collection, the map tasks were conducted first and word list second

in order to allow the participants to produce more natural speech before

reading the word list.

The casual speech data was gathered through the use of map tasks. Map

tasks have been used in various linguistic studies, generally in the fields of

pragmatics and semantics (Anderson et al. 1991). However, the method

was appropriate for the present purposes, as it allowed for a certain amount

of control over the lexical items used by participants whilst ensuring that

participants were producing more natural speech. The map tasks are paired

conversation tasks, where each of the participants is given a map with a

number of di↵erent labelled pictures. The two maps di↵er slightly from each

other in order to ensure that many of the labels and pictures are used by the

participants when navigating around the maps. The two sets of maps used

in the main investigation are shown in Figure 6.2. A path is shown on one

of the maps in the set (Figure 6.2a and 6.2c), which is the map held by the

‘director’ of the task. The second map does not have a path (Figures 6.2b

and 6.2d) and it is held by the ‘follower’ of the task.

The director in the map task is meant to guide the follower along the same

path that is given on their map. The small di↵erences between the maps are

meant to make the task slightly longer and harder and to help to ensure that

participants use each of the pictures and labels multiple times. The follower

has a pencil and draws the path as the director indicates. The only restriction

imposed on the participants is that they cannot look at each other’s maps.

price and mouth lexical items before voiceless stops, voiced stops, nasals,

/l/ and in open syllables were included in the picture labels on the maps,

as were distractor lexical items with fleece, kit and trap vowels. An

additional small pilot study conducted at the University of Edinburgh, prior

to the main data collection in Liverpool, was used to determine whether map

tasks were a more appropriate method for casual speech data collection in the
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Figure 6.2: Map task materials for the main investigation
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main investigation than the interview style used in the pilot study. It was

found that participants in this second pilot study used price and mouth

lexical items from the labels as well as other price and a small number

of mouth lexical items when negotiating the maps. The pilot study was

also used to ensure that participants would not be aware of what the map

tasks were focussing on and that none of the labels were too unusual for the

participants. None of the pilot study volunteers were aware of the aims of the

map tasks or mentioned that the picture labels were too unusual. This second

pilot study showed map tasks to be a much better methodology for the current

purposes, and so the maps in Figure 6.2 were used in the main study.

Word list lexical items consisted of price, mouth and distractor words.

The word list lexical items consist of monosyllabic monomorphemic words,

such as tide and loud, and monosyllabic bimorphemic words, such as tied and

vowed. The monosyllabic bimorphemic words are of the form that target vowels

are in the first morpheme and the consonant following the target vowel is in

the second. In order to remain consistent with the other categories following

price and mouth, the past tense morpheme was used in the lexical items

with a morpheme boundary. Table 6.3 shows the number of word list lexical

items by environment. As with the pilot study, some lexical items needed to

be repeated in the main investigation in order to ensure a similar number of

stimuli in each category. For example, there are very few monosyllabic words

with mouth followed by a /d/ and so these words were repeated in order to

have the same number as in all other conditioning environments.

Distractor lexical items are used in the same way as in the pilot study,

to prevent the participant from knowing what the investigation is about.

Monosyllabic lexical items with the fleece, kit or trap vowels are used

as distractors. The main data collection contains more than twice as many

distractors as target lexical items. In the main investigation, mouth lexical

items were counted as distractors for price and vice versa. While the distractor

lexical items are not analysed in the main study, some of the distractors were

used in order to normalise the data.

The tokens were randomised using the same python script that was used in

the pilot study, so that no lexical item occurred twice in a row. Therefore, each

participant read the word list in the same order. The stimuli were embedded
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Vowel Environment Voiclass Example No.

Analysed
price voiceless stops vl st kite 20

voiced stops vd st tide 20
nasals na mine 20
/l/ la file 20
word final open syllable op buy 20
morpheme boundaries m bound sighed 10

110
mouth voiceless stops vl st pout 20

voiced stops vd st cloud 20
nasals na down 20
/l/ la scowl 20
word final open syllable op cow 20
morpheme boundaries m bound vowed 10

110
Distractors

Trap n/a pat, ban, shall 22
Fleece n/a bead, tee, keyed 52
Kit n/a sit, bin, chill 46

120

Table 6.3: Word list lexical items in the main investigation

in a carrier sentence of the form “Say x here.”

6.1.3 Procedure

As the main data collection took place over a week at three di↵erent campuses,

it was not possible to conduct the study in the same room for each participant.

Various di↵erent rooms were used on the three campuses, the only requirement

being that the two participants would be comfortable and that the area was

relatively quiet. Participants put on a ShureSM10 head-mounted microphone

connected to a Marantz PMD 661 recording device. Instructions were given

both orally at the beginning of the map tasks, and both orally and on a

computer screen for the word list portion of the study.

The map tasks were done in pairs. Prior to participating in the study,
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informants were asked to bring someone of the same gender, a similar age

and from a similar location. All of the participants completed the map tasks

with someone of a similar age. However, some informants brought opposite

gender partners with them. Overall, eight of the participant pairs were same

gender and six were di↵erent genders. Whether the pairing was same or

di↵erent gendered is coded for each speaker, as mentioned in §6.1. Each

pair completed two map tasks with each participant being the director once

and the follower once.

Participants were told that their maps were similar but that there may

be some small di↵erences between them. Both the director and follower were

informed that they could say anything that was relevant to task, along with

describing or reading the labels on the map. Once the first set of maps were

completed, the participants would get the second set and change roles.

After the map tasks were completed, one of the participants was asked

to leave the room while the other completed the word list portion of the

data collection. Participants were asked to read out a randomised word

list. The test section contained three example lexical items2 in order to

allow the participants to familiarise themselves with the task and to ask any

questions about the study. The researcher was present in the room for the

test section and then joined the other participant outside once the test section

was complete. When the first participant had completed reading the word

list, they were asked to fetch the researcher. Then the second participant

would complete the same task, while the first participant and the researcher

remained outside the room.

The procedure for the word list section of the data collection was similar to

the procedure for the word list in the pilot study. Participants were presented

with one carrier sentence + item (“Say x here”) at a time and would freely

change to the next screen by pressing either space or the arrow key. The

end of the word list was indicated by a screen thanking the participant for

participating in the study.

Data for each participant was saved separately as a 48kHz wav file and

tokens were coded for the variables shown in Table 6.4.

Similar to the results presented for the pilot study in §5.2.3, results of

2The example lexical items were not price and mouth words.
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Name Definition Values

wor lexical item e.g. kite

vow vowel type price, mouth

voiclass
voicing and manner of articula-
tion of the following consonant

e.g. vl st (voiceless stop),
na (nasal)

cat
token with or without a morpheme
boundary

momorph (no morpheme bound-
ary)
bimorph (morpheme boundary)

conv speech style
y (map task data)
n (word list data)

step measurement points number between 1 – 11

start time within speech sample that the
token occurred

a number in seconds

Table 6.4: Variables tokens are coded for in the main investigation

the main investigation may use the labels for the variables shown in Table

6.4. For example, cat refers to whether the item has a morpheme boundary

in the form described above or not. In other words, monomorphemic lexical

items are referred to as momorph and bimorphemic lexical items are referred

to as bimorph.

As discussed in detail in §5.2.1.3, the pilot study and main investigation

received ethics approval from the department of English Language and Linguis-

tics at the University of Edinburgh under the online LEL Ethics Submissions

programme and were confirmed to conform to the standards of good practice

established by the British Association for Applied Linguistics (British Associa-

tion for Applied Linguistics 2006). Participants were also compensated £5 for

their participation, which they received prior to beginning the map tasks.

6.2 DATA ANALYSIS

The data analysis for the main investigation was similar to that for the pilot

investigation. Sound files were segmented in PRAAT (Boersma and Weenink

2013) manually and eleven equally spaced measurements of f1, f2 and f3,3 and a

3While f3 measurements were taken, these measurements are not included in the analysis.
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duration measurement were taken for each target vowel using a PRAAT script

(by Márton Sóskuthy and Dániel Szeredi). While the pilot study used fifty

measurements, eleven measurements were used in the main study. The main

investigation has 9562 tokens of price and mouth. Taking fifty measurements

for each of these tokens would result in a large data file, which would have

been di�cult to handle in the data analysis software. Furthermore, the pilot

study did not provide any indication that such a high resolution was necessary:

there were no sudden movements in the vowel trajectories that would justify

the use of such a large number of measurement points. Therefore, I decided

to take eleven measurements, where the first measurement is taken at the

beginning of the vowel and the eleventh one at the very end of the vowel.

Eleven measurements were chosen so that measurements were taken at every

10% interval of the target vowel. This decision ensured that the analysis could

refer to the nucleus (20%) measurement and o↵glide (80%) measurement,

which are generally used for analysing diphthongs, but also the movement of

the vowel from the nucleus to the o↵glide at every 10% interval. As discussed

for the pilot study in §5.2.2, the measured portions of speech included the

entirety of the vowel, including consonant transitions. The PRAAT script

produced pdf snapshots of the token spectrograms, which were used to help

verify the accuracy of formant measurements.

These measurements were then analysed using R (R Core Team 2013)

within the R studio interface (RStudio 2012). Figures were created using

the ggplot2.R package (Wickham 2009), which are presented in Chapter

7. In order to ensure that consonant transitions did not a↵ect the results,

measurements between 0 - 19% and 81% - 100% were not included in formant

plots. The formant measurements were normalised using the modified Watt

and Fabricius method (Watt and Fabricius 2002) in R (R Core Team 2013)

using the Vowels.R package (Kendall and Thomas 2009–2014). All of the

formant plots and box plots presented in the results are based on these

normalised measurements. Similar to the results presented for the pilot study,

formant values are often averaged for clarity in the formant plots. Captions on

the formant plots indicate whether all of the speakers or individual speakers

are presented in the figures. As with the pilot study results, the white boxes

outlined in black on formant plots represent the average formant values at
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the midpoint of the fleece, goose and trap vowels in order to orient the

target vowels in phonetic space. These measurements were taken for each

speaker from a small subset of the fleece, goose and trap tokens produced

in the word list and map tasks.

Duration measurements are normalised using z-scores. Lobanov (1971) used

z-scores in linguistic research to normalise f1 and f2 measurements. However,

it has been used to normalise vowel duration by Wang and Van Heuven

(2006). Z-scores are calculated by taking the di↵erence between the raw

duration value and the speaker’s average value and dividing the di↵erence

by the speaker’s standard deviation (see formula 6.1 below). This produces

positive and negative values, where 0 represents the speaker’s average duration.

Positive values indicate vowel durations that are longer than the speaker’s

average and negative values indicate vowel durations that are shorter than

the speaker’s average.

z-score =
(raw duration� speaker

0
s average duration)

speaker

0
s standard deviation

(6.1)

Box plots are used to show the vowel durations. The line in the centre of the

boxes indicates the median value of the vowel durations in that environment.

Figure 6.3 demonstrates the use of notches in box plots. The notches in the

sides of the boxes show whether the medians of the boxes di↵er. In other

words, if two boxes’ notches do not overlap that is taken as ‘strong evidence’

that their medians are di↵erent (Chambers et al. 1983). Therefore, Figure

6.3 shows that the median duration di↵ers between the ‘vl’ environment and

the two ‘vd’ environments, but not between ‘vd’ and ‘vd2’. Note that the

notches are only used as visual aids and e↵ects are checked using standard

statistical procedures described below.

Euclidean distance between the formant values for the nucleus and the

o↵glide is again used as an indication of the amount of diphthongisation of the

vowel. The nucleus measurement was taken at 20% and the o↵glide measure-

ment was taken at 80%. Euclidean distances in the results are presented using

density plots and violin plots. Density plots are similar to histograms, as the

frequency distribution of a feature is shown along a continuous dimension. The

density plots presented in Chapter 7 demonstrate the extent to which di↵erent

degrees of diphthongisation are represented in the data set. The amount of
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diphthongisation is plotted along the x-axis and the y-axis is proportionate to

the number of tokens (see Figure 6.4 for a schematised example).

Violin plots are used in situations where results would be di�cult to

interpret with density plots because of the large number of di↵erent groups.

Violin plots are a combination of a box plot and density plot (Hintze and

Nelson 1998), so that it is possible to see the distribution of Euclidean distances

in each of the categories. In the violin plots for the current thesis, the amount

of diphthongisation is plotted along the x-axis and the y-axis is the following

environment in order to be consistent with the density plots (see Figure 6.5

for an example). Furthermore, the violin plot has a box plot inside showing

the median, overlapping notches and the mean, which is represented by a

white dot. Therefore, in Figure 6.5 the ‘mono’ group di↵ers from both of the

‘diph’ groups, but ‘diph’ and ‘diph2’ do not di↵er convincingly as the notches

of the box plots overlap. The ‘mono’ group is more monophthongal and the

‘diph’ groups are more diphthongal, and the mean and the median are not the

same for any of the groups. Finally, Figure 6.5 shows that the distribution

of ‘diph’ is much wider than that of ‘diph2’ and ‘mono’, and ‘diph2’ is more

of a normal distribution than ‘mono’.

The results in Chapter 7 provide evidence that allows us to evaluate

the three hypotheses in §5.3, which are related to features of phonological

patterns of price and mouth described in §3.3. The graphical representations
discussed so far are useful in understanding these features. However, Chapter

7 also provides a preliminary evaluation of the fundamental assumptions of the

approaches to the origins of these patterns, as described in §4.2. In order to

provide evidence related to the origins of these patterns two further graphical

representations are required. These are used in Chapter 7, 9 and 10.

These diagrams are used to illustrate evidence for di↵erent aspects of

approaches to the emergence of these features, specifically for the ‘asymmetric

assimilation’ and the ‘failure-to-lower’ accounts. The first graphical represen-

tation shows formant trajectories (Figure 6.6a), using local smoothing (loess)

from the ggplot2.R package (Wickham 2009). The x-axis is measurement

points, which represents the position along the trajectory, so that each 10%

measure is one tick along the axis. Only measurement points between 20%

and 80% are displayed on these figures in order to exclude the consonant
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Figure 6.3: Example of box plots with notches showing z-scores for normalised
duration measurements: shorter tokens (dark grey) median is unlike ‘vd’
categories, longer tokens (light grey)
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Figure 6.4: Example of density plots showing the amount of diphthongisation
of tokens: more monophthongal tokens (dark grey) and more diphthongal
tokens (light grey)
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mono
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Figure 6.5: Example of violin plots showing the amount of diphthongisation of
tokens: more monophthongal tokens (dark grey) and more diphthongal tokens
(light grey)

transitions. The y-axis shows the normalised formant measurements. As these

figures demonstrate the vowel trajectories similar to those seen in spectro-

grams, figures do not have a reversed axis for either f1 or f2. Therefore, figures

that show f1 demonstrate di↵erences in the height of the vowel along the

vowel trajectories. In other words, lower values, which are lower on the axis,

represent a higher vowel quality and higher values, which are higher on the

axis, represent a lower vowel quality. On the other hand, figures that show f2

demonstrate di↵erences in vowel backness along the vowel trajectories. Points

along the vowel trajectories that have a more back quality are represent by

lower values, which are lower on the axis, and points that have a more fronted

quality are represented by higher values, which are higher on the axis.

This type of diagram is useful in determining at which measurement point

price and mouth begin to move towards the o↵glide (this will be referred

to as the ‘inflection point’) and the heights of the starting points of the

trajectories across di↵erent conditions. It is important to be able to establish

these two features in order to evaluate the predictions of ‘failure-to-lower’ and
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(a) Graph Type 1: trajectory plot where the
y-axis scale is not fixed. The inflection points
are clearer, but the dynamics of the trajectory
are not accurately represented
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(b) Trajectory plot where the y-axis scale is
fixed. It depicts the actual dynamic move-
ment of the trajectory, but does not clearly
show the inflection points

Figure 6.6: Demonstration of the visual di↵erence between smoothed trajectory
plots where y-axis values are not fixed (Figure 6.6a) compared to fixed (Figure
6.6b). In the current thesis, the Figure 6.6a type is used, as inflection points
are clearer

‘asymmetric assimilation’. The inflection point is used to operationalise the

relative durations of the nucleus and o↵glide in the target vowels. For example,

if the inflection point is at approximately 20%, then the nucleus makes up a

smaller proportion of the vowel production and the o↵glide makes up a larger

proportion. In other words, the nucleus is short and the o↵glide is long in

this example, which is an indication of o↵glide peripheralisation (Moreton

and Thomas 2007). Similar measures of o↵glide peripheralisation are used

by Moreton and Thomas (2007), but those measures generally focus on the

o↵glide proportion alone. It should be noted that inflections points may occur

even before the 20% measurement, but that this would not change the overall

results. In other words, an inflection point before the 20% measurement still

indicates o↵glide peripheralisation.

Note that the scales for this type of figure may di↵er between the di↵erent

figures in order to best show the inflection points of the target vowels in certain

environments. This results in some of the trajectory curves looking more

dynamic than they are. For example, productions that are monophthongal

may appear to have changes between the nucleus and the o↵glide as a result

of the expanded scale (see Figure 6.6).

The second graphical representation shows nucleus or o↵glide acoustic
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Figure 6.7: Graph Type 2: Nucleus/O↵glide phonetic position across date of
birth used to show changes in nucleus or o↵glide height from older to younger
speakers

measurements on the y-axis and date of birth on the x-axis with a smoothed

line, using the ggplot2.R package (Wickham 2009) linear smoothing (lm)

function. These graphs all use the same scale on the y-axis, so that di↵erences

in older speakers’ f1 and f2 values at the nucleus may be compared to younger

speakers across di↵erent conditioning environments. Figures that show f1

along the y-axis have a reversed axis, so that it is easier to see the height of

the nucleus. In these graphs, points that are higher in the graph represent

more raised productions (but lower f1 values). Figures that show f2 along the

y-axis are not reversed. Points that are higher in the graph represent fronter

productions (higher f2 values). Graph type 2 is particularly helpful to evaluate

evidence in support of or against the ‘failure-to-lower’ approach. Furthermore,

it represents the changes from older speakers to younger speakers in the

nucleus and o↵glide height and backness (see Figure 6.7 for an example).

Mixed e↵ects models were again used in the analysis of the main investi-

gation. For a detailed description of mixed e↵ects models and their features

see §5.2.2. However, the details related to specific mixed e↵ects models, such
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as the variables included as fixed e↵ects, are presented at the point where

those model predictions are discussed in Chapter 7.

As discussed in detail in Chapter 7 there are a small subset of speakers who

do not exhibit the overall patterns of variation for price and mouth found for

the majority of the speakers in the sample. While it has not been established

as a common practice in linguistics, a principled way of identifying speakers

who deviate from the overall patterns is to run mixed e↵ects models including

all speakers of the sample and inspect the random intercepts and slopes.

Therefore, I ran six mixed e↵ects models for each of the dependent variables

(normalised f1 and f2 at the nucleus and o↵glide, Euclidean distance, and

normalised duration) to determine the amount of inter-speaker variability in

the current sample. The independent variables for these models were voiclass

and speech style with an interaction between the two variables. The random

e↵ects structure was random intercepts for speakers and words and random

slopes for speakers by voiclass and speech style. Random slopes for speaker

by voiclass were plotted and visually inspected for outliers. Those speakers

that were clearly outliers are not included in the overall models, but instead are

discussed in the sections on inter-speaker variation (§7.1.1.1 and 7.2.1.1).

The current chapter has discussed the experimental design and methodology

of the main data collection. The pilot study results found that interview style

tasks do not provide an adequate number of mouth tokens to investigate and

also only provide a somewhat limited number of price tokens. Therefore,

map tasks and a word list are used in the main investigation. The use of

multiple measurement techniques, such as normalised f1 and f2 measurements

at the nucleus and o↵glide, vowel trajectories, and Euclidean distance help to

provide a better understanding of the realisations of price and mouth. These

measurements along with duration are used in the main investigation. Finally,

the use of mixed e↵ects models to determine factors that explain the variation

found in the production of price and mouth is an e↵ective technique to

evaluate production di↵erences of the target vowels in a principled way.



CHAPTER 7

MAIN INVESTIGATION: RESULTS

The current chapter centres around the three hypotheses presented in §5.3,
which relate to the general characteristics of price and mouth patterns in

varieties of English (§3.3). These hypotheses are used to explore the specific

details of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in Liverpool

English (LE) and how these patterns relate to similar patterns reported in

other varieties of English. The hypotheses that are addressed in the current

chapter are as follows:

1. price and mouth in LE are phonologically conditioned by the following

environment (voiclass).

2. price and mouth phonologically-conditioned patterns of variation in

LE are separate, but related, patterns.

3. Word list speech has di↵erent phonological conditioning of price and

mouth compared to casual speech in LE.

The amount of inter-speaker variation is also discussed with regards to each

vowel (§7.1.1.1 and 7.2.1.1) and is presented in relation to the general patterns

of price and mouth variation that are found for the majority of speakers in

the current sample. Most speakers within the sample have similar patterns of

variation, so that specific phonetic realisations of price and mouth are only

found in certain phonetic contexts for most speakers. However, a small subset

of speakers deviate from this general pattern. There are six speakers that

di↵er from the general pattern for price phonologically-conditioned variation

(§7.1.1.1). Five of these speakers demonstrate two alternative patterns from

the one found for the majority of speakers. The sixth speaker appears to be

209
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Speech Style price mouth

Word List 3078 2887
Map Task 2137 1460
total 5215 4347

Table 7.1: Number of tokens of price and mouth in the main investigation

an outlier in the dataset. There are eight speakers that di↵er from the general

pattern for mouth phonologically-conditioned variation (§7.2.1.1). Seven

of these speakers show three alternative patterns to the one found for the

majority of speakers. The final speaker is an outlier and is the same speaker

that appears to be an outlier for the price pattern.

Furthermore, the results of the main investigation are used to try and

understand what the possible origins of these patterns in LE are, which is

one of the main aims of this thesis. By presenting a detailed discussion of

the features of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in

contemporary LE and in the historical dataset (Chapter 9), we can gain a

better understanding of the features that emerged as a result of new-dialect

formation and those that are later developments. An investigation of the

inflection points of price and mouth by following environment is particularly

useful for the discussion of the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach (see §6.2).
In order to present the results that are most relevant for the discussion of

origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE, the

inflection points are only given for the patterns of price and mouth that

occur for the majority of speakers and for any older speakers that deviate

from the general pattern.

As mentioned in §6.1, the main investigation includes a word list and map

tasks in order to assess the di↵erence between formal and casual speech styles.

The pilot study was not able to account for speech style e↵ects, as there were

too few tokens in the casual speech style. However, the main investigation

has a much larger number of tokens in casual speech (see Table 7.1) than

the pilot study, as a result of the use of map tasks in the data collection.

Table 7.1 shows the number of tokens in the word list, map tasks and overall

totals of the target vowels.

In total price has 5215 tokens and mouth has 4347. While the word
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list tokens contain only those environments that were mentioned in §6.1, the
map tasks include some others. As a summary, the word list data contains

price and mouth before voiceless stops (vl st), voiced stops (vd st), nasals

(na), /l/ (la), morpheme boundaries (m bound) and in word final open

syllables (op). As place of articulation was not found to be a significant

predictor of the variation in price and mouth measurements in the pilot

study, the main investigation includes only alveolar consonants in the voiceless

stop, voiced stop and nasal environments. This is done to limit other factors

that could potentially influence the acoustic measurements, such as length

of transition and co-articulatory e↵ects, and it provides greater consistency

across lexical items.

As the map tasks produced casual speech, tokens in other environments

than the ones under investigation occurred. There were 161 price tokens and

52 mouth tokens that occur in other environments, such as before voiceless

fricatives, voiced fricatives and vowels. These tokens are not included in

the results of the current investigation, as there were too few to provide

reliable results. Furthermore, these tokens did not occur across all speakers

in the sample.

Note that there is still a larger di↵erence between the number of tokens of

mouth in the word list and map tasks than for price. Furthermore, in the

map tasks there were thirty four lexical items of price in environments that

are currently under investigation which were not labels on the map tasks, but

only eleven for mouth. These results further strengthen the decision not to

investigate mouth at this juncture in the historical corpus, the Origins of

Liverpool English (OLIVE) (Watson and Clark forthcoming).

The results for the price and mouth vowels are presented separately,

which is the same structure as in other chapters in this thesis. This decision

is corroborated by the results of the pilot study, which found that price and

mouth patterns of variation di↵er from each other. Therefore, the current

chapter is divided into results pertaining to price (§7.1), results pertaining
to mouth (§7.2), a comparison of the two patterns to answer hypothesis 2

(§7.3) and a summary of the results for the main investigation (§7.4).
I use phonetic symbols as convenient labels to identify typical/major

variants, but it should be remembered that these are cover symbols for ranges
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of f1 and f2 values. A similar use of phonetic transcriptions is given by

Thomas (2001). The phonetic transcriptions in this and subsequent chapters

follow the conventions of the International Phonetic Alphabet (International

Phonetic Association 1999) and are based on the inflection points and the

six measurements (f1 and f2 at the nucleus and o↵glide, Euclidean distance,

and duration) used in the analysis of the target vowels. Furthermore, to

arrive at these transcriptions, the normalised f1 and f2 values at the nucleus

and o↵glide were compared with normalised f1 and f2 values of a small

subset of tokens with other vowels measured for normalisations purposes or

orientation in the vowel space in the datasets. The averaged raw f1 and f2

values of the nucleus and o↵glide were also compared to reported values for

southern British English monophthongs and diphthongs separated by gender

(Deterding 1997, Williams 2013) in order to further substantiate the phonetic

transcriptions used to represent the realisations of the target vowels in the

main and historical investigations.

7.1 RESULTS FOR PRICE

The results section for the price vowel is subdivided into results pertaining to

hypothesis 1 regarding the e↵ects that di↵erent following environments have

on the realisations of price (§7.1.1), and results pertaining to hypothesis 3

regarding the e↵ect of speech style on the patterns of variation found for price

(§7.1.2). The results for hypothesis 1 (§7.1.1) initially examine the price

realisations and the following environments where they occur for the majority

of speakers and then turns to the inter-speaker variation or alternative patterns

of variation of price observed in a small subset of speakers in the current

sample (§7.1.1.1). Note that the six speakers in §7.1.1.1 who are shown to

di↵er from the majority of the speakers are not included in the discussion or

presentation of results pertaining to the general pattern found for hypothesis 1.

Furthermore, these speakers are excluded from all of the mixed e↵ects models

regarding the general pattern. Those speakers excluded from the results of

the general pattern are: ‘Sc05’, ‘Sc09’, ‘Sc16’, ‘Sc17’, ‘Sc18’, ‘Sc23’. Five of

these speakers demonstrate two alternative patterns of variation of the price

vowel. These alternative patterns are in many ways the same as the results
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found for the majority of the speakers, as discussed in §7.1.1.1. Speaker ‘Sc23’
produces an idiosyncratic pattern.

7.1.1 Hypothesis 1: PRICE in LE is phonologically conditioned

by the following environment

Previous research suggests that the main conditioning environments for re-

alisations of price are before voiceless stops, voiced stops, nasals and in

open syllables, as discussed in §3.3.3. Furthermore, I investigate the e↵ects

of the pre-/l/ environment and morpheme boundaries on the realisations of

the price vowel.

In order to facilitate the presentation of the results pertaining to the

realisations of the price vowel in di↵erent following environments, let us first

establish whether there is a di↵erence between the price realisations before

morpheme boundaries. In the pilot study the polymorphemic tokens did not

represent price and mouth tokens before morpheme boundaries of the type

that are described as a conditioning environment of SVLR phonologically-

conditioned variation. Therefore, the main investigation included monosyllabic

tokens with the past tense morpheme, such as died and vowed, to establish

whether the LE phonologically-conditioned variation of price and/or mouth

resembled the SVLR morpheme boundary conditioning environment. As

Scottish varieties of English were likely involved in the dialect mixture of

LE, it is important to determine whether aspects of SVLR influenced the

resultant patterns.

Given that the past tense morpheme is used to represent tokens with

a morpheme boundary, these tokens are always followed by a voiced stop.

Therefore, it is possible to compare price and mouth realisations before

voiced stops without a morpheme boundary, such as tide, to realisations before

voiced stops with a morpheme boundary, such as tied. The results demonstrate

that these two environments do not di↵er for price, which suggests that the

following voiced stop influences the realisation of the target vowel and not the

morpheme boundary. Figure 7.1 demonstrates the formant trajectories and

amount of diphthongisation of price before voiced stops without a morpheme

boundary (vd st) and with a morpheme boundary (m bound) across all
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Figure 7.1: price realisations before voiced stops with a morpheme boundary
(m bound, grey line) and without a morpheme boundary (vd st, black line)

speakers.

Mixed e↵ects models were used on normalised f1 and f2 at the nucleus

(20% measurement) and o↵glide (80% measurement), Euclidean distance and

normalised duration measurements, in order to determine whether productions

of price before voiced stops with a morpheme boundary (m bound) were

significantly di↵erent from productions of price before voiced stops without

a morpheme boundary (vd st). Fixed e↵ects in the models were following

environment (voiclass), age, gender, and location. I added interactions

between voiclass ⇥ age, voiclass ⇥ gender, and voiclass ⇥ location. The

random e↵ects were a random slope for the following environment by speaker

and random intercepts for speakers and words.

The predictions of the mixed e↵ects models indicate that voiclass alone

does not account for variation in the price vowel before voiced stops based

on the presence/absence of a morpheme boundary, as shown in Figure 7.2

(see summary tables in §A.2.2.1). In other words, price realisations before

voiced stops with morpheme boundaries do not di↵er from price realisations

without morpheme boundaries on the six measurements used in this analysis.

However, the interaction of following environment and age is significant for

both the normalised f1 and f2 o↵glide measurements, and duration. The

results suggest that there is no di↵erence for younger speakers in any of the

measurements between the tokens of price where the target vowel is before
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voiced stops with or without morpheme boundaries. The older speakers have

a slightly raised and fronted o↵glide in the tokens of price before voiced

stops with morpheme boundaries (tied) compared to those without (tide).

This e↵ect does not appear to be strong. However, the di↵erence between the

duration of the price vowel before voiced stops with and without morpheme

boundaries is a robust e↵ect. The price tokens with a morpheme boundary

are longer than the ones without.

The mixed e↵ects models predictions with regards to the o↵glide values

should be taken as tentative, as the e↵ect is rather weak and there are few

older speakers in the current sample. There are only six older speakers and

four of these speakers di↵er from the general pattern of variation found for

the price vowel in LE. A larger speaker sample of older speakers is required

to verify these results. The most robust di↵erence between the price vowel

before voiced stops with and without a morpheme boundary occurs in the

normalised duration measurements for older speakers. This is an interesting

result, as it potentially demonstrates vowels durations being a↵ected by the

morpheme boundary. This is similar to what is reported in varieties of English

with SVLR patterns. That being said, Agutter (1988) and Scobbie et al.

(1999a) present evidence that vowel durations are longer in tokens with a

morpheme boundary regardless of whether the vowel participate in SVLR.

Specifically, there are longer vowel durations of the price vowel before the

past tense morpheme compared to before /d/ even in speakers of RP.

Furthermore, the duration di↵erence found in the present investigation

does not coincide with a quality di↵erence. One of the main di↵erences

between other vowels that participate in SVLR (mainly /i:/ and /0:/) and the

price vowel is that the duration di↵erence is joined by a quality di↵erence

for the price vowel in SVLR patterns. Given that in the mixed e↵ects

models with nucleus and Euclidean distance measurements as the dependent

measure, age is not a significant predictor, price is likely produced similarly

before all voiced stops. As a result of this and the current thesis’ focus on

qualitative di↵erences between the realisations of price in di↵erent following

environments, price before all voiced stops are analysed as one category

regardless of the presence/absence of morpheme boundaries.

For the majority of the speakers in the current sample, these results indicate
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Figure 7.2: Mixed e↵ects model predictions for price before voiced stops
without morpheme boundaries (vd st) and with morpheme boundaries
(m bound) on the six dependent variables: normalised f1 (f1.norm) and
f2 (f2.norm) at the nucleus and o↵glide, Euclidean distance (ed), and nor-
malised duration (dur.norm)
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that the realisation of price does not di↵er when followed by voiced stops

regardless of whether the voiced stops are part of the same morpheme as the

target vowel or a second morpheme. On the other hand, the older speakers

appear to have some di↵erences between the tokens of price followed by

voiced stops with and without a morpheme boundary, as shown in Figure 7.2.

This is mostly realised in the duration of the vowel, which is longer when

followed by the past tense morpheme (tied) compared to when followed by

voiced stops within the same morpheme (tide), as shown in Figure 7.2f. The

duration di↵erence seems to be joined by a slight quality di↵erence in the

o↵glide for these older speakers. Older speakers produce the price vowel with

a slightly raised and fronted o↵glide before morpheme boundaries compared

to the o↵glide position before voiced stops without a morpheme boundary

(Figures 7.2b and 7.2d). This quality di↵erence is not a very robust e↵ect.

Therefore, the influence that SVLR patterns in the speech of immigrants

from Scotland, parts of northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland on

price phonologically-conditioned variation in LE cannot be concluded on

the basis of the current data. It is revisited in Chapter 10 after the results

from the investigation of the OLIVE corpus (Watson and Clark forthcoming)

are discussed (§9.1.2).
The remainder of this section examines the details of price phonologically-

conditioned variation and those following environments that condition the

realisations of price for the majority of speakers. While there are inevitably

small di↵erences between each of the environments and within each of the

following environments, the main conditioning environments for the realisations

of price are before voiceless obstruents, before /l/, before non-/l/ voiced

consonants and in open syllables. Figure 7.3 demonstrates the formant

trajectories, normalised nucleus (20%) f1 and f2 values, indicated by shapes,

and normalised o↵glide (80%) f1 and f2 values, indicated by arrowheads,

for the twenty-two speakers that represent the same general pattern for the

price vowel.

Vowel trajectories in Figures 7.3a and 7.3b demonstrate the similarity

between price before voiced stops (vd st), nasals (na), and /l/ (la) in terms

of the nucleus and o↵glide and the di↵erence between the nucleus of price

before voiceless stops (vl st) compared to realisations in open syllables (op).
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Figure 7.4: price vowel results for Euclidean distance (ed) and normalised
duration measurement (dur.norm) by following environment (voiclass)

The realisation of the nucleus of price before voiceless stops is raised and

fronted in comparison to the other environments, as further demonstrated

in Figures 7.3c and 7.3d. Figures 7.3c and 7.3d indicate that the realisation

of price in open syllables is the same as before voiced consonants at the

nucleus measurement and Figures 7.3a and 7.3b shows that this realisation is

in a similar position to the trap vowel. Furthermore, Figures 7.3e and 7.3f

provide evidence for the di↵erence in the production of the o↵glide in open

syllables compared to voiced consonants. This di↵erence reflects the di↵erence

between the price productions as either monophthongs or diphthongs, as

seen in Figure 7.4a.

The amount of diphthongisation is shown in Figure 7.4a, which suggests

that the price vowel is produced as more diphthongal before voiceless stops

and in open syllables and more monophthongal elsewhere. Finally, Figure

7.4b demonstrates that phonetic realisations of the nucleus and amount of

diphthongisation do not relate to duration in the way that has been suggested

in previous work. In other words, price tokens before voiced stops and nasals

have a longer duration and price tokens before /l/ have a shorter duration,

but monophthongal productions occur in these environments, while price

tokens before voiceless stops have a shorter duration but are more diphthongal.

Furthermore, price has a shorter duration before voiceless stops and /l/, but

the nucleus of price is only raised and fronted before voiceless stops not
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before /l/.1 The comparison of these figures provides visual evidence for the

main environments that condition the realisations of price: before voiceless

obstruents, before /l/, before non-/l/ voiced consonants and in open syllables.

The predictions of the mixed e↵ects models corroborate these findings. As

previously mentioned, note that the following mixed e↵ects models exclude

the six speakers, who di↵er from the overall patterns for the price vowel and

are discussed in §7.1.1.1. The mixed e↵ects models presented here di↵er from

the previous ones in that price followed by a voiced stop without (vd st)

and with a morpheme boundary (m bound) have been conflated into one

level in voiclass, which was not the case previously.

The fixed e↵ects in the mixed e↵ects models were following environment

(voiclass), speech style and gender. Interactions between voiclass and speech

style, and voiclass and gender are also included. The independent variables

for age and location could not be included in the current models, as a result

of excluding the six speakers that produce di↵erent patterns from the general

pattern. Any results obtained for age or location would be unreliable as they

would have been representing one or two speakers in some cases. Random

e↵ects were random slopes for voiclass by speakers and random intercepts

for words and speakers.

Note that speech style was found to be a significant predictor both as

a main e↵ect in some models and as an interaction term with some of the

following environments, but those results are discussed in detail in §7.1.2.
Speech style does not a↵ect the general pattern found for the price vowel,

but rather casual speech is found to enhance some of the processes that occur

as part of the general pattern. For example, a nucleus raising process is found

before voiceless stops in both the word list and map task data, but the amount

that the nucleus is raised in the map task data is greater than the word list

data (see an example of this in Figure 7.5). Gender was not found to be

a significant predictor either as a main e↵ect or as an interaction with the

following environments in any of the models.

Figure 7.6 demonstrates that price tokens before voiceless stops are

significantly di↵erent (p<0.02 in all models) from all other environments in

1To date, I am not aware of any property of LE /l/, which may account for these results.
However, further research on LE /l/ is required to confirm this.
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Figure 7.5: Demonstration of pattern enhancement as a result of speech style:
price normalised nucleus f1 measurements (f1.norm) before voiceless stops
comparing word list (n) and map task (y) data

the six measurements (f1 and f2 at nucleus and o↵glide, Euclidean distance and

duration) with one exception. Duration measurements are not significantly

di↵erent for price realisations before voiceless stops and before /l/ (p=0.72),

as shown in Figure 7.6 and Table 7.5. Given the overwhelming evidence

that price productions before voiceless stops are di↵erent from the other

environments in the majority of measurements, the results suggest that price

is produced as a diphthong with a raised and front nucleus before voiceless

obstruents, which is represented as [3�Ifi] (see Tables 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5).

price tokens in open syllables are significantly di↵erent (p<0.01 in all

three models) from the other conditioning environments in the normalised

f1 and f2 o↵glide measurements (also see summary tables in §A.2.2.1) and
Euclidean distance (Table 7.4). However, the nucleus measurements do not

di↵er from the other following environments included in the model with the

exception of the nucleus values of price before voiceless stops. These results

suggest that the second conditioning environment for the realisations of price

is open syllables, which is represented as [aI].

Finally, price tokens before voiced stops, nasals and /l/ do not di↵er in

the nucleus, o↵glide and Euclidean distance measurements in the mixed e↵ects

models. price realisations in these environments do not have a raised or

fronted nucleus and are mostly monophthongal. One evident di↵erence between
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Figure 7.6: Mixed e↵ects models predictions for price by following environ-
ments (voiclass) on the six dependent variables: normalised f1 at the nucleus
and o↵glide (f1.norm), normalised f2 at the nucleus and o↵glide (f2.norm),
Euclidean distance (ed), and normalised duration (dur.norm)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.65 0.03 56.99
voiclassna -0.08 0.04 -2.27
voiclassop 0.01 0.02 0.42

voiclassvd st 0.03 0.02 1.54
voiclassvl st -0.18 0.04 -5.12

convy -0.01 0.03 -0.26
genm -0.03 0.03 -0.84

voiclassna:convy 0.01 0.03 0.42
voiclassop:convy -0.06 0.03 -2.33

voiclassvd st:convy -0.06 0.03 -2.47
voiclassvl st:convy -0.08 0.03 -3.21

voiclassna:genm 0.03 0.05 0.70
voiclassop:genm -0.01 0.02 -0.42

voiclassvd st:genm -0.03 0.02 -1.83
voiclassvl st:genm 0.07 0.05 1.50

Table 7.2: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f1 mixed e↵ects model
by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.98 0.02 52.70
voiclassna 0.02 0.02 1.35
voiclassop 0.03 0.02 1.99

voiclassvd st 0.03 0.02 2.17
voiclassvl st 0.18 0.02 7.80

convy -0.01 0.01 -0.58
genm -0.00 0.02 -0.21

voiclassna:convy -0.04 0.01 -2.93
voiclassop:convy 0.01 0.01 0.42

voiclassvd st:convy -0.01 0.01 -1.09
voiclassvl st:convy 0.01 0.01 1.01

voiclassna:genm 0.03 0.01 2.62
voiclassop:genm 0.00 0.01 0.02

voiclassvd st:genm 0.02 0.01 1.97
voiclassvl st:genm -0.04 0.03 -1.29

Table 7.3: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f2 mixed e↵ects model
by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.38 0.04 9.41
voiclassna -0.01 0.04 -0.16
voiclassop 0.41 0.06 6.89

voiclassvd st 0.09 0.04 1.95
voiclassvl st 0.54 0.05 11.20

convy -0.07 0.04 -1.92
genm -0.11 0.05 -2.03

voiclassna:convy 0.01 0.03 0.32
voiclassop:convy 0.01 0.03 0.23

voiclassvd st:convy -0.06 0.03 -1.69
voiclassvl st:convy -0.10 0.03 -3.21

voiclassna:genm 0.14 0.06 2.41
voiclassop:genm 0.06 0.08 0.67

voiclassvd st:genm 0.07 0.06 1.23
voiclassvl st:genm 0.07 0.07 1.02

Table 7.4: Summary table for price Euclidean distance mixed e↵ects model
by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) -0.56 0.11 -4.96
voiclassna 1.04 0.14 7.21
voiclassop 1.19 0.14 8.31

voiclassvd st 1.55 0.14 11.46
voiclassvl st -0.08 0.13 -0.62

convy -0.34 0.12 -2.92
genm 0.09 0.13 0.69

voiclassna:convy 0.00 0.11 0.04
voiclassop:convy -0.48 0.11 -4.19

voiclassvd st:convy -0.43 0.11 -3.94
voiclassvl st:convy -0.05 0.11 -0.43

voiclassna:genm -0.24 0.14 -1.66
voiclassop:genm -0.16 0.16 -0.99

voiclassvd st:genm -0.17 0.13 -1.31
voiclassvl st:genm -0.08 0.11 -0.71

Table 7.5: Summary table for price normalised duration mixed e↵ects model
by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)
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Figure 7.7: price trajectories demonstrating inflection points by following
environments (voiclass)

price productions in these environments is that longer vowel durations occur

before voiced stops and nasals and shorter vowel durations are found before

/l/ (see Figure 7.6f and Table 7.5). Given all of the other similarities found

in these environments, I suggest that price is also conditioned by /l/ and

other voiced consonants. These realisations are almost identical with length

being the only di↵erence. The pre-/l/ price realisation is represented as [a]

and before other voiced consonants it is [a:].

In order to provide an even fuller understanding of the target vowel

realisations and to help with the understanding of the origins of this pattern in

LE, inflection points are also investigated in the current study, as described in
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§6.2. Figure 7.7 demonstrates that the inflection point of price before voiceless

stops (vl st) for the f1 and f2 trajectories is around the 20% measurement.

This suggests that the nucleus of the diphthong is very short and so the phonetic

transcription may be more accurately represented as [3̆�Ifi]. On the other hand,

price in open syllables (op) is at approximately the 40% measurement,

which suggests that [aI] is generally an accurate representation of this vowel

variant. Finally, price before voiced consonants (vd st, na and la) has an

inflection point that is at the 50% or farther measurement, which demonstrates

that there is some movement of the formants. This movement occurs well

into the vowel and is generally not drastic, which again suggests that the

monophthongal transcriptions of [a] before /l/ and [a:] before voiced stops

and nasals are generally accurate.

The results pertaining to the inflection point of the price vowel in di↵erent

following environments are discussed further in the evaluation of the approaches

to the origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in

new-dialect formation in Chapter 10.
Therefore, according the results in the current section the most common

pattern of price phonologically-conditioned variation in LE is:

1. Before voiceless obstruents: [Ĕ�Ifi] (raised/fronted short nucleus diphthong

with a short overall duration)

2. Word finally in open syllables: [aI] (long diphthong)

3. Before /l/: [a] (short monophthong)

4. Before voiced stops and nasals: [a:] (long monophthong)

In other words, there seems to be two processes that occur raising and fronting

of the nucleus of price and monophthongisation.

7.1.1.1 Inter-speaker variation

There are six speakers in the current sample who di↵er slightly from these

overall findings. These speakers exhibit two alternative patterns of variation

for the price vowel, which deviate from the general pattern in two di↵erent

features: raising and fronting of the nucleus and amount of diphthongisation.
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Note that these six speakers do not fit into any specific sociolinguistic category.

In other words, the speakers who exhibit alternate patterns of variation for

the price vowel are males and females, older and younger, and are from

northern and southern Liverpool and Knowsley.

There are two clear alternative patterns that emerge from five of these six

speakers. One group of speakers (‘Sc09’, ‘Sc17’, and ‘Sc18’) does not raise or

front the nucleus of price before voiceless stops, but does monophthongise

price before voiced consonants (see Figure 7.8). Therefore, the pattern for

these three speakers is diphthongal ([aI]) realisations before voiceless stops and

in open syllables, short monophthongs ([a]) before /l/, and long monophthongs

([a:]) before voiced stops and nasals. Two of these speakers (‘Sc17’ and ‘Sc18’)

are the older male participants and one is a younger male participant (‘Sc09’).

These are the only two older male speakers in the sample, so it is di�cult

to determine whether the pattern that they have is representative of older

male speakers in Liverpool. However, the results of the investigation of the

OLIVE corpus provides some insights into price phonologically-conditioned

variation for older LE speakers (Chapter 9).

While the two older male speakers do not show raising or fronting of

the nucleus of price before voiceless stops, they do have a di↵erence in the

price inflection points before voiceless stops compared to other environments.

Figure 7.9 demonstrates that the inflection point of price before voiceless

stops occurs before 35% of the way through the vowel for these speakers. The f1

and f2 inflection points for price before voiceless stops is between the 30% and

35% measurements. On the other hand, the inflection points of the trajectory

of price before voiced stops occurs between the 40% and 50% measurements.

Chapter 10 discusses how the di↵erences between the inflection points for the

majority of speakers and the older speakers helps us to understanding the

development of price nucleus raising and fronting in LE.

The second group of speakers (‘Sc05’ and ‘Sc16’) fronts the nucleus of price

only before voiceless stops, but also raises in more than just the voiceless stop

environment (see Figure 7.10). These speakers maintain the di↵erences in the

amount of diphthongisation between the di↵erent following environments in the

general pattern. In other words, monophthongs occur before voiced consonants

and diphthongs occur before voiceless stops and in open syllables (Figure
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Figure 7.8: Normalised f1 and f2 nucleus box plots and Euclidean distance
violin plot for speakers ‘Sc09’, ‘Sc17’ and ‘Sc18’, who do not raise or front the
nucleus of price before voiceless stops
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Figure 7.9: Inflection points for the price vowel trajectories by following
environments (voiclass) for the older speakers ‘Sc17’ and ‘Sc18’ who do not
raise or front the nucleus of price before voiceless stops
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Figure 7.10: Normalised f1 and f2 box plots and Euclidean distance violin plots
for speakers who raise the nucleus of price in more than one environment,
but only front before voiceless stops: ‘Sc05’, ‘Sc16’

7.10c). Speaker ‘Sc05’ raises at the nucleus measurement of price before

voiceless stops, voiced stops and nasals compared to the other environments,

while speaker ‘Sc16’ raises at the nucleus measurement before voiceless stops

and nasals compared to the other environments. It should be noted that

these speakers are older female participants from northern Liverpool and

Knowsley. There is one other older female from northern Liverpool and one

from southern Liverpool who produce the pattern described in §7.1.1 that

is found for the majority of speakers.

Furthermore, the inflection points for these speakers demonstrate the

pattern predicted by the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach, discussed in detail

in Chapter 10. That is to say, the environments that have realisations of price

as raised at the nucleus measurement have an inflection point that is earlier in

the vowel trajectory than the other environments. The f1 inflection points for
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price before voiceless stops, voiced stops, and nasals are at approximately the

20% measurement for speaker ‘Sc05’ (Figure 7.11a), but at approximately the

30% measurement in open syllables. Speaker ‘Sc16’ demonstrates a later f1

inflection point of price before voiced stops (approximately 30%) compared

to speaker ‘Sc05’. For this speaker, the nucleus measurement of price is

not raised before voiced stops compared to other environments. Figure 7.11b

demonstrates that for both speakers the f2 inflection points for price is

at approximately the 20% measurement before voiceless stops, which is the

only fronting environment. The other following environments show a later

f2 inflection point.

It should be noted that the current analysis appears to show raising in

these environments for the two older female speakers. However, when the

results of the OLIVE corpus presented in Chapter 9 are taken into account

this apparent raising may actually be a non-lowering.

Finally, speaker ‘Sc23’ realises price as monophthongal only before /l/

and as diphthongal elsewhere, as shown in Figure 7.12. This participant is

a younger male from northern Liverpool. He is the only participant to have

spent more than three years outside of Liverpool during his entire life, which

may account for this di↵erence. Otherwise, this speaker produces a similar

pattern to the majority of the speakers. He raises and fronts the nucleus of

price before voiceless stops and does not in any of the other environments.

Given that none of the other speakers demonstrated the pattern found for

‘Sc23’, it is possible that the mostly diphthongal productions used by speaker

‘Sc23’ are related to levelling as a result of living away from Liverpool and

not necessarily a pattern generally found in LE.

The current section found that the majority of speakers produce a price

phonologically-conditioned pattern that encompasses two processes: raising

and fronting of the nucleus of price and monophthongisation. Monoph-

thongisation occurs before voiced consonants and raising and fronting of the

nucleus of price occurs before voiceless stops. A small subset of speakers

di↵er from this general pattern. One group produces monophthongs before

voiced consonants, but does not raise and front the nucleus of price be-

fore voiceless stops. The second group continues to use both the process

of monophthongisation and raising/fronting, but extends the environments
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Figure 7.11: Inflection points for the price vowel trajectories by following
environments (voiclass) for speakers ‘Sc05’, ‘Sc16’ who raise at the nucleus
measurement of price in a number of environments
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Figure 7.12: Normalised f1 and f2 box plots and Euclidean distance violin
plots for speaker ‘Sc23’, who does not produce monophthongs before voiced
stops and nasals

where the raising process occurs.

7.1.2 Hypothesis 3: Word list speech has di↵erent phonological

conditioning of PRICE compared to casual speech in LE

As discussed in §3.3.3 and §5.2, speech style has been found to a↵ect the

production of price in phonologically-conditioned variation. Furthermore,

in the mixed e↵ects models presented in §7.1.1, speech style is a significant

predictor in all of the measurements tested as either a main e↵ect or as an

interaction with the following environment. Figure 7.13 demonstrates the

predictions of the mixed e↵ects models in relation to the speech style.
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Figure 7.13: Mixed e↵ects models predictions for price by following en-
vironment (voiclass) and speech style (conv) on the dependent variables:
normalised f1 (f1.norm) and f2 (f2.norm) at the nucleus and o↵glide, Euclidean
distance (ed) and normalised duration (dur.norm)
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However, speech style does not a↵ect the conditioning of price phonologi-

cally. In other words, the realisations of price and conditioning environments

found for the majority of speakers does not change due to speech style. Casual

speech style merely enhances some of the characteristics found in the general

pattern. In word list speech price has a raised and fronted nucleus before

voiceless stops. The nucleus of price in the map tasks is found to be fronted

to a similar degree as the word list (Figures 7.13c and 7.14b), but is more

raised in casual speech than in the word list (Figures 7.13a and 7.14a). Figure

7.14 demonstrates the comparison between the normalised f1 and f2 nucleus

measurement in word list (n) and map task data (y). It also shows that the

realisations of price at the nucleus values and the conditioning environments

remain the same regardless of speech style.

Furthermore, speech style a↵ects the amount of diphthongisation of the

price vowel realisations, as shown in Figures 7.13e and 7.15. In word list

speech price is mostly monophthongal before voiced consonants, while in

map task speech price is even more consistently monophthongal in these

environments (see Figure 7.15). Figure 7.15 further demonstrates that price

before voiceless stops and in open syllables is diphthongal in both speech

styles, but is slightly more diphthongal in word list speech.

Finally, normalised duration of price is shorter in all environments, as

shown in Figures 7.13f and 7.16. Similar to the results for normalised f1 and f2

measurements and amount of diphthongisation, normalised duration of price

does not deviate from the general pattern as a result of di↵erent speech styles.

price is short before voiceless stops and /l/, and long before voiced stops,

nasals and in open syllables in both speech styles.

The findings of the current investigation suggest that speech style does

not a↵ect the main processes involved in price phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE. price nucleus raising and fronting before voiceless obstruents

and price monophthongisation before voiced consonants occur in both formal

and casual speech styles. Shorter vowel durations and enhancement of the

processes are predicted to occur in casual speech, as described in §5.2.1.
This finding suggests that the processes that compose price phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE are likely well-established, which may indicate

that these are not new processes in LE.
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It is important to note that the current investigation coded for other

possible conditioning variables, such as age, gender and location. Gender

for the younger speakers and location over all speakers does not influence

the price pattern found in LE. As discussed in §7.1.1.1 the two older male

speakers do not raise or front the nucleus of price before voiceless stops,

but do monophthongise price before voiced consonants. Two of the four

older females appear to raise and front price at the nucleus measurement

before voiceless stops and some voiced consonants and monophthongise price

before voiced consonants. These results in conjunction with the results of the

OLIVE corpus provide evidence for the features that emerged from new-dialect

formation and those that are later developments of price phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE (Chapter 9).

7.2 RESULTS FOR MOUTH

The results for the mouth vowel follow the same format as the results for

price in the previous section. The current section is subdivided into results

that pertain to hypothesis 1 or the realisations of mouth that occur in

di↵erent following environments (§7.2.1). Within this section there are four

patterns discussed: one which occurs with the majority of the speakers and
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Figure 7.17: mouth realisations before voiced stops with a morpheme bound-
ary (m bound) and without a morpheme boundary (vd st)

three alternative patterns that occur for a subset of speakers (§7.2.1.1). Finally,
the results that pertain to hypothesis 3 regarding speech style e↵ects, are

discussed in §7.2.2.

7.2.1 Hypothesis 1: MOUTH in LE is phonologically conditioned

by the following environment

Let us first examine whether there is a di↵erence between the realisation of

mouth before voiced stops without a morpheme boundary, such as loud, and

before voiced stops with morpheme boundaries, such as vowed. Figure 7.17

demonstrates that across all speakers the realisations of mouth before voiced

stops without (vd st) and with morpheme boundaries (m bound) are similar

in terms of the vowel trajectories and the amount of diphthongisation.

The mixed e↵ects models predictions somewhat support the suggestion

that mouth realisations are similar before voiced stops regardless of the

presence/absence of morpheme boundaries. Note that the mixed e↵ects

models presented in the current section excluded the eight speakers who do

not follow the general patterns for mouth. Furthermore, the mixed e↵ects

models used to determine whether morpheme boundaries a↵ect the realisation

of mouth included tokens of mouth before voiced stops only. Fixed e↵ects in

these models were following environment (voiclass), age, gender, and location.
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Additionally, interactions between voiclass ⇥ age, voiclass ⇥ gender, and

voiclass ⇥ location were in the models. The random e↵ects are random

slope for following environment by speakers and random intercepts for words

and speakers. Figure 7.18 shows the mixed e↵ects models predictions, which

demonstrate that younger speakers produce mouth the same before all voiced

stops, regardless of the presence/absence of morpheme boundaries (also see

summary tables in §A.2.2.2). Older speakers’ realisations of mouth before

voiced stops with and without morpheme boundaries do not di↵er for the

dependent measure of Euclidean distance and normalised duration. However,

the older speakers demonstrate slight di↵erences between the realisations

of mouth before voiced stops with and without morpheme boundaries in

the normalised f1 and f2 values at the nucleus and o↵glide (p=<0.037 in

all four models).

Only a small subset of the older speakers are included in the speakers who

produce the most common pattern for the mouth vowel. Therefore, in this

section mouth vowel realisations followed by any voiced stop are analysed

together, regardless of whether the following voiced stop is in the same

morpheme as the target vowel on in a second morpheme. However, mouth

before voiced stops without morpheme boundaries (vd st) and with morpheme

boundaries (m bound) are kept as separate following environments for the

two older male speakers presented in §7.2.1.1, who produce di↵erences in the

patterns of variation of the mouth vowel from the majority of speakers.

The remainder of this section discusses the results for the mouth vowel

for the majority of speakers, which excludes the seven speakers with alternate

patterns: ‘Sc03’, ‘Sc07’, ‘Sc10’, ‘Sc11’, ‘Sc17’, ‘Sc18’, ‘Sc27’, and ‘Sc23’. The

results pertaining to these speakers are discussed in detail in §7.2.1.1.
Similar to the findings for price phonologically-conditioned variation in

LE, mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE also has two di↵er-

ent processes: raising at the nucleus measurement and monophthongisation.

According to the results of the current investigation, the mouth vowel is

produced as a raised nucleus short diphthong before voiceless stops (vl st),

raised long monophthong before nasals (na), short monophthong before /l/

(la) and diphthong before voiced stops (vd st) and word final in open syllables

(op). Figure 7.19 demonstrates the vowel trajectory, normalised f1 and f2
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values of the nucleus and o↵glide of the mouth vowel for twenty one speakers

who produce the most common pattern.

Figure 7.19a demonstrates the similarity between the trajectories of mouth

before voiced stops and in open syllables. Furthermore, it shows that the

vowel trajectories of mouth before voiced stops and in open syllables di↵er

from the vowel trajectories of mouth before voiceless stops. The vowel

trajectories of mouth before nasals and /l/ are also similar, as shown in

Figure 7.19b. In addition, nucleus raising occurs before voiceless stops and

the monophthongal realisation of mouth is raised before nasals, which is

demonstrated in Figure 7.19c. This raising process is not found in any of

the other following environments and realisations of mouth at the nucleus

measurement are not di↵erentiated in the front-back dimension for any of the

following environments, as shown in Figure 7.19d. Finally, Figures 7.19e and

7.19f demonstrate the di↵erences in the o↵glide values across the di↵erent

following environments. These o↵glide values generally indicate the realisations

of mouth that are mostly monophthongal and mostly diphthongal, which

is further demonstrated in Figure 7.20a.

The amount of diphthongisation is demonstrated in Figure 7.20a, which

shows that mouth realisations are the most diphthongal before voiceless stops

followed by in open syllables and voiced stops, and mouth realisations are

more monophthongal before nasals and /l/. Finally, the normalised duration

values show similar results to those found for the price vowel. Figure 7.20b

shows that the duration of the mouth vowel is shorter before voiceless stops

and /l/, and longer before voiced stops, nasals and in open syllables. These

findings suggest that duration is not straightforwardly related to the amount

of diphthongisation of the vowel realisations or the processes of raising in a

way that has been previously proposed. For example, the duration of mouth

before voiceless stops is short and before nasals it is long, but both are realised

as raised. Furthermore, mouth has a long duration before nasals and a short

duration before /l/, but the realisations of mouth in both environments are

monophthongal. If there were a straightforward relationship between duration

and processes that a↵ect the realisations of the target vowels, these conflicting

results would not be found.

Further evidence for the di↵erence in realisations of mouth conditioned
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Figure 7.20: mouth vowel results for Euclidean distance (ed) and normalised
duration measurements (dur.norm) by following environment (voiclass)

by following environments is gained through statistical analysis of the vowel

realisations. I again used mixed e↵ects models for the statistical analysis of

the realisations of mouth in di↵erent following environments. These models

excluded the eight speakers who do not follow the general patterns for mouth.

mouth before voiced stops with and without morpheme boundaries was

conflated into one level in voiclass as per the results discussed above. The

fixed e↵ects of the models are following environment (voiclass), speech style

(conv), and gender. There are also interaction terms included in the models

for following environment and speech style, and following environment and

gender. The random e↵ects of the models are random slopes for following

environment by speaker and random intercepts for words and speakers. The

predictions of the mixed e↵ects models are shown in Figure 7.21. Gender

was not found to be a significant predictor as a main e↵ect or as interactions

with any of the following environments for any of the dependent measures.

Speech style was found to be a significant predictor as either a main e↵ect

or an interaction with the following environments in all of the models. The

results pertaining directly to speech style are discussed in detail in §7.2.2.
Figure 7.21 demonstrates that mouth before voiceless stops is produced

as a raised nucleus short diphthong. The models suggest that the production

of mouth before voiceless stops di↵er from the other environments in all

dependent measures (p<0.03 in all pertinent models), with four exceptions

(see Tables 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 and summary tables in §A.2.2.2). Normalised f2
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Figure 7.21: Mixed e↵ects models predictions for the mouth vowel by following
environment (voiclass) on the six dependent variables: normalised f1 at the
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.64 0.04 42.35
voiclassna -0.06 0.04 -1.73
voiclassop 0.03 0.03 0.99

voiclassvd st 0.04 0.03 1.39
voiclassvl st -0.14 0.03 -4.31

convy -0.05 0.04 -1.52
genm -0.02 0.05 -0.45

voiclassna:convy 0.04 0.03 1.32
voiclassop:convy 0.07 0.03 2.24

voiclassvd st:convy 0.03 0.03 0.96
voiclassvl st:convy -0.04 0.03 -1.20

voiclassna:genm 0.03 0.04 0.59
voiclassop:genm -0.05 0.03 -1.69

voiclassvd st:genm -0.03 0.02 -1.25
voiclassvl st:genm 0.04 0.04 1.18

Table 7.6: Summary table for mouth nucleus normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.35 0.04 8.37
voiclassna -0.01 0.04 -0.14
voiclassop 0.24 0.05 4.47

voiclassvd st 0.13 0.04 2.92
voiclassvl st 0.33 0.05 7.36

convy -0.02 0.03 -0.77
genm -0.07 0.05 -1.35

voiclassna:convy -0.03 0.03 -0.91
voiclassop:convy -0.10 0.03 -2.90

voiclassvd st:convy -0.02 0.03 -0.66
voiclassvl st:convy -0.13 0.03 -3.88

voiclassna:genm 0.06 0.05 1.23
voiclassop:genm 0.01 0.07 0.13

voiclassvd st:genm -0.02 0.05 -0.34
voiclassvl st:genm 0.03 0.05 0.50

Table 7.7: Summary table for mouth Euclidean distance mixed e↵ects model
by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) -0.42 0.14 -3.02
voiclassna 0.84 0.17 5.02
voiclassop 0.62 0.19 3.23

voiclassvd st 1.25 0.17 7.25
voiclassvl st -0.26 0.18 -1.45

convy 0.18 0.15 1.22
genm 0.33 0.14 2.32

voiclassna:convy -0.26 0.13 -2.01
voiclassop:convy -0.49 0.14 -3.48

voiclassvd st:convy -0.03 0.13 -0.23
voiclassvl st:convy -0.21 0.14 -1.47

voiclassna:genm -0.30 0.13 -2.23
voiclassop:genm -0.32 0.19 -1.69

voiclassvd st:genm -0.36 0.14 -2.57
voiclassvl st:genm -0.11 0.19 -0.59

Table 7.8: Summary table for mouth normalised duration mixed e↵ects model
by speech style (conv) and gender (gen)

nucleus values for mouth do not di↵er for any of the following environments.

The normalised f1 nucleus values for mouth before voiceless stops and nasal

are not significantly di↵erent (p=0.062). No di↵erence is found between the

normalised f2 o↵glide values for mouth before voiceless stops and in open

syllables (p=0.53), but there is a di↵erence in the normalised f1 o↵glide values

between these two environments (p<0.01). Finally, the duration of the mouth

vowel before voiceless stops and /l/ does not di↵er (p=0.15). Given these

results, mouth before voiceless obstruents is realised as a short duration

raised nucleus diphthong, which is represented by [@flU].

Turning to the results for the realisation of mouth before nasals, it is

found that both raising and monophthongisation occurs (Tables 7.6 and 7.7).

Figure 7.21a indicates that mouth is raised before nasals and Figure 7.21e

demonstrates that this production is mostly monophthongal. While normalised

f1 values for mouth before voiceless stops and nasals are not found to be

significantly di↵erent, Figures 7.19c and 7.21a indicate that the height of these

productions are not exactly the same. Therefore, the realisation of mouth

before nasals is represented as [afi:], which is a raised long monophthong.

Short monophthongal productions of mouth are found to occur before
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Figure 7.22: Comparison of the realisations of price (dashed line) and mouth
(solid line) before /l/

/l/, which is demonstrated in Figure 7.21. This realisation is represented

as [a]. Therefore, the results of the current investigation suggest that the

realisations of price before /l/ and mouth before /l/ overlap to a large

extent, as shown in Figure 7.22.

The final conditioning environment is before voiced stops and word finally in

open syllables. mouth is realised as a diphthong in these environments, which

is best represented as [aO]. As shown in Figures 7.19e and 7.21b, the o↵glide

of mouth before voiced stops and in open syllables is not as phonetically high

as the o↵glide of mouth before voiceless stops, but there is little di↵erence in

the backness of the o↵glide of mouth in these three environments.

An investigation of the inflection points of the target vowels is necessary to

fully understand the vowel productions, as previously discussed. Furthermore,

an analysis of the inflection points of the target vowels aids in our understand-

ing of the origins of these patterns. Figure 7.23 demonstrates the di↵erences in

inflections points for the realisations of mouth by following environments.

As shown in Figures 7.23a and 7.23b, the f1 inflection points for mouth

are at approximately the 20% measurement before voiceless stops and nasals.

The inflection points are at approximately the 30% measurement before voiced

stops and in open syllables. Finally, the f1 inflection point for mouth before

/l/ occurs at approximately 40%. With regards to the f2 inflection points,
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Figure 7.23: mouth trajectories demonstrating inflection points by following
environments (voiclass)

there appears to be no di↵erence between any of the following environments

with the exception of before voiced stops. The f2 inflection point for mouth

before voiced stops occurs at approximately the 30% measurement and it

occurs at approximately the 20% measurement for all other environments.

As a result of these findings, the phonetic transcription for the realisation of

mouth before voiceless stops should be adjusted to [@̆flU]. The results pertaining

to the inflection points for mouth and what these findings indicate about

the possible origins of mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE

are discussed in Chapter 9.

In summary, the results of the current section suggest that for the majority
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of speakers in the current sample, the most common pattern for mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation in LE is:

1. Before voiceless obstruents: [@̆flU] (raised short nucleus diphthong with a

short duration)

2. Before voiced stops and word finally in open syllables: [aO] (long diph-

thong)

3. Before /l/: [a] (short monophthong)

4. Before nasals: [afi:] (raised long monophthong)

There are two process that make up the patterns of variation found for

the mouth vowel: raising before voiceless stops and nasals and monoph-

thongisation before sonorants.

7.2.1.1 Inter-speaker variation

There are seven participants in the current sample who produce three

alternative patterns of the mouth vowel from the general pattern discussed

in §7.2.1. These patterns di↵er from the results for the majority of speaker

with regards to the raising process and the monophthongisation process. Note

that these seven speakers do not fall into any social categories and most of

these speakers are di↵erent from the speakers who produced an alternative

pattern of the price vowel, discussed in §7.1.1.1. The seven participants

discussed here are males and females, younger and older, and from north and

south Liverpool, and Knowsley.

The first group of participants who produce an alternative pattern from

the general one found for the mouth vowel, have the same pattern for the

mouth vowel as they do for the price vowel. In other words, mouth is

realised with a raised nucleus diphthong before voiceless stops, but not a

raised monophthong before nasals. Furthermore, for these speakers mouth is

diphthongal before voiceless stops and in open syllables, but monophthongal

before all voiced consonants. These two young male and female participants

(‘Sc07’ and ‘Sc27’) are from north and south Liverpool. In the mouth pattern
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(a) mouth nucleus f1 measurements for speakers who raise before voiceless stops,
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(b) mouth Euclidean distance for speakers who raise before voiceless stops, but
not before nasals

Figure 7.24: Normalised f1 nucleus box plot and Euclidean distance violin
plot for speakers ‘Sc07’ and ‘Sc27’, who raise the nucleus of mouth before
voiceless stops, but do not raise mouth before nasals
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used by these speakers, mouth is realised as a raised nucleus diphthong ([@̆flU])

before voiceless stops, a long monophthong ([a:]) before voiced stops and

nasals, a short monophthong ([a]) before /l/, and a diphthong ([aO]) in open

syllables. The lack of raising before nasals is shown in Figure 7.24a. Figure

7.24b demonstrates that these speakers have mostly diphthongal realisations of

mouth before voiceless stops and in open syllables, and mostly monophthongal

realisations before voiced stops, nasals and /l/.

The two older male participants (‘Sc17’ and ‘Sc18’) form another subset

of speakers with an alternative pattern. These participants have a raised

realisation of mouth before nasals, but do not raise the nucleus of mouth

before voiceless stops. As shown in Figure 7.25, for these speakers mouth is

realised as a raised monophthong ([afi:]) before nasals, a monophthong ([a])

before /l/, and a diphthong ([aO]) before obstruents, morpheme boundaries and

in open syllables. Therefore, both a raising process and monophthongisation

process are found, but the conditioning environments for the raising process

di↵ers from the conditioning environments in the general pattern of mouth

variation. The monophthongisation of mouth occurs in the same following

environments as the majority of speakers, i.e. before sonorants. However,

the raising process occurs in a more restricted set of environments, i.e. only

before nasals.

For these two older male participants, the results for the inflection points

of mouth suggest that f1 inflection points of mouth are between the 30%

and 50% measurements regardless of the following environment (Figure 7.26a).

Similarly, the f2 inflection points for mouth occur between the 30% and

50% measurements, as shown in Figure 7.26b. Therefore, for these speakers

the raising of mouth before nasals does not neatly map onto di↵erences

in inflection points.

The third group of participants with an alternative pattern for the mouth

vowel are the younger speakers: ‘Sc03’, ‘Sc10’, ‘Sc11’. These younger male

and female participants from Knowsley and north Liverpool do not raise the

realisation of mouth or the nucleus of mouth in any following environment

(Figure 7.27). However, their realisations of mouth before voiced consonants

are mostly monophthongal and before voiceless stops and in open syllables

are mostly diphthongal. Therefore, these speakers demonstrate the monoph-
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Figure 7.25: mouth normalised f1 nucleus measurements (f1.norm) for speak-
ers ‘Sc17’ and ‘Sc18’, who raise mouth before nasals, but do not raise the
nucleus of mouth before voiceless stops

thongisation process for the mouth vowel, but not raising processes.

Finally, participant ‘Sc23’ produces mouth as mostly monophthongal

in all environments, as shown in Figure 7.28b. It should be noted that the

same participant produced price as mostly diphthongal. Therefore, this

speaker does not exhibit the monophthongisation process in the price vowel

and extends the monophthongisation process in the mouth vowel to a larger

set of following environments. Participant ‘Sc23’ does exhibit the raising

processes that occur with the mouth vowel. He raises mouth before voiceless

stops and nasals compared to the other following environments, as shown

in Figure 7.28a.

These results are likely due to levelling, as participant ‘Sc23’ lived away

from Liverpool for more than three years. Given that there are no other

speakers who have similar mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in the

current sample, it is likely that this is not a common pattern found in LE.

The results of the current investigation indicate that for the majority

of speakers mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE involves two

processes: raising of mouth at the nucleus measurement and monophthongisa-

tion. Monophthongisation occurs before sonorants (nasals and /l/) and raising
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(a) mouth inflection points for f1 before voiceless stops (dark grey), nasals (medium
grey) and in open syllables (light grey)
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Figure 7.26: Inflection points for the mouth vowel trajectories by following
environments (voiclass) for speakers ‘Sc17’, ‘Sc18’ who raise mouth before
nasals, but do not raise the nucleus of mouth before voiceless stops
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(a) mouth normalised f1 nucleus measurements (f1.norm) for speakers who do not
raise in any environment
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(b) mouth Euclidean distance measurements (ed) for speakers who do not raise in any
environment

Figure 7.27: Normalised f1 nucleus box plot and Euclidean distance violin
plot for speakers ‘Sc03’, ‘Sc10’ and ‘Sc11’, who do not raise the nucleus of
mouth before voiceless stops or raise mouth before nasals
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(a) mouth normalised nucleus f1 measure-
ments (f1.norm) for speaker ‘Sc23’ in all en-
vironments
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(b) Amount of Diphthongisation of mouth
for speaker ‘Sc23’ by voiclass

Figure 7.28: Normalised f1 nucleus box plot and Euclidean distance violin plot
for speaker ‘Sc23’, who produces monophthongal mouth in all environments

occurs before voiceless stops and nasals. Furthermore, there is a subset of

speakers who di↵er from this general pattern. Two subsets of speakers restrict

the environment of the raising process: one group raises the nucleus of mouth

only before voiceless stops and the other group raises mouth only before

nasals. The group of speakers that only raise the nucleus of mouth before

voiceless stops also have extended the environment of the monophthongisation

process of mouth from before sonorants to before all voiced consonants.

Finally, one group of speakers does not produce the raising process, but does

produce the monophthongisation process.

7.2.2 Hypothesis 3: Word list speech has di↵erent phonological

conditioning of MOUTH compared to casual speech in LE

The current investigation found that realisations of mouth and the envi-

ronments that condition these realisations di↵er between the word list and

map task data. The predictions of the mixed e↵ects models indicate that

speech style is a main e↵ect (p<0.01 in all three models) for normalised f1

measurements at the nucleus and o↵glide and Euclidean distance measure-

ments. Furthermore, speech style was found to be a significant predictor

(p<0.02 in all pertinent models) in a number of interactions with following

environments, as shown in Figure 7.29.
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Figure 7.29: Mixed e↵ects models predictions for mouth by following en-
vironment (voiclass) and speech style (conv) on the dependent variables:
normalised f1 (f1.norm) and f2 (f2.norm) at the nucleus and o↵glide, Euclidean
distance (ed) and normalised duration (dur.norm)
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Figure 7.30: Comparison of mouth normalised f1 measurements (f1.norm) at
the nucleus in the word list data (n) and map task data (y)

Results from the word list data suggest that mouth is produced as a raised

nucleus diphthong (@̆flU) before voiceless stops, a raised long monophthong

([afi:]) before nasals, a short monophthong ([a]) before /l/ and a diphthong

([aO]) before voiced stops and in open syllables. However, the results from the

map task data suggest that mouth is produced as a raised nucleus diphthong

(@̆Ufl) before voiceless stops, a long monophthong ([a:]) before nasals, a short

monophthong ([a]) before /l/, and a diphthong ([aO]) before voiced stops and

in open syllables. In other words, the production of mouth before nasals

di↵ers depending on the speech style. Figure 7.30 compares the nucleus f1

values in word list data (n) and map task data (y). In particular, the change

from mouth raising before nasals in the word list and not raising before

nasals in the map task is shown.

Figure 7.31 shows the amount of diphthongisation for mouth in the word

list and map task data. The realisations of mouth before voiced stops are

more diphthongal in the word list and more monophthongal in the map

tasks, but the predictions of the mixed e↵ects models indicate that mouth

realisations before voiced stops are still similar to those in open syllables, as

shown in Figure 7.29e. On the other hand, the realisation of mouth before

/l/ is more monophthongal in the word list and more diphthongal in the map

tasks. Again the mixed e↵ects models predictions suggest that mouth before
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Figure 7.31: Comparison of the amount of diphthongisation of mouth in the
word list data (n) and map task data (y)

/l/ is mostly monophthongal in both speech styles.

mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE does appear to di↵er

depending on the speech style. While both the raising and the monophthongi-

sation processes occur in word list and map task data, the environments where

the raising process occurs di↵er by speech style. In word list speech raising of

mouth at the nucleus measurement occurs before voiceless stops and nasals,

but only before voiceless stops in casual speech. Monophthongisation occurs

before nasals and /l/ in both speech styles.

Finally, according to the results of the current investigation, the realisations

of mouth do not consistently di↵er depending on age, gender or location.

A detailed examination of possible sociolinguistic conditioning of price and

mouth in LE is beyond the scope of the current study and left for future

investigations.

7.3 PRICE AND MOUTH: RELATED BUT SEPARATE

PATTERNS OF VARIATION

As previously suggested in §3.3.3, price and mouth in LE show separate,

but related patterns. The results of the current study suggest that there

are some similarities between the features that make up price and mouth
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phonologically-conditioned variation in LE, but there are also some di↵erences.

Therefore, the results of the current investigation confirm hypothesis 2 for

the majority of speakers.

While both price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE

exhibit two processes, the exact implementation of these processes and the

following environments that condition the realisation of the target vowels di↵er.

The nucleus of price is raised and fronted before voiceless stops and the nu-

cleus of mouth is raised before voiceless stops. Furthermore, mouth is raised

before nasals. Similarly, both target vowels exhibit a monophthongisation

process, which occurs before voiced consonants for price and before sonorants

for mouth. Therefore, the main di↵erences between the target vowels is that

price does not raise before nasals and mouth does not monophthongise

before voiced stops.

However, if speech style is taken into account then price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation is less similar in word list data and more

similar in map task data. As described in §7.1.2 and 7.2.2, the price vowel

processes are not a↵ected by speech style, but the mouth vowel processes

are. In casual speech the nucleus of mouth is raised before voiceless stops,

but mouth is not raised before nasals. Therefore, in the map task data the

nucleus of price and mouth are both raised before voiceless stops. The

environment where monophthongisation occurs does not di↵er for either vowel

by speech style.

Finally, there are two participants (‘Sc07’ and ‘Sc27’) who exhibit the same

patterns of variation for price and mouth. These speakers raise (and front)

the nucleus of the target vowels before voiceless stops and monophthongise

the target vowels before voiced consonants.

Given these results, it is evident that price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE are related patterns of variation. In some instances,

the processes that make up these patterns have slightly di↵erent conditioning

environments between the two vowels.
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7.4 SUMMARY

The main findings of the current investigation suggest that both price and

mouth are phonologically conditioned by the following environment in LE and,

therefore, confirm hypothesis one. For the majority of speakers in the current

sample, there are two processes that occur: raising (and fronting) and monoph-

thongisation. The results of the current investigation can be summarised by

the following generalisations for price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE:

price

Before voiceless obstruents: [Ĕ�Ifi] (raised/fronted short nucleus diph-

thong with a short overall duration)

Word finally in open syllables: [aI] (long diphthong)

Before /l/: [a] (short monophthong)

Before voiced stops and nasals: [a:] (long monophthong)

mouth

Before voiceless obstruents: [@̆flU] (raised short nucleus diphthong

with a short duration)

Before voiced stops and word finally in open syllables: [aO] (long

diphthong)

Before /l/: [a] (short monophthong)

Before nasals: [afi:] (raised long monophthong)

These results further suggest that price and mouth are separate, but

related patterns, which confirms hypothesis two. While there are two processes

found to occur with both price and mouth for the majority of speakers,

the environments where these processes occur di↵er between price and

mouth.

The findings of the current investigation also suggest that a small subset

of speakers deviate from the general patterns found for price and mouth.

For the price vowel, there are six participants who di↵er from the majority
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of speakers. Two alternate patterns are found to occur in the data for

five of these speakers. Two older male participants and one younger male

participant do not exhibit the raising and fronting process, but do produce the

monophthongisation process. On the other hand, two older female participants

produce both processes, but extend the environment where raising occurs to

before some voiced consonants. With regards to the mouth vowel, there are

eight participants who di↵er from the majority of speakers. Seven of these

participants produce three alternate patterns of variation for the mouth vowel.

Two younger speakers produce both the raising and monophthongisation

process. These speakers restrict the environments of the raising process to only

before voiceless stops, and extend the environments of the monophthongisation

process to before all voiced consonants. Therefore, these speakers have the

same patterns for both price and mouth. Another subset of three younger

participants produces only the monophthongisation process and not the raising

process. Finally, the two older male participants produce both the raising

and monophthongisation process, but restrict the raising process to only

before nasals.

Participant ‘Sc23’ di↵ers from the majority of speakers in both the price

and mouth vowels. This speaker had been away from Liverpool for more than

three years and produces a pattern with less conditioning by environment. The

speaker raises and fronts the nucleus of price before voiceless stops similar

to the general pattern. However, monophthongisation of price only occurs

before /l/ and price is diphthongal in all other environments. For mouth,

raising occurs before voiceless stops and nasals, but monophthongisation

occurs in all environments. Given that no other speaker produces this pattern

and that this speaker spent some time outside of Liverpool, his idiosyncratic

(according to the current dataset) vowel patterns are not discussed in the

remainder of the thesis.

Note that the speakers who demonstrate a di↵erent pattern from the

majority of speakers in the target vowels do not generally overlap, with the

exception of the two older male participants and participant ‘Sc23’. In other

words, producing an alternate pattern for price phonologically-conditioned

variation does not entail a similar divergent pattern in mouth.

Finally, it is found that speech style a↵ects the environments where the
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raising process occurs for mouth, but not for price. In casual speech, raising

occurs before voiceless stops, but not nasals. The monophthongisation process

does not di↵er depending on speech style.



CHAPTER 8

ANALYSING THE SED AND OLIVE DATA
SETS: METHODOLOGY

The results presented in Chapter 7 provide a detailed description of the

contemporary phonologically-conditioned variation of price and mouth in

Liverpool English (LE). However, in order to further our understanding of

the way that these patterns emerged and developed in LE, it is important

to determine what these patterns may have been shortly following dialect

formation and to distinguish between processes that occur prior to new-dialect

formation, processes that emerge from new-dialect formation and processes

that develop after new-dialect formation. The current investigation is able to

do just that by looking at data from a time closer to new-dialect formation.

In other words, processes that are likely the result of dialect formation should

be attested in the historical datasets and processes that are likely later

developments are likely not to be found in the historical dataset.

The current investigation examines two historical datasets that provide

evidence for the origins of price and mouth patterns in LE: The Survey

of English Dialects (SED) (Orton and Dieth 1962–1971) and the Origins of

Liverpool English (OLIVE) corpus (Watson and Clark forthcoming). The

SED provides information about the realisations of price and mouth in the

past in areas surrounding Liverpool. As a result of methodological choices in

the SED (§8.1), this data represents archaic speech from traditional dialects,

which may be taken as a proxy for speech much earlier than the 1950s when

it was collected. This invaluable resource helps determine some of the past

variants of price and mouth in the dialects of the surrounding areas of

Liverpool, many of which may have been present in the dialect mixture in the

263
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formation of LE (see Chapter 2). Liverpool was not surveyed in the SED, as it

is an urban variety. Such urban areas were mostly eschewed in the survey (see

Orton and Dieth 1962–1971: 15). However, there are some areas in southwest

Lancashire and north Cheshire that are near to or currently part of the area

where LE is spoken, which were surveyed as part of the SED.

The second resource is the OLIVE corpus (Watson and Clark forthcoming),

which contains recordings from speakers born between 1890 and 1994 (Watson

and Clark forthcoming). The corpus was formed as part of the Economic and

Social Research Council (ESRC) funded project – RES-061-25-0458 – titled

‘Phonological levelling, di↵usion & divergence in Liverpool and its hinterland’.

Section 8.2 discusses the methodology of the corpus and the data analysis

used in the current thesis. OLIVE has the oldest known recordings of LE

(Watson and Clark forthcoming) at the time of writing and provides a good

reference point for speakers who were born shortly after new-dialect formation

in Liverpool. The current thesis analyses the price vowel in a portion of

the corpus with the oldest speakers to gain insights into any di↵erences that

occur between the historical and contemporary price patterns in LE. As

described in detail in previous chapters (see §5.3 and Chapter 7), corpus data

and spontaneous speech do not have enough mouth lexical items in enough

environments for a substantial analysis. Therefore, in the current investigation

mouth is not analysed in the OLIVE corpus.

The use of these two historical datasets helps to di↵erentiate between

variants that are present in the price and mouth phonological patterns

as a results of new-dialect formation and those resulting from later devel-

opments.

8.1 SED METHODOLOGY AND DATA ANALYSIS

The SED was a large scale traditional dialect survey conducted in the 1950s

under the direction of Harold Orton and Eugen Dieth (Orton and Dieth 1962–

1971). One of the main aims of the SED was to collect the most traditional

dialect features, which is demonstrated by the methodological decisions of the

SED. These decisions included the type of informants, and data collection

method and materials.
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Informants were specifically chosen to have the most traditional features

with the least external influences. Most of the informants were older, rural

males who had been employed in farming trades:

“The kind of dialect chosen for the study was that normally spoken

by elderly speakers of sixty years of age or over belonging to the

same social class in rural communities, and in particular by those

who were, or had formerly been, employed in farming, for it

is amongst the rural populations that the traditional types of

vernacular English are best preserved to-day.” (Orton 1962: 14).

With regards to data collection methods and materials, fieldworkers con-

ducted a lengthy interview with informants that consisted of indirect questions,

such as What do you call your animals that give milk? And one of them?

(Question III.1.1.) and What do you call the skin of a cow? (Question III.11.7).

This question style was meant to elicit natural speech without the need to

prompt the informant or influence their pronounciations. The questionnaire

consisted of phonological, morphological, syntactic and lexical questions and

was design to reflect an English rural lifestyle. Interviews were phonetically

transcribed on the spot by the fieldworker with short audio recordings made at

many of the locations, though not, notably and unfortunately, at the location

nearest to Liverpool.

Dialect reaches a stable state in early adolescence (Labov 1994), which

would suggest that this data represents speech in Lancashire and Cheshire

from the late nineteenth century. However, the dialect variants recorded in

the SED were likely to predate the late nineteenth century given the overall

goals and methodological decisions. The SED aimed to preserve and record

the most archaic or traditional forms of the rural varieties. Variants described

in the SED are meant to represent speech of a time period before that of

the twentieth century (for an more in-depth discussion of the methodology

see Chambers and Trudgill 1980, Petyt 1980 and Maguire 2007). Milroy and

Gordon (2003: 12) discuss the di↵erences between methods of traditional

dialectology, like the SED, and most contemporary linguistic research:
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“the field methods of traditional dialectology were not devised

to survey patterns of contemporary language use as an end in

itself, but to o↵er a means of answering questions about the earlier

history of language.”

Furthermore, the SED focused on rural localities, as a result of the dif-

ferences between dialect development in urban centres versus rural centres.

Previous research has shown that rural varieties tend to have more traditional

dialect features and lag in terms of linguistic change (see Trudgill 1983, Britain

2002 and Kerswill 2003). Therefore, I suggest that the dialect forms recorded

in the SED approximate earlier pronunciation than the late nineteenth cen-

tury, which would be just prior to or around the time of the final stages of

new-dialect formation for LE.

Dialect variants from five localities in the southwest of Lancashire and

three localities in the north of Cheshire closest to Liverpool form the basis

for my discussion of the SED.1 The localities were chosen based on their

close proximity to Liverpool and that Lancashire and Cheshire varieties likely

contributed to the dialect mixture in LE (see Chapter 2). These localities are

La10 (Marshside), La11 (Eccelston), La12 (Harwood), La13 (Bickersta↵e),

La14 (Halewood), Ch1 (Kingsley), Ch3 (Sweetenham) and Ch4 (Farndon),

which are shown on Figure 8.1. Stanley Ellis was the fieldworker who collected

the data at all of these localities between 1954 and 1957 (Orton and Halliday

1962, Orton and Barry 1969).

There were 24 informants in these locations between the ages of 59 – 81

with an average age of 72 at the time of data collection (see Table 8.1 for further

details about the informants in these areas). Therefore, informants were born

from approximately 1873 – 1898. The majority of the informants were males,

but there are also two females in La12 and Ch1. SED fieldworkers often

commented on the informant’s dialect, including information about whether

1Some of the results presented here are discussed in Cardoso (2011a,b). For an in-depth
survey of voice-driven type patterns in the UK using SED data see Maguire et al. (in
progress).
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SED
Untitled layer

Ch.1 - Kingsley

Ch. 3 - Swettenham

Ch.4 - Farndon

La. 10 - Marshside

La. 11 - Eccleston

La. 12 - Harwood

La. 13 - Bickerstaffe

La. 14 - Halewood

La. 10 Marshside
La. 11 Eccleston

La. 12 Harwood

La. 13 Bickerstaffe

La. 14 Halewood

Ch. 1 Kingsley

Ch. 3 Swettenham

Ch. 4 Farndon

Liverpool

Figure 8.1: SED localities in southwest Lancashire (purple dots) and north
Cheshire (blue dots) closest to Liverpool (red dot) (Orton and Dieth 1962–
1971), which are analysed in the current investigation

the speaker had a broad dialect or was bidialectal.2 Many of the speakers who

were surveyed in these localities were described as having broad dialects.

The current analysis uses 592 tokens across 72 price lexical items surveyed

from the SED. The lexical items were chosen if there was at least one realisation

recorded for most of the localities.3 However, there may have been more than

one realisation recorded per locality. Other price lexical items in the SED

2As mentioned in §4.2.4, bidialectalism refers to speakers that have two productive
dialects, with one generally being a standard and the other a traditional variety, see also
Smith and Durham (2012). None of the speakers in the current analysis were recorded as
being bidialectal, so this issue is not pursued in the current investigation.

3For a list of the price lexical items included in the current investigation and the
question number where the lexical items occurred in the SED materials see Table A.1 in
Appendix A.1.2.
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Locality Informant Metadata Interviewer Notes

ID Age Occupation General Notes Dialect Notes

La. 10 S. R. 70 farmer lifelong resident
J. W. 65 farmer lifelong resident
P. W. 68 shrimper lifelong resident; very

good informant
very broad

P. W. 70 sailmaker lifelong resident; good
informant

very broad

La11 T. H. 79 coal-miner,
mill-worker, carter

lifelong resident very broad

T. M. 81 farmer lifelong resident; good
informant on farm
terms

broad

G. H. 79 builders’ labourer lifelong resident very broad

La12 P. M. 72 farm-worker,
charwoman

female; long resident;
excellent informant

very broad

P. K. 71 factory worker very old local family

La13 R. S. 75 farm-labourer lifelong resident
R. B. 73 farmer lifelong resident

La14 J. L. 78 farmer lifelong resident
T. T. 81 rail engine driver,

farmer
very long resident

F. C. 65 blacksmith long resident broad

Ch1 J. L. 76 farmer, cobbler good informant broad
A. L. 63 wheelwright,

farm-labourer,
refuse lorry driver

good informant quite broad

L. H. n/k n/k female; good
informant

A. H. 73 council workman lifelong resident; good
informant

fairly broad

Ch3 T. D. 67 farmer lifelong resident; good
informant

broad

A. G. 71 small-holder,
roadman

lifelong resident; good
informant

fairly broad

W. L. 59 miller, small
farmer

lifelong resident;
excellent informant

broad

Ch4 W. D. 66 farmer very good informant
T. W. 75 blacksmith, dairy

farmer, milkman
good informant quite broad

J. H. n/k n/k

Table 8.1: SED informants for the five southwest Lancashire localities (Orton
and Halliday 1962) and three north Cheshire localities (Orton and Barry 1969)
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Environment Example Abbrev. No. tokens % tokens

ME /ix/ words night ME /ix/ 112 19%
ME /ei/ words die ME /ei/ 89 15%
voiceless stop wipe vl st 74 13%
voiceless fricative wife vl fr 59 10%
voiced stop hide vd st 69 12%
voiced fricative five vd fr 58 10%
nasal time na 106 18%
word-final/open syllable sky op 25 4%

Table 8.2: price tokens from the SED data used in the current analysis

were excluded from the analysis if more than three of the eight localities did

not have at least one realisation recorded. The lexical items in the current

analysis are found in a number of di↵erent phonetic contexts, as shown in

Table 8.2. Aside from the following environments included in the current

analysis (Table 8.2), price lexical items before /l/, orthographic /r/ and

vowels were also initially analysed. However, they were excluded from the

final analysis as there were too few tokens in the three environments to make

any judgments on the realisations of price in these environments.

Likewise, 358 tokens across 46 lexical items of mouth were analysed from

the SED in a number of di↵erent phonetic contexts (Table 8.3). These lexical

items were selected on the same basis as the price lexical items.4 At least

one realisation must be recorded for each of the localities and lexical items

where three or more localities did not have a realisation were excluded from

the current analysis. There were further mouth lexical items before /l/,

orthographic /r/ and vowels initially collected for the data analysis, but these

were excluded from the final analysis as there were too few.

Microsoft Excel for Mac 2011 was used to produce figures for the results

of the SED analysis in §9.1.1 and §9.2. These figures combine the results

across variants in the localities. If a particular lexical item has more than

one realisation, both are recorded in the analysis.

It must be noted that the extent to which SED data can be generalised to

4For a list of the mouth lexical items included in the current investigation and the
question number where the lexical items occurred in the SED materials see Table A.2 in
Appendix A.1.2.
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Environment Example Abbrev. No. tokens % tokens

voiceless stop out vl st 58 16%
voiceless fricative mouse vl fr 70 20%
voiced stop clouds vd st 15 4%
voiced fricative eyebrows vd fr 54 15%
nasal down na 133 37%
word-final / open
syllable

sow op 28 8%

Table 8.3: mouth tokens from the SED data used in the current analysis

the entire speech community has been debated (see Johnston 1985). However,

it does, at the very least, provide evidence for the phonetic variation of some

speakers in southwest Lancashire and north Cheshire prior to the twentieth

century. These areas likely contributed to the dialect mixture situation in

Liverpool at the time of dialect formation (see §2.1). Furthermore, one of

the localities, Halewood (La14), is within the current boundaries of LE and

contemporary data has been collected in this area (Berry 2009). In combination

with the OLIVE data, it is possible to see di↵erences in past realisation of

the price vowel from varieties likely contributing to LE to the realisations

of price in LE shortly following new-dialect formation.

8.2 OLIVE METHODOLOGY AND DATA ANALYSIS

The Origins of Liverpool English corpus (OLIVE) (Watson and Clark forth-

coming) in its entirety contains interview, read and elicited speech data for

140 speakers from three localities – Liverpool, Skelmersdale, and St. Helens –

born between 1890 and 1994 (Watson and Clark forthcoming: 10). The full

corpus is divided into three subcorpora based on age divisions and source

of recordings: ‘archive’, ‘older’, and ‘teen’ (Watson and Clark forthcoming).

The current investigation analyses price vowel tokens from speakers of the

‘archive’ subcorpus, which includes speakers born between 1890 and 1943. This

ensures that the results for price reflect patterns shortly after new-dialect

formation of LE and, therefore, helps to provide a better understanding of

the origins of the contemporary pattern. The ‘archive’ subcorpus consists of
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Speaker Date of Birth Gender

F02 1912 female
F03 1919 female
F05 1905 female
F07 1930 female
M04 1935 male
M10 1900 male
M16 1909 male

Table 8.4: OLIVE speakers from the ‘archive’ subcorpus used in the current
analysis

oral history interviews, which were donated by the North-West Sound Archive

(Watson and Clark forthcoming: 10). Table 8.4 provides details of the speakers

analysed for the current study. The current analysis includes four females and

three males from Liverpool born between 1900 and 1935. Three speakers, one

female (F06) and two males (M06, M07), within the original materials of the

OLIVE ‘archive’ subcorpus were excluded from the final analysis as a result

of issues with formant tracking and analysis in PRAAT.

The current analysis includes 539 tokens of price from 60 lexical items

(see Table 8.5 for number of tokens per following environment). These tokens

did not include any instances of function words in the corpus, such as personal

pronouns (I and my) and prepositions (by), or proper nouns, such as Michael,

as lexical items within these categories can be produced with phonetic variants

that are unrepresented in content words with the same target sound. Shattuck-

Hufnagel and Veilleux (2000) examine the di↵erences between function word

realisations and content word realisations, and Bybee and Hopper (2001)

discuss the reduction processes associated with function words, but not content

words. Holmes (1994) and Stuart-Smith and Timmins (2006) provide evidence

for the exclusion of proper nouns, as they exhibit di↵erent characteristics from

other lexical items. All instances of like are included in the final analysis,

as previous evidence demonstrated that realisations of the price vowel in

discourse marker like and non-discourse marker like are not statistically

significantly di↵erent (Cardoso 2011b).

Note that some of the lexical items in the environments before voiceless
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Environment Example Abbrev. No. tokens % tokens

voiceless stop fight, bike vl st 204 38%
voiceless fricative spice, wife vl fr 56 10%
voiced stop hide, pride vd st 39 7%
voiced fricative five, dive vd fr 44 8%
nasal time, nine na 109 20%
/l/ file, pile la 15 3%
word-final, open
syllable

fly, high op 46 9%

morpheme boundary tried, died bimorph 26 5%

Table 8.5: price tokens from the OLIVE data used in the current investigation

Environment Subclass Abbrev. No. tokens % tokens

voiceless stop
ME /i:/ not ME /ix/ 99 18%
ME /ix/ ME /ix/ 105 20%

open syllable
ME /i:/ not ME /ei/ 27 5%
ME /ei/ ME /ei/ 19 4%

morpheme
boundary

ME /ei/ +
past tense

bimorph 26 5%

Table 8.6: price tokens divided by ME subclasses from the OLIVE data used
in the current investigation

stops, morpheme boundaries and in open syllables belong to the ME /ix/

and ME /ei/ subclasses of the PDE price vowel (Table 8.6). In §9.1.2, I
demonstrate that these lexical items no longer demonstrate di↵erences from

other PDE price lexical items, which is found in the SED data. Therefore,

the ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ lexical items are included within the following

environments based on their realisations in the corpus, i.e. ME /ix/ is

included in price before voiceless stops, as that is the contemporary following

environment.

The OLIVE corpus is fully time-aligned and searchable (Watson and

Clark forthcoming), so all instances of the price vowel were extracted for me

from the ‘archive’ subcorpus and, where necessary, token segmentations were

manually corrected by me in PRAAT (Boersma and Pater 2007). Similar to
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the methodology used for the analysis of the data described in §6.1, eleven
equally spaced measurements of f1, f2 and f3, and a duration measurement

were taken for each token of the target vowel using a PRAAT script.

R (R Core Team 2013) with the R studio interface (RStudio 2012) was

used for analysis and ggplot2.R package (Wickham 2009) was used to produce

the figures in §9.1.2 for the OLIVE dataset. Similar to the formant plots

presented in Chapter 7, consonant transitions – measurements between 0%

- 19% and 81% - 100% – are not included and all formant and box plots

are based on normalised formant values. The modified Watt and Fabricius

method (Watt and Fabricius 2002), using the Vowels.R package (Kendall and

Thomas 2009–2014) in R (R Core Team 2013), was used to normalise the

formant data. Midpoint values of fleece, goose and trap (represented

as white squares outlined in black in the formant plots) are used to orient

the formant values within the phonetic space. Euclidean distance between

the 20% and 80% measurements is calculated to demonstrate the amount of

diphthongisation. These normalised Euclidean distances are presented in either

violin plots or density plots, as described in §6.2. Duration measurements

were normalised using z-scores, which is the same technique as described in

§6.1. Finally, linear mixed e↵ects models are used for statistical analysis of

price formant measurements, amount of diphthongisation and duration in

the current analysis of the OLIVE corpus data, similar to the analysis of the

newly collected data (see §5.2.2).
Watson and Clark (forthcoming) have used the OLIVE corpus data to

explore the formation of LE and its relationship to new-dialect formation, in

the sense of the Trudgill (1986) model. The ‘archive’ subcorpus is well-suited

to examining aspects of new-dialect formation in LE, as the oldest speaker

from Liverpool in the ‘archive’ subcorpus (born 1897) would be expected “to

be taking part in the early processes of koineisation, including levelling and

the development of interdialect forms.” (Watson and Clark forthcoming: 11)

and the youngest speakers would be expected to be “following the process

of focussing” (Watson and Clark forthcoming: 11). The evidence presented

in Chapter 2 suggests that the oldest speakers are more likely to represent a

time around or shortly following focussing and the younger speakers would

represent a time shortly after the formation of LE. Regardless, this data
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provides the only corpus of LE available that is near the time of dialect

formation, and is an invaluable resource in looking at features in LE as a

result of new-dialect formation.

Examining price phonologically-conditioned variation using a combination

of the SED, OLIVE ‘archive’ subcorpus, and the newly collected dataset (§7.1)
and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation using the SED and the newly

collected dataset (§7.2), provides a fuller understanding of the mechanisms

involved in the emergence of these phonological patterns, which are discussed

in §10.



CHAPTER 9

ANALYSING THE SED AND OLIVE DATA
SETS: RESULTS

The current chapter describes the results of the analysis of the Survey of

English Dialects (SED) and Origins of Liverpool English (OLIVE) corpus

data. Section 9.1 presents the results of the SED and OLIVE data analysis for

price and §9.2 discusses the results of the SED data for mouth. As discussed

in Chapter 8, the analysis of these two datasets helps to di↵erentiate between

variants and processes that are present in price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation as a result of new-dialect formation and those resulting

from later developments. The results of the analysis of the SED and OLIVE

data in conjunction with the results of the main investigation demonstrate the

necessity for an approach to the origins of price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE that combines aspects of the previously proposed

approaches, as no one approach alone can account for the emergence and

development of these patterns.

9.1 PRICE IN THE SED AND OLIVE

The current section begins with the results from the analysis of the SED

materials (§9.1.1). An analysis of each individual locality is initially presented

and then the combined results generalised across the di↵erent localities. Each

locality has slightly di↵erent variants and patterns from the other localities

and, therefore, presenting them separately ensures that specific features in

each of the localities are not overshadowed by the overall variation found in

these eight localities. Section 9.1.2 discusses the results from the analysis of the

275
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OLIVE data. This discussion begins with an analysis of the di↵erences between

the Middle English (ME) subclasses that developed into present-day English

(PDE) price or in the case of some of the SED localities in some lexical items

did not develop into PDE price. This is followed by the main discussion of

the results of the analysis of the OLIVE data, which focuses on the following

environments that condition di↵erent realisations of the price vowel.

9.1.1 PRICE in the SED

The results from the SED data indicate that the number of possible realisations

of the price lexical items varies greatly between localities in the current

investigation. The fewest number of realisations in any one locality is five,

which occurs in La10 ([AI], [aI], [EI], [i:] and [@]) and Ch1 ([AI], [aI], [EI],

[i:] and [I]). La14, the locality closest to Liverpool, has the most number of

realisations. There are ten realisations of the lexical items in La14 ([AI], [ÃI],

[Ã̃I], [aI], [ãI], [EI], [i:], [E], [I] and [Ã:]).

As described in §3.2.1, there are certain realisations of price in the SED

localities that stand out as common realisations of the price vowel. Some

of the realisations are found across most or all of the localities, such as [AI],

[aI] and [EI], and other realisations only occur in one locality, such as [ÃI]

and [Ã̃I]. However, the prevalence of each of the realisations in each locality

varies. For example, [AI] is by far the most common realisation for the price

lexical items in La10, La13, Ch1, and Ch4, but [a:] is by far the most common

realisation in La12.

Before describing the results for each of the localities, it is important to

remove those realisations that are not directly related to the price vowel.

This provides a clearer picture of the patterns of the price vowel in these

localities. There are a number of short vowel realisations that are found in

the lexical items, such as [I], [E] and [@]. These realisations occur relatively

infrequently in the current dataset and are not likely variants of the price

vowel, but reductions based on other factors. For example, ivy, frightened and

rind are all produced with [I] in one or more localities. In total there were 25

short vowel realisations recorded in the price lexical items, which are removed

from the following results, as they are not realisations of the price vowel.
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As described in §4.1.1, ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ developed di↵erently from

ME /i:/ in many varieties of English. The current analysis finds evidence of

this in the SED localities surveyed. The phonetic realisations [i:], [Ii:] and

[Ei:] occur exclusively in the price lexical items that would have originated

from ME /ix/ and ME /ei/. These realisations account for 75 of the 201

realisations recorded in the ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ environments, but are more

prevalent in the ME /ix/ subclass with 49% of the ME /ix/ tokens recorded

as [i:]. These realisations are also excluded from the following results, as

they are not realisations of the price vowel. However, a number of other

realisations that demonstrate di↵erent stages of development from ME /i:/ to

the price vowel are also found, such as [EI]. These realisations are included in

the following analysis. As a result of excluding these realisations, the results

presented here are based on 492 tokens of the 592 tokens initially analysed

from the SED data.

The results focus on the specific localities and overall dialect areas of

southwest Lancashire and north Cheshire, and their realisations of the price

lexical items that are related to the price vowel that diphthongised as part

of historical processes (see §4.1.1). Localities in southwest Lancashire are

described first and then the north Cheshire localities. Approximate distance

from Liverpool (‘Dist.’) given in the table for each locality was calculated

using the shortest distance provided by the Google Maps (@2015 Google)

directions function.

La10 (Marshside) has three price realisations ([AI], [aI] and [EI]) as shown

in Table 9.1 and Figure 9.1. The most frequent realisation of price recorded

in this locality is [AI] with only three tokens that have other realisations.

Therefore, nucleus retraction occurs frequently across all environments. Fur-

thermore, fronted and/or raised nucleus diphthongs [EI] and [aI] are only found

before voiceless stops. For the [EI] realisation this includes ME /ix/ lexical

items (see Figure 9.1). Therefore, one process in La10 of nucleus retraction

occurs in all environments.

The second locality to the east of La10, La11 (Eccleston), has five price

vowel realisations recorded. There are three diphthongs ([AI], [aI] and [EI]) and

two monophthongs ([A:] and [a:]), as shown in Table 9.2 and Figure 9.2. The

realisation that occurs the most is [A:], which occurs in all environments except
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

ME /ix/ ME /ei/ vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

35 [AI] 1 6 7 7 9 6 12 4
[aI] – – 1 – – – – –
[EI] 1 – 1 – – – – –

Table 9.1: La10 phonetic realisations of price by following environment
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Figure 9.1: La10 phonetic realisations (%) of price by following environment

Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

ME /ix/ ME /ei/ vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

37 [AI] – 3 3 2 4 – 3 3
[aI] – – 1 – – – – –
[EI] 2 – 1 – – – – –
[A:] – 5 4 3 2 8 8 –
[a:] – 1 – 1 1 – – –

Table 9.2: La11 phonetic realisations of price by following environment
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Figure 9.2: La11 phonetic realisations (%) of price by following environment
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ME /ix/ lexical items and in open syllables (see Figure 9.2). The backed

nucleus diphthong [AI] also occurs frequently and is found in all environments

except before voiced fricatives and in ME /ix/ lexical items. Similar to results

for La10, [EI] and [aI] only occur before voiceless stops. Furthermore, [EI] is

the only price vowel realisation in ME /ix/ lexical items.

The results for La11 suggest that monophthongisation occurs in all envi-

ronments except in ME /ix/ lexical items and in open syllables. There is a

secondary process of nucleus retraction or vowel retraction which occurs in

all environments except in ME /ix/ lexical items.

La12 (Harwood) is the farthest of the southwest Lancashire localities

from Liverpool and is the locality that di↵ers most from the other southwest

Lancashire localities. There are four realisations recorded in this locality: two

diphthongs ([aI] and [EI]) and two monophthongs ([A:] and [a:]). Table 9.3 and

Figure 9.3 demonstrate that the most frequent realisation is a monophthong

([a:]), which can occur in all environments except ME /ix/ lexical items.

Monophthongal realisations occur mostly before nasals, but also frequently

occur before voiced obstruents. Furthermore, more than 50% of the realisations

before voiceless stops and in open syllables are monophthongs. The raised

and fronted nucleus realisation [EI] occurs before voiceless obstruents, voiced

stops and in ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ lexical items. However, it is most frequent

in the ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ words.

There appears to be the following processes in La12: monophthongisation

and retraction. Monophthongisation occurs in all environments except in

ME /ix/ lexical items, but is least frequent before voiceless obstruents and

in ME /ei/ lexical items. Finally, retraction occurs only before nasals and

is not a common process.

The next locality, La13 (Bickersta↵e), has five realisations of the price

vowel. There are four diphthongs ([AI], [A;I], [aI] and [EI]) and one monophthong

([A:]). The most common realisation is [AI], which occurs in all environments, as

shown in Table 9.4 and Figure 9.4. The raised and fronted nucleus realisation

[EI] occurs before all voiceless stops, including in the ME /ix/ lexical items.

The [aI] realisation occurs before voiceless stops and nasals. Before nasals

there is also an [A;I] realisation recorded in La13. Finally, the monophthongal

realisation occurs only once and it is in the open syllable environment (see
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

ME /ix/ ME /ei/ vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

56 [aI] – 3 1 1 2 – 1 1
[EI] 1 3 2 2 – 1 – –
[A:] – – – – – – 1 –
[a:] – 1 6 3 5 4 11 2

Table 9.3: La12 phonetic realisations of price by following environment
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Figure 9.3: La12 phonetic realisations (%) of price by following environment

Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

ME /ix/ ME /ei/ vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

23 [AI] 1 8 7 7 8 8 10 3
[A;I] – – – – – – 1 –
[aI] – – 2 – – – 1 –
[EI] 1 – 1 – – – – –
[A:] – – – – – – – 1

Table 9.4: La13 phonetic realisations of price by following environment
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Figure 9.4: La13 phonetic realisations (%) of price by following environment
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

ME /ix/ ME /ei/ vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

14 [AI] 2 3 4 2 4 2 7 –
[ÃI] – 2 2 1 2 3 6 1
[Ã̃I] – – – – 2 – 1 –
[aI] – – – 2 3 2 – 3
[ãI] – – – 1 – – – –
[EI] 2 – 1 – – – – –
[Ã:] – – – – – 1 – –

Table 9.5: La14 phonetic realisations of price by following environment
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Figure 9.5: La14 phonetic realisations (%) of price by following environment

Table 9.4).

In La13, there is a common process of nucleus retraction that occurs in all

environments and an infrequent process of monophthongisation that occurs

once in an open syllable.

The final southwest Lancashire locality analysed in the current analysis is

the one closest to Liverpool, La14 (Halewood). There are seven realisations, six

of which are diphthongal ([AI], [ÃI], [Ã̃I], [aI], [ãI] and [EI]) and one monophthong

([Ã:]). As shown in Table 9.5 and Figure 9.5 the most common realisation is

[AI], which occurs in all environments except in open syllables. The nasalised

nucleus diphthong ([ÃI]) also occurs very commonly and is reported in all

environments except in ME /ix/ lexical items.

The processes that occur in La14 are: nucleus retraction, nasalisation and

monophthongisation. The [EI] realisation occurs in ME /ix/ words and once

before a voiceless stop. Nucleus retraction occurs in all environments, but is
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least frequent in ME /ix/ lexical items and in open syllables. Monophthongi-

sation is not a common process and only occurs once before a voiced fricative.

On the other hand, nasalisation can occur across all environments except in

ME /ix/ lexical items. Furthermore, the nasalisation process can a↵ect the

nucleus or the nucleus and the o↵glide.

This locality was also investigated in the study by Berry (2009)1, which

analysed the contemporary variants of price in LE through the speech of

seven participants from Halewood (La14). Present-day Halewood lies within

the boundary where LE is said to be spoken. It is, therefore, useful to

compare the results of the SED analysis to those in Berry (2009). Cardoso

(2011b) makes this comparison and finds that since the SED there have been

a number of changes in Halewood. One of the main findings relevant to

the current investigation is that there are more monophthongal realisations

of price in Berry’s (2009) data, which account for a quarter of the overall

realisations in 2009, compared to one instance in the SED. Berry (2009) finds

that these monophthongs occur before all voiced consonants except /l/. This

is di↵erent from the SED, as the monophthongal realisation occurs only before

a voiced fricative. It appears that in the 2009 data the environments where

monophthongisation occurs has extended and the process has become more

pervasive. Furthermore, ME /ix/ and /ei/ lexical items are no longer found to

have [EI] realisations in 2009. The results presented by Berry (2009) suggest

that [EI] is no longer in use and that the price variants in ME /ix/ and ME

/ei/ lexical items are conditioned by the following environment rather than

being a member of one of the ME subclasses.

While a number of di↵erent processes occur across the southwest Lancashire

localities, the most common processes that occur across most of the localities

are: nucleus retraction and monophthongisation. As shown in Figures 9.6a

and 9.6b, nucleus retraction occurs frequently across all environments, but is

reported least often in ME /ix/ lexical items. Monophthongisation occurs most

before voiced consonants and is particularly frequently before voiced fricatives

and nasals. Figures 9.6a and 9.6b also demonstrates that across all localities

monophthongal realisations are not common before voiceless stops (both ME

/ix/ and other pre-voiceless stop tokens) and in open syllables (both ME /ei/

1For a detailed discussion of Berry’s (2009) results see §3.3.3
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Figure 9.6: Phonetic realisations of price by environment across all southwest
Lancashire localities
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and other price tokens in open syllables). Raw values are provided in Figure

9.6a, whereas percentage of each realisation is provided in Figure 9.6b.

ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ lexical items in all localities provide evidence that

the vowel in these environments developed di↵erently from the ME /i:/ vowel.

This can be seen in the [EI] realisation that is found most often in ME /ix/

and ME /ei/ lexical items. This realisation is also reported to occur less

frequently before voiceless obstruents. As reported in Cardoso (2011a) and

described in §3.2.1, some southwest Lancashire localities produce price most

frequently as the [AI] diphthong – La10, La13, La14 – and others realised

price predominantly as a monophthong – La11 ([A:]) and La12 ([a:]).

In order to present a clear picture of the processes that a↵ect the price

vowel in southwest Lancashire, only relatively frequent processes are included

in the summary. The results of the analysis for price lexical items in southwest

Lancashire localities in the SED may be summarised in the following way:

1. La10: [AI] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Nucleus retraction ([AI]) in all environments

2. La11: [A:] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Nucleus retraction ([AI]) or vowel retraction ([A:]) in all environ-

ments except in ME /ix/ words

(b) Monophthongisation ([a:] or [A:]) in all environments except in ME

/ix/ words and in open syllables

3. La12: [a:] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Monophthongisation ([a:] or [A:]) in all environments except in ME

/ix/ words

4. La13: [AI] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Nucleus retraction ([AI]) in all environments
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5. La14: [AI] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Nucleus retraction ([AI]) in all environments

(b) Nasalisation ([ÃI], [Ã̃I], [ãI] or [Ã]) in all environments except ME

/ix/

Let us now turn to the north Cheshire localities. Ch1 (Kingsley) is the

closest locality to Liverpool in north Cheshire surveyed in the SED. There

are three realisations recorded for the price lexical items. These are all

diphthongal ([AI], [aI] and [EI]). Table 9.6 and Figure 9.7 demonstrate that

[AI] is the most common realisation which occurs in all environments. The

fronted and raised nucleus realisation ([EI]) and [aI] occur before voiceless

obstruents, voiced stops, and in ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ words. However, these

realisations occur most before voiceless obstruents and ME /ix/ and ME /ei/

lexical items, as shown in Figure 9.7.

Therefore, Ch1 appears to have one process of nucleus retraction that

occurs in all environments, but is most frequent before voiced consonants

and in open syllables.

The farthest locality from Liverpool of the north Cheshire localities in

the current investigation, Ch3 (Sweetenham), has four price realisations

recorded. Three of these realisations are diphthongal ([AI], [aI] and [EI]) and

one is monophthongal ([A:]). As demonstrated in Table 9.7 and Figure 9.8,

the most common realisation is [AI], which can occur in all environments

except in ME /ix/ lexical items. The only price realisation reported to

occur in ME /ix/ lexical items is [EI]. This realisation also occurs frequently

before voiceless obstruents and ME /ei/ and once before a voiced fricative

and nasal (see Table 9.7).

The [aI] realisation occurs before voiceless obstruents and once before a

voiced stop. Monophthongal [A:] is reported before voiceless fricatives and

voiced consonants. Therefore, the processes that occur in Ch3 are: nucleus

retraction and monophthongisation.

Finally, Ch4 (Farndon) has the largest number of realisations out of all

the north Cheshire localities. Five realisations are reported: three diphthongs

([AI], [aI] and [EI]), one triphthong ([AI@]) and one monophthong ([A:]). Similar

to the other two localities, [AI] is the most common realisation, which can occur
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

ME /ix/ ME /ei/ vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

37 [AI] 4 8 5 5 10 6 13 2
[aI] 1 4 2 2 – 1 – –
[EI] 8 1 3 3 – 1 – –

Table 9.6: Ch1 phonetic realisations of price by following environment
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Figure 9.7: Ch1 phonetic realisations (%) of price by following environment

Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

ME /ix/ ME /ei/ vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

68 [AI] – 9 4 3 6 3 9 2
[aI] – – 1 1 1 – – –
[EI] 11 4 5 4 – 1 1 –
[A:] – – – 2 2 1 1 –

Table 9.7: Ch3 phonetic realisations of price by following environment
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Figure 9.8: Ch3 phonetic realisations (%) of price by following environment
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

ME /ix/ ME /ei/ vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

45 [AI] 3 8 9 6 6 5 12 3
[AI@] – – – – – – 1 –
[aI] – 3 – 1 – 1 – –
[EI] 1 – 1 – 1 1 – –
[A:] – – – – – – 1 –

Table 9.8: Ch4 phonetic realisations of price by following environment
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Figure 9.9: Ch4 phonetic realisations (%) of price by following environment

in all environments. Table 9.8 and Figure 9.9 show the raised and fronted

nucleus realisation ([EI]) occurs once before a voiceless stop, a voiced stop, a

voiced fricative and in a ME /ix/ lexical items. The triphthong ([AI@]) and

monophthong ([A:]) occur once each before a nasal. These results suggest that

nucleus retraction and, potentially, monophthongisation and triphthongisation

occur in Ch4. Nucleus retraction occurs frequently across all environments,

while vowel retraction occurs once before a nasal. Monophthongisation and

triphthongisation are infrequent processes that occur once before a nasal.

The results presented above suggest that the most common realisation in

north Cheshire is [AI] in all localities. While there are a number of processes

that occur in each of the localities nucleus retraction is the most common

processes across all localities, as demonstrated in Figure 9.10. This occurs

lease often in ME /ix/ words. Raw values are provided in Figure 9.10a,

whereas percentage of each realisation is provided in Figure 9.10b. The [EI]

realisation occurs often in ME /ix/ lexical items, which are likely the result

of di↵erences in the historical development of this vowel. However, it is also
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found less commonly in all other environments except in open syllables. This

result may suggest that the north Cheshire localities have retained a separate

/EI/ phoneme that overlaps with the price vowel in some lexical items.

Finally, monophthongisation occurs in two of the localities generally before

voiced consonants. This process is generally not common in the north Cheshire

localities. The results of the current investigation of price in the three

SED localities in north Cheshire closest to Liverpool may be summarise as

follows:

1. Ch1: [AI] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Nucleus retraction ([AI]) in all environments

2. Ch3: [AI] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Nucleus retraction ([AI]) and vowel retraction ([A:]) in all environ-

ments except in ME /ix/ words

(b) Monophthongisation ([A:]) occurs before voiced consonants and

voiceless fricatives

3. Ch4: [AI] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Nucleus retraction ([AI]) in all environments

It should be noted that the [EI] realisation in ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ lexical

items in the current analysis likely demonstrates that in many of the localities

the ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ subclasses developed di↵erently from ME /i:/

lexical items. For a more detailed discussion of the price subclasses in Middle

English see §4.1.1.
The results of the SED analysis for southwest Lancashire and north

Cheshire demonstrate that both raised and fronted nucleus diphthongs and

monophthongs are present in these localities. In many of the localities the

raised and fronted nucleus diphthong realisation occurs before voiceless stops

(ME /ix/ and other pre-voiceless stop tokens) and monophthongs occur before

voiced consonants, particularly before nasals. The [EI] likely does not represent

a process of nucleus raising and fronting as is found in the main investigation.

Furthermore, the monophthongisation process that a↵ects the price vowel in
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(b) Percentage of phonetic realisations of price by environ-
ment across all north Cheshire localities

Figure 9.10: Phonetic realisations of price by environment across all north
Cheshire localities
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these localities is not as robust a process as is found in the main investigation,

as it does not a↵ect all of the lexical times in the conditioning environment.

9.1.2 PRICE in the OLIVE ‘archive’ subcorpus

The results of the analysis of the OLIVE archive subcorpus indicate di↵erences

between the price vowel variants in the OLIVE data and many of the localities

in the SED analysis. The first di↵erence between the SED and OLIVE data

is related to the di↵erent subclasses of price lexical items. In the SED, it is

clear that some of the lexical items in the ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ subclasses

followed a di↵erent development from the main class of price lexical items.

However, the OLIVE data suggests that there is no di↵erence between the

ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ subclasses and the price lexical items with similar

environments, i.e. we can assume that all price words have been transferred

to the most typical price vowel, /aI/.

Figure 9.11 demonstrates that ME /ix/ tokens, such as fight, have very

similar properties to other price tokens before voiceless stops, such as site.

The vowel trajectories and amount of diphthongisation are almost the same

for ME /ix/ tokens and price before voiceless stops (Figure 9.11). Therefore,

the remainder of the results for the OLIVE data includes all ME /ix/ lexical

items in the before voiceless stop environment (vl st).

Similarly, in order to establish whether ME /ei/ tokens behave di↵erently

from other price tokens in similar environments, ME /ei/ words, such as

die, are compared to other price tokens in word-final open syllables, such

as buy. Figure 9.12a demonstrates the trajectory of price in open syllables

depending on the price vowel subclass and gender. Female and male speakers

are plotted separately, as there is a di↵erence in the realisation of the price

vowel in these environments depending on gender. However, the results suggest

that there is no di↵erence between the ME /ei/ and other price tokens in

word-final open syllables within each gender. Amount of diphthongisation is

also similar for ME /ei/ tokens and other price tokens in word-final open

syllables, as demonstrated in Figure 9.12b.

Note that other ME /ei/ lexical items occur in the OLIVE dataset where the

price vowel is followed by a morpheme boundary, such as died. As there is only
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Figure 9.13: price normalised f1 and f2 measurements by following environ-
ment

one lexical item where price is followed by a morpheme boundary that is not

also a ME /ei/ lexical item, it is not possible to test whether there is a di↵erence

between these. As a result, all tokens where the price vowel is followed by a

morpheme boundary are included in the morpheme boundary environment

(morph) regardless of which ME subclass they originated from.

The remainder of the current section discusses the results of the OLIVE

data analysis for the price vowel. The findings suggest that price phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE shortly after new-dialect formation resembles the

results for the SED and for the main investigation (Chapter 7) in some ways

and di↵ers from both in other ways.

The results of the OLIVE data analysis demonstrate that there is no

di↵erence in the height or backness of the nucleus based on the following

environment (voiclass), as shown in Figure 9.13. This is di↵erent from

the result of the main investigation. The main investigation found that the

nucleus of price is raised and fronted before voiceless obstruents. In order

to test whether there is a statistical e↵ect of the following environment on

the production of price, mixed e↵ects models are used. Fixed e↵ects are the

following environment (voiclass) and gender with an interaction between these

variables. The random e↵ects structure for all of the mixed e↵ects models in

the OLIVE investigation is random intercepts for speaker and words. Random

slopes were not able to be calculated based on the size of the dataset and the
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number of levels in each of the variables (see summary tables in §A.2.3).
According to the predictions of the mixed e↵ects models for normalised f1

and normalised f2 at the nucleus, following environment (voiclass) does not

significantly a↵ect the realisation of price, with the exception of price before

/l/ (p=0.014). The nucleus of price before /l/ is retracted compared to the

other following environments (see Figure 9.14). The retraction of vowels before

/l/ is a phonetic co-articulatory e↵ect found across many languages and dialects

(see Labov 1994 and Milroy and Gordon 2008). It is, therefore, possible that

this is a phonetic e↵ect as a result of f2 lowering for the following /l/.

Furthermore, as a result of the predictions of the mixed e↵ects models,

separate figures are presented for normalised f1 nucleus measurement of price

before nasals (Figure 9.15a) and for normalised f2 nucleus measurement of

price before voiced fricatives (Figure 9.15b).

There is a significant interaction between gender and following environment

for the mixed e↵ects models where normalised f1 and f2 nucleus measurements

are the dependent variables (p=0.02 in both models). Figure 9.15a shows

that the nucleus of price is slightly raised for male speakers before nasals.

Similarly, male speakers produce a retracted nucleus realisation of price

before voiced fricatives compared to female speakers (Figure 9.15b).

Despite there being no di↵erence in the nucleus measurements before

voiceless stops compared to other following environments, there are di↵erences

in the inflection points. The f1 inflection point of price before voiceless

stops is approximately at the 25% measurement, as shown in Figure 9.16a.

Similarly, the f2 inflection point for price before voiceless stops is at the 20%

measurement (see Figure 9.16c). Before voiced stops, the f1 inflection point

of price is at approximately 50% of the way through the vowel and the f2

inflection point is at approximately the 40% measurement. price in open

syllables has an f1 inflection point at the 40% measurement. The f2 inflection

point of price in open syllables is approximately at the 35% measurement.

The f1 inflection point of price before nasals is well into the vowel trajectory

at approximately the 60% measurement. Finally the f2 inflection point of

price before nasals is at approximately the 50% measurement point.

Similar to the findings of the main investigation and the SED, both

diphthongal and monophthongal realisations of the price vowel are attested
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Figure 9.15: price realisations before voiced fricatives (grey) and nasals
(medium grey) by gender (females: solid line, males: dashed line)
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Figure 9.16: Inflection points of the price vowel trajectories by following
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Figure 9.17: price amount of diphthongisation by following environment
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in the OLIVE data. As shown in Figure 9.17a, the realisation of price is

most diphthongal before voiceless stops and voiceless fricatives and more

monophthongal before nasals and /l/. The most monophthongal price

realisations occur before /l/. Finally, price realisations before voiced fricatives

and morpheme boundaries are somewhere in the middle. The predictions of

the mixed e↵ects models confirm that price realisations before nasals, /l/

and morpheme boundaries are significant predictors (see Figure 9.17b).

There is a significant interaction between gender and the following envi-

ronment in the mixed e↵ects model with Euclidean distance as the dependent

variable (p=0.02). Figure 9.18 shows that female speakers have more diph-

thongal productions of price before voiced stops and in open syllables than

male speakers.

The results for duration values are similar to those found for the main

investigation in Chapter 7. price realisations before voiceless stops and /l/

are shortest, whereas price realisations before voiced stops, voiced fricatives,

morpheme boundaries,2 and in open syllables have the longest durations (see

Figure 9.19a). Unlike the results of the main investigation, price realisations

before nasals are slightly shorter than price before voiced stops and in open

2price before morpheme boundaries do not di↵er from voiced stops in the newly collected
data and are, therefore, included in the voiced stop following environment.
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syllables. Finally, before voiceless fricatives price is longer than before

voiceless stops, but shorter than before voiced consonants. The mixed e↵ects

model predictions suggest that price vowel durations before voiceless stops

do not di↵er from the price vowel durations before /l/ (see Figure 9.19b).

However, price duration values before voiceless stops di↵er from all other

environments. The price duration values before voiceless consonants and

voiced consonants are also found to be statistically di↵erent (p<0.01).

The results of the current investigation of the OLIVE dataset suggest that

o↵glide weakening before voiced obstruents (including morpheme boundaries)

and monophthongisation before nasals and /l/ occurred in LE shortly after

new-dialect formation. The nucleus raising and fronting process reported in

the main investigation (Chapter 7) is absent from the OLIVE data, despite

[EI] being reported in the SED analysis (§9.1.1). That being said, there are

di↵erences found between f1 and f2 inflection points of price before voiceless

stops compared to price in word-final open syllables. This result may suggest

that there is already a small perceptual di↵erence between price before

voiceless stops and price in word-final open syllables (see §4.2.2) at this time.

The following is a summary of the findings for the current analysis of the

OLIVE archive subcorpus.

1. Diphthongal variant with no raised nucleus or o↵glide occurs:

(a) [ăfiI]: before voiceless stops & voiceless fricatives

(b) [afiI]: in word-final open syllables (females only)

2. Long diphthongal variant with no raised nucleus, but a centralised

o↵glide ([afi@]) occurs:

(a) before voiced stops (females only), voiced fricatives & morpheme

boundaries

(b) in word-final open syllables (males only)

3. Monophthongal variant ([afi:]) occurs:

(a) before nasals

(b) before voiced stops (males only)
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4. Retracted short monophthongal variant ([a
¯
])

(a) before /l/

5. Other Findings

(a) ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ tokens are now merged with the ‘typical’

price vowel, unlike the findings of the SED

(b) Monophthongisation process before nasals and /l/ occurs, like the

SED and main investigation

(c) Glide weakening process before voiced obstruents occurs, unlike

the SED and main investigation

(d) Nucleus raising and fronting process is not found before voiceless

stops, unlike the main investigation

(e) Some gender e↵ects before nasals, voiced stops, voiced fricatives

and in word-final open syllables, unlike the main investigation

The results of the SED and OLIVE analysis in concert with the results

of the main investigation provide a better insight into the emergence and

development of price phonologically-conditioned variation in LE. From these

results it is evident that monophthongisation before nasals and /l/ is a

process that either occurred prior to new-dialect formation or as a result of it,

while nucleus raising and fronting before voiceless obstruents is likely a later

development. An in-depth discussion of the emergence and development of

the price pattern with reference to approaches to the origins of these types

of patterns is presented in Chapter 10.

9.2 MOUTH IN THE SED

The number of possible realisations of the mouth lexical items in the current

investigation di↵ers by locality. Ch3 has five realisations recorded ([aU], [ËU],

[AI], [aI] and [U]), the fewest of all the localities. The largest number of

realisations, ten, occurs in Ch4 ([AU], [aU], [æU], [EU], [aI], [EI], [@i:], [a:], [O:]

and [U]). In each locality there are one or two realisations that are clearly

dominant in that locality and occur most often. However, the realisations that
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occur most often may di↵er between the localities. For example, [a:] is the

most common realisation in La10, La11, La13 and La14, whereas [aU] is the

most common realisation in Ch4. These realisations are discussed in §3.2.2.
Furthermore, while some realisations occur across most of the localities, such

as [aU] and [a:], many of the realisations only occur once, such as [6U], [AU],

[aU], [@i:], [A:] and [Uu:]. For example, La11 has nine realisations recorded for

these lexical items, but only two of those are recorded more than once. La13

has the largest number of realisations recorded more than once with five of

the nine realisations being recorded more than once.

Most of the realisations that are recorded in the lexical items chosen for the

current investigation reflect possible mouth realisations. However, there are

also some reduced and monophthongal realisations that are likely not related

to the mouth vowel. These are removed in the current analysis in order to

present a clearer picture of mouth realisations in southwest Lancashire and

north Cheshire. There are short vowel realisations that are found in the lexical

items, such as [U]. A total of eight of these realisations occur across the 358

tokens in the current analysis, which are removed from the analysis. Secondly,

there are realisations that did not diphthongise, such as [U:] and [ü:]. There

are nineteen realisations of this type in the SED data, which are removed

from the current analysis. Therefore, 331 of the 358 tokens analysed in the

investigation are presented in the current results.

The current section has the same structure as the results of the investigation

of price in the SED. In other words, each locality is discussed separately,

starting with those localities in southwest Lancashire. Then the results for

the localities in north Cheshire are described, which is followed by a summary.

Finally, a summary of the overall findings of the investigation of mouth in

the SED data is given.

The first southwest Lancashire locality, La10 (Marshside), has five realisa-

tions of mouth: three diphthongal realisations ([aU], [a;U] and [æ;@]) and two

monophthongal realisations ([a:] and [æ:]). The realisation that occurs most

often and in all environments is [a:], as shown in Table 9.9 and Figure 9.20.

Diphthongal realisations may occur in all environments. The most common

diphthongal realisation is [aU], which occurs in all environments with the ex-

ception of before nasals. The diphthongal realisation that occurs before nasals
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has a fronted and lengthened nucleus and a weakened o↵glide ([æ;@]).

The processes that may occur in La10 are: monophthongisation, o↵glide

weakening, nucleus lengthening, and nucleus fronting. Monophthongisation

occurs in all environments, but is most common before nasals (Figure 9.20).

The infrequent process of o↵glide weakening occurs once before a nasal. Nu-

cleus lengthening occurs rarely before voiceless fricatives and nasals. Finally,

fronting a↵ects both the nucleus of diphthongs ([æ;@]) and monophthongs

([æ:]). Fronting of the nucleus of a diphthong occurs once before a nasal and

monophthong fronting occurs once in an open syllable.

La11 (Eccleston) has five mouth realisations in the current subset of SED

data: two of which are diphthongs ([aU] and [eU]) and three are monophthongs

([A:], [a:] and [afi:]). As was reported for La10, the most common realisation

is [a:], which may occur in all environments (Table 9.10 and Figure 9.21).

The most common realisation of price in this locality is [A:]. Therefore,

the di↵erence between price and mouth vowels is not the quality of the

o↵glide, which is commonly the case for varieties of English. As the most

common realisations for both vowels are monophthongs, the backness of

the monophthong di↵erentiates price and mouth lexical items from each

other.

According to the results of the current investigation, there are three possi-

ble processes in La11: retraction, raising and monophthongisation. Monoph-

thongisation is the most common of the three processes, which occurs in all

environments (Figure 9.21). The monophthongal realisations are recorded

least often in word-final open syllables. Raising of the monophthong ([afi:])

occurs infrequently before voiceless fricatives and nasals, and nucleus raising

([eU]) occurs once in an open syllable. Finally, retraction occurs once before

a voiceless fricative ([A:]).

Similar to the result for price in the SED, the results for mouth in

La12 (Harwood) di↵er substantially from the other localities. There are

four realisations of mouth in La12: three diphthongal realisations ([EU], [@U]

and [E:@]) and one monophthongal realisation ([E:]). As was found for the

other southwest Lancashire localities thus far, a monophthongal realisation

is the most common. The [E:] realisation may occur in all environments.

Similar to the findings for La11, both the price and mouth vowels are most
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

35 [aU] 2 5 1 2 – 1
[a;U] – 1 – – – –
[æ;@] – – – – 1 –
[a:] 3 3 1 2 14 1
[æ:] – – – – – 1

Table 9.9: La10 phonetic realisations of mouth by following environment
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Figure 9.20: La10 phonetic realisations (%) of mouth by following environ-
ment

Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

37 [aU] – – – 1 – –
[eU] – – – – – 1
[A:] – 1 – – – –
[a:] 5 7 2 5 14 1
[afi:] – 1 – – 2 –

Table 9.10: La11 phonetic realisations of mouth by following environment
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Figure 9.21: La11 phonetic realisations (%) of mouth by following environ-
ment
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

56 [EU] – – – 1 – –
[@U] – 1 – – 1 –
[E:@] – – – – 1 –
[E:] 4 7 3 5 15 2

Table 9.11: La12 phonetic realisations of mouth by following environment
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Figure 9.22: La12 phonetic realisations (%) of mouth by following environ-
ment

often realised as a monophthong, [a:] and [E:] respectively. As a result, the

di↵erence between price and mouth lexical items is encoded in the quality

of the monophthongal vowel.

Table 9.11 and Figure 9.22 demonstrate that there are four processes that

may occur in La12: monophthongisation, raising, nucleus centralisation, and

o↵glide weakening. Monophthongisation occurs in all environments and is

categorical before voiceless stops, voiced stops and in open syllables. This

process also occurs frequently before nasals. Nucleus raising ([EU] and [E:@])

is not a common process, as it occurs once before a voiced fricative and a

nasal. On the other hand, raising of the monophthong ([E:]) occurs in all

environments. Other infrequent processes are o↵glide weakening ([E:@]) and

nucleus centralisation ([@U]). O↵glide weakening occurs once before a nasal

and nucleus centralisation occurs once before a voiceless fricative and once

before a nasal.

There are six realisations of mouth recorded in La13 (Bickersta↵e). Two

diphthongal realisations ([aU] and [EU]) and four monophthongal realisations
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

23 [aU] 2 – – – – 1
[EU] 4 3 – 1 1 –
[a:] 4 5 1 3 14 1
[afi:] 1 1 – 1 1 –
[æ:] – – 1 – – –
[æfi :] – – – – – 1

Table 9.12: La13 phonetic realisations of mouth by following environment
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Figure 9.23: La13 phonetic realisations (%) of mouth by following environ-
ment

([a:], [afi:], [æ:] and [æfi :]) are found in La13. The most common realisation is

[a:], which occurs in all environments. As shown in Table 9.12 and Figure

9.23, there are four processes that occur in La13: monophthongisation, raising,

raising and fronting, and fronting.

Similar to the other southwest Lancashire localities, monophthongisation

occurs in all environments in La13, but is most frequent before nasals. The

monophthong raising ([afi:]) and nucleus raising and fronting ([EU]) occur

before voiceless obstruents, voiced fricatives and nasals. However, nucleus

raising and fronting occurs more often than monophthong raising, especially

before voiceless obstruents. Fronting ([æ:]) occurs once before a voiced stop

and monophthongal raising and fronting ([æfi :]) occurs once in word-final

open syllables.

Finally, La14 (Halewood) has six realisations, three of which are diphthongs

([6U], [aU] and [ãU]) and three are monophthongs ([a:], [ã:] and [afi:]). The
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

14 [6U] 1 – – – – –
[aU] 1 2 – 1 1 2
[ãU] – 1 – – – –
[a:] 5 7 2 7 14 3
[ã:] 1 1 – – – –
[afi:] – – – – 2 –

Table 9.13: La14 phonetic realisations of mouth by following environment
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Figure 9.24: La14 phonetic realisations (%) of mouth by following environ-
ment

most common realisation is [a:], which is recorded in all environments. Table

9.13 and Figure 9.24 demonstrates that there are four processes that may

occur for mouth in La14: monophthongisation, raising, nucleus retraction

and rounding, and nasalisation.

In La14 monophthongisation occurs in all environments, but this process

interacts with other processes so that there are three di↵erent monophthongs

that are found ([a:], [ã:] and [afi:]). The monophthong raising process ([afi:]),

occurs before nasals. Nucleus retraction and rounding ([6U]) is found once

before a voiceless stop. Finally, nasalisation ([ãU] and [ã:]) occurs rarely

before voiceless obstruents.

As described in §9.1.1 for the analysis of the price vowel in the SED,

a comparison of Berry’s (2009) investigation of price and mouth in La14

(Halewood) provides some evidence for changes in the realisations of the target

vowels over time. When examining the results for the mouth vowel, one
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evident di↵erence between Berry’s (2009) results and the SED data is the

change from a monophthongal dominant system in the SED to a diphthongal

one in 2009. Her investigation finds that diphthongal realisations occur most

often in many of the following environments as opposed to monophthongal

realisations.

Berry (2009) suggests that [aU] consistently occurs before voiceless stops

and in open syllables, whereas in the SED data diphthongs are recorded twice

before voiceless stops and three times in open syllables. Furthermore, she finds

that before dental fricatives and alveolar fricatives [aU] and [a@] respectively

are produced most often (Berry 2009). The SED data only includes voiceless

dental fricatives and voiceless and voiced alveolar fricatives. However, the

results of the SED di↵er from the 2009 data, with [a:] used four times and

[aU] once before a dental fricative in Halewood in the SED data. Similarly, [a:]

is recorded eleven times before alveolar fricatives and [aU] or [ãU] only three

times. The diphthongal realisations reported in the SED in these environments

are much less frequent than in Berry’s (2009) contemporary study. Finally, the

results for mouth before nasals and voiced stops are similar for the SED and

Berry (2009). Berry (2009) finds that both [a@] and [a:] are frequently used,

while the SED shows only one diphthongal production before nasals and none

before voiced stops. This comparison, therefore, suggests that Halewood has

shifted from monophthongal realisations in most environments to diphthongal

realisations with the exception of mouth before nasals and voiced stops,

which has remained largely monophthongal.

The results of the analysis of mouth realisations in southwest Lancashire

using the SED dataset suggests that each locality has a number of di↵erent pro-

cesses. However, many of these processes occur rarely in the localities and are

not shared between the localities. An exception to this is monophthongisation,

which occurs in all of the localities and often in most or all of the environments.

As seen in Figures 9.25a and 9.25b, monophthongisation occurs most before

nasals and least in word-final open syllables. Raw values are provided in Figure

9.25a, whereas percentage of each realisation is provided in Figure 9.25b.

All of the localities with the exception of La12 produce mouth as [a:]

most often, as described in §3.2.2. In La12 the most common production

is [E:]. Unlike the findings for the price vowel in southwest Lancashire, a
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Figure 9.25: Phonetic realisations of mouth by following environment across
all southwest Lancashire localities
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monophthongal realisation of mouth is dominant in all of the southwest

Lancashire localities.

As previously mentioned, there are a vast number of di↵erent processes

that may a↵ect the realisation of mouth in the southwest Lancashire localities.

In order to provide a clearer picture of the processes that are likely to a↵ect

mouth, only those processes that are relatively frequent in each of the localities

are included in the summary of the results presented below. The results of

the analysis for mouth lexical items in southwest Lancashire localities in the

SED may be summarised in the following way:

1. La10: [a:] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Monophthongisation ([a:] or [æ:]) in all environments

i. Most frequent before nasals

2. La11: [a:] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Monophthongisation ([a:], [afi:] or [A:]) in all environments

(b) Monophthong raising ([afi:]) before voiceless fricatives and nasals

3. La12: [E:] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Monophthongisation ([E:]) in all environments

i. Categorical before voiceless stops, voiced stops and in open

syllables

ii. Very frequent before nasals

(b) Monophthong raising and fronting in all environments

4. La13: [a:] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Monophthongisation ([a:], [afi:], [æ:] or [æfi :]) in all environments

i. Most frequent before nasals

(b) Nucleus raising and fronting ([EU]) before voiceless obstruents,

voiced fricatives and nasals

(c) Monophthong raising ([afi:]) before voiceless obstruents, voiced

fricatives and nasals
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5. La14: [a:] is the most frequent realisation

(a) Monophthongisation ([a:], [ã:] or [afi:]) in all environments

i. Most frequent before voiced consonants

(b) Nasalisation ([ãU] or [ã:]) before voiceless obstruents

While similarities were found between price realisations in southwest

Lancashire and in north Cheshire, mouth realisations di↵er considerably

between the two dialect areas. One of the biggest di↵erences is the inclusion

of price-like realisations for mouth in the north Cheshire localities. As

discussed in more detail below, in Ch1 and Ch3, mouth is realised most

often as [aI]. The results of the analysis of price in the SED data suggest

that Ch1 and Ch3 realised price most often as [AI]. Therefore, these two

localities di↵erentiate between price and mouth lexical items not in the

o↵glide, which is the more common pattern across varieties of English, but

in the quality of the nucleus. However, it is possible that neutralisation

between price and mouth may occur in some of the environments, as [AI]

and [aI] are reported in Ch1 and Ch3 for both price and mouth. Any

possible cases of neutralisations are mentioned in the following discussions.

Note that these price-type realisations never occur in mouth lexical items

in word-final open syllables.

The first locality, Ch1 (Kingsley), has five mouth realisations. There is one

mouth-type diphthongal realisation ([aU]), three price-type realisations ([AI],

[aI] and [EI]) and one monophthongal realisation ([a:]). The most common

realisation is [aI], which may occur in all environments except in word-final

open syllables (Table 9.14 and Figure 9.26). Given the results of the price

realisations in the SED presented in §9.1.1 for Ch1, there is a possibility

that price and mouth may be neutralised before voiceless obstruents and

voiced fricatives. The same realisations for the price and mouth vowels

may occur in these environments.

The results of the current analysis suggest that the processes that occur in

Ch1 are: nucleus retraction, o↵glide fronting and monophthongisation. With

the exception of o↵glide fronting ([aI] or [EI]), each of these processes only occur

once (Table 9.14). Nucleus retraction ([AI]) occurs before a voiceless stop, and
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

37 [aU] 2 2 – 1 2 1
[AI] 1 – – – – –
[aI] 5 5 1 4 12 –
[EI] – – – 1 – –
[a:] – – – – 1 –

Table 9.14: Ch1 phonetic realisations of mouth by following environment
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Figure 9.26: Ch1 phonetic realisations (%) of mouth by following environment

monophthongisation ([a:]) occurs before a nasal. On the other hand, o↵glide

fronting occurs in all environments, but is most common before nasals.

Ch3 (Sweetenham) has four mouth realisations in the lexical items in the

current investigation, which are all diphthongal. There are two price-type

diphthongs ([aI] and [AI]) and two mouth-type diphthongs ([aU] and [ËU]), as

shown in Table 9.15 and Figure 9.27. The most common realisation is [aI],

which can occur in all environments except in word-final open syllables. The

results from the price vowel in the SED for Ch3 suggest that [aI] occurs before

voiceless obstruents and voiced stops for the price vowel as well. Therefore,

it may be possible that in these environments the contrast between price

and mouth may be neutralised for some lexical items.

As shown in Figure 9.27, the processes that may occur for the mouth vowel

in Ch3 are: nucleus centralisation, nucleus retraction and o↵glide fronting.

Nucleus centralisation ([ËU]) occurs before a voiceless stop, a voiced fricative

and in an open syllable. There is only one instance of nucleus retraction

([AI]), which occurs before a voiceless stop. O↵glide fronting ([AI] or [aI]) is
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

68 [aU] 1 2 – – 1 –
[ËU] 1 – – 1 – 1
[AI] 1 – – – – –
[aI] 3 6 1 5 13 –

Table 9.15: Ch3 phonetic realisations of mouth by following environment
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Figure 9.27: Ch3 phonetic realisations (%) of mouth by following environment

the most common of the processes and occurs in all environments except in

word-final open syllables. This process is reported less frequently when the

mouth vowel is followed by a voiceless stop.

The final north Cheshire locality, Ch4 (Farndon), di↵ers from the other

two north Cheshire localities. Firstly, the most common realisation is not

a price-type realisation, which was found for the two other north Cheshire

localities in the current investigation. There are seven mouth realisations

in Ch4. Four of these realisations are mouth-type diphthongs ([AU], [aU],

[æU] and [EU]), two are price-type diphthongs ([aI] and [EI]) and one is a

monophthong ([a:]). The most common realisation is [aU], which occurs in

all environments (see Table 9.16 and Figure 9.28).

There are five processes that occur in Ch4: nucleus raising and fronting,

nucleus retraction, nucleus fronting, o↵glide fronting and monophthongisation.

Three of these processes occur only once in this locality: nucleus retraction

([AU]) and monophthongisation ([a:]) occur once before a voiceless stop, and

nucleus fronting ([æU]) occurs before a nasal. Nucleus raising and fronting
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Dist.
(km)

Real. Environment

vl st vl fr vd st vd fr na op

45 [AU] 1 – – – – –
[aU] 4 6 1 7 13 1
[æU] – – – – 1 –
[EU] – 2 – – – –
[aI] – – – 1 1 –
[EI] – – – 1 – –
[a:] 1 – – – – –

Table 9.16: Ch4 phonetic realisations of mouth by following environment
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Figure 9.28: Ch4 phonetic realisations (%) of mouth by following environment

([EU]) occurs twice before fricatives. Finally, o↵glide fronting occurs before

voiced fricatives and once before a nasal.

The results for the investigation of mouth realisations in the SED in

southwest Lancashire indicated there are a number of di↵erent processes that

occur, this findings is also borne out by the analysis of the mouth realisations

in the north Cheshire localities. Many of these processes occur across two

or all of the localities, such as nucleus retraction and monophthongisation.

However, these processes are not very frequent. O↵glide fronting is prevalent

in Ch1 and Ch3, occurring in many of the environments included in the current

investigation, as demonstrated in Figure 9.29. This process does not occur

very frequently in Ch4. As described in previous sections, the raw values are

provided in Figure 9.29a, whereas percentages are provided in Figure 9.29b.

These figures clearly demonstrate the di↵erences between Ch4 and the other

two localities, as there are two dominant realisations: [aI] and [aU].
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Figure 9.29: Phonetic realisations of mouth by environment across all north
Cheshire localities
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Nucleus centralisation is found in Ch3 and Ch4, but is not a common

process in either locality. Only processes that are relatively common are

included in the following summary of the results of mouth realisations in

north Cheshire. The following is a summary of the findings for the mouth

lexical items in the three north Cheshire localities included in the current

investigation:

1. Ch1: [aI] is the most frequent realisation

(a) O↵glide fronting ([aI] or [EI]) in all environments

i. Most frequent before nasals

2. Ch3: [aI] is the most frequent realisation

(a) O↵glide fronting ([AI] or [aI]) in all environments except in word-

final open syllables

i. Most frequent before voiced consonants

(b) Nucleus centralisation ([ËU]) before a voiceless stop, a voiced frica-

tive and in a word-final open syllable

3. Ch4: [aU] is the most frequent realisation

(a) O↵glide fronting ([aI] or [EI]) before voiced fricatives and once

before a nasal

The results of the current analysis of price and mouth in the southwest

Lancashire and north Cheshire localities demonstrate that the localities that

behaved similarly in the analysis of the price lexical items do not necessarily

behave similarly for the mouth lexical items. La10, La13, Ch1, Ch4, and

possibly Ch3 behave similarly in the analysis of the price lexical items and

La11 and La12 behave di↵erently from each other and the other localities.

However, in the mouth data all of the southwest Lancashire localities behave

similarly with the exception of La12 and two of the three north Cheshire

localities behave similarly (Ch1 and Ch3). Therefore, it appears that the

Lancashire-Cheshire dialect divide is much more evident in the investigation

of mouth in the SED than price.
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One substantial di↵erence between the southwest Lancashire and north

Cheshire localities is that mouth may be realised with a fronted o↵glide.

This results in the realisations of the mouth lexical items being very similar

to the possible realisations of the price lexical items. It is found that in

some environments this may result in neutralisation of the contrast between

price and mouth. However, this particular feature is not found in the

results of the main investigation, and, therefore, likely did not survive levelling

processes of new-dialect formation. The majority of other varieties did not

have price-type variants in mouth lexical items. Furthermore, these variants

create the potential for cases of neutralisation between mouth and price.

These two factors may explain why these realisations were not retained for

the mouth vowel in LE.

Chapter 7 discusses the di↵erences between mouth and price realisations

in the contemporary data. The results suggest that the mouth vowel in LE

is more monophthongal in general than the price vowel. This observation

is reflected in the results of the SED investigation. In the investigation of

price in southwest Lancashire and north Cheshire, many of the localities

have a diphthongal realisation as their most common realisation. On the

other hand, a monophthongal realisation of mouth is dominant in all of

the southwest Lancashire localities. Therefore, the contemporary results

may reflect the fact that historically mouth in southwest Lancashire was

dominated by monophthongal variants and price was generally not.

The current chapter has established the processes that are attested in the

SED data in southwest Lancashire and north Cheshire for price and mouth

and price phonologically-conditioned variation in the OLIVE data. There are

two common processes that occur with the price vowel in the SED: nucleus

retraction and monophthongisation. Monophthongisation is also found in the

OLIVE investigation, but nucleus retraction is not. The results for the mouth

vowel suggests that the processes that occur in southwest Lancashire and north

Cheshire di↵er. In southwest Lancashire, monophthongisation occurs across

all localities, whereas o↵glide fronting occurs often in north Cheshire.





CHAPTER 10

THE ORIGINS OF
PHONOLOGICALLY-CONDITIONED
VARIATION IN PRICE AND MOUTH

The current chapter compares the results of the main investigation (see Chapter

7), the analysis of the Survey of English Dialects (SED) data, and the Origins

of Liverpool English (OLIVE) analysis (see Chapter 9) in order to evaluate the

approaches to the origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation (see §4.2) and propose an approach that accounts for the findings

of the current thesis.

It should be noted that the set of phonological environments included in

the contemporary data (Chapter 7) may di↵er from those included in the SED

and OLIVE data (Chapter 9). One of the ways that the environments may

di↵er is that the main investigation conflates some phonological environments

as a result of the pilot study findings. For example, price and mouth

before stops in the main investigation represents the entire set of obstruents,

including stops and fricatives. The results of the pilot study indicate that the

realisations of price and mouth before voiceless fricatives do not di↵er from

those before voiceless stops and the realisations of the target vowels before

voiced fricatives do not di↵er from those before voiced stops. However, these

categories are kept separate in the SED and OLIVE data in order to assess

all possible conditioning environments at an earlier time point. I could not

assume that voiceless stops and voiceless fricatives in the SED and OLIVE

data would a↵ect the target vowels in the same way, just because voiceless

obstruents act as a single conditioning environment in the main investigation.

Furthermore, phonological environments may di↵er as a result of lack of tokens

317
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in the dataset. The SED did not have enough tokens before /l/ of either price

or mouth across all localities according to the criteria that I established, so

this environment is not included in the final analysis. Table 10.1 lists the set

of environments in each of the datasets for price that are analysed in the

current investigations. Likewise, Table 10.2 lists the set of environments in

each of the datasets for the mouth vowel in the current investigations.

Furthermore, a caveat must be given that the current discussion provides

some evidence for the processes involved in the emergence of the price and

mouth patterns in LE, but that this evidence cannot be taken as entirely

conclusive given the size of the datasets. The informants from the SED

localities range from between two and four informants per locality (see §8.1).
The OLIVE corpus analysis includes seven speakers (see §8.2) and the main

investigation includes a speaker sample of twenty-seven (see Chapter 6). That

being said, the present investigation is the most comprehensive study to date

on the price and mouth vowels in LE. Therefore, the current discussion relies

on the findings of the present investigation to provide a better understanding of

the origins and development of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE.

The chapter begins with a comparison of the results of the analysis of price

and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in the three datasets (§10.1).
The di↵erences between the historical and contemporary patterns allow us

to distinguish between processes that are inherited as part of new-dialect

formation and ones that are later developments. Despite small di↵erences

between the price and mouth patterns in LE, it is found that similar

processes a↵ect both the vowels. It is likely that shared features of these

vowel patterns emerged from the same origins. Therefore, the price and

mouth vowels are discussed in tandem for the remaining sections. Section

10.2 evaluates each of the approaches to the origins of these types of patterns

in relation to the specific findings for the price and mouth patterns in LE. I

propose an approach that combines aspects of the di↵erent approaches to the

emergence and development of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation to account for the patterns reported in LE (§10.3). Finally, I discuss
the synchronic price and mouth patterns in LE and compare them with

phonologically-conditioned variation in other varieties of English (§10.4).
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Environment Dataset

SED OLIVE Newly Collected

ME /ix/ words yes yes, but not separate yes, but not separate
ME /ei/ words yes yes, but not separate yes, but not separate
voiceless stop yes yes yes
voiceless fricative yes yes no

voiced stop yes yes yes
voiced fricative yes yes no

nasals yes yes yes
/l/ no yes yes
in open syllables yes yes yes
morpheme boundaries no yes yes

Table 10.1: Summary of the phonological environments analysed for price in
the three datasets

Environment Dataset

SED Newly Collected

voiceless stop yes yes
voiceless fricative yes no
voiced stop yes yes
voiced fricative yes no
nasals yes yes
/l/ no yes
in open syllables yes yes
morpheme boundaries no yes

Table 10.2: Summary of the phonological environments analysed for mouth
in the two datasets
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10.1 COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS FROM THE THREE

DATASETS

10.1.1 PRICE phonologically-conditioned variation

There are a number of di↵erences and similarities in price phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE found between the three datasets. A comparison

of these results provides a principled basis for deciding which processes are

inherited as part of new-dialect formation and those that are later endogenous

developments. If a process is inherited as part of new-dialect formation, then

this process should be found across the di↵erent datasets. On the other hand, if

a process is a later endogenous development, then it should be found only in the

contemporary data. The current section provides preliminary assessments as

to which processes are inherited as part of new-dialect formation and which are

later developments. These are further used to evaluate the di↵erent approaches

to the origins of these types of patterns, as discussed in detail in §10.2.
One of the earliest changes is the lexical redistribution of the ME /ix/ and

ME /ei/ words (Trudgill 1986). In many of the localities in the SED, there is

evidence to suggest that ME /ix/ and /ei/ had remained a separate subclass

of words for at least some lexical items. However, the results of the OLIVE

corpus analysis find that ME /ix/ and ME /ei/ lexical items are not di↵erent

from other price lexical items with the same following environment.

The results of the analysis of the contemporary dataset suggest that

nucleus raising and fronting ([Ĕ�I�]) of price occurs before voiceless stops in

all participants with the exception of two older male participants and one

younger male participant. On the other hand, the analysis of the OLIVE

corpus does not find evidence for nucleus raising and fronting in the current

dataset. The quality of the price nucleus before voiceless obstruents is

the same as before most of the other following environments. Despite a

lack of a quality di↵erence, the analysis of the OLIVE corpus and the two

older male participants in the main investigation also indicates that the

inflection points for price realisations before voiceless obstruents di↵ers from

other environments. These results suggest that there may have been a small

perceptual di↵erence between price realisations before voiceless obstruents
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and in other environments as a result of o↵glide peripheralisation and nucleus

shortening even in the oldest participants in the current sample. Therefore, it

is likely that nucleus raising and fronting is a later endogenous development

and not inherited as part of new-dialect formation.

Chapter 6 introduces the graphical representation that is used to show

di↵erences in vowel realisations in apparent time, which is used in the current

discussion. Normalised formant values are plotted along the y-axis and date

of birth along the x-axis. These graphs represent data from the contemporary

dataset and the OLIVE dataset, so that the year of birth runs from 1900 to

1995, with the OLIVE data from 1900 to 1935 and the contemporary data

from 1947 to 1995. Furthermore, figures that plot normalised f1 values on the

y-axis have a reversed y-axis to correspond with the vowel height.

Figure 10.1 demonstrates that the nucleus of price before voiceless stops

(dark grey line) has become more raised and fronted in apparent time. There-

fore, nucleus raising and fronting is a later endogenous development, as the

quality of the nucleus of price for the oldest speakers in the present investi-

gation is the same for price before voiceless stops, voiced stops and in open

syllables. A di↵erence in the quality of the nucleus does not begin to occur

until the mid-twentieth century, when the oldest speakers in the contemporary

dataset were born. Furthermore, the nucleus of price before voiced stops

(grey line) and in open syllables (light grey line) pattern together across the

entire sample, as shown in Figure 10.1.

The results of the main investigation show that mostly monophthongal

realisations of price occur before voiced obstruents. However, the OLIVE

corpus analysis suggests that o↵glide weakening ([afi@]) and monophthongisation

([afi:]) occur before voiced obstruents. Only three of the localities in the SED

data frequently have monophthongal realisations of price before voiced

obstruents. La11, La12 and Ch3 have mostly monophthongal realisations

before voiced consonants ([A:] and [a:]). The remaining southwest Lancashire

and north Cheshire localities in the SED have mostly diphthongal realisations

([AI]) of price before voiced stops and voiced fricatives.

Furthermore, the analysis of the OLIVE corpus indicates that the interac-

tion between gender and following environment is significant for the amount

of diphthongisation of price, which is partially driven by the e↵ect of price
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Figure 10.1: The quality of price at the nucleus measurement before voiceless
stops, voiced stops and in open syllables by date of birth

before voiced stops. Female speakers produce [afi@] most often in the OLIVE

data and male speakers produce [afi:] most often in this dataset. On the other

hand, price before voiced fricatives is consistently realised as [afi@] in the

OLIVE corpus. In the SED analysis, monophthongal realisations of price

are found frequently before voiced fricatives in many of the localities. price

lexical items before voiced fricatives were not included in the main investiga-

tion as the pilot study found no di↵erence between the realisation of price

before voiced stops and voiced fricatives. If the results of the pilot study

are taken as an adequate representation of price phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE, then monophthongal variants are likely to be found before

voiced fricatives in the contemporary price pattern.

These results suggest that monophthongisation of price before voiced

stops in the contemporary pattern is a later endogenous change for at least

female speakers, but an older process inherited as part of new-dialect formation

for male speakers. Figure 10.2 demonstrates that the o↵glide of price before

voiced stops (grey line) lowers and retracts over time. As the o↵glide lowers

and retracts, it minimises the phonetic distance between the nucleus and

o↵glide, which leads to more monophthongal realisations of price before

voiced stops, similar to the realisations of price in other voiced consonant

environments. However, the o↵glide of price before voiceless stops (dark

grey line) remains the same across the sample.
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Figure 10.2: The quality of price at the o↵glide measurement before voiceless
stops, voiced stops and in open syllables over date of birth

While sociolinguistic variables are not discussed at any length in this thesis,

I note here some aspects of gender di↵erences that have been observed in

linguistic research about sound change. However, a more detailed discussion

of the implications of the findings of the present thesis with regards to sound

change and gender di↵erences must be left for future study. There are a

number of previous studies which suggest that women are innovators in

unstable linguistics systems, but not in stable ones (Labov 1990, 1994). “[I]n

most of the vowel shifts that we looked at, women are considerably more

advanced than men” (Labov 1994: 156). Milroy et al. (1994) find that female

informants are leading the change of glottal stop replacement of /t/ in Tyneside

and Watt and Milroy (1999) suggest that females are also leading a change in

the NURSE vowel in Newcastle. However, there are also reports of sounds

changes that are lead by men, such as in the urban variety in Norwich (Trudgill

1972) and in Martha’s Vineyard (Labov 1972a). Furthermore, one gender may

have a stable variant and the other is changing towards the stable variant.

This is found for pre-[N] trap raising in San Francisco English, where women

have a stable higher trap realisation before [N] and men are changing in

apparent time to this higher realisation (Cardoso et al. 2015).

The current results do not seem to support much of this work, as male

participants have the stable variant, a monophthong before voiced stops, and

females are changing in line with this realisation. In other words, males appear
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to ‘lead’ a sound change in an unstable linguistic system. However, note that

this result is based on a small speaker sample in the OLIVE dataset and in

order to confirm that males ‘lead’ this sound change, more data with older

speakers is required. Therefore, the reason why males appear to have ‘lead’

a sound change even in an unstable linguistic system is outside the scope of

the current investigation and must be left for further study.

Before nasals, the main investigation finds a monophthongal realisation

of price ([a:]). The results of the SED analysis demonstrate that monoph-

thongal realisations of price often occur before nasals, although diphthongal

realisations are also found in this environment. In the OLIVE corpus, price

is monophthongal before nasals. Furthermore, the interaction between gender

and following environment reported in the OLIVE corpus analysis is also partly

due to the pre-nasal environment. Males have a more raised monophthongal

realisation ([E:]) than females ([afi:]). In the main investigation, gender is not

found to be a significant predictor, nor is the interaction between gender and

following environment. This result aligns with previous reports of women

leading sound change, as discussed above. Given that monophthongal real-

isations are found in southwest Lancashire and north Cheshire in the SED

data and that a monophthongal variant occurs before nasals in the OLIVE

dataset, price monophthongisation before nasals is a process that is inherited

as part of new-dialect formation.

price before /l/ is not analysed in the SED, as there are too few tokens

and realisations across the localities. However, monophthongisation of price

before /l/ occurs in both the OLIVE corpus and the contemporary dataset.

Likewise, price shortening before /l/ is found in both the OLIVE corpus

and contemporary data. These results suggest that monophthongisation and

shortening of price before /l/ is inherited as part of new-dialect formation.

The quality of the price variant before /l/ is retracted in comparison

with the other environments in the OLIVE corpus. This quality di↵erence is

not found in the main investigation. Figure 10.3b shows that price at the

nucleus measurement before voiced stops (grey line) and in word-final open

syllables (light grey line) retracts in apparent time to a similar quality as the

price realisation before /l/ (very light grey line). The price nucleus also

lowers in all following environments except before voiceless obstruents (dark
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Figure 10.3: The quality of price at the nucleus measurement in all environ-
ments except before nasals

grey line), where it raises, as demonstrated in Figure 10.3a. Therefore, the

lowering and retraction of price monophthongs and the nucleus of price

diphthongs is a recent development, with the exception of retraction before /l/.

The retraction of price before /l/ is likely the result of a commonly reported

phonetic coarticulatory e↵ect of following /l/ (see Labov 1994, Hall-Lew 2011,

Haddican et al. 2013 and Sóskuthy et al. 2015).

The results of the main investigation find that [aI] occurs in word-final

open syllables. Likewise, price in word-final open syllables in the SED is

found to have mostly diphthongal productions ([aI] or [AI]) with one locality

also reporting monophthongal productions ([a:]). The results of the analysis of

the OLIVE corpus suggest that there are two possible realisations of price in

open syllables: [afiI] and [afi@]. The [afi@] realisation is generally produced by male

speakers in the OLIVE corpus, while the [afiI] realisation is generally produced

by female speakers. Gender is not a significant predictor of the mixed e↵ects

models as a main e↵ect or in an interaction with the following environment in

the main investigation. Therefore, the loss of o↵glide weakening for price

in word-final open syllables is the result of a later endogenous development

for at least the male speakers. Again this may demonstrate a case where

women are leading men in a sound change. As demonstrated in Figure 10.2,

the o↵glide of price in open syllables raises and fronts in apparent time, so
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that o↵glide weakening no longer occurs.

The main investigation finds that the realisation of price before morpheme

boundaries, i.e. the past tense morpheme, does not di↵er from the realisation

of price before voiced stops. Due to a lack of tokens, price before morpheme

boundaries was not analysed as a separate phonological environment in the

SED analysis. However, the results of the OLIVE analysis concur with the

results of the main investigation, as price before morpheme boundaries

patterns with price before voiced obstruents. In other words, the realisation

of price before voiced obstruents, regardless of whether it is in the same

morpheme as the target vowel or in a separate morpheme, is [afi@] in the

OLIVE corpus and [a:] in the contemporary data. Therefore, all price

realisations before voiced obstruents, regardless of presence/absence of a

morpheme boundary are included together in the discussion of the emergence

and development of price phonologically-conditioned variation in LE.

The results of the comparison between the investigations of the three

datasets are summarised below:

1. Processes that are inherited as part of new-dialect formation:

(a) o↵glide weakening before voiced stops (female speakers) and in

word-final open syllables (male speakers)

(b) monophthongisation before nasals and /l/

(c) shortening before /l/

2. Processes that are later endogenous changes:

(a) nucleus raising & fronting before voiceless obstruents

(b) monophthongisation before voiced stops (female speakers)

(c) loss of weakened o↵glide realisations in word-final open syllables

(male speakers)

10.1.2 MOUTH phonologically-conditioned variation

The mouth vowel is investigated in the SED and the contemporary datasets,

but not in the OLIVE corpus. The reasons for not investigating mouth in the
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OLIVE corpus are described in detail in Chapters 5 and 8. However, this does

somewhat limit the discussion of the emergence and development of mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation in LE. Similar to the comparison of the

results of the investigations of price, there are di↵erences between the results

of the SED analysis and the main investigation of mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation.

The results of the analysis of the SED data for mouth suggest that [a:] is

the most common realisation in southwest Lancashire with the exception of

in La12, which has [E:] as the most common realisation. The north Cheshire

localities have mostly diphthongal realisations of mouth with di↵erences in

the quality of the o↵glide ([aI] in Ch1 and Ch3, and [aU] in Ch4). The results

of the main investigation suggest that before obstruents and in word-final

open syllables diphthongal realisations occur and monophthongal realisations

occur before sonorants. However, overall the diphthongal mouth realisations

are less diphthongal than the price ones.

In the main investigation, nucleus raising of mouth ([@̆flU]) occurs before

voiceless obstruents. There are two localities in the SED (La13 and Ch3)

that record cases of mouth nucleus raising and fronting or centralisation,

which mostly occur before voiceless obstruents and voiced obstruents. Further-

more, monophthongisation is generally inhibited before voiceless obstruents

in the southwest Lancashire localities in the SED data. The north Cheshire

localities generally have diphthongal realisations of mouth ([aI] and [aU])

before voiceless obstruents.

While it is not possible to compare vowel duration or inflection points

directly between the SED and contemporary data, the results of the main

investigation suggest that the nucleus of mouth is short before voiceless

obstruents. Some evidence from older speakers in the contemporary data

suggests that while nucleus raising and fronting occurs in the SED data, nucleus

raising before voiceless obstruents in LE may be a more recent endogenous

development. Figure 10.4 demonstrates that the nucleus of mouth before

voiceless stops is raising in apparent time. This suggests that mouth nucleus

raising before voiceless stops was likely not inherited as part of new-dialect

formation, but it is a later endogenous development.

In the contemporary data, o↵glide weakening of mouth is reported before
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Figure 10.4: The quality of mouth at the nucleus measurement before voiceless
stops, voiced stops, nasals and in open syllables over date of birth

voiced obstruents. The analysis of the SED data indicates that monophthongi-

sation occurs before voiced stops in southwest Lancashire, but diphthongal

realisations are also recorded in this environment. In the analysis of the north

Cheshire localities price-type diphthongs are found to occur often before

voiced obstruents. However, the main investigation does not find any instances

of price-type diphthongs, such as [aI], as realisations of the mouth tokens.

Furthermore, the quality of the o↵glide of mouth has lowered and backed in

apparent time, as shown in Figure 10.5. This suggests that o↵glide weaken-

ing may be a later endogenous change of mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE.

Monophthongisation and raising of mouth before nasals is found in the

main investigation. The SED analysis in southwest Lancashire demonstrates

that mouth monophthongisation and raising also often occur before nasals.

However, mouth is often realised as [aI] or [aU] before nasals in north Cheshire.

The raising process that is found in the contemporary data is a↵ected by

speech style, as there is a significant interaction between speech style and the

following environment. Specifically, mouth is raised ([afi:]) before nasals in

the word list data and not raised ([a:]) before nasals in the map task data.

Furthermore, Figure 10.4 demonstrates that mouth before nasals is lowering

in apparent time. Therefore, unlike the raising process that occurs before
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Figure 10.5: The quality of the o↵glide of mouth before voiceless stops, voiced
stops and in open syllables over date of birth

voiceless stops, raising before nasals is initially an inhibition of lowering. This

is slowly changing in apparent time, so that younger speakers are raising less

and raising mouth before nasals occurs less in casual speech. Therefore, the

non-lowering is likely a process that occurred after new-dialect formation.

Conversely, monophthongisation before nasals is present throughout the data

and occurs frequently in some of the contributing varieties to the dialect

mixture in Liverpool. Therefore, monophthongisation is inherited as a part

of new-dialect formation.

mouth before /l/ is not analysed in the SED as a result of too few tokens

or realisations across the localities. However, the main investigation found

that monophthongisation and shortening of mouth occurs before /l/. Given

the evidence from the older speakers in the contemporary data and the most

common realisations of mouth across the southwest Lancashire localities, it

is likely that monophthongisation of mouth before /l/ is inherited as part

of new-dialect formation.

The results of the main investigation indicate that o↵glide weakening of

mouth occurs in word-final open syllables. As demonstrated in Figure 10.5,

the o↵glide of mouth in open syllables lowers and retracts in apparent time,

as was the case for mouth before voiced obstruents. In comparison, the

results of the analysis of the SED data demonstrate that diphthongal variants

of mouth are found in word-final open syllables in southwest Lancashire. The
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o↵glide fronting process is often inhibited in word-final open syllables in north

Cheshire. Therefore, it is likely that o↵glide weakening is a development that

occurred as an endogenous change after new-dialect formation.

mouth before morpheme boundaries is not analysed as a separate environ-

ment in the SED analysis, as a result of lack of tokens. However, the results of

the main investigation suggest that mouth before the past tense morpheme is

realised with the same variant as mouth before voiced stops. Therefore, the

results for mouth before voiced stops include those lexical items where the

following voiced stop is in the same morpheme as the mouth vowel and those

lexical items where the following voiced stop is in a di↵erent morpheme.

The comparison of the analysis of the SED data with the analysis of the

contemporary data suggests the following for the emergence and development

of mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE.

1. Processes that are inherited as part of new-dialect formation:

(a) Non-lowering before nasals

(b) monophthongisation before nasals and /l/

(c) shortening before /l/

2. Processes that are later endogenous changes:

(a) nucleus raising before voiceless stops

(b) o↵glide weakening before voiced stops and in word-final open sylla-

bles

All of these results taken together indicate that price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation in LE resembles voice-driven (VD) pat-

terns and not Scottish Vowel Length Rule (SVLR) patterns. This finding

echoes previous work on price phonologically-conditioned variation in LE

(see §3.3.3). Therefore, the influence from immigrants from Scotland is not

apparent in the price vowel pattern. It further suggests that LE is another

instance of a VD pattern that has developed independently from VD patterns

in other varieties of English. Furthermore, price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE is the first reported case of a VD pattern in the

UK that involves both diphthongs and not just price.
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The processes that are found to occur in the current analysis of the price

and mouth vowels in LE are also found in previous work on phonologically-

conditioned variation of price and mouth in other varieties of English. In the

analysis of price in the OLIVE dataset only monophthongisation or o↵glide

weakening is found. This process is also reported in other British English

varieties, such as the contemporary dialects in south Durham and Hull (see

§3.3.1.2). However, the results of the main investigation on both vowels suggest

that nucleus raising and monophthongisation occur. As described in §3.3.1, a
similar pattern is found for the price vowel historically in Durham, and in

more recent studies of the Central Fenland in Britain. Nucleus raising and

monophthongisation of price and mouth are also found in VD phonologically-

conditioned variation in Ann Arbor in the United States and in Cape Flats

in South Africa.

Another finding of the current investigation is that duration does not

always show the same patterns of variation across di↵erent environments as

vowel quality. For example, in the main investigation nucleus raising occurs

before voiceless stops, but monophthongisation occurs before /l/. However,

both of these environments have short vowel durations. While the statistical

tests did not control for speech rate specifically, it is doubtful that speech rate

acts as a major confound in the current study. Speech rate can increase the

amount of random noise in the data, but it is unlikely that it would introduce

systematic biases into the results. In the pilot study, only word list data

was analysed and in the OLIVE data only casual speech was analysed. It is

unlikely that major speech rate di↵erences would occur within one speech

style type. Therefore, for the pilot study and OLIVE investigation it is likely

that using only one speech style prevents drastic speech rate di↵erences from

occurring. Turning to the main investigation, speech style is included as an

interaction term in the mixed e↵ects models. Therefore, the di↵erent speech

styles are evaluated separately. This would again make speech rate e↵ects

unlikely to influence overall results found for duration.

Finally, the processes that a↵ect the realisations of price and mouth in

LE largely overlap between the two vowels and so in order to avoid extensive

repetition in the following discussion, I discuss the target vowels in tandem.

However, any di↵erences between the patterns of variation of the price and
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mouth vowels are also discussed within the text.

10.2 EVALUATION OF PREVIOUS APPROACHES

In this section I discuss how well each of the approaches to the origins of price

and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation is able to account for the

findings of the current thesis on price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE. These approaches are discussed in the same order as they are

presented in §4.2, so that ‘failure-to-lower’ is discussed first and new-dialect

formation is discussed last.

There does not appear to be much evidence in support of the ‘failure-to-

lower’ approach in the current investigation. While [EI] and [EU] realisations

are found before voiceless stops in the analysis of the SED data, there are

also many cases of a lowered diphthong in this environment. Furthermore,

price nucleus raising and fronting is not found in the OLIVE corpus. The

fundamental assumptions of the ‘failure-to-lower’ approach predict that the

realisations that are found in the SED data which correspond to non-lowered

reflexes of the price and mouth vowels should be found in the speech of the

older participants in the OLIVE corpus and the contemporary data, and then,

subsequently, in speech of the younger participants in the contemporary data.

The nucleus of price or mouth before voiceless obstruents should not reach a

lowered nucleus stage in the development of the vowels. However, the nucleus

of price in the OLIVE investigation does reach a stage with a lowered nucleus

and then subsequently raises in apparent time, and the nucleus of mouth

reaches a lowered nucleus stage in the older speakers in the contemporary data

and then raises in apparent time, as demonstrated in §10.1. Furthermore, the

quality of the nucleus of price is the same in all environments except before

/l/ in the OLIVE corpus and the quality of the nucleus of mouth is the same

in all environments except before /l/ and nasals in the oldest speakers in

the contemporary data. As discussed in §4.2, the fundamental assumptions

of the ‘failure-to-lower’ approach does not predict monophthongisation or

o↵glide weakening processes. As a result, it is di�cult to assess whether the

‘failure-to-lower’ approach is able to explain the monophthongisation or o↵glide

weakening processes that a↵ect the price and mouth vowels in LE. Given
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the findings of the present investigation of price and mouth in historical

and contemporary datasets, the ‘failure-to-lower’ approach cannot account for

the processes that a↵ect the realisations of price and mouth in LE.

‘Asymmetric assimilation’, the second approach, accounts for some of

the findings of the price and mouth patterns in the current thesis. The

fundamental assumptions of the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach predict

that o↵glide peripheralisation occurs before voiceless consonants as a result of

phonetic e↵ects of the following voiceless consonants. The o↵glide peripherali-

sation results in nucleus shortening, which is in turn misperceived as nucleus

raising. Following generations adapt the realisation of the nucleus of price

and mouth before voiceless obstruents to reflect this misperception. As a

result of this, price and mouth nucleus raising occurs.

These predictions are generally borne out by the results of the analysis

of price and mouth before voiceless obstruents in LE. In the analysis of

the OLIVE corpus, the nucleus of price is not raised compared to the

other environments, but o↵glide peripheralisation which results in nucleus

shortening does occur. This is demonstrated by the inflection point for price

before voiceless stops, which indicates shorter nuclei in the OLIVE corpus.

Furthermore, two older male speakers in the contemporary data, who do

not raise or front the nucleus of price before voiceless obstruents, have

shorter nuclei in this environment. Likewise, the results of the investigation

of mouth in the contemporary data support this account for the two older

speakers who do not raise the nucleus of mouth before voiceless stops. The

f1 and f2 inflection points of mouth before voiceless stops for these speakers

demonstrate shortened nuclei despite the fact that their mouth realisations

are not raised in this environment. price and mouth nucleus raising seems to

result from these shorter nuclei being reanalysed by subsequent generations as

nucleus raising, which occurs progressively in apparent time. Therefore, price

and mouth nucleus raising before voiceless obstruents can be accounted for

by the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach.

The second process that a↵ects the realisations of price and mouth in

LE is o↵glide weakening. ‘Asymmetric assimilation’ predicts that o↵glide

weakening occurs as a result of o↵glide undershoot in environments where

the nucleus has been peripheralised and results in longer nuclei. The results
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of the current thesis do not find strong evidence to support this. For the

price vowel, o↵glide weakening occurs before voiced obstruents and for some

speakers in word-final open syllables in the OLIVE dataset. For the mouth

vowel, o↵glide weakening occurs before voiced stops and in word-final open

syllables. The f1 and f2 inflection points of price and mouth before voiced

obstruents and in word-final open syllables do not straightforwardly indicate

a lengthened nucleus. These inflection points range from between the 35%

and 60% measurements. In cases where the inflection points are at less than

the 50% measurement, ‘asymmetric assimilation’ would not predict o↵glide

weakening to occur. For those inflection points that are greater than 50%

of the way through the vowel, o↵glide weakening is predicted to occur by

the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach. Therefore, the results of the current

investigation do not directly support the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach

with regards to the o↵glide weakening process that a↵ects the price and

mouth vowels.

In the contemporary dataset, price in word-final open syllables is realised

as [aI], which suggests that o↵glide weakening is lost at some stage. This result

appears to support the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach, as inflection points

of price in word-final open syllables in the OLIVE corpus have approximately

the same nucleus and o↵glide lengths. As a result neither the nucleus or the

o↵glide are peripheralised.

Finally, ‘asymmetric assimilation’ predicts that o↵glide weakening may

develop into monophthongisation if the longer nuclei are misperceived as

monophthongs. This misperception is reanalysed by subsequent generations,

who begin to produce monophthongal realisations over time. Monophthongi-

sation of price and mouth occurs initially before nasals and /l/ and then in

some cases extends to before all voiced consonants. The monophthongisation

of price that occurs before voiced obstruents for male speakers in the OLIVE

corpus extends to all speakers by the time that the contemporary data was col-

lected. On the other hand, monophthongisation of mouth has only extended

to before all voiced consonants for some speakers in the current sample.

While the results of the present investigation are not incompatible with

the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ account, there are better explanations for the

emergence of the monophthongisation process using the new-dialect formation
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approach. Monophthongal variants of price and mouth before nasals are

recorded in the SED data. Furthermore, monophthongisation is found in

the OLIVE corpus for the price vowel and in the oldest speakers in the

contemporary dataset for the price and mouth vowels. It is again found

in the youngest speakers in the sample for both target vowels. Therefore,

it is unlikely that price and mouth monophthongisation is the result of

phonetic e↵ects on the vowel and is not accounted for by the ‘asymmetric

assimilation’ approach.

Finally, it is not clear whether ‘asymmetric assimilation’ predicts raising

of mouth before nasals. The ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach suggests

that raising results from a misperception of nucleus shortening. However, in

this case there is no nucleus. The nucleus of price and mouth or price and

mouth monophthongs is generally lowering and retracting in all environments

except before voiceless stops in apparent time. However, some of the younger

participants in the current sample have lowered mouth before nasals. There-

fore, it is more likely that mouth raising before nasals is actually inhibiting

of lowering due to common phonetic co-articulatory e↵ects of following nasals,

as reported in other varieties of English, such as varieties in the United States

(see, for example, Labov et al. 2005, Baker et al. 2008 and Roeder 2009).

The ‘enhancement of pre-fortis clipping’ approach in many ways is similar

to the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach. One of the main di↵erences is that

‘enhancement of pre-fortis clipping’ predicts that o↵glide peripheralisation

should occur in all clipped or short duration environments. This is not

supported by the findings of the current investigation if we assume that the

shortening of price and mouth before voiceless obstruents and before /l/ are

the same process. However, it is likely that price and mouth before voiceless

obstruents is the result of the voicing e↵ect, which is a universal process. On

the other hand, pre-/l/ shortening is likely a di↵erent process which is found

consistently across the entire speech sample. Furthermore, the shortening

process before voiceless stops a↵ects diphthongs, but it a↵ects monophthongs

before /l/. It is unclear how pre-/l/ shortening emerged, but it is shown to

be a robust feature of LE, even in the oldest speakers in the current sample.

As a result of these findings, the additions that ‘enhancement of pre-fortis

clipping’ built on ‘asymmetric assimilation’ do not appear to provide a better
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explanation for the results of the current investigation.

Previous discussions on the origins of di↵erent linguistic features in LE

provide evidence that new-dialect formation accounts for the emergence of some

of these features (see Honeybone 2004, and Watson and Clark forthcoming).

With regards to price and mouth patterns, the fundamental assumptions of

new-dialect formation predict that if there is no clear dominant realisation,

then more than one realisation of price and mouth survives the initial

levelling processes. However, if there is a dominant realisation then only one

variant should survive into the newly formed dialect. Therefore, in principle,

it is possible that the variety of LE that emerged after new-dialect formation

only retained one variant each for the price and mouth vowels, which would

indicate that all further developments of price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE are not related to the processes involved in

new-dialect formation. However, the results of the present investigations

suggest that price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation was

already present in LE shortly following new-dialect formation.

First looking at the pattern found in the contemporary data, new-dialect

formation cannot provide an explanation for price and mouth nucleus raising

before voiceless obstruents. This has been described as a later endogenous

change, as price and mouth nucleus raising before voiceless obstruents does

not occur in the oldest speakers in the current datasets. Furthermore, the

discussion in §10.1 has demonstrated that this process developed over the

course of the current speaker sample and is a change occurring in apparent

time. Similarly, new-dialect formation does not provide an explanation for

mouth o↵glide weakening in word-final open syllables, as it is shown to be

changing in apparent time.

That being said, new-dialect formation may be able to explain the emer-

gence of price phonologically-conditioned variation in LE as seen in the

OLIVE corpus and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE as

seen in the oldest speakers of the contemporary data. There are four vowel

realisations that occur in the historical price pattern: [afiI] before voiceless

obstruents and for female speakers in word-final open syllables; [afi@] before

voiced fricatives, for female speakers before voiced stops, and for male speakers

in word-final open syllables; [afi:] before nasals; and [a
¯
] before /l/. The mouth
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pattern in LE in the oldest speakers in the contemporary data is: [æ̆fi U�] before

voiceless stops, [æU�] before voiced stops and in word-final open syllables, [E:]

before nasals, and [a�] before /l/.

In order to consider whether these realisations may be predicted by new-

dialect formation, I will first establish the approximate distribution of the

price and mouth variants that are likely to have been available in the initial

dialect mixture. The population counts from 1851 presented in §2.1 are used

in the current discussion. These are the second oldest birthplace figures in

the historical census data and are taken at a time close to when new-dialect

formation of LE was likely occurring. The 1841 population counts are not used

because in that year England and Wales are included in one count and there

is no count for Cheshire or the individual counties in England. Therefore, a

more detailed picture is gained by using the 1851 population counts.

It is not possible to determine exact percentages of the population that

would have produced each of the variants, as most of the populations that

are included in the dialect mixture have more than one variant recorded in

previous literature. For example, immigrants from Ireland may have had

one or more of the seven di↵erent realisations of the price vowel described

in §3.2.1 and one or more of the four di↵erent realisations of the mouth

vowel described in §3.2.2. It may also be the case that each individual had

more than one realisation of price, like the immigrants from Scotland likely

would have. As a result, exact percentages cannot be given. However, it is

important to establish dominance of di↵erent variants, so the current thesis

uses a null hypothesis to approximate the prevalence of each of the variants.

The likely null hypothesis in this case is that each of the variants from a

dialect is just as likely to occur as the other variants in that dialect. For

example, in the case of the immigrants from Ireland, §3.2.1 described variants

from the south, southwest, west and east of Ireland. In 1851 22.4% of the

population of Liverpool were from Ireland and so I divide the population

equally between the four areas. I divided the population equally between the

four areas because it is not possible to determine exactly how much of the

populations came from which part of Ireland, as described in §2.1. This results
in 5.6% of the population being from each of these areas. To calculate the

percentages of the di↵erent variants I need to determine how many variants
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are reported per area. There are three variants in south Ireland, three in west

Ireland, two in the southwest and one in the east. The variant from the east

of Ireland accounts for approximately 5.6% of the price variants from the

Irish immigrants. On the other hand, the two variants from the southwest

account for approximately 2.8% each.

As a result of the SED analysis in §9.1.1, it is possible to have a more

nuanced picture of the variants in southwest Lancashire and north Cheshire.

Therefore, when discussing south Lancashire and north Cheshire the percent-

ages are calculated based on the proportions found across the localities. For

example, there are five price variants that occur most often in southwest

Lancashire. However, [AI] is the most common realisation of price in three

of the five southwest Lancashire localities. In 1851 50.3% of the population of

Liverpool is from Lancashire or Liverpool. There are five localities in the SED,

and reports from Bolton (Shorrocks 1998) and Stockport (Lodge 1966). The

50.3% is divided into six to account for the five localities and other reports,

which is 8.4% each. Therefore, the variant [AI] was used by 25.2% of the

population from southwest Lancashire.

According to Trudgill (1986, 2004), it is not the individual dialects that

are important, but the prevalence of the di↵erent variants. Therefore, when

more than one dialect uses a variant, the percentages are added together for

that variant. The result of these calculations are given in Table 10.3 for price

and Table 10.4 for mouth. The numbers do not equal 100% as 2.5% of the

population were immigrants from other parts of the world included in the

miscellaneous category that are not included in this description. The variants

described for dialects from other parts of England are taken from Kortmann

et al. (2004). Note that some of the variants in the following tables are taken

from contemporary sources, as discussed in §3.2.
According to the fundamental assumptions of new-dialect formation, rudi-

mentary levelling would have likely removed the least frequent or most tradi-

tional dialect variants. Therefore, the price variants: [ÖI], [æI], [a@], [2I], [6I]

and [5I] would likely have been removed in the initial stages of dialect mixing

and the mouth variants: [æ@], [æ0], [aI], [aY] and [æ:] would likely have been

removed in the initial stages of dialect mixing. This suggests that the price
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Variant Overall % Where the variant occurs

[AI] 30.5% southwest Lancashire, north Cheshire, south Ireland,
south and east England

[aI] 14.9% southwest Lancashire, south and southwest Ireland,
Wales, northwest and south England

[A:] 12.35% southwest Lancashire, Yorkshire, northwest and south
England

[a:] 8.4% southwest Lancashire
[ÖI] 7.45% south and east Ireland
[æI] 6.25% southwest and west Ireland, and southwest England
[EI] 5.9% southwest Lancashire, north Cheshire, west Ireland,

and northeast England
[a@] 4.67% southwest Lancashire and Scotland
[2I] 3.72% west Ireland and Scotland
[6I] 2.3% west England
[5I] 1.1% east England

Table 10.3: Approximate percentage of price variants in the dialect mixture
in Liverpool around the time of new-dialect formation

Variant Overall % Where the variant occurs

[a:] 36.65% southwest Lancashire and north England
[aU] 17.9% southwest Lancashire, north Cheshire, south and west

Ireland, Scotland, Wales and northwest England
[2U] 11.8% Ireland and Scotland
[E:] 9.6% southwest Lancashire
[æU] 8.2% southwest Lancashire, east Ireland, and west and south

England
[EU] 5.6% southwest Lancashire, east Ireland, northeast and

south England
[æ:] 1.8% southwest Lancashire and southeast England
[æ@] 1.75% southwest Lancashire, and east England
[aI] 1.7% north Cheshire
[aY] 1.2% southwest Lancashire
[æ0] 0.55% east England

Table 10.4: Approximate percentage of mouth variants in the dialect mixture
in Liverpool around the time of new-dialect formation
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variants: [AI], [aI], [A:], [a:] and [EI]1 and the mouth variants: [aU], [2U], [æU],

[EU], [a:] and [E:] may have survived into stage two. At this point, there would

have been a dominant realisation of price ([AI]) and mouth ([a:]), which

occur about twice as often as the next most common realisation, based on the

assumptions above. According to the predictions of new-dialect formation,

these dominant realisations should have been the only surviving variants in

LE, but this does not correspond with the findings of the current thesis. New-

dialect formation with regards to variant dominance cannot straightforwardly

explain the price pattern found in the OLIVE corpus. In other words, the

results of the present investigations do not support Trudgill’s (1986) determin-

istic approach. Despite the fact that there are clearly dominant realisations

of price and mouth, it is evident that several have survived the levelling

processes of new-dialect formation and are present in the patterns in the

resultant LE. Alternatively, Liverpool did not have a tabula rasa situation like

Trudgill (1986, 2004) describes for new-dialect formation, which may result in

slight di↵erences in the predictions of the new-dialect formation approach.

There may be explanations for why more than one variant survived even

when there was a dominant variant, as described in §4.2.4. Therefore, I

describe the predictions that would be made by new-dialect formation using

the assumption that other factors were at play to allow more than one variant

to survive the levelling processes. It is possible to suggest likely variants that

survived the initial stages of new-dialect formation. The variants that are most

frequent and are spoken by the largest number of varieties are the most likely

to survive. Therefore, the price variants that were most likely to survive

were [AI], [aI], [A:], [a:] and [EI] and the mouth variants that were most likely

to survive were [a:], [aU], [2U], [EU], [æU] and [E:]. In the second stage of

new-dialect formation these variants may become interdialectal forms and

reallocated to phonetically plausible environments or simply reallocated.

The monophthongal realisations of price and mouth before nasals and

/l/ are likely inherited as part of new-dialect formation. In the analysis of the

SED data of southwest Lancashire and north Cheshire, price monophthongal

realisations commonly occur before nasals. As shown in Table 10.4, much of the

1While this variant has a small approximate percentage, it is reported in numerous
varieties that contributed to the dialect mixture.
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population in the initial dialect mixture would likely have had a monophthongal

mouth variant and the results of the analysis of the SED data for mouth

demonstrated that diphthongal realisations of mouth did not occur as often

before nasals as in other environments. Therefore, monophthongal variants of

price and mouth before nasals are likely the result of these processes already

occurring in some of the dialects in the dialect mixture. In this case, the

monophthongisation process is inherited as part of new-dialect formation.

Let us turn to the quality of the variants of the price and mouth vowels in

LE shortly after new-dialect formation. Firstly, the monophthongal realisation

of price before nasals in the OLIVE corpus does not directly correspond to

either of the two monophthongal variants in the dialect mixture. However, it

is the same as [a:] in terms of vowel backness and is only slightly raised from it

in terms of vowel height. The quality of the mouth variant before nasals ([E:])

is the same as one of the variants reported in southwest Lancashire. Neither of

these particular variants are the most common variants in the dialect mixture.

However, both occur in southwest Lancashire and the mouth variant [E:] is

found to occur in contemporary dialects in other areas of southwest Lancashire,

such as Bolton (Shorrocks 1998). Therefore, these variants may demonstrate

a ‘founder e↵ect’, as discussed in §4.2.4.
Similarly, the quality of the price monophthongal variant before /l/ closely

approximates the [a:] vowel in the dialect mixture with the added processes

of pre-/l/ shortening and retraction. This may again suggest a ‘founder e↵ect’.

On the other hand, the quality of the mouth monophthongal variant before

/l/ ([a�]) is quite similar to the most prevalent monophthongal variant. This

variant may indicate retention of the most common variant. Therefore, new-

dialect formation can account for monophthongisation of price and mouth

before nasals and /l/.

Likewise, the price diphthongal variant before voiceless obstruents and in

open syllables can be explained by new-dialect formation. The analysis of the

SED data indicates that diphthongal realisations of price are often found

before voiceless obstruents and in open syllables. This may suggest that a

diphthongal realisation would be likely to occur in these environments, which

is supported by the summary of price and mouth patterns in varieties of

English (§3.3). The cross-dialectal evidence may suggest that before voiceless
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obstruents and in open syllables are phonetically plausible environments for

diphthongal variants of price and mouth to occur. Therefore, a diphthongal

variant being reallocated to before voiceless obstruents and in open syllables

aligns with the predictions of new-dialect formation. The quality of the o↵glide

of this diphthongal variant is well supported by the diphthongal variants that

are available after the initial levelling. A realisation that is similar to the kit

vowel occurs in all three of the diphthongal variants in the dialect mixture

and is found in the results of the OLIVE corpus. However, the quality of the

nucleus of the price diphthongal variant before voiceless obstruents and in

open syllables appears to be an intermediate form between the quality of the

nucleus of the two diphthongs in the initial dialect mixture. The backness

of the nucleus is the same as the [aI] variant, but the height is intermediate

between [aI] and [EI]. Trudgill (2004) and Samuels (1972) discuss the possibility

of intermediate forms in the inter-dialectal stages and the retention of these

variants as a means of compromise between other competing variants.

The mouth diphthongal variant [æ̆fi U�] occurs before voiceless stops and [æU�]

occurs before voiced stops and in open syllables. New-dialect formation only

partially accounts for these variants. The results of the SED analysis indicate

that diphthongal variants occur often before voiceless stops and in word-final

open syllables, which may suggest that these phonological environments are

plausible environments for diphthongal variants. On the other hand, mouth

before voiced stops is not particularly inclined to have diphthongal variants.

As the most common realisation of mouth in the dialect mixture was a

monophthong, it is not clear why a diphthongal variant was reallocated to

before voiced stops.

Turning to the quality of the nucleus and o↵glide of the diphthongal

realisations of mouth. The quality of the nucleus of the diphthong may

reflect an intermediate quality between the nucleus of the diphthongal variants

that were likely retained after the initial levelling. There are three raised

or centralised nucleus diphthongs ([2U], [EU] and [æU]) and one non-raised

nucleus diphthong ([aU]). Therefore, the quality of the nucleus of mouth

in this environment is between [EU] and [aU]. The quality of the o↵glide of

mouth diphthongal variants in the dialect mixture was [U], which is not the

same as the quality of the o↵glide of mouth before voiceless obstruents in
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LE. As a result, it is not possible to explain the quality of the o↵glide by new-

dialect formation. Therefore, the mouth variant before voiceless stops after

new-dialect formation is partially accounted for by new-dialect formation.

The third price variant, [afi@], occurs before voiced obstruents and in

open syllables. The results of the SED analysis suggest that price before

voiced obstruents is often monophthongal in some of the localities of southwest

Lancashire and north Cheshire. However, in other localities price is often

diphthongal in this environment. Therefore, it may be the case that an

intermediate form between the diphthongal and monophthongal variants was

reallocated to this environment. O↵glide weakening is a process that creates

an intermediate form between monophthongal and diphthongal realisations.

This same explanation cannot be given for the weakened o↵glide variant in

open syllables, as diphthongal variants of price are most often recorded in

open syllables. In all of the north Cheshire localities and three of the five

southwest Lancashire localities the lexical items with price in word-final open

syllables exclusively have a diphthongal realisation. Finally, the quality of the

nucleus of the diphthong is the same as for both the monophthongal variant

before nasals and the nucleus of the diphthongal variant before voiceless

obstruents. The quality of the o↵glide is between the quality of the o↵glide in

the diphthongal variants and the quality of the monophthongal variants.

In summary, the current discussion demonstrates that none of the ap-

proaches to the origins of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation account for all of the results of the current investigations. It is

di�cult to explain the results of the current thesis using the ‘failure-to-lower’

approach. On the other hand, the ‘asymmetric assimilation’ approach or

‘enhancement of pre-fortis clipping’ are able to account for price and mouth

nucleus raising before voiceless obstruents. Finally, the new-dialect formation

approach is able to account for monophthongisation of price and mouth
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before nasals and /l/.2 These results suggest that a combined approach using

aspects of new-dialect formation and ‘asymmetric assimilation’ or ‘enhance-

ment of pre-fortis clipping’ may provide a more comprehensive account of the

emergence and development of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned

variation in LE.

10.3 ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF PRICE AND

MOUTH PATTERNS

The current section proposes a more comprehensive account of the emergence

and development of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in

LE. Given the discussion in the previous sections, the contemporary patterns of

variation of the price and mouth vowels are not one pattern specifically, but

rather a number of distinct phonological processes that occur at di↵erent times

and for di↵erent reasons. These phonological processes all make up the syn-

chronic situation a↵ecting the realisations of price and mouth. Some of these

processes are inherited as part of new-dialect formation, such as monophthongi-

sation before nasals and /l/ and pre-/l/ shortening, and other processes occur

later as endogenous changes, such as nucleus raising before voiceless obstruents.

Therefore, the origins and development of these phonological processes, which

together make up the price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation

in contemporary LE, are discussed in the current section.

As described in §10.2, monophthongisation before nasals and /l/ or sono-

rants is inherited as part of new-dialect formation for both price and mouth.

This pre-sonorant monophthongisation is found in all of the datasets. Fur-

thermore, monophthongisation before nasals appears to be a natural process

in varieties of English, as it is found in some of the other price patterns.

The results of the analysis of the SED data suggest that monophthongal

2Note that a recent study on early New Zealand English has some similar findings to the
results of the OLIVE corpus investigation, such as o↵glide weakening before voiced stops and
monophthongisation before nasals (Sóskuthy et al. 2015). As previously mentioned, New
Zealand English has been used to provide evidence in favour of the new-dialect formation
approach. Similar to the findings of the current thesis, the New Zealand study finds that
new-dialect formation alone cannot explain the results of that study. However, also note
that the later developments of the price vowel in New Zealand English do not resemble
the findings of the current study and the patterns in LE.
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realisations were common before nasals in southwest Lancashire and north

Cheshire. These observations taken together suggest that before sonorants

is a phonetically plausible environment for monophthongal variants and so

monophthongal variants are allocated to the pre-sonorant environment as a

result of new-dialect formation.

Following this, an endogenous development extends the environment where

monophthongisation occurs to before all voiced consonants. The price and

mouth vowels both have weakened o↵glide realisations before voiced obstru-

ents. Furthermore, some of the oldest speakers already had monophthongal

realisations of price before voiced stops. Therefore, the extension of monoph-

thongisation may be the result of a reanalysis of o↵glide weakening or as a

generalisation that encompasses all voiced consonants in order to simplify the

patterns. This development begins with the price vowel, which consistently

has monophthongal realisations of price before voiced consonants in the

speech of the younger participants in the current sample. Furthermore, as

some younger speakers in the current sample have monophthongal realisa-

tions of mouth before all voiced consonants, this endogenous change may

be spreading to the mouth vowel as well.

The second phonological process that is inherited as part of new-dialect

formation is pre-/l/ shortening of both price and mouth. Both the older

speakers and the younger speakers in the current sample provide evidence

that pre-/l/ shortening is a robust process that was present even in the oldest

recorded materials of LE.

Similarly, o↵glide peripheralisation before voiceless obstruents or pre-

fortis clipping is inherited as part of new-dialect formation. However, this

phonological processes is not the result of new-dialect formation. O↵glide

peripheralisation is driven by the phonetic e↵ects of following voiceless obstru-

ents, which results in shorter nuclei and longer o↵glides. There is evidence of

nucleus shortening of price and mouth before voiceless obstruents in the

OLIVE corpus and in the oldest participants in the contemporary data.

This leads to price and mouth nucleus raising before voiceless obstruents,

which is an endogenous development. The shortened nuclei that result from

o↵glide peripheralisation are misperceived and reanalysed by subsequent

generations as nucleus raising. The development of price and mouth nucleus
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raising before voiceless obstruents is evident in the apparent time comparison

of the nucleus height of the target vowels before voiceless obstruents.

Furthermore, there is an endogenous development which results in the

loss of price o↵glide weakening in open syllables, so that price in open

syllables is realised as [aI]. However, mouth has not lost its process of o↵glide

weakening in open syllables. Thomas (2001) discusses that the o↵glide of

mouth is particularly susceptible to undershoot, which may protect the

process of o↵glide weakening in the mouth vowel.

Finally, a general historical process of lowering and retraction of price

and mouth occurs in line with many other varieties of English (see Labov

1994, Kerswill et al. 2008, Minkova 2013 and Sóskuthy et al. 2015). This

lowering is blocked by the nucleus raising processes before voiceless obstruents

for both vowels, and it is initially inhibited by phonetic co-articulatory e↵ects

of the following nasal for the mouth vowel. However, the results of the

contemporary data demonstrate that mouth before nasals is lowering in

apparent time, so that some of the younger participants do not have a raised

realisation of mouth before nasals. Furthermore, retraction does not occur

for both vowels before /l/ in apparent time, as it has already been retracted

as a result of phonetic coarticulatory e↵ects.

Note that the lowering and retraction of the nucleus of price in LE has

not created a situation of diphthong shift or diphthong cross-over (Wells

1982). Diphthong shift describes a situation where the nucleus of price is

more backed and lowered than the nucleus of mouth, which is fronted and

sometimes raised. Therefore, price and mouth trajectories cross-over, as

price moves from a back nucleus to a front o↵glide and mouth moves from a

front nucleus to a back o↵glide. This is not the case in LE, as a parallel process

of retraction and lowering also a↵ects the mouth vowel. This general lowering

and retraction in both price and mouth nuclei results in the nucleus of

price and mouth having a similar quality in the contemporary data, except

before voiceless obstruents.

Given that this process has occurred in many varieties of English since

the 19th century, it is likely that this change in the quality of the nucleus of

price and mouth is the result of the general process that occurred across

English. The monophthongal variants also followed this pattern, but the
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reasons behind this are not straightforward. Monophthongal realisations may

lower and retract in order to prevent further variation in this already rather

complex system of vowel realisations.

This comprehensive account of the origins and development of price

and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE using historical and

contemporary data provides a combined approach to the patterns of variation

found in LE using aspects from di↵erent theoretical perspectives. The inclusion

of historical data provides evidence that was unrecoverable from contemporary

data alone. Hence, with detailed acoustic analyses of data and more detailed

analysis of both historical and contemporary data, it is possible to gain a

better understanding of the processes that are involved in the emergence and

development of phonological features in new-dialect formation. Furthermore,

approaching the origins and development of these current patterns from

multiple perspectives and di↵erent approaches, has produced a more cohesive

account and a deeper understanding of price and mouth phonologically-

conditioned variation in LE.

The results of the current investigation indicate that only some of the

varieties that were part of the initial dialect mixture likely contributed to

the emergence of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in

LE. The patterns of variation for the price and mouth vowels reported

in this thesis resemble voice-driven patterns and not Scottish Vowel Length

Rule patterns. Therefore, immigrants from Scotland likely did not have a

significant influence on the development of these pattern in LE. This echoes

some of the previous research on other features in LE, many of which cannot

be attributed to a Scottish origin. On the other hand, immigrants from

Lancashire, Cheshire and Ireland have greatly influenced the emergence of

price and mouth patterns in LE. The ‘founder e↵ect’ is the explanation

for the origins of some of the variants that are described in §10.2, which
demonstrates the influence from the Lancashire immigrants. Furthermore,

the intermediate forms that are proposed in the current discussion are the

result of variants that are found in varieties of English in Lancashire, Cheshire

and Ireland. Therefore, the findings of the current investigation indicate that

immigrants from Lancashire, Cheshire and Ireland were the most influential

in the emergence of price and mouth patterns in LE.
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The immigrants from Lancashire and Ireland are the largest population

groups in Liverpool at the time of dialect mixture. This suggests that immi-

grant groups with larger populations are more likely to a↵ect the development

of phonological features in new-dialect formation. That being said, immigrants

from Cheshire only make up approximately 3% of the population in the mid-

nineteenth century. However, immigrants from Lancashire and Cheshire are on

the same dialect continuum as the original Liverpool residents would have been.

Potentially, it is not only those varieties that have the largest population, but

also those varieties that are ‘closest’ to the original population that influence

the development of phonological features in new-dialect formation.

Finally, new-dialect formation situations that do not have a tabula rasa as

their starting point may not follow the exact same processes as new-dialect

formation situations that do. There would be many other factors at play

in a situation where there is already a local population of speakers before

the dialect mixture is created. The results of the present investigation are

not entirely compatible with some of the fundamental assumptions of new-

dialect formation (Trudgill 1986, 2004). The dominant variants of price

and mouth in the initial dialect mixture should have been the only variants

retained following new-dialect formation, but this is not borne out by the

findings of the current thesis. Instead, a number of di↵erent variants are

retained and reallocated, some of which may be the result of a ‘founder

e↵ect.’ Therefore, the new-dialect formation approach needs to consider at

least two types of dialect emergence: tabula rasa situations with no local

population; and situations where a local population is already present before

the immigration takes place.

10.4 SYNCHRONIC PHONOLOGICAL VARIATION IN LE

The preceding discussion focused on the origins and development of the price

and mouth patterns of variation in LE. However, the phonological processes

attested in the current dataset must be active in the present-day phonology.

Therefore, the current section explores some aspects of the synchronic processes

in LE and the comparison with similar synchronic processes in other varieties

of English with VD phonologically-conditioned variation.
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Canadian Raising, as described in previous research (Chapter 3), is a pro-

cess where a raised nucleus diphthong occurs before voiceless consonants and a

non-raised nucleus diphthong occurs elsewhere. In other words, this process is

categorical in the sense that there are two discrete variants that are conditioned

by the phonological context. On the other hand, some previous research on

the patterns discussed in Chapter 3 suggest that monophthongisation occurs

as a variable and/or gradient process, such as in Ann Arbor (Dailey-O’Cain

1997) and the Fenlands (Britain 1997). How does the synchronic processes

attested for LE compare to these previously reported patterns?

The results of the current investigation appear to suggest that the syn-

chronic process of nucleus raising in LE is a categorical process. While there

is phonetic variation in the production of the raised variant before voiceless

obstruents, it seems that this raised nucleus variant is distinct from the vari-

ants that occur in other contexts. Therefore, the price and mouth nucleus

raising processes appear to be categorical. This corresponds well with the

findings for nucleus raising processes in other varieties of English, such as

Canadian English.

On the other hand, monophthongisation and pre-/l/ shortening may not

be categorical. Let us first examine the monophthongisation process. The

realisations of mouth that occur before sonorants and the realisations of price

that occur before all voiced consonants do not show similar categorical variants.

While a process of monophthongisation was clearly identifiable in the data,

the productions demonstrated a more gradient scale of realisations along the

diphthongal to monophthongal scale. Furthermore, there was a certain amount

of variability in this environment that suggested that more monophthongal

productions were desirable in certain contexts, but that these productions

were not exclusively found in those contexts. Unlike the results for the nucleus

raising process, where speakers either raise the nucleus of the target vowel

consistently or do not raise the nucleus vowel, speakers tended to have mostly

monophthongal productions with the possibility for some amount of variability

in the monophthongisation environments. As the monophthongisation process

in LE is gradient, it is similar to the reported monophthongisation processes

in other varieties of English, such as in the Fenlands.

The process of pre-/l/ shortening is also likely gradient. It appears that
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there are monophthongal productions of price and mouth which are consis-

tently shorter in duration before /l/ than other voiced consonants. However,

this short variant does not appear to be a categorical unit in the same way

that the raised nucleus variant seems to be. Unlike the nucleus raising and

monophthongisation processes, it is not possible to compare the pre-/l/ short-

ening in LE to other varieties as I am not aware of any variety where this

process has been reported.

Another aspect of the synchronic pattern of Canadian Raising that has

been the focus of much previous research is opacity. Specifically, the opaque

relationship that occurs when the flapping process co-occurs with the nucleus

raising process. Flapping neutralises the voicing contrast between medial

alveolar stops. However, nucleus raising is still found to apply in words where

the price vowel is followed by an underlyingly voiceless stop. For example,

raising occurs in writer, but not in rider. If a similar opaque relationship could

be found for the nucleus raising process in LE, it would help us understand

more about how the synchronic pattern is being processed.

The results of the current investigation can not provide an answer to the

opacity question for LE. At this junction, there does not appear to be a

phonological process in LE that would introduce opacity into nucleus raising.

Therefore, this question must either be left for future study or is potentially

not even possible to determine based on the lack of a secondary process that

would neutralise the voicing contrast in a similar way that flapping does in

Canadian English.

The final aspect of synchronic processes that is discussed is productivity

or the extent to which these synchronic processes would extend to new lexical

items. I will focus on the nucleus raising process in this section as it is the

only categorical phonological process found in the current investigation. The

prediction is that if a categorical process is also productive then that process

will always extend to new lexical items. For example, Canadian Raising has

been shown to be a productive process, as speakers produce raised nucleus

variants of price in ith element and yth element (Idsardi 2006: 123).

Note that the current investigation does not have direct evidence to suggest

that nucleus raising is a productive process. However, the lack of exceptions

found for the nucleus raising process in LE suggest that this is a productive
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process. Therefore, given a new lexical item where price or mouth is followed

by a voiceless consonant, speakers of LE would generalise the nucleus raising

process to the new lexical item. To illustrate this point take the example from

Idsardi (2006) above of ith element and yth element. When presented with a

phrase such as the ith element, LE speakers would produce a raised nucleus

realisation of price as a result of the following voiceless obstruent. In other

words, the speaker generalises the nucleus raising process to this new lexical

item. Future research that uses non-words or new acronyms would be able to

establish to what extent nucleus raising is a productive process in LE, but

this is beyond the scope of the current thesis.

The synchronic processes in LE are similar to processes found other varieties

of English with VD phonologically-conditioned variation. In LE the nucleus

raising processes for the price and mouth vowels are both categorical and

likely productive, which is similar to the results found for Canadian Raising.

Furthermore, the monophthongisation process is likely variable and gradient

to some extent, which is also demonstrated in varieties in the US and in

the Fenland.





CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSION

This thesis looked at the origins of phonological features in situations of

new-dialect formation through a case study of phonologically-conditioned

variation in the price and mouth vowels in Liverpool English. The current

investigation was motivated by the following facts: 1. although price and

mouth phonologically-conditioned variation has been reported and widely

studied in many varieties of English around the world, little is known about

the patterns of variation found in LE; 2. in order to account for the widespread

emergence of these patterns, various approaches from a number of di↵erent

perspectives have been proposed, but the data we have obtained so far does

not straightforwardly support any single approach. I argue that we are only

able to account for the emergence and development of price and mouth

phonologically-conditioned variation in LE by combining di↵erent aspects of

previous approaches. By using quantitative methods on data from di↵erent

time points and performing a detailed analysis of census data, it is possible

to gain a better understanding of how immigration in Liverpool a↵ected

the emergence of these vowel patterns in contemporary LE. However, an

examination of the di↵erent approaches to these patterns and phonetic e↵ects

in light of these data is essential to fully understand the emergence and

development of price and mouth phonologically conditioned variation in

LE. Thus, while pre-sonorant monophthongisation and pre-/l/ shortening

are inherited as part of new-dialect formation, nucleus raising and fronting

before voiceless obstruents is a later endogenous development, arguably due

to the phonetic e↵ects of the following voiceless consonants. Specifically,

o↵glide peripheralisation seems to have been reanalysed as nucleus raising

and this reanalysis occurred sometime during the twentieth century, long
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after new-dialect formation.

The detailed analysis of census records in Chapter 2 provides strong

evidence that LE was most likely formed as a result of new-dialect formation

in the mid-nineteenth century when massive immigration from Lancashire,

Cheshire, Ireland, Scotland and Wales occurred. Given this estimate for the

formation of LE, it is reasonable to assume that the Survey of English Dialect

data is a proxy for the varieties that were spoken in southwest Lancashire

and north Cheshire around the time of new-dialect formation. Therefore, this

dataset provides us with potential price and mouth input variants in the

original dialect mixture from varieties of English in Lancashire and Cheshire.

On the other hand, the Origins of Liverpool English archive corpus is a good

reflection of what LE would have been shortly after its formation. Therefore,

this second dataset provides insights into the price and mouth vowel patterns

that emerged in LE as a result of new-dialect formation. Finally, the newly

collected data allowed me to explore the precise details of the price and

mouth vowels in contemporary LE.

In this thesis, I have used dynamic formant measurements to analyse price

and mouth and tested these measurements using quantitative techniques, such

as mixed e↵ects models. This proved to be an e↵ective way to compare the

realisations of diphthongal vowels and understand aspects of vowel production

that were previously neglected in the literature. The current thesis looked

at nucleus and o↵glide point measurements, vowel trajectories, Euclidean

distances and inflection points, which has not been done as part of a single

analysis in previous literature. By doing so, a fuller understanding of the

features that are involved in diphthongal vowel production is gained, which

allows me to determine vowel realisations that develop as a result of phonetic

e↵ects. This approach to diphthongal vowels allowed me to create a detailed

description of price and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in

LE, as demonstrated in Chapters 5 – 9. According to the results of the

current thesis, the patterns of variation of price and mouth in LE are

composed of four main phonological processes: monophthongisation, pre-/l/

shortening, o↵glide peripheralisation and nucleus raising. These processes

occur at di↵erent points in the emergence and development of these patterns

and, consequently, have di↵erent origins.
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I also compared the price and mouth variants that are reported in

the varieties of English involved in the original dialect mixture in Liverpool

(Chapter 3) with the resultant patterns found in the oldest speakers in the

current investigation (Chapter 10). This comparison allowed me to determine

which processes emerged as part of new-dialect formation. In addition, I

have also compared the oldest speakers to the youngest speakers in the

contemporary data in order to determine the processes that developed after

new-dialect formation as endogenous changes (Chapter 10). I further examine

the processes that have external explanations, such as a general English

process of lowering and retraction of price and mouth. These comparisons

allowed me to conclude that pre-/l/ shortening, monophthongisation and

o↵glide peripheralisation were inherited as part of new-dialect formation,

but nucleus raising is a later endogenous development. It is likely that

pre-/l/ shortening and monophthongisation resulted from processes involved

in new-dialect formation. However, o↵glide peripheralisation is a process

that occurs to some extent in all varieties of English and was the result of

phonetic co-articulatory e↵ects, as described by the ‘asymmetric assimilation’

and ‘enhancement of pre-fortis clipping’ approaches. The main endogenous

development, nucleus raising, likely occurred as a result of the reanalysis of

o↵glide peripheralisation as nucleus raising, which is demonstrated in apparent

time across the speech sample (Chapter 10). Therefore, I have shown that

di↵erent theoretical perspectives to the origins of such patterns must be used

in concert in order to account for the emergence and development of price

and mouth phonologically-conditioned variation in LE.





APPENDIX: A

A.1 DATA ANALYSIS MATERIALS

A.1.1 Pilot study

The following list provides all of the interview questions used as part of the

data collection for the pilot study in chapter 5.

Participant Metadata

1. Would you please say your date of birth and where you were born?

2. Could you tell me what part of Liverpool you are from and how
long you have lived there?

(a) Where else have you lived?

3. Where are your parents from?

(a) Where are your grandparents from?

(b) How far away is that?

Questions about Liverpool

4. If you had a friend visiting who has never been to Liverpool where
would you take them?

5. What do you like most about Liverpool and the Merseyside?

Questions about Scouse

6. Describe a typical Scouser.

7. What do you think about the Scouse accent?

8. Do you think the Scouse accent is easy to recognise?

9. What do other people think about the Scouse accent?

10. Is there anything noticeable about Scouse?
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A.1.2 The Survey of English Dialects analysis

Table A.1 provides the price lexical items from the SED materials used in

the current investigation (see chapters 8 and 9) and the question number in

the SED materials where these price lexical items occur.

Environment Lexical Item Question Number

1 ME /ix/ lights III.11.5

2 ME /ix/ fight III.13.6

3 ME /ix/ light V.2.12

4 ME /ix/ right VI.7.13

5 ME /ix/ a fortnight VII.3.2

6 ME /ix/ last night VII.3.9

7 ME /ix/ night VII.3.9, VII.3.11

8 ME /ix/ tonight VII.3.12

9 ME /ix/ lightning VII.6.22

10 ME /ix/ sight VIII.2.9

11 ME /ix/ wright VIII.4.4

12 ME /ix/ frightened VIII.8.2

13 ME /ix/ might IX.4.14

14 ME /ei/ dry III.1.9, VI.13.10, VII.6.19

15 ME /ei/ died III.7.2

16 ME /ei/ flies IV.8.5

17 ME /ei/ eyes VI.3.1

18 ME /ei/ eye VI.3.3

19 ME /ei/ eyebrows VI.3.9

20 ME /ei/ thigh VI.9.3

21 ME /ei/ lie VIII.3.6

22 ME /ei/ tried VIII.8.4

23 voiceless stop pikel I.7.11

24 voiceless stop dyke IV.2.1, IV.2.2

25 voiceless stop white V.1.7, VII.6.6

26 voiceless stop height VI.1.9

27 voiceless stop wipe you mouth VI.5.3
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Environment Lexical Item Question Number

28 voiceless stop skriking VI.5.15

29 voiceless stop windpipe VI.6.5

30 voiceless stop writing VIII.6.6

31 voiceless stop like(adj) IX.1.7

32 voiceless fricative knife I.7.18

33 voiceless fricative hay-knife II.9.14

34 voiceless fricative mice IV.5.1

35 voiceless fricative lice IV.8.1

36 voiceless fricative icicles VII.6.11

37 voiceless fricative ice VII.6.12

38 voiceless fricative wife VIII.1.24

39 voiced stop near-side horse I.6.4a

40 voiced stop hide III.11.7

41 voiced stop spider IV.8.9

42 voiced stop side the table V.8.14

43 voiced stop sideboards VI.2.6

44 voiced stop abide VI.5.9

45 voiced stop Friday VII.4.4

46 voiced stop on Friday week VII.4.7

47 voiced stop hide VIII.7.6

48 voiced stop side IX.2.5

49 voiced fricative scythe II.9.6

50 voiced fricative scythe-stone

51 voiced fricative hive IV.8.8

52 voiced fricative ivy IV.10.10

53 voiced fricative shive V.6.10

54 voiced fricative five VII.5.5, VII.5.6

55 voiced fricative miser VII.8.9

56 nasal bind II.6.2

57 nasal rind III.12.6

58 nasal grindstone IV.2.7

59 nasal blind VI.3.4
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Environment Lexical Item Question Number

60 nasal windpipe VI.6.5

61 nasal nine VII.1.8

62 nasal any time VII.3.16

63 nasal time VII.5.1

64 nasal stopping time VII.5.9

65 nasal climb VIII.7.4

66 nasal find IX.3.2

67 nasal mine IX.8.5

68 nasal thine IX.8.5

69 in open syllable stye VI.3.10

70 in open syllable sky VII.6.1

71 in open syllable aye VIII.8.13

72 in open syllable shy VIII.9.2

Table A.1: price lexical items analysed from the SED data
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Table A.2 provides the mouth lexical items from the SED materials used

in the current investigation (see chapters 8 and 9) and the question number

in the SED materials where these mouth lexical items occur.

Environment Lexical Item Question Number

1 voiceless stop snout III.9.1

2 voiceless stop out of it IV.2.15

3 voiceless stop without V.8.10a

4 voiceless stop put your tongue out VI.5.4

5 voiceless stop about VII.2.8

6 voiceless stop drought VII.6.20

7 voiceless fricative cowslip II.2.10

8 voiceless fricative slaughter-house III.11.4

9 voiceless fricative mouse IV.5.1

10 voiceless fricative shrew-mouse IV.5.2

11 voiceless fricative louse IV.8.1

12 voiceless fricative house V.1.1

13 voiceless fricative mouth VI.5.1

14 voiceless fricative mouth corners VI.5.2

15 voiceless fricative wipe your mouth VI.5.3

16 voiceless fricative south VII.6.25

17 voiced stop cow-dung II.1.6

18 voiced stop clouds VII.6.2

19 voiced fricative cows III.1.1

20 voiced fricative houses V.1.1

21 voiced fricative eyebrows VI.3.9

22 voiced fricative trousers VI.14.13

23 voiced fricative she wears the trousers VI.14.14

24 voiced fricative thousand VII.1.16

25 voiced fricative cow’s legs IX.8.7

26 nasal cow-man I.2.3

27 nasal to the ground IV.4.1

28 nasal half-a-crown VII.7.6
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Environment Lexical Item Question Number

29 nasal pound VII.7.8

30 nasal pound VII.8.2

31 nasal pound of tea VII.8.3

32 nasal a pound VII.8.4

33 nasal ounce VII.8.5

34 nasal how many VII.8.11

35 nasal sit down VIII.3.3

36 nasal lie down VIII.3.6

37 nasal bounce VIII.7.3

38 nasal drowned IX.9.6

39 nasal round IX.1.1

40 nasal found IX.3.1

41 in open syllable plough I.8.1

42 in open syllable cow III.1.1

43 in open syllable young sow III.8.5

44 in open syllable sow III.8.6

45 in open syllable meow III.10.6

46 in open syllable bough IV.12. 5

Table A.2: mouth lexical items analysed from the SED data
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A.2 MIXED EFFECTS MODELS SUMMARY TABLES

The following summary tables show the results of the mixed e↵ects models

that are not included in the main text.

A.2.1 Pilot study

These mixed e↵ects model summary tables correspond to the results presented

for the pilot study in §5.2.3.

A.2.1.1 Result for PRICE

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.49 0.05 29.40

poapoa2 -0.02 0.04 -0.43
voiclassvl fr 0.01 0.04 0.25
voiclassvd st 0.06 0.06 1.00
voiclassvd fr 0.03 0.07 0.48

voiclassna -0.04 0.04 -1.05
catdi -0.03 0.02 -1.14

catmorph 0.04 0.04 1.11
poapoa2:voiclassvl fr 0.02 0.05 0.48
poapoa2:voiclassvd st -0.01 0.06 -0.21
poapoa2:voiclassvd fr 0.05 0.05 0.95

poapoa2:voiclassna -0.03 0.05 -0.66
poapoa2:catdi 0.03 0.03 0.82

poapoa2:catmorph -0.06 0.05 -1.27

Table A.3: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by place of articulation within each voiclass and cat
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.82 0.07 11.35

poapoa2 -0.05 0.04 -1.27
voiclassvl fr -0.01 0.04 -0.37
voiclassvd st 0.26 0.08 3.25
voiclassvd fr 0.13 0.09 1.45

voiclassna 0.27 0.06 4.13
catdi 0.00 0.03 0.09

catmorph -0.01 0.04 -0.34
poapoa2:voiclassvl fr 0.05 0.05 0.97
poapoa2:voiclassvd st 0.03 0.06 0.58
poapoa2:voiclassvd fr 0.17 0.06 2.93

poapoa2:voiclassna 0.09 0.05 1.95
poapoa2:catdi 0.00 0.04 0.10

poapoa2:catmorph 0.06 0.05 1.21

Table A.4: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by place of articulation within each voiclass and cat

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.04 0.03 32.61

poapoa2 0.03 0.03 0.84
voiclassvl fr 0.02 0.03 0.52
voiclassvd st -0.07 0.04 -1.75
voiclassvd fr -0.02 0.04 -0.47

voiclassna -0.04 0.03 -1.29
catdi 0.00 0.02 0.15

catmorph 0.06 0.03 2.06
poapoa2:voiclassvl fr -0.04 0.04 -1.11
poapoa2:voiclassvd st -0.00 0.05 -0.06
poapoa2:voiclassvd fr -0.05 0.05 -0.98

poapoa2:voiclassna -0.04 0.04 -0.98
poapoa2:catdi 0.01 0.03 0.31

poapoa2:catmorph -0.04 0.04 -1.07

Table A.5: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by place of articulation within each voiclass and cat
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.67 0.03 51.64

poapoa2 0.08 0.03 2.68
voiclassvl fr 0.04 0.03 1.26
voiclassvd st -0.15 0.07 -2.18
voiclassvd fr -0.14 0.07 -2.01

voiclassna -0.17 0.06 -2.87
catdi -0.07 0.02 -3.17

catmorph -0.04 0.03 -1.24
poapoa2:voiclassvl fr -0.10 0.04 -2.53
poapoa2:voiclassvd st -0.11 0.05 -2.34
poapoa2:voiclassvd fr -0.14 0.04 -3.12

poapoa2:voiclassna -0.17 0.04 -4.47
poapoa2:catdi 0.03 0.03 1.17

poapoa2:catmorph -0.00 0.04 -0.06

Table A.6: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by place of articulation within each voiclass and cat

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.94 0.06 14.47

poapoa2 0.05 0.05 0.99
voiclassvl fr 0.02 0.05 0.43
voiclassvd st -0.20 0.10 -1.99
voiclassvd fr -0.16 0.09 -1.65

voiclassna -0.30 0.09 -3.43
catdi -0.05 0.03 -1.51

catmorph -0.03 0.05 -0.63
poapoa2:voiclassvl fr -0.04 0.07 -0.63
poapoa2:voiclassvd st -0.09 0.08 -1.18
poapoa2:voiclassvd fr -0.13 0.07 -1.78

poapoa2:voiclassna -0.14 0.06 -2.30
poapoa2:catdi 0.02 0.05 0.49

poapoa2:catmorph -0.06 0.06 -0.94

Table A.7: Summary table for price Euclidean distance mixed e↵ects model
by place of articulation within each voiclass and cat
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.56 0.08 19.83

voicingvl obs -0.05 0.05 -1.04
moastop -0.07 0.04 -1.88

catdi -0.07 0.04 -1.83
catmorph -0.03 0.05 -0.66

voicingvl obs:moastop 0.05 0.05 1.18
voicingvl obs:catdi 0.03 0.05 0.65

voicingvl obs:catmorph 0.04 0.07 0.52
moastop:catdi 0.16 0.05 2.86

moastop:catmorph 0.09 0.06 1.45
voicingvl obs:moastop:catdi -0.14 0.07 -1.88

voicingvl obs:moastop:catmorph -0.17 0.09 -1.77

Table A.8: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by manner of articulation, voicing and cat before fricatives and stops

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.05 0.07 14.01

voicingvl obs -0.21 0.07 -2.93
moastop -0.03 0.03 -1.04

catdi -0.10 0.05 -2.23
catmorph 0.11 0.06 1.99

voicingvl obs:moastop -0.00 0.04 -0.06
voicingvl obs:catdi 0.06 0.05 1.10

voicingvl obs:catmorph -0.18 0.07 -2.55
moastop:catdi 0.20 0.05 3.73

moastop:catmorph 0.02 0.06 0.39
voicingvl obs:moastop:catdi -0.13 0.07 -1.84

voicingvl obs:moastop:catmorph 0.00 0.09 0.05

Table A.9: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by manner of articulation, voicing and cat before fricatives and stops
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.02 0.02 41.49

voicingvl obs 0.02 0.03 0.55
moastop -0.02 0.03 -0.59

catdi -0.02 0.04 -0.53
catmorph -0.01 0.05 -0.27

voicingvl obs:moastop 0.02 0.04 0.51
voicingvl obs:catdi 0.05 0.05 0.95

voicingvl obs:catmorph 0.10 0.07 1.60
moastop:catdi 0.02 0.05 0.34

moastop:catmorph 0.01 0.06 0.11
voicingvl obs:moastop:catdi 0.00 0.07 0.04

voicingvl obs:moastop:catmorph -0.04 0.08 -0.48

Table A.10: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by manner of articulation, voicing and cat before fricatives and stops

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.48 0.07 20.46

voicingvl obs 0.21 0.06 3.35
moastop 0.04 0.03 1.35

catdi 0.06 0.03 2.10
catmorph -0.10 0.04 -2.80

voicingvl obs:moastop -0.00 0.03 -0.05
voicingvl obs:catdi -0.09 0.04 -2.40

voicingvl obs:catmorph 0.11 0.05 2.15
moastop:catdi -0.11 0.04 -2.75

moastop:catmorph -0.00 0.05 -0.00
voicingvl obs:moastop:catdi 0.02 0.05 0.46

voicingvl obs:moastop:catmorph 0.01 0.07 0.19

Table A.11: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by manner of articulation, voicing and cat before fricatives and stops
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.71 0.09 8.12

moastop 0.00 0.05 0.11
voicingvl obs 0.24 0.09 2.71

catdi 0.09 0.06 1.52
catmorph -0.17 0.07 -2.52

moastop:voicingvl obs 0.04 0.06 0.60
moastop:catdi -0.11 0.07 -1.54

moastop:catmorph 0.05 0.09 0.62
voicingvl obs:catdi -0.11 0.07 -1.59

voicingvl obs:catmorph 0.17 0.10 1.75
moastop:voicingvl obs:catdi 0.01 0.10 0.10

moastop:voicingvl obs:catmorph -0.10 0.12 -0.82

Table A.12: Summary table for price Euclidean distance mixed e↵ects model
by manner of articulation, voicing and cat before fricatives and stops

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.38 0.07 18.54

voiclassvd st 0.14 0.08 1.84
voiclassna 0.05 0.08 0.58
voiclassla 0.17 0.08 2.06
voiclassop 0.01 0.11 0.06
voiclassure 0.10 0.09 1.04
voiclassvo 0.13 0.10 1.40
voiclassre 0.15 0.08 1.91
log(fre) 0.02 0.01 1.65

voiclassvd st:log(fre) -0.01 0.01 -1.05
voiclassna:log(fre) -0.02 0.01 -1.23
voiclassla:log(fre) -0.01 0.01 -1.07
voiclassop:log(fre) 0.01 0.02 0.35
voiclassure:log(fre) -0.00 0.02 -0.20
voiclassvo:log(fre) -0.01 0.02 -0.53
voiclassre:log(fre) -0.01 0.02 -0.26

Table A.13: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by log frequency and voiclass
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.81 0.05 15.32

voiclassvd st 0.24 0.07 3.49
voiclassna 0.31 0.07 4.16
voiclassla 0.52 0.08 6.84
voiclassop 0.08 0.10 0.77
voiclassure 0.49 0.08 5.83
voiclassvo 0.25 0.09 2.89
voiclassre 0.45 0.07 5.99
log(fre) -0.00 0.01 -0.24

voiclassvd st:log(fre) 0.01 0.01 0.49
voiclassna:log(fre) 0.00 0.01 0.06
voiclassla:log(fre) 0.01 0.01 0.51
voiclassop:log(fre) 0.03 0.01 1.70
voiclassure:log(fre) 0.01 0.02 0.35
voiclassvo:log(fre) 0.03 0.02 1.95
voiclassre:log(fre) 0.01 0.02 0.45

Table A.14: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by log frequency and voiclass

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.15 0.05 24.43

voiclassvd st -0.16 0.05 -2.98
voiclassna -0.13 0.06 -2.32
voiclassla -0.11 0.06 -1.97
voiclassop -0.13 0.08 -1.74
voiclassure -0.01 0.07 -0.12
voiclassvo -0.13 0.07 -1.84
voiclassre -0.09 0.06 -1.44
log(fre) -0.01 0.01 -1.97

voiclassvd st:log(fre) 0.02 0.01 1.70
voiclassna:log(fre) 0.01 0.01 1.25
voiclassla:log(fre) 0.01 0.01 0.62
voiclassop:log(fre) 0.01 0.01 0.99
voiclassure:log(fre) -0.01 0.01 -0.67
voiclassvo:log(fre) 0.01 0.01 1.11
voiclassre:log(fre) 0.01 0.02 0.57

Table A.15: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by log frequency and voiclass
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.55 0.05 29.58

voiclassvd st -0.04 0.06 -0.69
voiclassna -0.18 0.06 -2.88
voiclassla -0.27 0.06 -4.10
voiclassop 0.02 0.09 0.26
voiclassure -0.26 0.07 -3.64
voiclassvo -0.01 0.07 -0.07
voiclassre -0.18 0.06 -2.88
log(fre) 0.03 0.01 3.42

voiclassvd st:log(fre) -0.03 0.01 -2.93
voiclassna:log(fre) -0.01 0.01 -1.19
voiclassla:log(fre) -0.03 0.01 -3.14
voiclassop:log(fre) -0.03 0.01 -2.33
voiclassure:log(fre) -0.02 0.01 -1.43
voiclassvo:log(fre) -0.05 0.01 -3.82
voiclassre:log(fre) -0.04 0.02 -2.70

Table A.16: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by log frequency and voiclass

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.73 0.08 8.99

voiclassvd st -0.03 0.10 -0.29
voiclassna -0.19 0.10 -1.81
voiclassla -0.37 0.11 -3.55
voiclassop 0.01 0.14 0.08
voiclassure -0.49 0.12 -4.06
voiclassvo -0.00 0.12 -0.01
voiclassre -0.31 0.11 -2.81
log(fre) 0.03 0.01 2.99

voiclassvd st:log(fre) -0.04 0.02 -2.32
voiclassna:log(fre) -0.03 0.02 -1.81
voiclassla:log(fre) -0.03 0.02 -2.01
voiclassop:log(fre) -0.04 0.02 -1.72
voiclassure:log(fre) -0.01 0.02 -0.31
voiclassvo:log(fre) -0.07 0.02 -3.32
voiclassre:log(fre) -0.04 0.03 -1.27

Table A.17: Summary table for price Euclidean distance mixed e↵ects model
by log frequency and voiclass
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A.2.1.2 Result for MOUTH

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.43 0.07 19.20

poapoa2 0.06 0.08 0.70
voiclassvd fr 0.14 0.05 2.73

catdi 0.01 0.07 0.14
catmorph -0.05 0.06 -0.82

poapoa2:voiclassvd fr -0.08 0.11 -0.72

Table A.18: Summary table for mouth nucleus normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by place of articulation within each voiclass and cat

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.07 0.08 14.25

poapoa2 0.09 0.07 1.38
voiclassvd fr -0.04 0.04 -1.14

catdi -0.01 0.05 -0.15
catmorph -0.04 0.04 -0.95

poapoa2:voiclassvd fr -0.05 0.07 -0.63

Table A.19: Summary table for mouth o↵glide normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by place of articulation within each voiclass and cat

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.01 0.03 31.97

poapoa2 0.04 0.03 1.56
voiclassvd fr 0.03 0.02 1.50

catdi 0.05 0.02 2.08
catmorph 0.02 0.02 0.97

poapoa2:voiclassvd fr -0.03 0.04 -0.90

Table A.20: Summary table for mouth nucleus normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by place of articulation within each voiclass and cat
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.77 0.04 20.96

poapoa2 -0.03 0.04 -0.81
voiclassvd fr 0.01 0.03 0.36

catdi 0.05 0.03 1.55
catmorph -0.01 0.03 -0.48

poapoa2:voiclassvd fr -0.03 0.05 -0.66

Table A.21: Summary table for mouth o↵glide normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by place of articulation within each voiclass and cat

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.53 0.07 7.24

poapoa2 0.02 0.09 0.16
voiclassvd fr 0.10 0.06 1.49

catdi 0.01 0.07 0.15
catmorph -0.01 0.06 -0.23

poapoa2:voiclassvd fr -0.04 0.11 -0.33

Table A.22: Summary table for mouth Euclidean distance mixed e↵ects
model by place of articulation within each voiclass and cat

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.58 0.06 25.60

voicingvl obs -0.13 0.04 -3.07
moastop -0.03 0.04 -0.65

catdi -0.01 0.04 -0.23
catmorph -0.05 0.04 -1.21

voicingvl obs:moastop 0.11 0.05 2.00

Table A.23: Summary table for mouth nucleus normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by manner of articulation, voicing and cat before fricatives and stops

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.05 0.09 11.39

voicingvl obs 0.06 0.07 0.83
moastop 0.02 0.04 0.65

catdi -0.01 0.04 -0.20
catmorph -0.08 0.04 -1.75

voicingvl obs:moastop -0.12 0.04 -2.77

Table A.24: Summary table for mouth o↵glide normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by manner of articulation, voicing and cat before fricatives and stops
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.05 0.04 29.82

voicingvl obs -0.02 0.04 -0.60
moastop 0.01 0.04 0.30

catdi 0.04 0.03 1.34
catmorph -0.01 0.02 -0.30

voicingvl obs:moastop 0.07 0.04 1.47

Table A.25: Summary table for mouth nucleus normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by manner of articulation, voicing and cat before fricatives and stops

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.75 0.03 23.54

voicingvl obs -0.00 0.04 -0.11
moastop -0.00 0.02 -0.11

catdi 0.06 0.03 2.13
catmorph 0.02 0.02 1.33

voicingvl obs:moastop -0.01 0.03 -0.49

Table A.26: Summary table for mouth o↵glide normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by manner of articulation, voicing and cat before fricatives and stops

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.51 0.04 41.32

voiclassvd st 0.04 0.03 1.22
voiclassna -0.05 0.04 -1.38
voiclassla 0.07 0.03 2.23

catdi -0.01 0.03 -0.27
catmorph -0.01 0.02 -0.37

Table A.27: Summary table for mouth nucleus normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass and cat

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.02 0.09 11.67

voiclassvd st 0.06 0.07 0.84
voiclassna 0.32 0.05 6.57
voiclassla 0.27 0.05 5.00

catdi -0.02 0.04 -0.64
catmorph -0.09 0.03 -2.89

Table A.28: Summary table for mouth o↵glide normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass and cat
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.11 0.04 26.31

voiclassvd st -0.05 0.04 -1.19
voiclassna 0.06 0.04 1.56
voiclassla -0.07 0.04 -1.72

catdi 0.05 0.05 1.12
catmorph -0.02 0.02 -0.74

Table A.29: Summary table for mouth nucleus normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass and cat

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.75 0.04 20.92

voiclassvd st 0.04 0.05 0.72
voiclassna 0.13 0.03 3.66
voiclassla -0.01 0.05 -0.27

catdi 0.01 0.03 0.17
catmorph -0.01 0.02 -0.57

Table A.30: Summary table for mouth o↵glide normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass and cat

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.68 0.08 8.74

voiclassvd st -0.12 0.08 -1.46
voiclassna -0.27 0.06 -4.46
voiclassla -0.22 0.06 -3.79

catdi 0.03 0.05 0.61
catmorph 0.04 0.04 0.89

Table A.31: Summary table for mouth Euclidean distance mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass and cat
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A.2.2 Main investigation

These mixed e↵ects model summary tables correspond to the results presented

for the main investigation in Chapter 7.

A.2.2.1 Result for PRICE

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.58 0.06 27.91

voiclassm bound 0.01 0.06 0.22
genm -0.09 0.03 -3.01
agey 0.06 0.04 1.69

loc catn 0.05 0.06 0.84
loc cats 0.01 0.06 0.17
loc catw -0.08 0.07 -1.20

voiclassm bound:genm -0.05 0.03 -1.66
voiclassm bound:agey 0.05 0.03 1.48

voiclassm bound:loc catn 0.04 0.06 0.75
voiclassm bound:loc cats 0.01 0.06 0.14
voiclassm bound:loc catw 0.01 0.06 0.14

Table A.32: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and
with a morpheme boundary (m bound)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.24 0.07 17.29

voiclassm bound -0.04 0.04 -1.16
genm -0.04 0.04 -1.06
agey 0.09 0.05 1.93

loc catn 0.03 0.07 0.37
loc cats 0.00 0.08 0.00
loc catw 0.04 0.09 0.42

voiclassm bound:genm -0.00 0.02 -0.14
voiclassm bound:agey 0.06 0.02 2.92

voiclassm bound:loc catn -0.03 0.04 -0.93
voiclassm bound:loc cats -0.04 0.04 -1.09
voiclassm bound:loc catw 0.03 0.04 0.62

Table A.33: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and
with a morpheme boundary (m bound)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.12 0.03 33.25

voiclassm bound 0.01 0.02 0.52
genm 0.04 0.02 1.98
agey -0.04 0.02 -1.96

loc catn -0.09 0.03 -2.65
loc cats -0.12 0.04 -3.18
loc catw -0.07 0.04 -1.90

voiclassm bound:genm 0.01 0.01 1.46
voiclassm bound:agey 0.00 0.01 0.21

voiclassm bound:loc catn -0.00 0.02 -0.24
voiclassm bound:loc cats -0.01 0.02 -0.44
voiclassm bound:loc catw 0.02 0.02 1.29

Table A.34: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and
with a morpheme boundary (m bound)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.39 0.05 26.91

voiclassm bound 0.05 0.04 1.29
genm 0.04 0.03 1.56
agey -0.12 0.03 -3.68

loc catn -0.01 0.05 -0.27
loc cats -0.06 0.06 -1.09
loc catw -0.05 0.06 -0.78

voiclassm bound:genm 0.00 0.02 0.18
voiclassm bound:agey -0.05 0.02 -2.73

voiclassm bound:loc catn 0.05 0.03 1.46
voiclassm bound:loc cats 0.02 0.03 0.62
voiclassm bound:loc catw 0.01 0.04 0.31

Table A.35: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and
with a morpheme boundary (m bound)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.52 0.11 4.79

voiclassvd st -0.07 0.07 -1.08
genm -0.08 0.06 -1.41
agey -0.13 0.07 -1.84

loc catn 0.16 0.11 1.48
loc cats 0.10 0.12 0.87
loc catw -0.07 0.13 -0.57

voiclassvd st:genm 0.05 0.03 1.67
voiclassvd st:agey 0.05 0.03 1.41

voiclassvd st:loc catn -0.08 0.05 -1.44
voiclassvd st:loc cats -0.05 0.06 -0.84
voiclassvd st:loc catw 0.04 0.06 0.65

Table A.36: Summary table for price Euclidean distance mixed e↵ects model
by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and with a
morpheme boundary (m bound)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.72 0.22 3.34

voiclassvd st -0.40 0.24 -1.67
genm 0.14 0.11 1.34
agey -0.24 0.12 -1.96

loc catn 0.60 0.20 3.03
loc cats 0.39 0.21 1.83
loc catw 0.39 0.23 1.72

voiclassvd st:genm -0.24 0.11 -2.26
voiclassvd st:agey 0.29 0.12 2.39

voiclassvd st:loc catn -0.16 0.20 -0.81
voiclassvd st:loc cats -0.06 0.21 -0.30
voiclassvd st:loc catw -0.05 0.23 -0.21

Table A.37: Summary table for price normalised duration mixed e↵ects
model by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and
with a morpheme boundary (m bound)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.44 0.03 42.09
voiclassna -0.10 0.04 -2.29
voiclassop -0.36 0.05 -6.82

voiclassvd st -0.10 0.04 -2.68
voiclassvl st -0.69 0.03 -21.62

convy 0.03 0.03 1.16
genm 0.05 0.05 1.16

voiclassna:convy 0.01 0.03 0.24
voiclassop:convy -0.06 0.03 -2.02

voiclassvd st:convy 0.01 0.03 0.24
voiclassvl st:convy 0.02 0.03 0.92

voiclassna:genm -0.05 0.07 -0.82
voiclassop:genm -0.10 0.08 -1.19

voiclassvd st:genm -0.07 0.05 -1.35
voiclassvl st:genm 0.04 0.05 0.77

Table A.38: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.21 0.02 52.75
voiclassna 0.01 0.03 0.44
voiclassop 0.29 0.03 8.59

voiclassvd st 0.07 0.03 2.55
voiclassvl st 0.49 0.03 17.00

convy -0.04 0.02 -1.97
genm -0.06 0.03 -1.94

voiclassna:convy -0.05 0.02 -2.68
voiclassop:convy -0.00 0.02 -0.21

voiclassvd st:convy -0.05 0.02 -2.59
voiclassvl st:convy -0.05 0.02 -2.37

voiclassna:genm 0.14 0.04 3.25
voiclassop:genm 0.04 0.05 0.75

voiclassvd st:genm 0.07 0.04 1.98
voiclassvl st:genm 0.01 0.04 0.27

Table A.39: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)
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A.2.2.2 Result for MOUTH

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.60 0.07 22.42

voiclassvd st 0.05 0.04 1.17
genm -0.07 0.04 -1.72
agey 0.00 0.05 0.07

loc catn 0.11 0.07 1.45
loc cats 0.06 0.08 0.73
loc catw -0.00 0.09 -0.04

voiclassvd st:genm 0.01 0.02 0.42
voiclassvd st:agey -0.07 0.02 -2.79

voiclassvd st:loc catn -0.03 0.04 -0.85
voiclassvd st:loc cats -0.03 0.04 -0.63
voiclassvd st:loc catw -0.01 0.04 -0.18

Table A.40: Summary table for mouth nucleus normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and
with a morpheme boundary (m bound)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.10 0.04 29.39

voiclassvd st -0.03 0.03 -1.20
genm 0.11 0.02 5.42
agey -0.12 0.02 -5.12

loc catn -0.09 0.04 -2.44
loc cats -0.10 0.04 -2.48
loc catw -0.02 0.04 -0.48

voiclassvd st:genm -0.01 0.01 -1.09
voiclassvd st:agey -0.03 0.01 -2.68

voiclassvd st:loc catn 0.05 0.02 2.36
voiclassvd st:loc cats 0.03 0.02 1.45
voiclassvd st:loc catw 0.04 0.02 1.86

Table A.41: Summary table for mouth nucleus normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and
with a morpheme boundary (m bound)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.22 0.08 15.02

voiclassvd st 0.03 0.04 0.71
genm -0.00 0.05 -0.01
agey 0.17 0.05 3.18

loc catn -0.11 0.09 -1.31
loc cats -0.10 0.09 -1.06
loc catw -0.08 0.10 -0.79

voiclassvd st:genm 0.02 0.02 0.96
voiclassvd st:agey -0.06 0.03 -2.09

voiclassvd st:loc catn 0.07 0.05 1.59
voiclassvd st:loc cats 0.04 0.05 0.80
voiclassvd st:loc catw 0.06 0.05 1.25

Table A.42: Summary table for mouth o↵glide normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and
with a morpheme boundary (m bound)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.88 0.07 13.51

voiclassvd st 0.07 0.02 2.87
genm 0.02 0.04 0.64
agey -0.01 0.04 -0.17

loc catn -0.10 0.07 -1.42
loc cats -0.06 0.07 -0.77
loc catw -0.03 0.08 -0.34

voiclassvd st:genm 0.00 0.01 0.06
voiclassvd st:agey -0.04 0.01 -2.51

voiclassvd st:loc catn 0.00 0.02 0.21
voiclassvd st:loc cats -0.02 0.02 -0.76
voiclassvd st:loc catw -0.01 0.03 -0.49

Table A.43: Summary table for mouth o↵glide normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and
with a morpheme boundary (m bound)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.49 0.10 4.71

voiclassvd st -0.08 0.06 -1.23
genm -0.04 0.06 -0.75
agey -0.18 0.07 -2.67

loc catn 0.17 0.11 1.52
loc cats 0.09 0.12 0.74
loc catw 0.03 0.12 0.25

voiclassvd st:genm -0.03 0.03 -0.82
voiclassvd st:agey -0.01 0.04 -0.23

voiclassvd st:loc catn -0.03 0.06 -0.53
voiclassvd st:loc cats 0.02 0.06 0.26
voiclassvd st:loc catw 0.00 0.07 0.07

Table A.44: Summary table for mouth Euclidean distance mixed e↵ects
model by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and
with a morpheme boundary (m bound)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.57 0.25 2.30

voiclassvd st -0.44 0.32 -1.39
genm 0.03 0.11 0.23
agey 0.01 0.13 0.05

loc catn 0.58 0.21 2.74
loc cats 0.46 0.23 2.03
loc catw 0.36 0.24 1.48

voiclassvd st:genm -0.09 0.10 -0.88
voiclassvd st:agey 0.17 0.12 1.48

voiclassvd st:loc catn -0.52 0.20 -2.63
voiclassvd st:loc cats -0.30 0.21 -1.44
voiclassvd st:loc catw -0.31 0.22 -1.40

Table A.45: Summary table for mouth normalised duration mixed e↵ects
model by following voiced stop without a morpheme boundary (vd st ) and
with a morpheme boundary (m bound)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.42 0.03 40.78
voiclassna -0.06 0.05 -1.23
voiclassop -0.27 0.05 -5.93

voiclassvd st -0.18 0.03 -5.33
voiclassvl st -0.52 0.05 -11.11

convy -0.07 0.04 -1.89
genm 0.09 0.05 1.92

voiclassna:convy 0.10 0.03 3.12
voiclassop:convy 0.18 0.03 5.24

voiclassvd st:convy 0.09 0.03 2.75
voiclassvl st:convy 0.16 0.03 4.69

voiclassna:genm -0.08 0.06 -1.20
voiclassop:genm -0.03 0.07 -0.51

voiclassvd st:genm -0.03 0.04 -0.71
voiclassvl st:genm 0.03 0.07 0.47

Table A.46: Summary table for mouth o↵glide normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.98 0.03 32.88
voiclassna 0.02 0.03 0.49
voiclassop 0.00 0.03 0.13

voiclassvd st -0.02 0.03 -0.70
voiclassvl st -0.06 0.03 -1.82

convy -0.03 0.01 -2.86
genm 0.06 0.03 1.92

voiclassna:convy -0.00 0.01 -0.34
voiclassop:convy 0.01 0.01 0.96

voiclassvd st:convy -0.00 0.01 -0.15
voiclassvl st:convy 0.03 0.01 2.37

voiclassna:genm -0.00 0.01 -0.37
voiclassop:genm -0.02 0.01 -1.94

voiclassvd st:genm -0.03 0.01 -2.26
voiclassvl st:genm 0.02 0.02 0.92

Table A.47: Summary table for mouth nucleus normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.79 0.02 34.44
voiclassna 0.05 0.02 2.32
voiclassop -0.06 0.02 -2.75

voiclassvd st 0.02 0.02 1.07
voiclassvl st -0.07 0.03 -2.21

convy -0.03 0.02 -1.48
genm 0.04 0.03 1.15

voiclassna:convy 0.01 0.02 0.73
voiclassop:convy 0.05 0.02 2.26

voiclassvd st:convy -0.01 0.02 -0.53
voiclassvl st:convy 0.00 0.02 0.00

voiclassna:genm -0.02 0.02 -1.08
voiclassop:genm -0.02 0.03 -0.76

voiclassvd st:genm -0.05 0.02 -2.02
voiclassvl st:genm -0.01 0.05 -0.23

Table A.48: Summary table for mouth o↵glide normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)
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A.2.3 OLIVE investigation

These mixed e↵ects model summary tables correspond to the results presented

for the OLIVE investigation in Chapter 9.

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.46 0.06 23.28
voiclassvl fr -0.04 0.05 -0.82
voiclassvd st 0.07 0.06 1.23
voiclassvd fr 0.02 0.06 0.34

voiclassna -0.07 0.04 -1.61
voiclassla -0.16 0.08 -1.97
voiclassop 0.08 0.05 1.72

voiclassbimorph -0.07 0.06 -1.07
genm -0.12 0.09 -1.26

voiclassvl fr:genm -0.01 0.07 -0.23
voiclassvd st:genm -0.05 0.06 -0.75
voiclassvd fr:genm -0.02 0.06 -0.36

voiclassna:genm 0.09 0.04 2.18
voiclassla:genm 0.14 0.09 1.46
voiclassop:genm -0.09 0.06 -1.38

voiclassbimorph:genm 0.09 0.07 1.22

Table A.49: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.33 0.10 13.76

voiclassmorph -0.15 0.09 -1.69
voiclassna -0.08 0.08 -1.02

voiclassnone -0.12 0.08 -1.48
voiclassvd fr -0.17 0.09 -1.91
voiclassvd st -0.21 0.09 -2.42
voiclassvl fr -0.25 0.08 -3.05
voiclassvl st -0.29 0.07 -3.94

genm -0.04 0.13 -0.29
voiclassmorph:genm 0.05 0.11 0.45

voiclassna:genm 0.10 0.09 1.05
voiclassnone:genm 0.01 0.10 0.05
voiclassvd fr:genm 0.10 0.10 0.95
voiclassvd st:genm 0.10 0.10 0.94
voiclassvl fr:genm -0.09 0.10 -0.89
voiclassvl st:genm -0.05 0.09 -0.57

Table A.50: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f1 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.12 0.02 50.74
voiclassvl fr 0.02 0.03 0.72
voiclassvd st -0.00 0.04 -0.07
voiclassvd fr 0.00 0.04 0.05

voiclassna 0.02 0.03 0.70
voiclassla -0.12 0.05 -2.44
voiclassop -0.01 0.03 -0.23

voiclassbimorph 0.01 0.04 0.19
genm -0.12 0.03 -4.11

voiclassvl fr:genm -0.02 0.04 -0.51
voiclassvd st:genm -0.01 0.04 -0.18
voiclassvd fr:genm -0.07 0.03 -2.01

voiclassna:genm -0.01 0.03 -0.54
voiclassla:genm -0.00 0.06 -0.00
voiclassop:genm -0.02 0.04 -0.64

voiclassbimorph:genm 0.01 0.04 0.31

Table A.51: Summary table for price nucleus normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 1.01 0.07 15.02

voiclassmorph 0.39 0.08 4.78
voiclassna 0.26 0.07 3.72

voiclassnone 0.41 0.07 5.66
voiclassvd fr 0.35 0.08 4.38
voiclassvd st 0.41 0.08 5.28
voiclassvl fr 0.52 0.07 7.16
voiclassvl st 0.50 0.07 7.50

genm -0.05 0.09 -0.57
voiclassmorph:genm -0.13 0.10 -1.22

voiclassna:genm -0.16 0.09 -1.82
voiclassnone:genm -0.11 0.10 -1.09
voiclassvd fr:genm -0.14 0.10 -1.46
voiclassvd st:genm -0.13 0.10 -1.35
voiclassvl fr:genm 0.05 0.10 0.47
voiclassvl st:genm -0.01 0.09 -0.09

Table A.52: Summary table for price o↵glide normalised f2 mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)

Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.60 0.06 9.55
voiclassvl fr -0.06 0.06 -1.02
voiclassvd st -0.06 0.07 -0.88
voiclassvd fr -0.15 0.08 -2.00

voiclassna -0.31 0.05 -5.78
voiclassla -0.52 0.09 -5.64
voiclassop -0.10 0.06 -1.78

voiclassbimorph -0.22 0.08 -2.92
genm 0.03 0.09 0.37

voiclassvl fr:genm 0.08 0.08 1.10
voiclassvd st:genm -0.23 0.07 -3.27
voiclassvd fr:genm -0.12 0.07 -1.86

voiclassna:genm -0.09 0.05 -1.93
voiclassla:genm 0.03 0.10 0.27
voiclassop:genm -0.16 0.07 -2.25

voiclassbimorph:genm -0.12 0.08 -1.49

Table A.53: Summary table for price Euclidean distance mixed e↵ects model
by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)
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Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) -0.50 0.14 -3.48
voiclassvl fr 0.61 0.29 2.08
voiclassvd st 1.21 0.32 3.83
voiclassvd fr 1.20 0.38 3.16

voiclassna 0.63 0.26 2.41
voiclassla 0.17 0.41 0.41
voiclassop 0.94 0.26 3.65

voiclassbimorph 1.19 0.35 3.40
genm 0.05 0.13 0.36

voiclassvl fr:genm -0.65 0.32 -1.99
voiclassvd st:genm 0.11 0.27 0.40
voiclassvd fr:genm 0.32 0.26 1.24

voiclassna:genm -0.02 0.19 -0.12
voiclassla:genm 0.36 0.42 0.86
voiclassop:genm -0.24 0.27 -0.88

voiclassbimorph:genm 0.32 0.32 0.99

Table A.54: Summary table for price normalised duration mixed e↵ects
model by voiclass, speech style (conv) and gender (gen)



A.3 ARTICLE ACCEPTED FOR PUBLICATION IN THE

JOURNAL OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND

LINGUISTICS

I have attached a pre-print version of my article titled Variation in Nasal-

Obstruent Clusters and its influence on PRICE and MOUTH in Scouse, which

has been accepted for publication in English Language and Linguistics and

will feature in the November 2015 issue of the journal. This article provides

a small subset of results from the pilot study focusing on the realisations of

price and mouth before nasal-obstruent clusters. It has been referred to in

a number of chapters in the current thesis, including chapters 3, 4 and 5.
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